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Now that there are signs of a large-scale student movement that protests against prob-
lems in the educational systems, the management of educational organizations be-
comes especially relevant. the main problem is how to address the demands posed 

by the different social segments, because the response must be aimed at achieving goals set 
by the government, society and the owners of educational institutions (be they public or pri-
vate). this means that the administrative management of this type of organization becomes 
increasingly important and therefore it is necessary to understand what this management is 
about. the task is generally entrusted to people responsible for ensuring optimum function-
ing of educational institutions that have the dichotomy of dealing with management chal-
lenges that do not always follow their natural purpose, namely to educate.

to fulfill this fundamental objective along with those posed by the stakeholders can be com-
plex due to certain social, political, economic, technological and legal aspects that not only 
frame their actions but also tend to change them. 

this complexity requires strong leadership and a strategic plan able to coordinate the vision 
with the programs and objectives established by the educational institution, which makes 
the study of the management of those organizations ever more relevant. We would there-
fore call upon institutions that are seeking topics to develop that would have great poten-
tial to attract the interest of their stakeholders to look upon educational administration as 
a new area to explore through master’s or doctoral programs applied to the realities of our 
countries and even to the regions within them; the inequality and huge social differences 
between the regions in our countries mean that the models do not function equally in them. 

if we also take into account the social role of national integration, generation of opportuni-
ties in a context of fairness, economic growth and poverty alleviation that are indirectly gen-
erated through quality education, the management of educational organizations must be an 
obligatory topic in the developing countries. 

edison JaiR dUQUe-oliva
editor in chief - innoVar
Fulltime professor 
Escuela de Administración y Contaduría Pública  
Facultad de Ciencias Económicas  
Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Sede Bogotá 
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abstract: in this article the author provides an overview and a retrospective analysis of his over 
three-decade-long academic career and the evolution of his research during the course of that 
career. Within the broad overview and analysis of his career, he singles out and elaborates on his 
fifteen-year collaborative research on service quality (with colleagues valarie Zeithaml and len 
Berry), in order to illustrate the nature of a programmatic research stream on an important topic 
and the significant impact that such a research stream can have on a discipline’s knowledge base 
and practice. the author also derives a number of personal lessons from his reflections about his 
career and research, and discusses the implications of those lessons for researchers. He concludes 
the article with some general observations and recommendations about making significant contri-
butions to a field. 

KeyWords: Programmatic research, publishing strategy, service quality.

introduction

the three primary categories of articles solicited and published by IN-
NOVAR are Research Articles, Reflection Articles, and Review Articles (as 
per this journal’s “Guidelines for Contributing authors”). the present piece 
would fall under the reflection-article category. However, its scope and in-
tent are broader than those implied in INNOVAR’s guidelines for this type 
of article –namely, that reflection articles “present the results of research 
from an author’s original source-based, analytical, interpretative, or critical 
perspective on a specific topic.” although my research stream over the last 
quarter century has focused on the topic of customer service, and while this 
article will allude to some key insights from that research stream, it is likely 
to be somewhat different from typical reflection articles appearing in this 
journal. the article’s primary objectives are to (a) provide a critical analysis 
of my thirty-six year academic career; (b) discuss the personal lessons my 
career has taught me; and (c) draw on those lessons to offer suggestions to 
graduate students, researchers and other professionals for making signifi-
cant contributions to their respective fields.

 as a backdrop to what is to follow, i begin with a brief overview of my 
education and employment history. i obtained a Bachelor of technology 
degree (in mechanical engineering) in 1970 from the indian institute of 
technology-madras and a master of Business administration degree (with 
a marketing concentration) in 1972 from the indian institute of manage-
ment-ahmedabad. among the various business fields to which i was intro-
duced during the first year of my mBa program, i was most fascinated by 

5

algUnas reFlexiones sobre mi trayectoria: cómo pUblicar 
y contribUir de modo signiFicatiVo en Un campo del 
conocimiento

resUmen: en el presente artículo, el autor ofrece una perspectiva general 
de sus más de tres décadas de trayectoria académica y hace un análisis 
retrospectivo de su evolución como investigador. siguiendo esa perspecti-
va y bajo un análisis amplio, el autor reseña sus 15 años de investigación 
colaborativa sobre la calidad del servicio (con sus colegas valarie Zeithaml 
y len Berry), con el fin de ilustrar la naturaleza de una corriente de investi-
gación programática sobre un tema importante y el impacto significativo 
que esa forma de investigar puede tener en la base y en la práctica del 
conocimiento de una disciplina. el autor también menciona un número de 
experiencias personales que surgen de la reflexión sobre su carrera como 
investigador, y discute las repercusiones que estas experiencias podrían 
tener para otros investigadores. el artículo concluye con algunas observa-
ciones y recomendaciones generales sobre cómo se puede contribuir signi-
ficativamente a un campo del conocimiento. 

palabras claVe: investigación programática, estrategia de publica-
ción, calidad del servicio.

QUelQUes reFlexions sUr mon parcoUrs: comment pUblier 
et contribUer signiFicatiVement dans Un domaine de 
connaissance

rÉsUmÉ: dans cet article, l’auteur offre une perspective générale de son 
parcours académique de plus de trois décades et réalise une analyse ré-
trospective de son évolution en tant que chercheur. dans cette perspective 
et par une profonde analyse, il décrit 15 ans de recherche en collaboration 
(avec ses collègues valarie Zeithaml et len Berry) sur  la qualité de service, 
afin d’illustrer l’essence d’un courant d’investigation  programmatique sur 
un thème important et l’impact significatif de ce genre de  recherche sur le 
fondement et l’exercice de la  connaissance d’un discipline. l’auteur men-
tionne également plusieurs expériences personnelles surgissant de la ré-
flexion sur sa carrière de chercheur et les répercussions que ces expériences 
pourraient  avoir  pour d’autres chercheurs. en conclusion, il effectue quel-
ques observations et recommandations  générales  concernant la maniè-
re de contribuer de façon significative dans un domaine de connaissance 

mots-cleFs : investigation programmatique, stratégie de publication, 
qualité du service.

algUmas reFlexões sobre minHa trajetória: como pUblicar 
e contribUir de modo signiFicatiVo em Um campo do 
conHecimento

resUmo: no presente artigo, o autor oferece uma perspectiva geral de 
suas mais de três décadas de trajetória acadêmica e faz uma análise re-
trospectiva de sua evolução como pesquisador. seguindo essa perspec-
tiva e sob uma análise ampla, o autor faz uma resenha de seus 15 anos 
de pesquisa colaborativa sobre a qualidade do serviço (com seus colegas 
valarie Zeithaml e len Berry), com o objetivo de ilustrar a natureza de uma 
corrente de pesquisa programática sobre um tema importante e o impacto 
significativo que essa forma de pesquisar pode ter na base e na prática do 
conhecimento de uma disciplina. o autor também menciona experiências 
pessoais que surgem da reflexão sobre sua carreira como pesquisador, e 
discute as repercussões que estas experiências poderiam ter para outros 
pesquisadores. o artigo é concluído com algumas observações e recomen-
dações gerais sobre como se pode contribuir significativamente a um cam-
po do conhecimento. 

palaVras cHaVe: pesquisa programática, estratégia de publicação, 
qualidade do serviço.

jel classiFication: M10, M30, M39.
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marketing. i was drawn to marketing especially because 
of its “fuzziness” (vis-à-vis other fields such as accounting 
and finance) and the consequent potential i saw for apply-
ing my engineering training to tackle that fuzziness. my 
fascination with marketing also sparked a strong desire in 
me to become an academic –in particular, a teacher and a 
researcher who would try to make a small contribution to-
wards bringing some structure to what i felt was an inher-
ently fuzzy–but fascinating–field.

Because none of the universities in india offered a doc-
toral program in marketing at that time, and based on my 
belief that a doctorate was essential for pursuing a ca-
reer in teaching and research, i went to the United states 
in 1972 to begin my doctoral studies at indiana Univer-
sity (Bloomington, indiana), with a major concentration 
in marketing and minor concentrations in operations re-
search and statistics. my doctoral thesis, completed in 
1975, focused on issues related to sales force manage-
ment and industrial marketing. Consistent with my dual 
interest in marketing and quantitative methods, for my 
doctoral thesis i developed and validated an operations-
research model for optimally allocating a given number of 
salespeople across a company’s sales territories. a paper 
based on my thesis was my first major publication in a 
leading marketing journal (Parasuraman and day, 1977). 
my first full-time job as an academic was at the University 
of northern iowa (Cedar Falls, iowa), where i spent four 
years (1975-1979) before moving to texas a&m Univer-
sity (College station, texas). after spending fifteen years 
(1979-1994) at texas a&m University i moved to the Uni-
versity of miami (Coral Gables, Florida), where i am at 
present in my eighteenth year.

the remainder of this article is organized into three sec-
tions. in the next section i trace the evolution of my 
research interests and publications, critically examine that 
evolution, and derive some personal lessons from the ex-
amination. in the section after that i describe my research 
collaboration with valarie Zeithaml and len Berry on ser-
vice quality, outline key outcomes stemming from that 
collaboration, and discuss their impact on theory and prac-
tice. i conclude the paper with some general thoughts on 
making significant contributions to a field. 

evolution of my research 
interests and publications 

table 1 pictorially depicts the evolution of my areas of re-
search emphasis from the time i was a doctoral student 
to the present time. table 1’s rows correspond to consecu-
tive three-year intervals of my career; its columns repre-
sent the general areas of my research emphasis over the 
years. starting with my doctoral-student days, marketing 
research methodology (especially quantitative techniques) 
has been one of my distinct areas of interest, although 
since 2005 my focus on that domain has changed from 
primary to secondary. my first substantive research do-
main was sales management and industrial marketing –
the area of my doctoral thesis. i continued to have a strong 
interest and conducted extensive research in this area until 
around 1986, after which i gradually decreased my em-
phasis on it over a six-year period as my interest in other 
topics–services marketing in particular–grew rapidly. my 
second substantive area of research as table 1 shows was 
the “marketing concept” –a philosophy urging firms to first 
develop an accurate understanding of market needs and 

table 1. primary and secondary areas of research emphasis.

Research 
Methodology

Sales Mgmt.  
& Ind. Mktg. Marketing Concept Marketing Strategy Services Marketing

Technology’s Role in 
Svc. Delivery

1972-74 doc student doc student

1975-77

1978-80

1981-83

1984-86

1987-89

1990-92

1993-95

1996-98

1999-01

2002-04

2005-07

2008-11

Key: Primary emphasis secondary emphasis
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then coordinate and focus all internal activities to satisfy 
those needs. the marketing concept generated consider-
able debate among scholars during the late 1970s, which 
is what triggered my research interest in the topic. i main-
tained at least a secondary research interest in the mar-
keting concept for about twelve years. soon after i moved 
from the University of northern iowa to texas a&m Uni-
versity in 1979; collaborations with my new colleagues 
broadened my research interests to encompass two 

additional areas –marketing strategy and services market-
ing, with my strong emphasis on the latter continuing to 
the present time. as the last column in table 1 shows, for 
over the past fifteen years my research in the service do-
main has also been focusing on the role of technology-
based systems in serving customers. 

service-related issues have by and large been the sole sub-
stantive focus of my research since around the mid-1980s. 
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However, up until 1986 my research was considerably less 
focused. in particular, from 1981-1986 my research was 
spread over four distinct substantive areas (see table 1). in 
addition to lacking a clear research focus, this six-year peri-
od was the most stressful period of my entire career –more 
on this later after i provide an overview of my publication 
history, which is summarized in table 2.

articles that i have authored or coauthored have appeared 
in major marketing journals (Journal of Marketing, Jour-
nal of Marketing Research, Marketing Science, Journal of 
the Academy of Marketing Science and Journal of Retail-
ing) as well as a variety of other marketing and business 
journals (e.g., Industrial Marketing Management, Journal 
of Business and Industrial Marketing, Journal of Business 
Research, Journal of Service Research, Decision Sciences 
Journal, Sloan Management Review, Business Horizons). in 
terms of articles published, the most productive six-year 
period in my career was 1981-1986 (see table 2), account-
ing for almost a third of the total number of articles i have 
published to date. during this period i also wrote a sole-
authored marketing research textbook that was over 800 
pages long (Parasuraman, 1986). yet, despite being a peri-
od marked by high scholarly productivity, this six-year span 
was also a very stressful–and not a personally fulfilling–
phase of my professional career. in fact, i consider this pe-
riod to be a “dark phase” in my career for several reasons.

First, as already noted, my research lacked focus and was 
spread over four distinct substantive areas simultaneously. 
second, i was getting involved in too many “opportunis-
tic” research projects that came my way, being attracted 
to them primarily by the prospect of adding to my list of 

publications. i managed to publish at least one article from 
every such opportunistic research project in which i partici-
pated. However, based on hindsight, i wish i had resisted 
the publication lure of such projects and instead focused 
most or all my research efforts on the increasingly impor-
tant substantive domain of services marketing. While i 
eventually was able to establish a programmatic stream 
of research on service quality in that domain (more on 
this in the next section), i lost valuable research time and 
momentum in this regard during 1981-86. third, and as 
a consequence of the preceding shortcomings, several of 
my articles published during this period are ones of which 
i am not particularly proud because, in retrospect, they do 
not fit any of the cohesive research streams through which 
i have tried to contribute to the literature; instead they 
“stick out like sore thumbs” in my Cv. the journal articles 
labeled as “y” in table 2 belong to this category of articles 
(as table 2 shows, of the ten “y” articles in my Cv, eight 
were published during 1981-86). Fourth, while i am glad 
i wrote my sole-authored marketing research textbook (it 
was well-received by the marketplace and was a commer-
cial success as well), thinking back i question whether it 
was wise to take on such a major textbook-writing task so 
early in my career when i had not yet established myself 
as a research scholar in any substantive domain. moreover, 
i significantly underestimated the time commitment need-
ed for writing an accessible and comprehensive textbook 
on marketing research. Consequently, focusing on writing 
the textbook–while simultaneously concentrating on the 
multiple research projects on varied topics in which i was 
involved, in addition to attempting to pay sufficient atten-
tion to my young family (a wife and three children below 

table 2. chronology and composition of journal articles published.

major marketing journals*
other marketing and 
business journals “x”

other marketing and 
business journals “y”

total

1975-77 1 1 0 2

1978-80 1 3 1 5

1981-83 1 15 5 21

1984-86 5 9 3 17

1987-89 4 8 1 13

1990-92 3 8 0 11

1993-95 6 1 0 7

1996-98 3 3 0 6

1999-01 2 2 0 4

2002-04 2 12 0 14

2005-07 2 6 0 8

2008-11 1 11 0 12

total 31 79 10 120

*Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, Marketing Science, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, and Journal of Retailing

“X” –Journal articles i am glad i wrote

“y” –Journal articles about which i have second thoughts in retrospect
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the age of six at that time)–took a heavy emotional and 
physical toll on me. i was at an emotional breaking point 
towards the end of this period.

Fortunately, i decided to take a semester-long leave of ab-
sence (without pay) from texas a&m University during the 
latter half of 1986 to sort things out. if not for that leave, 
i am not sure if i could have pulled myself out of this dark 
phase. the semester-long sabbatical gave me the time i 
sorely needed to reflect on my professional choices and 
career up to that point and their consequences. Based on 
that reflection, i resolved to try to (1) focus my research on 
a single domain (or several related–even if distinct–topics 
within that domain); (2) gradually decrease, and eventually 
eliminate, research emphasis on my initial substantive ar-
eas of research (in particular, sales management/industri-
al marketing that was the domain of my doctoral work) so 
that i could concentrate on issues related to customer ser-
vice, an area in which i was getting increasingly involved; 
and (3) to wean myself from the habit of getting involved 
in every research opportunity that came my way, without 
first critically examining whether and how it fit my primary 
research stream. as evidenced by the post-1986 phases of 
my career summarized in table 1 and 2, i believe i have 
been reasonably successful in staying true to the afore-
mentioned resolutions. 

the manner in which beginning scholars handle the for-
mative initial years of their career can critically affect the 
nature and extent of their eventual impact on their respec-
tive fields in later stages of their careers. as implied by the 
preceding discussion, in retrospect i believe i could, and 
probably should, have handled differently certain aspects 
of my early career stages and my professional choices in 
those stages. i learned some personal lessons based on my 
experiences as an academic during the first dozen years of 
my career. though the lessons are necessarily subjective 
and open to debate, i summarize them below as a way of 
offering some food for thought to professional colleagues, 
particularly those who are on the verge of launching their 
academic careers:

1. Rather than focusing on maximizing the number of ar-
ticles published, focus on establishing a programmatic 
stream of research in an important area, even if such a 
focus leads to fewer published articles. developing a 
reputation as a scholar with a sustained research re-
cord–and hence expertise–in a specific domain is much 
more conducive in the long run for making significant 
contributions to a field than is the sheer number of ar-
ticles one publishes on a variety of topics.

2. Resist the temptation to get involved in research projects 
that do not overlap in any meaningful way with one’s 

primary research domain. though getting involved in 
such opportunistic projects may result in published ar-
ticles, developing those articles will take precious time 
away from building a reputation as an expert in one’s 
primary area of interest. moreover, articles from purely 
opportunistic research projects may eventually detract 
from and dilute one’s overall record of contributions 
from programmatic research in one’s primary area.

3. Do not be afraid to choose “risky” research topics/ap-
proaches, or to change the substantive area of one’s 
research emphasis, as long as compelling professional 
logic and personal conviction support those choices and 
changes. in my case, switching from my original stream 
of research focusing on sales management/industrial 
marketing (the area of my doctoral dissertation and 
one in which i was continuing to publish in the early 
years of my career) to service quality–a topic that was 
relatively new to me and to the marketing literature at 
that time–was a potentially risky move. However, i was 
convinced that the risk was well worth taking based on 
the strong practitioner interest in service quality in the 
1980s, coupled with the paucity of conceptual frame-
works and empirical approaches in the literature for un-
derstanding, assessing and improving service quality.

4. While there is no substitute for working hard, especially 
early in one’s career, it is also important to maintain 
a healthy work-life balance. in my case, i was so en-
grossed in fulfilling commitments related to the many 
research and writing projects in which i was involved, 
especially during 1981-86, that i did not spend suf-
ficient time with my young family. Based on hind-
sight, the resulting frustration and guilt that i felt was 
counter-productive because my mental stress actually 
slowed down my professional progress. i would have 
been better off if i had reallocated some of my research 
and writing time to my family.

my research stream on service quality 

my interest in services germinated in 1980, soon after i 
moved to texas a&m University where i had the good for-
tune to meet and start collaborating with valarie Zeithaml 
and len Berry, two colleagues to whom i owe a sincere 
debt of gratitude for introducing me to the exciting new 
area of service quality in which there was considerable 
practitioner interest but not much by way practical guide-
lines in the extant literature. a significant impetus for our 
collective interest in studying service quality came from 
the marketing science institute (www.msi.org), a nonprofit 
organization sponsored by over 70 large companies and 
having as its principal mission the generation of new 
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knowledge through rigorous academic research on top-
ics of keen interest to practitioners. the msi-sponsored 
research collaboration among the three of us–hereafter 
referred to as the “PZB” service quality journey–endured 
over the entire time i was at texas a&m University and 
involved five major phases. though we have continued to 
collaborate on other service-related research and writing 
projects, the focus of this section is limited to the PZB ser-
vice quality journey from 1981-94, as an illustration of the 
nature and impact of a programmatic stream of research 
on an important topic. table 3 provides an overview of the 
makeup and outcomes of the sequential research phases 
constituting this journey. 

the five research phases took about three years each to 
complete and alternated between qualitative and quan-
titative approaches, with each phase building on and 
extending the insights from the previous phase. after ob-
taining msi funding for our initial proposal in 1982, we 
followed the typical msi protocol of completing the fund-
ed research, presenting the findings to msi member com-
panies that sponsored the research, and writing an msi 
research report. additionally, the research process we fol-
lowed had another distinct feature that paved the way for 
what eventually turned out to be a programmatic, multi-
phase research journey (rather than just a single project): 

When we presented our findings to msi and its member 
companies, we also submitted a well-developed proposal 
requesting additional funding to conduct research to gain 
a deeper understanding of the findings and address new 
issues stemming from those findings. the additional step 
of simultaneously submitting a proposal for follow-up re-
search when presenting insights from just-completed re-
search, which we followed in each of the first four phases, 
worked well for us because several msi member companies 
were eager to support and participate in the proposed re-
search for the next phase (see the third column in table 3).

phase 1 (1982-84) 

Given that service quality was a relatively new area of 
scholarly inquiry, the first phase of the PZB journey fo-
cused on several basic questions: What is superior cus-
tomer service? How do customers define service quality? 
What criteria do customers employ in evaluating service 
quality? What organizational deficiencies may stand in the 
way of delivering high-quality service to customers? We 
deemed qualitative research–consisting of customer fo-
cus group interviews in a variety of sectors and in-depth 
interviews with senior executives in leading companies 
in each of those sectors–to be the most appropriate ap-

table 3. anatomy of an effective research stream –“pZb” service quality journey (1981-1994).

research phases
nature of the 

research

msi companies 
sponsoring the 

research

Key research 
outcomes

msi research reports published

Pilot (1981-82)
Review and synthesis 
of insights from ex-

tant literature
—

Proposal developed 
and submitted to msi

—

Phase 1 (1982-84) Qualitative
Chase manhattan Bank, 
dean Witter Reynolds, 
sears, Bank of america

Conceptual model of 
service quality (“Gaps 

model”)

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1984), “a Concep-
tual model of service Quality and its implications for 
Future Research,” msi Report no. 84-106.

Phase 2 (1984-86) Quantitative
at&t, Chase manhat-
tan Bank, sears, visa

seRvQUal (instru-
ment for assessing 

service quality)

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1986), “seRvQUal: 
a multiple-item scale for measuring Customer Percep-
tions of service Quality,” msi Report no. 86-108.

Phase 3 (1986-89)
Qualitative and 

quantitative

Bank of america, Bank 
of Boston, Gte, metlife, 

travelers

extended gaps model 
and its empirical as-

sessment

Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman (1987), “Communi-
cation and Control Processes in the delivery of service 
Quality,” msi Report no. 87-100.
Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml (1990), “an empirical 
examination of Relationships in an extended model of 
service Quality,” msi Report no. 90-122.

Phase 4 (1989-91) Qualitative

allstate, Cigna, General 
motors, Kodak, marri-

ott, metlife, Prudential, 
Ryder

Conceptual model of 
the nature and deter-
minants of customers’ 
service expectations

Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman (1991) “the nature 
and determinants of Customer expectations of ser-
vice,” msi Report no. 91-113.

Phase 5 (1991-94) Quantitative
allstate, iBm, metlife, 

sears
Refined seRvQUal 

instrument

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1994), “moving For-
ward in service Quality Research: measuring different 
levels of Customer expectations, Comparing alterna-
tive scales, and examining the Performance-Behavioral 
intentions link,” msi Report no. 94-114.
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proach for addressing these questions. a number of consis-
tent themes that cut across the different sectors emerged 
from our qualitative research. Based on those themes we 
defined service quality as the extent and direction of the 
discrepancy between what service customers expect from 
excellent companies in a sector and what they perceive 
they receive from a given company whose service quality 
is being assessed. this definition was also consistent with 
insights in the nascent services marketing literature that 
was starting to grow rapidly at that time (Gronroos, 1982; 
lehtinen and lehtinen, 1982; lewis and Booms, 1983; 
sasser et al., 1978). the common themes from the in-depth 
executive interviews suggested four broad organizational 
deficiencies or gaps that could, in turn, contribute to the 
gap experienced by customers between expected and per-
ceived service:

1. Market Information Gap: the discrepancy between 
what customers expect from a service organization and 
senior managers’ understanding of customers’ expec-
tations.

2. Service Standards Gap: the discrepancy between man-
agers’ knowledge of customers’ service expectations 
and organizational specifications or guidelines for ser-
vice delivery.

3. Service Performance Gap: the discrepancy between or-
ganizational standards for service delivery and the ac-
tual service delivery.

4.  Internal Communication Gap: the discrepancy be-
tween the actual service delivery and what customers 
are led to believe the service will be like.

integrating the customer and organizational perspec-
tives on service quality, we developed the “Gaps model,” a 
framework for understanding and analyzing potential defi-
ciencies within the organization (Gaps 1-4) so as to narrow 
the external service quality gap (Gap 5) experienced by 
customers. our first msi research report published in 1984 
(see last column of table 3) describes in detail the develop-
ment, structure and implications of the gaps model. this 
research report served as the basis for several subsequent 
journal articles, including one in the Journal of Marketing 
that introduced the Gaps model to the mainstream litera-
ture (Parasuraman et al., 1985).

phase 2 (1984-86) 

the second phase of the PZB research journey focused on 
the customer side of the Gaps model–namely Gap 5–and 
involved developing a scale for measuring this gap. the 
starting point for this phase was a set of insights from the 

previous phase pertaining to service-related attributes 
that customers employ in evaluating service quality. in ad-
dition to generating a definition of service quality from 
the customer’s perspective (i.e., Gap 5), the focus groups in 
Phase 1 suggested ten broad dimensions that customers 
use as criteria in judging service quality. Based on these 
ten dimensions and specific service attributes under each, 
we developed an initial survey instrument for operational-
izing Gap 5. through a series of empirical studies conduct-
ed in multiple sectors, we sequentially pruned and refined 
the initial instrument. after several iterations this process 
yielded seRvQUal, a 22-item scale for quantifying the ser-
vice expectation-perception gap along five generic dimen-
sions:

*Reliability:  ability to perform the promised service 
dependably and accurately.

*Responsiveness:  Willingness to help customers and pro-
vide prompt service.

*Assurance:  Knowledge and courtesy of employees 
and their ability to inspire trust and  
confidence.

*Empathy: Caring, individualized attention the 
firm provides its customers.

*Tangibles: appearance of physical facilities, equip-
ment, personnel, and communication 
materials.

our second msi research report published in 1986 details 
the multiple stages involved in developing and testing the 
seRvQUal scale. this report, as in the case of our first 
msi report, resulted in several journal articles, chief among 
which was a Journal of Retailing article that introduced 
seRvQUal to the literature at large (Parasuraman et al., 
1988). 

phase 3 (1986-89) 

the overall objective of this phase was to develop a deeper 
understanding of why the four broad internal deficiencies 
(Gaps 1-4) occur in service organizations and how those 
deficiencies are related to the external service quality de-
ficiencies perceived by customers. of the five phases in 
the PZB research journey, this turned out to be the most 
ambitious and complex phase, involving a major qualita-
tive component (to address the why question) as well as an 
extensive empirical study (to address the how question). 
the qualitative component involved (a) reviewing and syn-
thesizing insights from the literature in the organizational 
behavior, human resources and operations areas and (b) 
conducting an extensive field study of one of the partici-
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pating firms –this study comprised focus groups with em-
ployees at various levels and in different departments, 
individual interviews with a variety of managers (including 
senior executives), examination of the firm’s promotional 
campaigns, and discussions with appropriate personnel in 
the firm’s advertising agency. integrating insights from the 
literature review and the field study, we generated a list of 
potential causes for each of the four organizational defi-
ciencies, and developed an “extended Gaps model,” which 
is discussed in the first of the two msi research reports 
from this phase (see table 3). the empirical portion of 
Phase 3 involved (a) developing measures of the four broad 
organizational gaps as well as the potential causes of each 
of those gaps; (b) using the measures to gather data on the 
four organizational gaps and their potential causes from a 
sample of companies; (c) using the seRvQUal scale to col-
lect data on the external gap (Gap 5) from customers of 
the sample companies; and (d) conducting statistical anal-
yses to ascertain the nature and extent of the effects of 
the various potential causes on their corresponding organi-
zational gaps and, in turn, the effect of the latter on the ex-
ternal gap as measured by seRvQUal. other details about 
this empirical study and its findings are in the second msi 
research report produced in this phase. despite its being 
an extensive and complex study, the empirical component 
of Phase 3 was somewhat disappointing in that it did not 
reveal much by way of meaningful insights. in retrospect, 
the effectiveness of the preceding phases and the strong 
positive company reactions to findings from those phases 
perhaps made us unduly ambitious in proposing a compre-
hensive empirical test of the full extended model of service 
quality, without carefully thinking through the practical 
constraints of calibrating and testing that model. difficul-
ties encountered during the study–such as in measuring 
the various constructs at different levels of aggregation 
(e.g., individual employee level vs. group or department 
level), collecting and matching data from distinct samples 
of respondents representing different constituencies (e.g., 
customers, frontline employees, supervisors, senior manag-
ers), and doing all of this across multiple companies–neces-
sitated compromises in implementing the study that might 
have contributed to the lack of significant findings.

the empirical study in Phase 3 did make an important non-
empirical contribution in that it produced multiple-item 
scales for measuring each organizational gap and its cor-
responding potential causes. these scales (which are in-
cluded in the second msi research report from this phase) 
can be helpful to companies and researchers interested in 
empirically examining the determinants and consequences 
of each of the four organizational gaps. thus, Phase 3 was 
productive overall, with the two research reports leading 

to multiple journal articles as in the case of the previous 
phases. in addition, drawing upon the collective outcomes 
and insights from this and the previous two phases, we 
wrote a business book aimed primarily at practitioners and 
got it published in 1990 (Zeithaml et al., 1990).

phase 4 (1989-91) 

Because service expectations are the benchmarks against 
which customers assess a company’s service performance, 
we wanted to gain a deeper understanding of the nature 
and determinants of expectations and their role in service 
quality measurement. Phase 4 of the PZB research journey 
focused on generating that understanding. an additional 
impetus for this phase came from questions that were be-
ginning to surface in the literature about seRvQUal after 
its publication in the Journal of Retailing in 1988. Consis-
tent with our definition of service quality, the seRvQUal 
approach for measuring the construct consists of comput-
ing gap scores by subtracting customers’ expectations rat-
ings from their perceptions ratings on the 22 items that 
make up the scale. the need for and value of measuring 
customers’ expectations and the appropriateness of com-
puting gap scores were the core issues in the debate about 
seRvQUal (see Parasuraman et al., 1994a and 1994b for 
further details concerning this debate).

the research we employed to better understand custom-
ers’ service expectations was qualitative and involved an 
extensive focus-group study covering multiple sectors. 
Combining insights from previous conceptualizations of 
expectations with findings from this study, we developed 
an integrative model of customers’ service expectations. 
this model, in addition to portraying a variety of potential 
determinants of expectations, reflects another important 
insight from our research about the nature of expectations 
–namely, that expectations exist at two different levels 
that customers use as comparison standards in assessing 
service quality:

Desired Service: the level of service representing a 
blend of what customers believe “can 
be” and “should be” provided (i.e., a 
“realistic ideal” level).

Adequate Service: the minimum level of service custom-
ers are willing to accept.

separating these two levels is a zone of tolerance that rep-
resents the range of service performance a customer would 
consider satisfactory. 

the integrative model of service expectations and its im-
plications are discussed in the msi research report emerg-
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ing from this phase (see table 3). this report, in turn, has 
spawned several additional journal articles.

phase 5 (1991-1994) 

the insight that customers’ service expectations exist along 
a range (i.e., zone of tolerance) bounded by two distinct 
levels of expectations called for corresponding modifica-
tions to seRvQUal. the purpose of Phase 5, a quantita-
tive-research phase, was to refine the original seRvQUal 
scale to capture customers’ desired and adequate service 
levels, as well as their perceptions of a focal company’s 
service. our research in this phase consisted of multiple 
empirical studies to test different scale formats for opera-
tionalizing the zone of tolerance and assessing customers’ 
service perceptions relative to the zone (details about the 
empirical studies, the refinements to seRvQUal, and the 
refined scale’s psychometric properties and diagnostic val-
ue are in the msi research report and subsequent journal 
articles based on the report).

impact of the pZb journey 

the concepts and publications emerging from the PZB 
journey have had widespread impact on practice as well as 
research scholarship related to service quality. as an indi-
cation of impact on practice, in addition to the companies 
listed in table 3 that sponsored our research and benefited 
from the insights it generated, we have conducted semi-
nars based on our work at many other companies, several 
of which have also engaged us as consultants. our corpo-
rate presentations and consulting assignments have cov-
ered over three dozen countries around the world. 

one measure of the PZB journey’s impact on research 
scholarship is the number of published journal articles and 
the number of citations garnered by those articles. each 
msi research report from the PZB journey led to at least 
one major article in a leading marketing journal and ad-
ditional articles in other journals targeted at a variety of 
audiences (a total of eighteen articles resulted from the six 
research reports shown in the last column of table 3). as 
of this writing, the Google-scholar citation count for each 
of the major marketing articles exceeds 1000, with the 
Gaps model and seRvQUal articles (Parasuraman et al., 
1985 and 1988, respectively) each having over 8500 cita-
tions. the current citation count for the Delivering Quality 
Service book (Zeithaml et al., 1990), published about two-
thirds of the way into the PZB journey, exceeds 2600.

the extensive scholarly debate surrounding seRvQUal 
and the additional studies and journal articles by many 

researchers around the world is another indication of the 
PZB journey’s impact. the journey has also influenced re-
search well beyond the marketing discipline. For instance, 
the refined seRvQUal instrument from Phase 5 has been 
the basis for the development of libQUal (www.libqual.
org), a rigorous methodology that is being used by a world-
wide consortium of several hundred research libraries (un-
der the auspices of the association of Research libraries) 
to track the quality of their services on an annual basis.

Finally, the PZB journey has also had an impact on peda-
gogy –the Gaps model and seRvQUal have been featured 
in several textbooks in chapters covering topics related to 
customer service and service quality assessment and im-
provement. one of the leading services marketing textbooks 
(Zeithaml et al., 2009) uses the Gaps model as its underly-
ing framework.

lessons from the pZb journey 

Reflecting on the overall PZB journey and its impact sug-
gests some general lessons and guidelines that may be 
helpful to research scholars, especially those early in their 
careers, in maximizing the impact of their work. the key 
lessons/guidelines from the journey are:

1. Focus on research topics that have evolutionary poten-
tial –i.e., topics that are broad and robust enough to 
lead to a program of research consisting of a sequence 
of studies, with each study building on and extending 
the preceding one. in our case, although we did not–
and could not–plan or predict at the outset the dura-
tion of and number of phases in our research journey, 
we did know that service quality was an important and 
“wide open” topic with multiple facets calling for re-
search attention.

2. Work on research projects that will have practical rel-
evance (at least eventually). i believe that a primary 
reason for the widespread impact of the PZB journey 
was its focus on a topic that was of keen interest to 
practitioners and high on the list of msi’s research pri-
orities. the potential contribution of research that has 
both methodological rigor and practical relevance will 
be significantly greater than that of research that is de-
ficient on the latter.

3. Take a multi-context research approach if at all pos-
sible. an important contributor to the success of the 
PZB journey was the fact that multiple sectors and 
companies were involved in each of its five phases. Key 
conclusions from each phase were anchored in com-
mon patterns of findings from diverse contexts, thereby 
strengthening the robustness of those conclusions and 
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proactively deflecting potential concerns about their 
generalizability.

4. While broad research topics are likely to have great-
er evolutionary potential than are narrow topics (as 
implied by the first guideline above), it is important 
“not to bite off more than one can chew” in any single 
study. as discussed previously, the quantitative study 
in Phase 3 of the PZB journey turned out to be too 
ambitious, difficult to implement, and not as effective 
as a less elaborate study with a narrower scope might 
have been.

5. Be prepared to face, and respond constructively to, criti-
cisms of one’s work. our seRvQUal work drew consid-
erable attention from other researchers and became 
the subject of some heated debate in the literature. 
We were initially surprised and puzzled by the ques-
tions being raised about seRvQUal in the academic 
literature, especially given the strong positive reactions 
we received from managers in a variety of companies 
and sectors. We were caught somewhat off-guard by 
the criticisms. it took us a while to get over our initial 
shock and frustration before being able to think calmly 
about the issues being raised and how to address them. 
We responded to the issues in rejoinder articles –by, for 
example, reiterating the robustness of our seRvQUal 
findings across diverse sectors, re-establishing the 
scale’s psychometric properties and demonstrating the 
practical, diagnostic value of the data generated by it. 
in addition, stimulated by the scholarly debate about 
seRvQUal, we made further refinements and improve-
ments to the scale (as noted in Phases 4 and 5 of the 
PZB journey).

6. Disseminate research findings through a variety of pub-
lication outlets and professional forums to reach di-
verse audiences and broaden the research’s impact. as 
already mentioned, we published the findings and im-
plications from the five phases in a variety of scholarly 
and practitioner-oriented journals; and, we wrote a busi-
ness book based on the collective insights from Phases 
1-3. additionally, we contributed chapters based on our 
work to scholarly books and handbooks, incorporated 
our findings into the courses we taught, and present-
ed our work in numerous conferences, research collo-
quia and executive seminars around the world. such 
widespread dissemination of our work through multiple 
channels was crucial for the extensive exposure it re-
ceived and its broad impact on both research and prac-
tice in the service quality field.  

general thoughts on contributing 
significantly to a field 

the two preceding sections provided overviews of and per-
sonal reflections about my career and the PZB service qual-
ity journey. each section ended with a set of suggestions 
for researchers based on my reflections. in this section i 
conclude with some general observations and recommen-
dations pertaining to making an impact on a discipline1.

academicians have to fulfill several important professional 
roles, broadly categorized as research, teaching and ser-
vice roles. though all three roles are critical, the content 
and quality of one’s research and writing contributions are 
paramount in determining one’s discipline-wide reputation 
and impact. those who excel in teaching and service do 
get recognized and develop reputations for making impor-
tant contributions. However, recognitions and reputations 
stemming solely from teaching and service contributions 
are typically confined to the “local”–i.e., department, 
school or university–level, and rarely achieve discipline-
wide status. moreover, a record of scholarly publications is 
a conventional criterion for being eligible to teach doctoral 
seminars, supervise doctoral students and perform impor-
tant professional gatekeeping functions (e.g., serving on 
editorial review boards of journals, promotion-and-tenure 
review committees, etc.). therefore, in addition to being 
significant in its own right, the research role is intertwined 
with–and is a prerequisite for–some of the most influential 
teaching and service roles of academicians.

a range of publication channels are available for contribut-
ing to a discipline through research and writing, including: 
Broad-based scholarly journals, specialized scholarly jour-
nals that have a narrower scope, scholarly books or book 
chapters, “applied” journals aimed at practitioners, text-
books, and business books. these channels vary with re-
spect to the nature, endurance, and primary targets of the 
written contributions. 

the “nature” of a written contribution refers to whether 
the contribution focuses primarily on knowledge creation 
(i.e., introducing to a discipline new insights, concepts, 
frameworks, etc. based on original research) or knowl-
edge dissemination (i.e., synthesizing, reformulating and 
propagating knowledge that already exists within a disci-
pline). on a continuum anchored by “Primarily knowledge 
creation” at one end and “Primarily knowledge dissemina-
tion” at the other end, the abovementioned channels will 
occupy different positions, with broad scholarly journals 

1 material in this section relies heavily on– with portions of it ex-
cerpted from–Parasuraman (2003).
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near the knowledge-creation end and business books near 
the knowledge-dissemination end, and the others falling 
in-between (in approximately the same order in which they 
are listed above).

the “endurance” of a written contribution refers to the de-
gree to which it continues to stimulate scholarly discourse 
and additional research –i.e., the extent to which the work 
continues to contribute to the discipline’s knowledge-cre-
ation activities. on an endurance continuum anchored by 
“Relatively high” at one end and “Relatively low” at the 
other end, broad scholarly journals will be near the high 
end and business books near the low end, with the others 
falling in-between. thus a written contribution’s nature (in 
terms of degree of focus on knowledge creation vs. dissem-
ination) and endurance (in terms of longevity of impact) 
are likely to be highly correlated.

the primary targets or audiences for research and written 
contributions include research scholars, Ph.d. students, 
“thoughtful” practitioners (who appreciate and seek out 
scholarly research that offers new knowledge), managers 
in general (who are interested more in how-to guidelines 
with immediate practical applications than in new knowl-
edge per se), and non-Ph.d. students. While each of these 
groups is a potential target for work appearing in any of 
abovementioned publication outlets, not all of them are 
likely to be primary targets for every publication outlet. 
For instance, the primary targets for scholarly journals and 
scholarly books will typically be limited to research schol-
ars, Ph.d. students and thoughtful practitioners. similar-
ly, non-Ph.d. students are likely to be the primary or sole 
target for traditional textbooks; and, managers (both the 
“thoughtful” and “general” types) are likely to be the pri-
mary target for business books.

there are thus different primary “publication pathways” 
for influencing different constituencies or target audi-
ences within a discipline. For instance, the most effective 
means of influencing a broad cross-section of managers 
through one’s written contributions is to write business 
books. on the other hand, having a significant impact on 
a discipline’s current and future scholarly thought leaders 
and gatekeepers would require channeling one’s research 
and writing efforts towards scholarly journals and schol-
arly books or book chapters (see Parasuraman [2003] for 
a complete typology of primary and secondary publication 
pathways linking the various publication channels to po-
tential target audiences). 

academicians, especially those who are about to start–or 
in early stages of–their careers, will benefit from having a 
well-thought-out publication strategy. it is neither possible 
nor appropriate to recommend a one-size-fits-all strategy 

for everyone –the best strategy will differ across individu-
als depending on their doctoral training, areas of interest, 
skill sets, and professional interests and inclinations. How-
ever, based on the preceding points and discussion, i offer 
four general observations that may be helpful in develop-
ing or reformulating one’s publication strategy so as to in-
crease one’s impact on a field:

1. Multiple publication pathways are available for con-
tributing to a discipline and all of them deserve atten-
tion. Within my own discipline (marketing), colleagues 
who have had a significant impact vary in terms of the 
types of channels and targets through which they have 
made their mark. some have concentrated virtually all 
of their research and writing on just one type channel 
(e.g., flagship scholarly journals or textbooks); others 
have focused on a subset of channels and their cor-
responding primary targets; and yet others have made 
notable contributions through all channels, thereby di-
rectly influenced a variety of audiences. thus, it is pos-
sible to contribute significantly to a field by focusing 
on one, a few, or all publication channels. 

2. Although all publication channels are potentially help-
ful in influencing a discipline, beginning scholars should 
consider focusing most or all of their research and writ-
ing efforts on “scholarly” channels (i.e., those that are 
towards the upper ends of the continua representing the 
nature and endurance facets of written contributions). 
Having just completed their doctoral degrees (or similar 
advanced degrees), scholars in early career stages are 
likely to have three critical resources that can increase 
their chances of getting published in leading scholarly 
journals: (a) current and extensive knowledge of the lit-
eratures pertaining to their dissertation domains, (b) a 
fresh and original piece of research (i.e., their disserta-
tion), and (c) a minimum of service commitments that 
invariably escalate during later career stages. Because 
all three resources tend to deteriorate over time, a dif-
ferent or diffused publication focus early in one’s career 
(e.g., getting involved in book writing projects) may 
result in wasting valuable opportunities to publish in 
leading scholarly journals. 

3. It is advisable to consider multiple and varied journals 
within the realm of scholarly publishing. though pub-
lishing in a discipline’s flagship scholarly journals is ide-
al, acceptance rates at leading journals are extremely 
low, typically hovering around ten percent. the low ac-
ceptance rates are not necessarily because the rejected 
articles are all of poor quality: “For most top journals, 
there isn’t a dramatic drop in quality between the top 
10 percent of manuscripts received and the next best 
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10 percent, and most of the manuscripts submitted to 
the leading journals are reasonably well-done.” (sum-
mers 2001, p. 405) moreover, there are excellent sug-
gestions in the literature for shaping one’s research 
and manuscripts to increase the probability of accep-
tance at leading journals (e.g., stewart 2002; summers 
2001; varadarajan 1996). nevertheless, the reality is 
that the number of submissions to flagship journals 
continues to climb rapidly, without a commensurate in-
crease in space in those journals to accommodate all 
high-quality manuscripts submitted to them. thus, al-
though scholars in early stages of their careers should 
continue to submit their best work to leading journals 
in their disciplines, they may benefit from expanding 
the number and types of journals they consider for their 
research, while simultaneously also increasing the num-
ber and variety of their manuscripts for submission to 
those journals. Getting an acceptance letter from a 
good journal (even if it is not a flagship journal) early 
in one’s career can boost confidence and reduce stress 
stemming from the pressure to publish.

4. Maximizing one’s career-long impact on a field through 
research and writing requires that one’s contributions 
influence not only the field’s knowledge base, but its 
practice and pedagogy as well. in other words, it is 
important to try to channel one’s writings through all 
potential publication channels so as to influence all rel-
evant target audiences. However, it is not necessary–
and may not be feasible or desirable–to do all of this 
at once. For instance, as noted earlier, scholars in early 
career stages should probably avoid getting involved 
in textbook-writing projects. moreover, because the 
resources (especially time) available for research and 
writing are finite, even scholars in later stages of their 
careers may find it difficult to write simultaneously for 
different types of publication outlets aimed at differ-
ent audiences. therefore, scholars may want to pursue 
a “longitudinal” publication strategy, wherein they vary 
the emphasis they place over time on different types 
of writing projects and publication channels –for in-
stance, they could focus primarily on scholarly journals 
initially, then gradually add other publication channels 
(practitioner-oriented journals, book chapters, text-
books, and business books, roughly in that order) to 
their publication portfolios; if necessary, they could de-
crease their emphasis on, or drop altogether, previously 
selected publication channels in order to focus suffi-
cient attention on newly added ones. as noted in the 
first observation above, some scholars may be capable 
of making–and have made–significant contributions 

to a field by focusing on just one type of publication 
channel (e.g., by concentrating on writing best-selling 
textbooks or popular business books). therefore, a lon-
gitudinal publication strategy may not always be nec-
essary or appropriate. However, in the absence of such 
a strategy it may difficult to have a far reaching impact 
on one’s field.
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abstract: liberating services customers is the business challenge of the 21st century. many ser-
vice organizations have organizational structures and processes that are better designed to control 
customers than to serve customers. such structures and processes often result in poor services and 
sometimes they become disservices. Customers deserve to be liberated from such service structures 
and processes. Customers deserve better service!

in this article, i examine four topics regarding liberating services customers. First, i explore a 
historical perspective on customers and on marketing. second, i advocate enabling the customer 
century. third, i explore customer co-creation and even technology-enabled co-creation. Fourth, i 
look at the implications of the customer perspective.

KeyWords: services marketing, customers, liberation, and customer co-creation.

Historical perspective 

the service economy has been with us since the dawn of human history, but 
it was not respected and it was not monetized. the word “service” comes 
from the latin “servus” which means slave, servant, or serf. For most of hu-
man history, slaves, servants, or serfs have done service work. still today, 
service work is not as well respected as it should be. it is time for a change. 

in human civilization there is always the stuff of life, meaning the food, the 
water, the shelter, and the clothing. But interactions are even more essen-
tial to human life because we are social animals. Human interactions are 
the essence of human civilizations. Without interactions with other human 
beings, life would not be worth living. sociologists describe five essential 
institutions of human society: the family, education, government, economy, 
and religion. notice that interactions are essential to family, to education, 
to government, to economy, and to religion. the family is the most essential 
service organization in human history. on a biological level that is obvious. 
Without the propagation of families, we would not be able to create the 
other institutions. the service economy was started by the family long be-
fore money was invented.

the human species has made slow progress. most of human history is full 
of bloodshed, mistreatment or neglect. For example, Colombia was once a 
colony of spain and the United states was once a colony of Britain. Colo-
nialism was about exploiting the colonies for the benefit of the colonialist. 
there was a lot of mistreatment. throughout human history there has been 
too much bloodshed, too much mistreatment, too much neglect. Progress 
has happened in human history despite these destructive forces. Progress is 
a function of creativity and innovation. Creativity and innovation are some 
of the most precious things in human experience. innovations offer new 
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cómo liberar los clientes del serVicio: el reto del siglo xxi

resUmen: liberar a los clientes de servicios es el reto empresarial del siglo 
XXi. muchas organizaciones tienen estructuras organizacionales y proce-
sos que pretenden más ejercer un control sobre los clientes que brindarles 
un servicio. este tipo de estructuras y procesos a menudo propician que se 
preste un servicio deficiente o generan insatisfacción. los clientes mere-
cen ser “libres” de este tipo de estructuras de servicio y de sus procesos. los 
clientes merecen un mejor servicio. 

en este artículo se examinan cuatro aspectos que se relacionan con la for-
ma de liberar a los clientes. Primero, exploraremos una perspectiva históri-
ca sobre los clientes y el mercadeo. segundo, defenderemos la posibilidad 
de un siglo enfocado en los clientes. tercero, daremos una mirada a la 
co-creación con los clientes poniendo un énfasis en los desarrollos tecno-
lógicos. y cuarto, revisaremos las repercusiones de estos aspectos sobre la 
perspectiva de los clientes. 

palabras claVe: marketing de servicios, clientes, liberar, co-creación 
con los clientes. 

poUrQUoi libÉrer le serVice aUx clients : le dÉFi dU Vingt-et-
Unième siècle

rÉsUmÉ: le défi entrepreneurial du vingt-et-unième siècle consiste à li-
bérer le service offert aux clients. Beaucoup d’organisations de services 
présentent des structures organisationnelles et des procédés qui préten-
dent exercer un contrôle sur les clients plutôt que de leur offrir un service. 
Ce genre de structures et de procédés entraîne fréquemment la fourniture 
d’un service déficient et produisent même un effet contraire.  les clients 
méritent d’être « libres »de ce genre de structures de service et de procédés. 
ils méritent un meilleur service. Cet article examine quatre aspects concer-
nant la  façon de libérer  le service fourni aux clients. tout d’abord, nous 
explorons une perspective historique  sur les clients et  le marché. ensuite, 
nous défendons la possibilité d’un siècle consacré au client. dans une troi-
sième étape, nous jetons un regard sur la création avec les clients, insistant 
sur les développements technologiques. Finalement, nous révisons les ré-
percussions de ces aspects  sur la perspective des clients. 

mots-cleFs : marketing de services, clients, libérer, création avec les 
clients.

por QUe liberar o serViço aos clientes: o desaFio do sÉcUlo 
xxi

resUmo: liberar o serviço que se presta aos clientes é o desafio empre-
sarial do século XXi. muitas organizações de serviços têm estruturas orga-
nizacionais e processos que mais pretendem exercer um controle sobre os 
clientes do que brindar-lhes um serviço. este tipo de estruturas e proces-
sos comumente propiciam que se preste um serviço deficiente e, inclusive, 
convertem-se em todo o contrário. os clientes merecem estar livres deste 
tipo de estruturas de serviço e de seus processos. os clientes merecem 
um melhor serviço. 

neste artigo, examinam-se quatro aspectos que se relacionam com a forma 
de liberar o serviço que se presta aos clientes. Primeiro, exploraremos uma 
perspectiva histórica sobre os clientes e o marketing. segundo, defendere-
mos a possibilidade de um século enfocado nos clientes. terceiro, daremos 
uma olhada à co-criação com os clientes, enfatizando os desenvolvimentos 
tecnológicos. e, quarto, revisaremos as repercussões destes aspectos sobre 
a perspectiva dos clientes. 

palaVras cHaVe: marketing de serviços, clientes, liberar, co-criação 
com os clientes
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solutions to ancient human problems. i think today’s ser-
vice economy can continue to offer customers more inno-
vation and continue to make life better. 

our species is on a long march to liberty. We are not there 
yet, but liberty is increasingly within reach. let me list 
some of the liberating innovations along the march. there 
are innovations in family roles. the relationships between 
men and women have changed. that is a social innova-
tion that was essential to progress. Cultural innovations 
like tolerance have increased the opportunity for innova-
tion because without tolerance, societies tend to stag-
nate. legal innovations like property rights have made it 
easier for people to benefit from their own labor. Political 
innovations like the rights of the people have enabled de-
mocracies to spread around the world. in democracies, the 
citizens have rights. economic innovations like capital for-
mation have made it possible to start and grow businesses. 
more recently, we have seen liberating technological inno-
vations. the rise of the internet has made the scale of mod-
ern human interaction rather breathtaking. now, we are 
reaching a very interesting stage of mobile communica-
tions technology with smartphones. all these innovations 
have increased the opportunity for human beings to live a 
life of more freedom. 

as part of the long march to liberty, we are slowly invert-
ing the power pyramid of history. most of human history 
has been based on power hierarchies. the top of the pyra-
mid might be pharaoh, a king, or a Ceo, but the structure 
and the logic has always been the same. such hierarchical 
structures are what i call dominance culture. at the top of 
the pyramid is top management. the purpose of middle 
management is to serve the top management above them. 
the purpose of frontline management is to serve the middle 
managers and top managers above them. so, what is the 
purpose of the customer? Well, we have to use someone’s 
money to keep the pyramid working and it might as well 
be the customer because they are not that important. the 
common people are always at the bottom of these domi-
nance pyramids because power is exerted downward and 
mistreatment is a common thing. nonetheless, the power 
relationships between people are slowly changing. all over 
the world, people deserve better service and increasingly 
they are asking for better service. the power pyramid is 
being inverted. We are slowly moving to a world in which 
the purpose of top management is to serve the needs of 
the middle managers, frontline managers and the custom-
ers above them. and the purpose of middle managers is 
to support the frontline managers and customers above 
them. the purpose of the frontline managers is to serve the 
customer. so the customer becomes the top of the pyramid 
and the reason for the organization to exist. this switch to 

being customer focused is what i call a service culture. it is 
time that we become more generous towards each other. 
seeing human interactions change from dominance inter-
actions to service interactions is the change that i want to 
see in my lifetime. 

in the history of human beings, there are only two ways to 
influence people. We can coerce them, which is a tool of 
both government and criminals. the government can force 
us to do things. Criminals can force us to do things. Coer-
cion is a tool of dominance. it is the use of force. Force is 
so dangerous that governments are given the power to use 
force to protect us from criminals. so you either have illegal 
use of force or legal use of force. Force is that dangerous. 
Persuasion is the other way to influence people. Persuasion 
is the tool of education and marketing. Persuasion is the 
tool of service, too. dominance and coercion are more ef-
ficient than persuasion. Persuasion is not efficient but it is 
very, very effective. When you are persuaded, you truly be-
lieve it. you are not doing it because the boss is watching. 
you are doing it because you want to do it. Persuasion is 
very, very effective but not very efficient. if we really want 
long lasting change, we need to focus more on persuading 
each other instead of forcing each other to do things. 

Human progress is the history of choice. the more choices 
we have, the more progress we have made. in fact, you can 
look at any culture or country and measure its progress by 
how many choices are available to the typical person. sup-
posedly, there are now approximately 7 billion people liv-
ing on our planet. nearly 2 billion of those are in poverty 
with very few choices. as prosperity spreads, more choices 
are available. 

marketing is fundamentally concerned with offering choic-
es to customers. Customers like choices. Customers usu-
ally prefer more choices, especially to no choice. lots of 
people never have a choice about being poor or trapped in 
poverty. if you are trapped in poverty, you typically are un-
able to choose education or health care. you typically are 
not even able to find enough food for the day. so, human  
progress is choice. the choice to be served and to be served 
by whomever serves you better.

now, here is a quick 20th century history of marketing to 
complete this history section. early in the 20th century, 
marketing became an active field that was taught in uni-
versities and practiced in businesses. in the early days of 
the field, marketing was mostly about marketing surplus 
food crops. in one century, marketing went from market-
ing surplus grains to marketing physical goods, consumer 
services, industrial services, non-profit services and profes-
sional services to a wide range of customers. all across 
the world, more choices are appearing. marketing is driving 
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that explosion of choices. Choice is good, especially versus 
no choice. Human history has been a history of bloodshed, 
dominance, and few choices, but we are seeing a lot of 
progress.

enabling the customer century 

to enable a customer century, properly serving customers 
needs to become the obsession of businesses, nonprofits, 
and government. i do not mean just serving the customers. 
We need to provide better than just ordinary service. 

We need to throw out the power pyramid logic altogeth-
er. it is time for an even bigger change. the logic i de-
scribed earlier of turning the power pyramid upside down 
is not enough. networks are a better metaphor because 
networks are models of highly interactive systems. anoth-
er key issue for a customer century is the idea of shared 
power of community. service itself began as a social sup-
port system long before economic activity could be easily 
measured. another key shared power idea that emerges 

from networks is that families, tribes, villages, and commu-
nities are essential building blocks of civilization. they are, 
in fact, all human networks. Humans have always been 
networking. according to researchers, that is probably why 
language was so essential to our progress. that was how 
we networked. language was a key innovation because it 
allowed us to talk to each other, which meant more effec-
tive and efficient communication.

Game theory explains many aspects of human behavior. 
you can analyze all human interactions from the perspec-
tive of game theory. all human interactions are helped or 
hurt by the games people play. Game theorists argue that 
there are two major kinds of games. 

Zero-sum games have winners and losers and create vi-
cious cycles of play. Colonialism was a zero-sum game. the 
colonial powers were the winners and the colonies were 
the losers. Zero-sum games create a vicious cycle where 
you are always trying to beat the next opponent. they are 
a vicious cycle of dominance. Unfortunately, political sys-
tems are often played as zero-sum games. in the United 
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states, the Republicans and democrats have been fighting 
over budget deficits for months. they have been playing a 
zero-sum game, but both sides have been losing. Zero-zero 
outcomes are possible with zero-sum games. 

non-zero sum games are a better kind of game than ze-
ro-sum games and we need to play them more often in 
human society. note that non-zero games are defined by 
what they are not rather than what they are. i think they 
should be called collaborative games. a collaborative game 
is one in which all players of the game benefit. Farmville 
on Facebook is a collaborative game. We need more collab-
orative games where people are helping each other. they 
create virtuous cycles. sure, we could argue that games are 
frivolous. there is a great book written by game designer 
Jane mcGonigal (2011). mcGonigal titled her book Real-
ity is Broken and argues that the reason people love to 
play games is because reality is worse than the games. she 
thinks it is time to change reality. it is time for reality to 
be better than the games. i would argue that we especially 
need collaborative games. We do not need to have more of 
the first person shooter type games. People helping people 
are what we need. People helping people are what true 
progress has always been (Wright, 2000). that is what the 
service economy is. We need more collaborative games if 
we are going to enable the customer century. 

We are seeing more changes as the customer century 
emerges. markets are becoming more inclusive and more 
diverse. men and women are typically involved in most 
markets today. that was not always true in the past. a 
wider range of ages, education, incomes, ethnicities, and 
nationalities are being served. lots of variety is quite excit-
ing because it requires better service from service organi-
zations. you cannot do standard service if the customers 
are not standard. if the customers are different, we should 
serve them differently. it is a simple sort of logic. each of us 
knows we are different; each of us deserves to be treated 
differently. 

the next point i would make for enabling a customer cen-
tury is that we need more respect and trust. a lack of re-
spect and a lack of trust will damage and destroy customer 
relationships. if we have a choice, we want to do business 
with businesses that we trust and that respect us. We want 
our rights as human beings, our individuality, and our pri-
vacy to be respected. every culture knows what it means 
to be respected. Respect is important in every human cul-
ture. Respect is a critical human concept. trust is also very 
important. We should trust customers to do the right thing. 
i would even argue that while not all customers deserve 
respect and trust, it is still best to assume they all do. ask 
yourself which mistake would you rather make? Would you 

rather make the mistake of trusting no one and usually be-
ing wrong? or would you rather make the mistake of trust-
ing everyone and occasionally being wrong? most people 
deserve trust. We cannot build virtuous societies if we dis-
trust everyone. distrust tends to spread more distrust. it 
creates problems instead of preventing problems.

one of the most essential ideas for enabling a customer 
century is improving service levels. if you looked at the 
business world of today, there are three service levels that 
you might find. typically, there would be a best level, a 
good level and a barely adequate level of service. Bare-
ly adequate service is not enough. Customers want better 
service, and i am arguing that customers deserve better 
service. Here is what i think future service levels should be 
in the customer century. i think the lowest level of service 
should be the best. the next level of service should be bet-
ter service. the very highest level of service should be even 
better. my point is that the customers deserve the best 
service we can give them. if we cannot give them the best 
service, we should not take their money. if we ask them for 
more money, we should give them better service. But if we 
take their money at all, i think customers deserve the best 
service. that is the respectful thing to do. so, we should re-
think service levels. i do not expect service levels to change 
immediately, but i do think that the correct direction of 
progress is for barely adequate or even merely good ser-
vice levels to be replaced by best and better service levels.

an especially important issue for enabling the customer 
century is liberating women. the 20th century saw many 
innovations and improvements for women, but there is 
more needed. Women represent approximately half of the 
human population. they are not the minority. so, we are 
not talking about treating minorities better. We are talking 
about treating half of humanity better. even now, the most 
advanced economies tend to underserve women. if you 
went back 100 years, women were treated a lot worse and 
200 years before it was even worse. it is definitely time 
for more improvements in how women are treated. Women 
are essential to civilization. Women are often described as 
culture bearers. this means they transmit culture to their 
children. Birth rates decline as women’s education levels 
increase. Population researchers have found this in coun-
try after country. if you want to reduce the population, 
educate the women. educating the men has no effect. 
Countries with lower birth rates invest more resources in 
fewer children and become more economically prosperous. 
Women are absolutely essential to this progress. these 
comments represent only a small fraction of the important 
roles women play in human society. Women deserve better 
service. again, half of our species deserves better service. 
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to serve customers in the 21st century, i think we need to 
abandon our previous logic. if you went back to the be-
ginning of the 20th century, you would see what could be 
called customer appeasement. still today, you could find 
some companies that are only trying to appease their cus-
tomers. the best service companies today are typically 
talking about customer satisfaction. if we are truly going 
to serve customers well, then the better service perfor-
mance goal should be customer delight. delight is better 
than satisfaction. any customer could tell us that. yes, de-
light is harder to achieve than satisfaction, which is exactly 
why it is the correct goal for the customer century.

customer co-creation 

the customer century is not attainable without more ef-
forts to improve customer co-creation, too. in this section, 
i look at two levels of customer co-creation. the first is hu-
man-to-human co-creation and the second is technology-
enabled co-creation. 

We need new conceptual models for relationships between 
firms and customers. Customer relationship management 
(CRm) has become a popular concept, but i would argue 
that it is also a dangerous concept. advances in informa-
tion technology made it possible to collect and use large 
quantities of information about customers. not long after 
CRm was developed, there was a cover story in Business 
Week (Brady, 2000) about how businesses were imple-
menting CRm. the article was titled “Why service stinks.” 
included in the story were banks that had analyzed the 
profitability of their customers. Based on this, only people 
with a certain amount of money were going to be able to 
talk to human tellers. if you had less money than that, you 
could only use atms. they sent letters out to advise their 
customers and were surprised to receive substantial nega-
tive press and to even lose customers. most of us believe 
that we deserve the opportunity to talk to human beings. 
With this example, the banks implemented a CRm system 
that actually destroyed relationships because customers 
realized that banks were using their data to mistreat them.

Rather than CRm, we should let customers manage their 
relationship with service organizations (shaw and ivens, 
2004). this means that we should get their permission to 
build a relationship. We have to be very careful about the 
confidentiality of customer databases. this is something 
that customers take much more seriously than companies. 
Companies all over the world have made major mistakes 
with customer databases. Google, apple, dell, Citibank, 
and many other companies have made major mistakes with 
customer data. Right now there are companies that are in 
the business of selling customer data. Customers should 

have the right to sell their data, not some company. if it is 
the customer’s information, then the customer should con-
trol how that information is used. it should be the custom-
er’s right to sell it or refuse to let anyone have it. sharing 
control is a key part of customer-managed relationships. if 
we do it right, sharing control with customers will enable 
greater co-creation of value because they trust us. 

Customers want to be served respectfully. strong customer 
relationships lead to customer loyalty. if we build better 
relationships, we will receive customer loyalty. it is impor-
tant to distinguish between loyalty and captivity. Captiv-
ity is not the same thing as loyalty. sometimes companies 
have very high market shares. if you have a high market 
share, that does not mean you have loyalty. Captivity oc-
curs when customers have no choice. monopolies have 
high market share. the internal Revenue service in the Us 
has a very high market share. they are the only organiza-
tion in the Us collecting taxes. that is captivity, but it is 
not loyalty. loyalty occurs only when customers choose to 
continue being a customer, despite having other choices. 
true loyalty is when you have a choice to leave a service 
organization, but you freely choose to stay. you may have 
to be persuaded to try a service organization, but if you 
believe you are being well served, you will keep coming 
back. the interesting thing about loyalty is that there is 
no guarantee that customers will always be loyal. a smart 
competitor will try to provide even better service and try to 
pull those customers away. the true test of loyalty is when 
the customer stays because he wants to stay. that is real 
loyalty. in short, captivity is forced and loyalty is earned. 

if we are really going to achieve customer co-creation, we 
need freedom from stupid rules. after doing service re-
search for decades, i have no patience for stupid rules. 
Why do service organizations impose such stupid rules on 
customers? Why are they so inflexible when they really are 
using the customer’s money? i think it is because they do 
not respect us enough, so they do not treat us well either. 
another category of stupid rule is demeaning rules. there 
is a big store not far from my house. they search every-
body’s shopping cart. the place to pay and check out is 
close to the door. How much could you steal in the small 
area between the cashier’s station and the front door? But 
they have to check to see if every single item in that cart 
was paid for. that, to me, is a stupid and demeaning rule. 
But they insist on it because it is their policy. they treat ev-
ery customer as if he is a criminal. again, that is disrespect. 
to me, part of the problem is we are not seeing a balance 
between the operations perspective and the customer per-
spective. many service companies focus more on opera-
tional rules than customer needs. 
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employees are an essential part of customer co-creation. 
Ben schneider (1980) proposed that organizations often 
end up with two kinds of employees: service bureaucrats 
and service enthusiasts. Whenever a customer asks for 
help, a service bureaucrat thinks hard to find a rule that 
allows him to say no. Why would the bureaucrat say no? 
if you say no, your work is done. no one gets served, but 
it is very efficient. that is a bureaucrat. a bureaucrat does 
not want to help customers. they want to use the rules to 
hurt or to slow down the service. a service enthusiast is 
the opposite. a service enthusiast is trying to say yes and 
will sometimes avoid a stupid rule to say yes. that is a ser-
vice enthusiast. they are trying to help people instead of 
avoiding serving them. if we are going to have service co-
creation, we need a lot more service enthusiasts. 

Customer co-creation requires sharing profits. economists 
tell us that customers maximize utility (mcKenzie and tull-
ock, 1975), which means they pursue what can be called 
customer profits. a business profit is revenue minus cost 
equals profit. What is less known and less understood is 
the idea that the customer makes a profit if they pay less 
for something than it is worth to them. if the value is less 
than the price, then the customer was cheated. if the value 
equals the price, the customer got a bad deal because they 
are trying to make a profit. Profit strategies for businesses 
are raising revenues or lowering costs. Profit strategies for 
customers are finding better values or finding lower prices 
for the same thing. For example, if i was going to buy a 
specific dell computer model, i might go to the store with 
the lowest price on that dell computer model. that would 
be a profit to me. We can make the customers our partners 
in the process of profit. you are not sharing the same dol-
lar, but you are trying to make sure that both sides of the 
exchange are happy. it has to be a mutually beneficial rela-
tionship. serving customers better requires increasing the 
value of service offerings. too often what we see in busi-
nesses is that instead they are trying to reduce the costs. 
if companies cut costs long enough or deep enough, they 
end up cutting customers. Raising revenues by delivering 
better value is a surer path to long-term profits than lower 
costs. too many businesses focus too much on costs and 
not enough on revenue. marketing is mostly about reve-
nue. you can drive revenue up far more than you can ever 
drive costs down. there is a zero point to costs. if you do 
it right, there is no zero point to revenue. it is possible to 
make the company happy and the customer happy. if you 
do that, you will get loyalty. if a customer thinks they are 
getting great value from a company, they are very likely 
to go back. they are very likely to bring their friends, too. 
Customers shop for value. they want to maximize value. 
Companies are shopping for revenue. those do not have to 

be mutually exclusive. it does not have to be about domi-
nance. it should be about sharing profits. 

saving customer time is an essential co-creation solution. 
there is a saying that “time is money,” but it is false. For 
most of us, time is much more valuable than money. Bill 
Gates is one of the richest men ever. Just like you and me, 
Bill Gates is only getting 24 hours to the day. He has a lot 
more money than most people, but he does not have a lot 
more time. none of us can get any more time. despite my 
many efforts to find 25 hours in a day, i am still getting 
24 hours out of every day and you are too. time is more 
valuable than money. too many service businesses charge 
excessive time fees! they charge us time by making us 
wait in a long line. it is a common problem in service. an-
other excessive time charge is the long waits during steps 
of the service process. you see this in a lot of service busi-
nesses. For example, in the typical hospital, they make 
the patient wait in one place and then another, and then 
another and then the last insult, they make you wait to 
pay. after all, they do not have your money until you pay. 
if you have to wait to pay, that is really insulting. saving 
time for customers is one of the quickest ways to increase 
value. this is where the operations perspective and the 
customer perspective could come together. Frequently if 
you are more efficient, the time you save could actually 
be time the customer saves, too. By processing people 
more quickly you might actually be able to have happier 
customers and still be efficient. there does not have to be 
a separation between the operations perspective and the 
customer perspective. 

another idea in terms of customer co-creation is adding 
value by relieving or enabling. this is a great idea that i 
adapted from a book by Richard normann (2001). nor-
mann argues that there are two ways that we can actually 
try to be effective as a service. a service is only effective if 
we relieve the customer from mental challenges, emotional 
anxieties, and/or physical work. So one of the things that 
any service could do is a better job of relieving burdens 
from the customer. on the other side of this is enabling, 
which means enabling the customer to think, feel, or do 
things he could not do before. this creates opportunities 
for customers. so, on one side, you are taking away things 
that the customer does not want. you are relieving those 
burdens. on the other side, you are enabling opportunities 
for those customers. Customers will be happy to receive 
those benefits and the organization could be very profit-
able from doing it. so we can relieve burdens for customers 
and we can enable opportunities for them. that is an op-
portunity for customer co-creation. 
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technology-enabled customer co-creation is an essential 
part of this customer co-creation section. Here, i am talk-
ing about information technology and not service tech-
nologies such as medical technology or transportation 
technology. in the 20th century, during the days of radio 
or early television, there was one way broadcasting. People 
could listen to the radio or they could watch the television. 
later, we got what could be called partially interactive 
communication where the customer listens to a radio show 
and the announcer says to “call now” for an opportunity 
to buy something. television offered similar “call now” op-
portunities. this was still not very interactive. We are now 
in an era of the most exciting, fully interactive communica-
tions environment in which the marketer can interact with 
customers across the full bandwidth of the internet (Fisk et 
al., 2008). While these electronic conversations between 
customers and marketers are very important, there are 
also new conversations enabled between customers. this 
new ability for customers to talk to each has led to social 
networks such as Facebook, twitter, and myspace, which 
have dramatically increased the interactive opportunities 
for customers to talk to each other. 

We are now seeing mass collaboration because the inter-
net has vastly reduced the barriers to customer collabora-
tion. you have collaborative web sites, collaborative tools 
and lots of social media usage. We are seeing all kinds 
of interesting things happening. Customers are talking to 
each other on all kinds of forums. they are raising their 
voices in unison. Here is a great example of customers talk-
ing to customers. an american musician was traveling on 
United airlines. He arrives at his destination, but his guitar 
is broken. if you are a guitarist, that is not adequate ser-
vice. United refused to do anything, so he put up a video 
and created a song that became a hit on youtube. that is 
what customers will do to you if you mistreat them. they 
will go on youtube. they will go on Facebook. Customer 
communities are forming. if they love you, it will be a com-
munity of people that love the service. if they hate you, it 
will be even worse. We are seeing employees collaborating, 
too. We are also seeing citizens collaborating. look at what 
happened in tunisia, egypt, and libya. i never thought the 
middle east would change this quickly, but the citizens 
of those countries are talking to each other. they are us-
ing the various social media. that is the future of co-cre-
ation! With the help of modern technology human beings 
are talking to each other in ways that were impossible to 
imagine ten year ago. 

many researchers have created diagrams of the various so-
cial networks like Facebook or twitter. diagrams of the in-
ternet are even more complicated. they portray millions of 
connections and resemble a network diagram of the hu-

man brain. there is a great book by Howard Bloom called 
The Global Brain (Bloom, 2000), which captures this idea. 
in a sense, the internet is all of our brains on the internet. 
there are billions of human beings talking to each other on 
the internet. this is something that human beings could 
not do until just a little more than 10 years ago. in the his-
tory of humanity, this is a big, big story. i am convinced 
that if we are lucky, the internet will help people focus on 
new ways to serve each other better instead of looking for 
new ways of dominating each other. 

there are always threats with technology-enabled services, 
but technology should serve customers, not enslave them. 
We do not want to go from having British overlords or 
spanish overlords to having robot overlords. technology 
should serve us, not enslave us. Here are a couple of prob-
lem areas that need attention. there are privacy problems. 
mobile technology can track where we are and what we 
are doing. service algorithms can seek to manipulate our 
behavior. Companies like amazon.com use service algo-
rithms to analyze our behavior. they know what we pur-
chased. they track it so they can tell us about other books 
we might like. there are always dangers with technology, 
but i think the opportunities outweigh the dangers. the 
very fact that human beings can communicate across vast 
distances is huge. lots of things that were not possible are 
now possible. 

customer perspective 

the customer perspective is the last topic. We should never 
lose sight of who is in charge. the customer is in charge. 
When i say customer, i am talking of humans. We are all 
customers sometimes. We are all serving customers some-
times, too. We should take turns. People serving people are 
the essence of the service economy.

alan Kay (2007) argued in a great ted talk: “changing 
perspective has helped us make more progress in the last 
400 years than in the rest of human history.” an example 
of what Kay meant is the perspective shift from seeing the 
world as flat, to learning that it was actually a sphere. if 
you think the world is flat, you never travel very far away 
on a boat. But if the world is not flat, you might sail all the 
way to south america or north america. Changing per-
spectives matters. Realizing that the center of the universe 
was not the sun and not earth and that we are part of a 
vast galaxy in an even vaster universe was very important 
to human progress. adopting the customer perspective is 
also very important to human progress. 

We need a unified perspective on serving customers. all of 
the various fields that are working on services should be 
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working on a unified perspective. more and more people 
in many different areas are working on service problems. 
People in the service management area, the service en-
gineering area, the service sciences, and the service arts 
are all working on service problems. everyone who is inter-
ested in service should be interested in serving customers. 
the customer is the reason that services exist. that is the 
change to a customer perspective. that requires a custom-
er focused service organization, rather than one focused 
on management or the employees.

the pace of change is accelerating in the modern world, 
but not all change is progress. Progress requires higher 
aspirations. Progress requires inspiration and innovation. 
service innovation is desperately needed in four areas. 
We need more innovation in education. education is an 
essential service and a key part of human progress. We 
need more innovation in health care. Both education and 
health care are foundation services for any civilization and 
they urgently need more innovation. We also need more 
services for the poor. i mentioned earlier that there are 
approximately 2 billion people in serious poverty, not just 
minor poverty. they do not deserve to be in poverty. it is 
an accident of birth that they are in poverty. there are 
things that can be done to reduce poverty, which include 
increasing their access to education and health care. there 
are people working on services for the bottom of the pyra-
mid but there is more that needs be done there. We also 
need work on service sustainability. a lot of people work in 
sustainability about physical goods. However, the service 
consumption of 7 billion human beings has great environ-
mental impact, too. We can never have a sustainable plan-
et unless we can minimize the footprint of each and every 
one of us so that we have room for 8 billion and 9 billion 
people. all four of these service innovation areas need cus-
tomer co-creation. 

conclusion 

a slow, but mighty wave of change is passing across the 
planet. Customers of all kinds are finding ways to escape 
the limitations placed on them by businesses, non-profits, 
and governments. a more collaborative and interactive era 
is taking flower with profound implications. 

Customers deserve the opportunity to co-create the service 
they receive. the customer might prefer maximum flexibility 

in service provision, while the organization might prefer 
maximum structure in service provision. a co-creation ap-
proach could find mutually beneficial solutions where both 
the company and the customer profit.

to conclude, let me offer five rules for serving customers 
in the 21st century. First, we need to be technologically 
sophisticated. technology should ideally be kept in the 
background, not the foreground. technology should help 
us maintain communications with customers. second, we 
need to design our services for humans. For example, an 
airline seat should be comfortable for tall people and short 
people, large people and small people. third, we need to 
be more collaborative with the customer. more interaction 
will improve the ability to deliver the right service. Fourth, 
we need to be more engaging with the customer. our ser-
vices should be interesting enough to customer that they 
want to spend time in our service system. Fifth, if we are re-
ally going to liberate customers, the most important thing 
we need to do is be more respectful to customers. We need 
to do a better job of respecting their needs. i think every 
human being deserves respect. if we can reach the point 
where the service economy enables people to focus on 
serving each other–people helping people–customer lib-
eration will have been achieved. 
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abstract: the study of the application of quality tools and techniques has been broadly covered 
by the specialist literature. to a lesser extent, the literature has analysed the strategic capability 
of the eFQm model, that is, its capacity to facilitate integrative (rational and emergent) strategy 
formation processes. But, the study of how the application of this model may affect how firms apply 
quality tools and techniques remain unexplored.

taking this gap in the literature as a starting point, our research goal is threefold: first of all, we 
intend to study the relationship between the use of tools and techniques and the experience of a 
firm in the application of quality management and the eFQm excellence model; secondly, we have 
the intention of studying the extent to which quality tools and techniques may affect rationality 
and/or emergence in the strategy formation process; and thirdly, we try to analyse the effect of the 
experience in the use of the eFQm model on this relationship.

We employed a quantitative research methodology to try to reach these goals. as a consequence, 
some interesting results have come up. as an example, the experience in the application of the 
eFQm model has a moderating effect on how companies use quality tools and techniques. Con-
cretely, a great experience in the employment of this model make firms to apply quality tools and 
techniques in a more participative way combined with high levels of formalisation and planning. 
also, some other conclusions and implications have been drawn up.

KeyWords: eFQm model, experience in quality management, quality tools and techniques ap-
plication, rationality, emergence.

introduction 

the evolution of competitive arenas in the last decades and, above all, in 
recent years has aroused the need for today’s firms to become more adap-
tive, market-oriented, and prepared to facilitate the change, and this ur-
gency is not exclusive to manufacturing firms; the service sector is also in 
the same situation. total quality management (tQm) has played an impor-
tant role in this search, especially in recent times, and service organisations 
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tÉcnicas y Herramientas de la calidad, experiencia en el 
modelo eFQm y proceso de Formación de la estrategia. ¿existe 
algún tipo de relación? el caso especíFico de las empresas 
españolas de serVicios

resUmen: la aplicación de las herramientas y técnicas de calidad ha sido am-
pliamente estudiada en la literatura especializada. la capacidad estratégica 
del modelo eFQm, es decir, su capacidad para facilitar un proceso de formación 
de la estrategia integrador (racional y emergente), también ha sido analizada, 
aunque en menor medida. Por el contrario, el estudio de cómo la utilización 
de este modelo puede afectar a la forma en que las empresas aplican a las 
herramientas y técnicas de calidad constituye un área todavía no explorada.

tomando este gap en la literatura como punto de partida, nuestra investi-
gación se plantea un triple objetivo: en primer lugar, tratamos de estudiar la 
relación entre la utilización de las técnicas y herramientas de calidad y la expe-
riencia de la empresa en la aplicación de la gestión de la calidad y del modelo 
de excelencia eFQm; en segundo lugar, tenemos la intención de estudiar la 
medida en la cual estas técnicas y herramientas pueden afectar a la raciona-
lidad y/o emergencia del proceso de formación de la estrategia; por último, 
intentamos analizar el efecto de la experiencia en la utilización del modelo 
eFQm en esta última relación.

Para tratar de alcanzar estos objetivos, han sido empleadas metodologías de 
investigación cuantitativas, de las que se han derivado algunos resultados in-
teresantes. así, por ejemplo, los resultados han revelado cómo la experiencia 
en la aplicación del modelo eFQm cumple un papel moderador en relación con 
cómo utilizan las empresas las técnicas y herramientas de calidad. Concreta-
mente, una mayor experiencia en la utilización de este modelo hace que las 
empresas apliquen estas técnicas y herramientas de forma más participativa, 
en combinación con altos niveles de formalización y planificación. asimismo 
otras conclusiones e implicaciones de interés han sido recogidas en el trabajo.

palabras claVe: eFQm, experiencia en gestión de calidad, aplicación de 
herramientas y técnicas de calidad, racionalidad, emergencia.

tecHniQUe et instrUments de la QUalitÉ, expÉrience dU modèle 
eFQm et processUs de Formation de la stratÉgie. y a-t-il Une 
relation? le cas spÉciFiQUe des entreprises espagnoles de 
serVices 

rÉsUmÉ: l’application des instruments et des techniques de qualité a été 
beaucoup étudiée dans les publications spécialisées. la capacité straté-
gique du modèle eFQm, c’est à dire, sa capacité à faciliter un processus de 
formation de la stratégie intégratrice (rationnelle et émergente), a aussi été 
analysée, bien qu’à un niveau moins important. Par contre, l’étude pour savoir 
comment l’utilisation de ce modèle peut affecter la façon par laquelle les en-
treprises appliquent les instruments et techniques de qualité constitue un 
terrain d’étude encore inexploré. Prenant ce point de départ dans les publi-
cations, notre recherche propose 3 objectifs; tout d’abord, nous voulons étu-
dier la relation entre l’utilisation des techniques et instruments de qualité et 
l’expérience de l’entreprise dans l’application de la gestion de la qualité et du 
modèle d’excellence eFQm. ensuite, nous avons l’intention d’étudier dans que-
lle mesure ces techniques et instruments peuvent affecter la rationalité et/
ou l’émergence du processus de formation de la stratégie. Finalement, nous 
essayons d’analyser l’effet de l’expérience dans l’utilisation du modèle eFQm 
dans cette dernière relation. Pour atteindre ces objectifs, des méthodologies 
d’investigation quantitatives ont été utilisées, et certains résultats intéressants 
se sont produits. Par exemple, les résultats ont révélé à quel point l’expérience 
joue un rôle modérateur dans l’application du modèle eFQm en rapport à la 
manière par laquelle les entreprises utilisent les techniques et instruments de 
qualité. Concrètement, une expérience importante de l’utilisation de ce modèle 
a pour effet que les entreprises appliquent ces techniques et instruments de 
façon plus participative, en combinaison avec de hauts niveaux de formalisa-
tion et de planification. d’autre conclusions et implications intéressantes ont 
été recueillies dans cette étude.

mots-cleFs : eFQm, expérience en gestion de qualité, application d’instru-
ments et technique de qualité, rationalité, émergence.

tÉcnicas e Ferramentas da QUalidade, experiência no modelo 
eFQm e processo de Formação da estratÉgia. existe algUm tipo 
de relação? o caso especíFico das empresas espanHolas de ser-
Viços

resUmo: a aplicação das ferramentas e técnicas de qualidade tem sido am-
plamente estudada na literatura especializada. a capacidade estratégica do 
modelo eFQm, ou seja, sua capacidade para facilitar um processo de formação 
da estratégia integradora (racional e emergente), também tem sido analisada, 
ainda que em menor medida. Por outro lado, o estudo de como a utilização 
deste modelo pode afetar a forma em que as empresas aplicam as ferramentas 
e técnicas de qualidade constitui uma área qinda não explorada.

tomando este gap na literatura como ponto de partida, nossa pesquisa propõe 
um triplo objetivo: em primeiro lugar, tratamos de estudar a relação entre a 
utilização das técnicas e ferramentas de qualidade e a experiência da empre-
sa na aplicação da gestão da qualidade e do modelo de excelência eFQm; em 
segundo lugar, temos a intenção de estudar a medida na qual estas técnicas 
e ferramentas podem afetar a racionalidade e/ou emergência do processo de 
formação da estratégia; por último, tentamos analisar o efeito da experiência 
na utilização do modelo eFQm nesta última relação.

Para tentar alcançar estes objetivos, foram empregadas metodologias de pes-
quisa quantitativas, das quais derivaram alguns resultados interessantes. as-
sim, por exemplo, os resultados revelaram como a experiência na aplicação do 
modelo eFQm exerce um papel moderador em relação a como as empresas uti-
lizam as técnicas e ferramentas de qualidade. Concretamente, uma maior ex-
periência na utilização deste modelo faz com que as empresas apliquem estas 
técnicas e ferramentas de forma mais participativa, em combinação com altos 
níveis de formalização e planejamento. da mesma forma, outras conclusões e 
implicações interessantes foram compiladas no trabalho.

palaVras cHaVe: eFQm, experiência em gestão de qualidade, aplicação de 
ferramentas e técnicas de qualidade, racionalidade, emergência
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have been affected by this movement to the point that 
some literature claims that quality and satisfaction with 
the service have turned into the most significant factors 
for service firms to compete effectively in the marketplace 
(Chen, 2009; edvardsson et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2009; Pao 
et al., 2010; Rhee & Rha, 2009; sigala, 2009; torres-mor-
aga, 2010). 

tQm and continuous improvement are two topics that can-
not be decoupled as the latter becomes one of the corner-
stones for an effective tQm application. also, the use of a 
selection of tools and techniques is necessary to support 
and develop a process of continuous improvement under a 
tQm framework. thus, this relationship between the em-
ployment of tools and techniques under the framework of 
advanced quality management approaches (such as the 
tQm one) has been thoroughly and deeply studied by the 
specialized literature.

to this respect dale (2007) hints that as the company 
becomes more mature on the tQm path tends to apply 
tools and techniques in a greater extent. more precisely, 
he makes reference to integration and complexity as two 
basic variables when analysing this relationship. 

on the other hand, we can say that Business excellence 
models are considered useful frameworks to develop and 
continuously improve a management philosophy based 
on tQm principles (mcadam et al., 1998; sinclair & Zairi, 
2000), and that is why firms apply these models in order 
to adopt a tQm philosophy. 

so, taking the above mentioned argument as a starting 
point we may derive that as the firm becomes more experi-
enced and matured in the application of the eFQm model 
will tend to use continuous improvement quality tools and 
techniques in a greater extent, that is, in a more cumula-
tive way and moving from the simpler to the more complex 
ones.

as stated before, this issue has already been studied 
broadly by the literature on quality management and, as 
a result, our contribution would be limited. However, if we 
introduce the strategic dimension into this picture our con-
tribution becomes far greater. there is a debate about ex-
cellence models (particularly about the strategic capability 
of eFQm excellence models). different authors (Balbastre, 
2006; Balbastre & Canet, 2011; Kueng, 2000 or Williams 
et al., 2006) defend the strategic capability of the model. 
the model facilitates the adoption of an integrative strat-
egy formation process in the organizations (Balbastre & 
Canet, 2011), more focused on participation and analysis. 

at this point of our exposition some questions are aris-
ing: is there any real relationship between the use of qual-

ity tools and techniques and the maturity and experience 
in the application of quality management? How are the 
experience and maturity in the application of the eFQm 
model and quality tools and techniques related? is there 
any relationship between the use of advanced tools and 
techniques (such as the iso 9001 standard) and the expe-
rience in the application of the eFQm model and the fea-
tures of the strategy formation process? is the experience 
in the use of the model affecting how firms apply quality 
tools and techniques?

the research we present here aims at shedding light on 
these issues. Concretely, our research goal is threefold: 
First of all, we intend to study the relationship between the 
use of tools and techniques and the experience of a firm in 
the application of quality management and the eFQm ex-
cellence model; secondly, we have the intention of study-
ing the extent to which quality tools and techniques may 
affect rationality and/or emergence in the strategy forma-
tion process; and thirdly, we try to analyse the effect of the 
experience in the use of the eFQm model on this relation-
ship.

to try to reach these objectives we have structured this 
work as follows. First of all we show the theoretical frame-
work where we analyse all the arguments to support our 
hypotheses. later we make a brief reference to the research 
methods we have applied to the study. then we show the 
main results. and finally, we draw some conclusions and 
implications as well as future research lines.

theoretical framework 

Quality tools and techniques and eFQm experience 

as stated by the specialized literature, continuous im-
provement is one of the cornerstones of tQm application. 
in this context, “to support and develop a process of con-
tinuous improvement an organisation will need to use a 
selection of tools and techniques within a problem-solving 
approach” (dale et al., 2007, p. 31).

a broad set of quality tools and techniques may be em-
ployed to this concern. in this range we can include from 
the most classical quality tools and techniques (checklists, 
flowcharts, the seven quality control tools, statistical pro-
cess control, etc.) to other tools and techniques with a wid-
er scope and deeper organisational implications such as 
benchmarking or total productive maintenance (dale, 2007) 
as well as international standards such as the iso 9001 
or the iso 14001 (alic & Rusjan, 2011; martinez-Costa & 
martinez-lorente, 2004; suárez-Barraza & miguel-dávila, 
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2009; van der Wiele et al., 2001; Wilcock et al., 2006; Wo-
erner, 1991).

these tools and techniques play a different role in the pro-
cess of continuous improvement. also, the maturity of a 
firm in tQm may affect how the company is going to apply 
them. dale (2007), for instance, hints that as the company 
becomes more mature on the tQm path tends to apply 
tools and techniques in a greater extent. more precisely, 
he makes reference to integration (the use of integrated 
quality management tools and techniques) and complexity 
(the degree of use of sophisticated quality tools and tech-
niques) as two basic variables when analysing this rela-
tionship. Particularly, the author (dale, 2007, pp. 339-341) 
states that only as a result of the cumulative effect of a set 
of tools and techniques within a tQm approach the firm 
will start to see long-term benefits, and suggests that firms 
should begin with the application of simpler techniques 
(such as checklists, flowcharts or the seven original qual-
ity control tools) when the maturity and experience of the 
firm on tQm is short. this latter argument is also shared 
by dale et al. (1998) and Fotopoulos and Psomas (2009).

Business excellence models are considered useful frame-
works to develop and continuously improve a management 
philosophy based on tQm principles (mcadam et al., 1998; 

sinclair & Zairi, 2000), and that is why firms apply these 
models in order to adopt a tQm philosophy. the eFQm 
excellence model is the framework commonly applied by 
european companies on their tQm path, like other models 
(deming, Baldrige or iberoamerican, for example) are ap-
plied in other geographical areas (Japan, Us or iberoameri-
ca, respectively). thus, the eFQm model embraces the tQm 
philosophy and encourages business improvement (Wilkin-
son and dale, 2007). the latter allows us to state that the 
adoption of the eFQm model becomes a good indicator of 
tQm application.

Bearing in mind the above considerations we may formu-
late our four first hypotheses.

H1: The greater the experience of a firm in quality man-
agement, the more complex the quality tools and tech-
niques that the firm applies are.

H2: The greater the experience of a firm in quality man-
agement, the more integrated the quality tools and tech-
niques that the firm employs are.

H3: The greater the experience of a firm in the employ-
ment of the EFQM model, the more complex the quality 
tools and techniques that the firm applies are.
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H4: The greater the experience of a firm in the applica-
tion of the EFQM model, the more integrated the quality 
tools and techniques that the firm employs are.

Quality tools and techniques and strategy 
formation process. the experience in 
eFQm as a moderating factor 

traditionally, the study of the strategy formation process 
has become an important topic by the specialist literature. 
some decades ago, authors such as ansoff (1965), lindb-
lom (1959), mintzberg (1990a, 1990b), or Quinn (1978) 
were already concerned about the analysis of how firms 
form their strategy, that is, how they formulate and imple-
ment their strategy to become more competitive. However, 
this interest has remained unaltered for today’s research-
ers. some examples are the works by andersen (2004a, 
2004b), elbanna (2006), Jarzabkowski & spee (2009), 
Johnson et al. (2003), or slater et al. (2006). 

the study of this phenomenon has generated two different 
and opposite research lines. the first one conceives strat-
egy as a rational and prescriptive process where formal 
planning, formalisation and analysis are the basic features 
in the strategic process (ansoff & mcdonell, 1990; ansoff 
& sullivan, 1993; Brews & Hunt, 1999; Goll & Rasheed, 
1997). the second one considers strategy as a process 
based on emergent issues such as empowerment, partici-
pation, involvement, and shared vision and values (Floyd 
& Wooldridge, 1996; mintzberg, 1990b; mintzberg et al., 
1998). as a result, a considerable debate was generated in 
the specialist literature (ansoff, 1991; mintzberg, 1990b, 
1991). to try to bridge these two trends, some proposals 
were developed more recently in the literature on strategic 
topics (andersen, 2004a, 2004b; Grant, 2003; Hart & Ban-
bury, 1994; Johnson et al., 2003). Consequently, this new 
research line sees strategy from an integrative perspective 
which puts together the need to adopt planned and ratio-
nal processes and the need for flexibility and participation. 
in the end, this integration will facilitate a greater level of 
organisational flexibility (andersen, 2004b; Grant, 2003; 
Regnér, 2003) and increase organisational performance 
(andersen, 2004b; Brews & Hunt, 1999; Hart & Banbury, 
1994; Hickson et al., 2003; slater et al., 2006; szulanski & 
amin, 2001). in this context, Balbastre & Canet (2011, p. 
4) define “strategic capability as the ability of an organisa-
tion to develop an integrative strategy formation process 
which generates, as a result, a greater organisational flex-
ibility that leads to a greater organisational performance 
level”, and propose that formal planning and analysis are 
the basic organisational variables that characterise the ra-
tional perspective whilst participation, empowerment and 

involvement become the primary variables underlying the 
emergent viewpoint in strategy formation (Balbastre & 
Canet, 2011, p. 8).

the study of the relationship between the application of 
quality tools and techniques and organisational perfor-
mance has been widely covered by the specialized litera-
ture (for instance, Clargo, 2004; de mast, 2006; sousa et 
al., 2005). However, much less has been said about the link 
between the use of quality tools and techniques and strat-
egy formation. some works (Prašnikar et al., 2005; yang 
& yeh, 2009) have introduced the need to integrate some 
of these tools and techniques with strategic management 
in order to achieve positive organisational performance. 
But, the study of the particular dynamics and mechanisms 
through which these tools and techniques may affect ra-
tionality and/or emergence in strategy formation remain 
unexplored.

For instance, it is doubtless that the application of some 
complex quality tools and techniques such as the iso 9001 
standard will increase the degree of formalisation (Beck & 
Walgenbach, 2003; merrill, 2003; srivastav, 2010) and, as 
a result, organisational processes become more systematic 
and formal. also, the application of the Balanced score-
Card (BsC) generates a greater level of formal planning 
in the firm and more control through the establishment of 
goals and indicators linked to basic organisational process-
es (Craig & moores, 2005; Fletcher & smith, 2004; law-
rie & Cobbold, 2004; voelker et al., 2001). thus, from this 
viewpoint it can be thought that the use of more sophisti-
cated quality tools and techniques may have a positive ef-
fect on the rational perspective in strategy formation. But, 
the literature on these topics does not make any consid-
eration (direct or indirect) about the relationship between 
the employment of simpler tools and techniques (Pareto’s 
diagrams, control charts, statistical process control, design 
of experiments, for example) and strategy formation. tak-
ing these arguments as a starting point we may formulate 
the following hypothesis.

H5: The use of complex or sophisticated quality tools and 
techniques such as the ISO 9001 standard or the BSC 
will have a positive impact on the level of formalisation 
and, in so doing, generate more rational strategy forma-
tion processes.

at this point it is interesting to introduce the eFQm model 
in our research landscape. the debate about the real stra-
tegic capability of the eFQm model is open in the special-
ized literature: some works argue that this model is only 
valid for strategy implementation purposes (ahmed et al., 
2003; Ghobadian & Woo, 1996; leonard & mcadam, 2001, 
2002, 2003, 2004; mcadam & leonard, 2005; mcadam 
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& o’neill, 1999) whilst others (Balbastre, 2006; Balbastre 
& Canet, 2011; Conti, 1997, 2001; eFQm, 2010; Kueng, 
2000; Williams et al., 2006) show an opposing viewpoint 
and recognise that this model facilitates strategy formula-
tion and implementation through rational and emergent 
processes (in other words, this model contributes to facili-
tate an integrative strategy formation process).

in this respect, Balbastre & Canet (2011) argue that the 
very structure of the eFQm model facilitates rationality 
and emergence in both formulation and implementation 
processes. the content of the enablers criteria of this mod-
el as well as the elements of its working logic, named Ra-
daR logic1 (Results, Approach, Deployment, Assessment 
and Refinement), (eFQm, 2010), contribute to develop or-
ganisational mechanisms, processes and systems through 
which formal planning and analysis (that is, rationality) to-
gether with empowerment, participation and involvement 
(basic variables underlying emergence) are present in strat-
egy formulation and implementation (Balbastre & Canet, 
2011, pp. 5-6).

in addition to the arguments exposed above, the analysis 
of the time variable becomes fundamental when we talk 
about the effect of the application of the eFQm model 
(Williams et al., 2006). the specialized literature (Garvin, 
1991; Hendricks & singhal, 1996, 1997, 2001; Porter et 
al., 1998) manifests that it is necessary a long time frame 
to see the effects of the application of this model on or-
ganisational results, as the areas for improvement that are 
identified as a result of self-assessment (the diagnosis stra-
tegic tool through which the eFQm model is adopted) do 
not generate organisational improvement immediately, i.e. 
in the short term (Balbastre & Canet, 2011). 

the comments exposed above lead us to think that as the 
experience of a firm in the application of the model be-
comes greater, rationality and emergence seems to be in-
creased in the strategy formation process. But also, this 
fact may generate an indirect effect on the use of quality 
tools and techniques. the greater experience in the appli-
cation of the model may modify the way through which 
these tools and techniques are employed. since this ex-

1 these elements constitute the true spirit and philosophy behind 
the model, since they represent the management culture underly-
ing it. RadaR logic implies the need for a firm to establish goals in 
line with the organisation’s policy and strategy, to plan actions tak-
ing these objectives as a starting point, to systematically deploy or 
implement what has been planned, to assess the results achieved, 
to try to learn from others, and to analyse organisational measures 
and what others are doing to identify vital information for improve-
ment (eFQm, 2010). in other words, full-scale application of the 
RadaR logic contributes to ensuring that organisational processes 
become more rational, systematic and purpose-oriented.

perience contributes to develop more rationality and for-
mal planning as well as participation, empowerment and 
involvement, it could be hoped that as the experience in 
the employment of the model is higher quality tools and 
techniques are applied in a more formalised and participa-
tive way. this reasoning makes us establish the following 
research questions.

rQ1: How the experience in the application of the EFQM 
model influence the strategy formation process?

rQ2: How the experience in the application of the EFQM 
model may modify the way through which quality tools 
and techniques are employed?

Finally, the study of this phenomenon acquires special 
relevance in the case of service firms. in today’s environ-
ments, service organisations are increasingly resorting to 
the application of quality tools, techniques and systems 
to become more competitive (Banerji et al., 2005; Gupta 
et al., 2005; lewis & Gabrielsen, 1998; Canet & Balbastre, 
2011). more than likely, the importance of the customer in 
the delivery of a service (in many services, production and 
consumption take place at the same time) contributes to 
explain why service firms are greatly focused on customer 
satisfaction and service quality (lewis, 2007) and, as a re-
sult, try to apply quality management practices to achieve 
these aims.

taking the latter argument as a starting point, the spe-
cialized literature has paid a great attention to analyse 
the use of quality tools and techniques by service organ-
isations (Beaumont et al., 1997; Gustafsson et al., 2003; 
lee et al., 2009; mcadam & Canning, 2001; sousa et al., 
2005) and study the application of the eFQm model by 
this kind of firms (Bayo-moriones et al., 2011; Behara & 
Gundersen, 2001; Calvo-mora et al., 2005). However, the 
relationship of any of these constructs with strategy forma-
tion in the case of services has not been carried out yet. 
With the work we present here we try to make a contribu-
tion also in this field.

research methodology

sample 

to try to reach the objectives stated above we have de-
signed and applied a quantitative research methodology. 
We created a database of spanish firms applying the eFQm 
excellence model and whose main activity was located at 
spain. this fact guarantees that the firms are on the tQm 
path and also that they are familiar with the use of quality 
tools and techniques. the initial database registered 
531 organisations involved in the adoption of the eFQm 
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excellence model. the questionnaire was firstly e-mailed 
to the organisations, which they responded to by means of 
a telephone interview. as a result, we obtained 104 valid 
questionnaires, 80 of which were corresponding to service 
firms. this is the final sample we have employed for the 
analysis in this work. most of the service firms analysed 
belong to the education or consulting sectors. 52% of the 
firms have less than 50 employees and the greater part 
of the studied firms have experience in the application of 
quality management (71% have been adopting a quality 
management approach for more than five years). the infor-
mation was gathered from July to october 2009. 

measures and analysis 

scales used to measure variables are all five point likert 
scales. to measure the complexity and level of integration 
of the quality tools and techniques we have employed 13 
variables contained in table 1 (P24 to P36), that show a 
broad range of quality tools that firms can use in a tQm 
context.

table 1. tools and techniques used in quality management.

tools and tecHniQUes

p24 Final inspection of end products

p25 statistical process control (sPC)

p26 techniques for process control and improvement (Pareto chart, his-
tograms, control chart, cause and effect diagram, affinity diagrams, tree 
diagrams, interrelationship diagrams, etc.)

p27 design of experiments (doe)

p28 taguchi methods

p29 Balanced scorecard

p30 lean manufacturing

p31 Just in time (Jit)

p32 six sigma

p33 Quality management system based on iso 9001 standard

p34 environmental management system

p35 labour risk prevention system (lRP)

p36 integrated management systems (quality + environment + lRP)

source: authors.

Complexity of the employed tools is a concept that has 
been measured through an index, considering a combina-
tion of the degrees of complexity of the different tools and 
its level of usage. Using experts’ criteria we considered six 
degrees of complexity (in footnote 2 you can see the six 
groups of variables; every group is weighted differently de-
pending on its degree of complexity). as a result, we have 
generated an index2 that allowed us to measure the level 
of complexity in a five point scale. three levels of complex-

2 ComPleX=(P24+2*(P25+P26)+3*(P27+P28)+4*(P30+P31+P32)+5
*(P29+P33+P34+P35)+6*P36)/50.

ity were finally established (see table 2). Results are sum-
marized in table 2.

table 2. results of the variable complexity of the quality 
tools.

Fr
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 %

c
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e 

%

Valid

From 1 to 2 23 28.8 28.8 28.8

From 2 to 3 40 50 50 78.8

From 3 to 5 17 21.2 21.2 100

total 80 100 100

source: authors.

integration of quality tools and techniques has been built 
taking a combination of the degree of use of six sigma 
tool and integrated management systems (quality, envi-
ronment and lRP) as a starting point. again, we resorted 
to the criteria of experts to identify the indicators and the 
integration levels. two levels of integration were finally es-
tablished:

• low level: the firm does not use these tools regularly.
• High level: The firm has a moderate/high level of us-

age of Six Sigma or/and Integrated Management Sys-
tems. 

Results can be observed in table 3.

table 3. results of the variable integration of the quality 
tools.

Fr
eq
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nc

y

%
Va

lid
 %

c
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at

iv
e 

%

Valid

low integration level 49 61.3 61.3 61.3

High integration 
level

31 38.9 38.9 100

total 80 100 100

source: authors.

We have measured the experience in quality management 
and the experience in the use of the eFQm model through 
two variables, P37 (Use of quality management) and P38 
(Use of the eFQm excellence model) respectively in the 
original questionnaire. they were measured with a likert 
scale, where: 1= less than a year; 2= between 1 & 2 years; 
3= between 3 & 4 years; 4= between 5 & 7 years; 5= 8 
years or more.

We have also measured the constructs “integrative strategy 
formation process“ (variables P1 to P23) and “use of quality 
tools” (P24 to P36). We have analyzed internal consistency 
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of both constructs through the Cronbach’s alpha analy-
sis to test their reliability. to this respect, nunnally (1978) 
states that an exploratory research requires that the alpha 
value is equal or greater than 0.7. as we can appreciate, 
both constructs comply with the statistical requirements 
(see table 4).

table 4. cronbach’s alpha for quality tools and strategy 
formation process.

construct cronbach’s alpha

Use of quality tools 0.765

integrative strategy formation process 0.940

source: authors.

additionally, we have developed an exploratory factor 
analysis and principal component analysis to establish a 
more coherent formation of the constructs. Results of ro-
tated component matrix for the first construct “integrative 
strategy formation process“ showed five factors explaining 
the 73.4% of variance, and the rest of statistics calculated 
(Kmo, Bartlett’s sphericity test) revealed the acceptability 
of the model. all the variables show values greater than 
0.7 in their factors, and factors explain a great part of the 
variables analyzed. 

Consequently, the structure of the construct “integrative 
strategy formation process” includes five factors with the 
following interpretation:

• FaCtoR 1: Formalization and control (variables P7, P8, 
P11, P13 & P14)

• FaCtoR 2: degree of use of strategic analysis (vari-
ables P1, P2, P3 & P6)

• FaCtoR 3: employees’ participation (variables P17, 
P18, P19 & P20)

• FaCtoR 4: Reward systems (variables P22 & P23)

• FaCtoR 5: internal diagnosis (variable P5) 

Results of the factor analysis are summarized in table 5. 
seven variables were removed from the analysis.

With respect to the second construct “use of quality tools” 
we have obtained four factors that explain the 63.7% 
of the variance. statistic results are suitable and the fi-
nal structure of the construct is formed by four groups of 
tools–four factors–that are understood as follows:

• FaCtoR 1: Production-oriented quality tools (var. P27, 
P28, P30, P31 & P32)

• FaCtoR 2: management systems (var. P33, P34, P35 
& P36)

• FaCtoR 3: Classical quality control tools (var. P24 & 
P25)

• FaCtoR 4: Process control and improvement (var. P26 
& P29)

table 5. Factor analysis of the construct “integrative strategy formation process”.

 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

P.7 systematic process for strategic planning 0.732 0.306 0.265 0.268 -0.054

P.8 Written strategic processes 0.740 0.397 0.098 0.188 0.016

P.11 Written deployment process 0.786 0.096 0.262 -0.079 0.138

P.13 defined and formalized control process 0.793 0.065 0.091 0.071 0.254

P.14 Written control process 0.840 0.096 0.171 0.225 0.041

P1. General environment analysis 0.335 0.753 0.163 0.108 0.018

P.2 Competitive environment analysis 0.283 0.785 0.262 0.141 0.163

P.3 Resources and capabilities analysis 0.195 0.732 0.365 0.127 0.303

P6 Use of self-assessment technique based on the eFQm excellence model 0.060 0.709 0.222 0.149 -0.022

P.17 initiative in the workplace 0.290 0.224 0.837 0.072 0.050

P.18 strategic initiative 0.220 0.208 0.846 0.014 0.031

P.19 Participation with respect to the work 0.214 0.394 0.751 0.185 0.198

P.20 strategic participation 0.056 0.172 0.728 0.302 0.160

P.22 Reward systems for work improvement 0.116 0.190 0.193 0.865 0.170

P.23 Reward systems for strategic improvements 0.191 0.123 0.130 0.889 0.106

P5 internal diagnose 0.156 0.088 0.150 0.140 0.867

% explained variance 22.5% 16.3% 16.3% 11.1% 7.2%

Cronbach a: 0.940

% total explained variance: 73.4%

Kmo test: 0.856

Barlett’s sphericity test: Chi2=1303.85 df: 231 sig. 0.000

source: authors.
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Results are summarized in table 6.

also, as we want to analyze causal relationships among 
the considered variables we have employed correlations 
and linear regression analysis for the statistical contrast of 
the formulated hypotheses.

results

as we exposed in the theoretical framework, the hypoth-
eses we have developed for our study are the following:

H1: The greater the experience of a firm in quality man-
agement, the more complex the quality tools and tech-
niques that the firm applies are.

H2: The greater the experience of a firm in quality man-
agement, the more integrated the quality tools and tech-
niques that the firm employs are.

H3: The greater the experience of a firm in the employ-
ment of the EFQM model, the more complex the quality 
tools and techniques that the firm applies are.

H4: The greater the experience of a firm in the applica-
tion of the EFQM model, the more integrated the quality 
tools and techniques that the firm employs are.

Hypotheses H1 & H3 will be analyzed to test if there is any 
correlation between complexity and experience in quality 
management and the use of the eFQm excellence model. 
to do so, we have applied spearman’s correlations3 (see 
table 7).

From the analysis of the spearman’s Rho coefficient we 
can derive that experience in quality management permits 
the use of more complex tools; but we cannot conclude 
anything about the effect of the use of the eFQm excel-
lence model on the complexity of the tools applied. Figure 
1 shows the positive trend of complexity according to the 
increase of time and experience in the application of qual-
ity management. 

3 a version of Pearson’ correlation when variables are not normally 
distributed.

table 6. Factor analysis of the construct “use of quality tools”.

 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

P27 design of experiments (deo) 0.587 -0.004 0.140 0.250

P28 taguchi methods 0.795 0.032 0.013 0.220

P30 lean manufacturing 0.812 0.222 0.131 0.044

P31 Just in time 0.836 0.248 0.104 -0.036

P32 six sigma 0.665 0.014 0.182 -0.092

P33 Quality management system based on iso 9001 standard 0.011 0.514 0.553 0.159

P34 environmental management system 0.190 0.825 -0.075 -0.007

P35 labour risk prevention system (lRP) 0.068 0.699 0.027 0.128

P36 integrated management systems (quality + environment + lRP) 0.092 0.792 0.113 0.145

P24 Final inspection of end products 0.225 0.048 0.759 -0.171

P25 statistical process control (sPC) 0.200 -0.063 0.792 0.237

P26 techniques for process control and improvement 0.179 0.057 0.332 0.725

P29 Balanced scorecard 0.044 0.349 -0.200 0.685

% explained variance 22.7% 17.7% 13.5% 9.7%

Cronbach’s alpha of the whole scale: 0.765

% total explained variance: : 63.7%

Kmo test: 0.709

Barlett sphericity test: Chi2=330.59 df: 78 sig. 0.000

source: authors.

table 7. correlation analysis between complexity and experience in quality management and the use of the eFQm excellence 
model.

spearman’s correlation
experience in …

QUality management Use oF eFQm model

tools complexity 0.414** 0.099

**Correlations is significant at a 0.01 level: any p-value under 0.01 indicates a significant relationship. on the contrary, a p-value equal to or over 0.01 indicates lack of relationship

source: authors.
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as explained before in the Research methodology section, 
integration of quality tools and techniques is a concept ob-
tained from a combination of two variables (the use of six 
sigma tool and integrated management systems), obtain-
ing as a result two integration levels (low and high).

to this respect, hypotheses H2 & H4 have been solved 
testing if there are significant differences on the integra-
tion level according to the experience of the firm in the 
application of quality management. to do so, we have 
employed the Pearson’s Chi2 test –a non-parametric 

FigUre 1. complexity level of tools depending on quality management experience.
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table 8. correlation analysis between tools’ degree of integration and experience in quality management and the use of the 
eFQm excellence model.

pearson’s chi2 (p-value) 
experience in …

QUality management Use oF eFQm model

tools’ degree oF integration 0.396 0.132

significant 5%: any p-value lower than 0.05 indicates a statistically significant relationship. on the contrary, a p-value higher than or equal to 0.05 indicates an absence of relationship

source: authors.

table 9. experience in quality management and tools and techniques’ integration level.

experience in QUality management

total < = 4 years > 4 years

Firms % Firms % Firms %

integration

total 80 100.0 23 100.0 57 100.0

low 49 61.3 16 69.6 33 57.9

High 31 38.8 7 30.4 24 42.1

table 10. experience in the application of the eFQm excellence model and tools and techniques’ integration level.

experience in tHe application oF tHe eFQm excellence model

 total < = 4 years > 4 years

 Firms % Firms % Firms %

integration

total 78 100.0 41 100.0 37 100.0

low 48 61.5 24 58.5 24 64.9

High 30 38.5 17 41.5 13 35.1

source: authors.

source: authors.
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association test. this test is used to compare the propor-
tion of firms in each integration level with respect to the 
different degrees of experience.

as shown in table 8, the p-values of the association tests 
(p-value>0.05) reveal that there isn’t a relationship be-
tween experience in quality management and experience 
in the application of the eFQm excellence model and the 
integration level of the tools and techniques applied.

tables 9 and 10 contribute to explain this result. as can be 
observed in both tables, the percentage of firms classified 
in each integration level shows no significant differences 
with the global results for each degree of experience. 

Bearing in mind all the results of the tests shown before, 
we may state that the degree of complexity of quality tools 
and techniques is only affected by the experience of the 
firm in quality management. However, neither the experi-
ence in quality management nor in the application of the 
eFQm model have a statistical relation with the degree 
of integration of quality tools and techniques. table 11 il-
lustrates the results of our study considering our initial hy-
potheses.

now, we have to test the degree of accomplishment of hy-
pothesis 5 (see below). 

H5: The use of complex or sophisticated quality tools and 
techniques such as the ISO 9001 standard or the BSC 
will have a positive impact on the level of formalisation 
and, in so doing, generate more rational strategy forma-
tion processes.

to do so, we have developed a correlation analysis be-
tween each one of the complex tools identified and the 
level of formalization and control–factor 1 of the con-
struct integrative strategy formation process–to analyze 
the isolated influence of each technique. afterwards, we 
have developed a multivariate model of linear regression 
to test if one of the techniques analyzed has more influ-
ence than other; that is, if a previous effect or relation-
ship has changed with a joint analysis. table 12 shows the 
spearman’s correlations relating the use of the tools and 
techniques with the level of formalization and control.

We can observe that, with the exception of the iso 9001 
standard, a greater use of complex quality tools produces 
a moderate raise of the formalization and control level. 
above all, the use of the lRP system produces a clear 
and positive effect on formalization. the results with re-
spect to the iso 9001 standard are surprising, as the spe-
cialized literature assumes that the use of the iso 9001 
standards contributes to a clear formalization of organi-
zational processes. But, in our case the results obtained 
indicate an opposite meaning. this fact may be mainly 
explained by the composition of our sample. the majority 
of the firms analyzed belong to the education sector, and 
these firms tend to apply the iso 9001 standard in a very 
adaptive way, that is, introducing a low level of formaliza-
tion in the documental system. even more, some of them 
apply the EFQM Excellence Model and/or environmental 
standards but don’t use the iso 9001 standard, as they 
think the latter may restrict the application of the eFQm 
excellence model.

table 11. summary of the results according to our initial hypotheses.

Hypotheses’ validity
experience in QUality 

management
experience in tHe application oF 

tHe eFQm model

degree oF tools and tecHniQUes’ complexity H1: true H3: False

degree oF tools and tecHniQUes’ integration H2: False H4: False

source: authors.

table 12. relationships between quality tools and techniques with formalization and control.

QUality tools and tecHniQUes

FormaliZation and control

correlation coefficient
rho of spearman

significance

balanced scorecard 0.261* 0.019

Quality management system based on iso 9001 standard 0.131 0.246

environmental management system 0.229* 0.041

labour risk prevention system (lrp) 0.318** 0.004

* Correlation is significant at a 0.05 level 

** Correlation is significant at a 0.01 level

source: authors.
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a multivariate model will permit to detect which of those 
tools are crucial in the increase of the level of formalization 
and control, as it considers interactions among variables 
and, in so doing, eliminates the redundant effects from the 
model and removes non-relevant variables. We have em-
ployed the stepwise method. the formulated regression 
model is illustrated in figure 2.

FigUre 2. regression model for formalization and control.

H5: FoRmaliZation and ContRol= 

  
α +β

1 
* Balanced scorecard 

 + β
2 
* Quality management system based on iso 9001 standard

 + β
3 
* environmental management system

 + β
4 
* labor risk prevention system (lRP)

table 13 shows the results of the regression analysis. as 
can be observed, the model has only included the lRP tool. 
the model is adequate as the F of snedecor’s value is sig-
nificant at a 95% level (and also at a 99% level) and the 
durbin-Watson statistic is also suitable (1.764).

However, the model does not completely explain the be-
havior of the formalization and control level (the R2 val-
ue is not very high: 0.086). as expected, this fact implies 

that there are other factors affecting the level of formal-
ization and control in the strategy formation process dif-
ferent from those that are considered in the model. the 
equation resulting from the model we have proposed is 
the following4.

FoRmaliZation and ContRol= 

                            -0.793 + 0.207 * labor Risk Prevention system (lRP)

as it can be seen, the tool that had a greater correlation 
with formalization and control has been incorporated into 
the model. this fact implies that the application of the rest 
of quality tools and techniques has a lesser and secondary 
effect on formalization and control.

Finally, we analyze if the experience in the application of 
the eFQm model affects the different variables we have 
employed in the theoretical framework to characterize the 
strategy formation process. in other words, if the strate-
gy formation process becomes more participative or more 
formalized as a result of the application of the model. 

4  the equation of the model has been statistically tested.

table 13. results of the regression analysis for Hypothesis 5. 

dependent variable: FormaliZation and control

β coefficient sig.

constant -0.793 0.013

labor risk prevention system (lrp) 0.207 0.008

r2 0.086

durbin-Watson 1.764

F of snedecor 7.325

significance F 0.008

source: authors.

FigUre 3. global model.
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therefore, we must answer our research questions (see be-
low).

rQ1: How the experience in the application of the EFQM 
model influences the strategy formation process?

rQ2: How the experience in the application of the EFQM 
model may modify the way through which quality tools 
and techniques are employed?

We have established 5 linear regression models in order 
to study the influence that the experience in the applica-
tion of the eFQm model may have on the behaviour of 
service firms with respect to their use of quality tools and 
techniques and how they form their strategies. in these 
regression models the four factors or groups underlying 
the construct use of quality tools (see table 6) become the 
independent variables, and the five factors or groups un-
derlying the construct integrative strategy formation pro-
cess (see table 5) become the dependent variables. also, 
the experience in the application of the eFQm excellence 
model will be introduced in this regression model as an in-
dependent variable to try to control its influence. Figure 3 
illustrates the global model to be checked.

the linear regressions will be as follows:

FoRmaliZation and ContRol = α1 +β11 * Production-
oriented Quality tools + β12 * management systems + β13 
* Classical Quality Control tools + β14 * Process Control and 
improvement + β15 * experience in eFQm application

deGRee oF Use oF stRateGiC analysis = α2 +β21 * 
Production-oriented Quality tools + β22 * management 

table 14. summary of the linear regressions.

model 1
FormaliZation 
and control

model 2
degree oF Use oF 

strategic analysis

model 3
employees’ 

participation

model 4
reWard systems

model 5
internal 

diagnosis

β sig. β sig. β sig. β sig. β sig.

Constant 0.006 0.958 0.017 0.873 -0.704 0.065 -0.016 0.885

Production-oriented 
Quality tools

--- --- --- --- --- --- 0.226 0.045

management systems 0.264 0.020 0.282 0.011 --- --- --- ---

Process Control and 
improvement

--- --- 0.253 0.020 --- --- --- ---

experience in eFQm 
application

--- --- --- --- 0.222 0.041 --- ---

R2 0.069 0.143 --- 0.054 0.052

durbin-Watson 2.005 2. 124 --- 1.382 2.241

F of snedecor 5.647 6.257 --- 4.341 4.139

F significance 0.020 0.003 ---- 0.041 0.045

source: authors.

systems + β23 * Classical Quality Control tools + β24 * Pro-
cess Control and improvement + β25 * experience in eFQm 
application

emPloyees’ PaRtiCiPation = α3 +β31 * Production-ori-
ented Quality tools + β32 * management systems + β33 * 
Classical Quality Control tools + β34 * Process Control and 
improvement + β35 * experience in eFQm application

ReWaRd systems = α4 +β41 * Production-oriented Quality 
tools + β42 * management systems + β43 * Classical Qual-
ity Control tools + β44 * Process Control and improvement + 
β45 * experience in eFQm application

inteRnal diaGnosis = α51 +β51 * Production-oriented 
Quality tools + β52 * management systems + β53 * Clas-
sical Quality Control tools + β54 * Process Control and im-
provement + β55 * experience in eFQm application

table 14 summarizes the 5 regressions.

as table 14 illustrates, all the models except from model 3 
(employees’ participation) are suitable as the F of snedecor 
values are significant at a 95% level and durbin-Watson 
statistics are within the adequacy interval (1.5-2.5). How-
ever, these models do not have a great explicative capacity 
as the proportion of variance they explain does not reach, 
at best, 15%. Hence, as expected, there are other factors, 
apart from the ones that the model considers, that affect 
the strategy formation process.

after we have checked the adequacy of the models, the 
resulting equations are the following:
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FoRmaliZation and 
ContRol

= 0.264* management systems

deGRee oF Use oF 
stRateGiC analysis

=
0.282* management systems +0.253* 
Process Control and improvement

ReWaRd systems = 0.222* experience in eFQm application

inteRnal diaGnosis = 0.226* Production-oriented Quality tools

to end up with, figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the checked 
models as well as the significant relationships.

FigUre 4. Final diagram of the relationship between quality 
management experience and complexity of quality tools and 
techniques (see table 7).

Quality management 
experience 0.414

Complexity of quality 
tool and techniques

FigUre 5. Final diagram of the regression model for 
formalization and control (see table 13).

labor Prevention 
Risks system (lPR) 0.207

Formalization 
and Control

FigUre 6. Final diagram of the global model (see table 14).
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conclusions and implications

as suggested by the specialist literature, our research has 
revealed that the maturity or experience in the applica-
tion of quality management affects the use of quality tools 
and techniques, and particularly affects the complexity of 
these tools and techniques. the greater the experience in 
quality management, the more complex the quality tools 
and techniques that the firm tends to apply. 

However, this is not the case for those firms with a great 
experience in the application of the eFQm model. our re-
sults do not allow us to make the same statement for these 
firms. one possible explanation to this fact is that the very 
nature of the model (it is a strategic framework) make com-
panies to pay more attention to those tools and techniques 
with a greater strategic perspective. also, the application 
of the eFQm excellence model is a result of the maturity 
and evolution in the application of a tQm framework for 

industrial firms (they firstly apply simpler tools; later, they 
apply more complex and sophisticated tools such as the 
iso 9001 standard; and end up with the application of the 
eFQm model). 

on the contrary, many service firms can be experienced in 
the use of the model, but don’t need to have applied the 
iso 9001 standard or use quality control tools previously. 
different reasons contribute to explain this, among them, 
the nature of the activity, the requirements of the sector, 
or the culture of the firms competing in a particular service 
industry. in this case, it is very difficult to analyse the rela-
tionship between quality tools and techniques and experi-
ence, as in these cases complex tools such as the iso 9001 
standard are not commonly employed or are applied with 
more flexibility. 

also our results have revealed that neither the experience 
in quality management nor in the use of eFQm model show 
an influence on the level of integration of the tools and 
techniques analyzed. Probably, this result has to do with 
the fact that integrated management tools are more com-
monly used in production firms (i.e. lean manufacturing), 
and our analysis has been focused on the characteristics of 
the service firms. Consequently, our results can only sup-
port hypothesis H1.

With respect to the relationship between the use of com-
plex (or more advanced) quality tools and techniques and 
rationality, our results show the existence of a positive cor-
relation between the use of these sophisticated tools and 
techniques and formalisation. Particularly, our results show 
a positive and significant correlation with BsC, lRP and 
environmental standards and, in doing so, support H5. Re-
sults of the regression analysis show that labour risks pre-
vention systems, among the different analyzed tools, have 
the greater influence on the level of formalization and 
control of the strategic process. the use of the iso 9001 
standard does not have a significant influence on the for-
malization construct. as we have exposed in the results 
section, many service firms belonging to education do not 
use this standard; it’s a cultural question, as it has been 
observed in a qualitative work developed in the education 
sector (Balbastre et al., 2010). 

also, our study has revealed that the use of different 
groups of quality tools and techniques and the experience 
in the application of the model affect the strategy forma-
tion process. the use of management systems as well as 
tools for process control and improvement have a positive 
influence on the rational dimensions of the strategy forma-
tion process (formalization and control, and analysis). and 
the maturity in the application of the eFQm model leads 
to the use of reward systems that encourage autonomy 
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and participation; these results show that a greater expe-
rience in the use of the eFQm model has an effect on the 
emergent dimension of the strategic process, as this ex-
perience promotes employees’ participation. these results 
give support to literature suggesting that the use of the 
eFQm excellence model contributes to develop an integra-
tive strategy formation process.

With the work presented here academicians may find a 
first approach to study how the use of quality tools and 
techniques is affected by the experience of the firm in the 
employment of a quality management framework. also, it 
is noteworthy to see how the use of different tools and 
techniques affects the rationality and emergence of the 
strategic process, and how the experience in the use of 
the eFQm model facilitates the emergence of the strategy. 
Hence, we offer a new line of inquiry in this field that could 
be followed by academicians to deepen in the study of this 
phenomenon. also, with this work businessmen can find 
evidence that the application of the eFQm model may con-
tribute to generate more rational and emergent (integra-
tive) organisational processes and a different application 
of quality tools and techniques.

Concerning the limitations of this research, we may state 
that a greater effort should be made in the literature re-
view to analyse the effect of eFQm application on the use 
of quality tools and techniques. also, the small size of our 
sample and the fact that we have only considered service 
firms may have conditioned our results. and some control 
variables such as the size of the firm or the characteris-
tics of the activity developed should be considered in the 
analysis to try to avoid biases and to observe contextual 
effects that can enrich final results. 

and last but not least, this research opens important fu-
ture research lines. First of all, we could carry out the same 
study with a greater sample to see if the results remain 
similar. this would imply to broaden the sample size; but 
this effort would allow us to develop new and more com-
plex statistical analysis that could enrich the results of the 
research. also, we have studied how the experience in the 
use of the eFQm model modifies the use of quality tools 
and techniques. But a new research should be oriented to 
see if this change in the application of these tools and 
techniques also contributes to generate greater organisa-
tional results.
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abstract: the growing budget restrictions and decentralization processes that local governments 
face nowadays are threatening the sustainability of local public services. to overcome this prob-
lem, local decision-makers around the world have been developing ambiguous reforms, leading 
to various governance models. since these services are essential for citizens’ welfare, it is crucial to 
determine whether or not these models have been effective and useful to cope with this state of 
affairs. to offer extra leverage to key projects, the european governments have been resorting to 
public-private partnerships (PPPs). one of the visible trends, which lacks further research, has been 
the use of mixed public-private companies (institutionalized PPPs). although it is recognized that 
this solution can be interesting for both public and private sides, it has some particular features that 
can avert the aimed goals. this paper provides a literature review on mixed companies encompass-
ing theoretical, legal and operational aspects. it also focuses on regulation by contract, referring to 
a particular Portuguese case study in the water sector and explaining how the municipality handled 
risk allocation and regulated the access to the market of private investors. Finally, it discusses the 
need for external regulation and makes suggestions on how these processes should be managed 
right from the bidding stage.

KeyWords: local public services, mixed companies, PPP, regulation by contract.

introduction 

the local administration is a subdivision of the public administration and 
works as the link between the central state and the citizens (Cruz and 
marques, 2011). in order to keep up with the euro convergence criteria and 
stability rules, all member states are facing important financial limitations 
which also imply growing budget restrictions to local government bodies. 
However, this is just part of the problem. in fact, the responsibilities of local 
and regional governments are continuously increasing, going much further 
than their traditional scope of competences. Portuguese local governments 
are traditionally unfamiliar to areas such as health and education, but with 
the decentralization tendencies observed and the transference of responsi-
bilities and duties performed by the central administration, it is mainly up 
to the municipalities to provide a great amount of public services. these de-
centralization processes can be observed quite a lot around the world, rep-
resenting new challenges to this field of research (devas and delay, 2006).

41

rendición de cUentas y gobernabilidad en los serVicios 
públicos locales: el caso particUlar de las compañías 
mixtas

resUmen: la creciente restricción presupuestal y los procesos de descen-
tralización que actualmente enfrentan los municipios amenazan la sos-
tenibilidad de los servicios públicos locales. Para superar este problema, 
las autoridades locales de cada país han venido desarrollando reformas 
ambiguas que han generado la aparición de diferentes modelos de gober-
nabilidad. dado que estos servicios son esenciales para el bienestar de los 
ciudadanos, es crucial determinar si estos modelos son eficaces y apropia-
dos para lidiar con tales condiciones. Para ofrecer un apoyo adicional a 
proyectos clave en esta materia, los gobiernos europeos han recurrido a 
asociaciones público-privadas (aPP). Una de las tendencias más visibles 
y que ha sido muy poco investigada, es la del uso de empresas de capital 
mixto (aPP ya institucionalizadas). a pesar de que esta alternativa puede 
ser atractiva para ambos sectores (público y privado), sus características 
particulares se opondrían a los objetivos trazados. 

así, este artículo presenta una revisión de la literatura sobre empresas 
mixtas, abarcando aspectos teóricos, legales y operacionales. las cues-
tiones de regulación por contrato también son evaluadas e ilustradas con 
un estudio de caso en el sector del agua de Portugal. el estudio analiza 
cómo el municipio maneja la distribución de riesgos y regula el acceso 
al mercado de inversionistas privados.  al final, se discute la necesidad 
de una regulación externa y se hacen algunas sugerencias sobre cómo un 
proceso de constitución de una aPP debe manejarse, incluso desde la eta-
pa de licitación.  

palabras claVe: empresas mixtas, aPP, regulación por contrato, servi-
cios públicos locales.

responsabilitÉ et goUVernance dans les serVices pUblics 
locaUx : le cas particUlier des entreprises mixtes

rÉsUmÉ : la restriction croissante de budget et les processus de décen-
tralisation affrontés actuellement par les communes menacent la durabi-
lité des services publics locaux, Pour résoudre ce problème, les autorités 
locales de chaque pays ont développé des reformes  ambigües entraînant 
l’apparition de différents modèles de gouvernance. Étant donné que ces 
services sont essentiels pour le bien-être des citoyens, il est essentiel de 
déterminer si ces modèles sont efficaces et appropriés pour affronter de 
telles conditions. Pour offrir un appui supplémentaire aux projets clefs 
dans ce domaine, les gouvernements européens ont eu recours à des asso-
ciations publiques-privées  (aPP). Une des tendances les plus visibles, sur 
laquelle très peu de recherches ont été effectuées, consiste en l’utilisation 
d’entreprises de capital mixte (aPP déjà institutionnalisées). Bien que cet-
te alternative soit attractive  pour les deux secteurs (public et privé), ses 
caractéristiques particulières s’opposent aux objectifs proposés. Cet arti-
cle présente donc une révision des publications concernant les entreprises 
mixtes, recouvrant les aspects théoriques, légaux et opérationnels. le thè-
me de la régulation par contrat est également évalué et illustré par une 
étude de cas dans le secteur de l’eau au Portugal. Cette étude analyse la 
gestion par la commune de la distribution des risques et du contrôle de 
l’accès au marché d’investissements privés. Finalement, la nécessité d’une 
réglementation externe est discutée et certaines propositions sont élabo-
rées concernant la gestion du processus de constitution d’une aPP, l’étape 
d’appel d’offre y compris.

mots-cleFs : entreprises mixtes, aPP, régulation par contrat, services 
publics locaux

responsabiliZação e goVernança em serViços públicos 
locais: o caso particUlar das empresas mistas

resUmo: as crescentes restrições orçamentais e os processos de descen-
tralização que os municípios enfrentam atualmente têm vindo a ameaçar 
a sustentabilidade dos serviços públicos locais. Para ultrapassar este pro-
blema, os decisores locais de cada país desenvolveram reformas ambíguas 
que levaram ao aparecimento de diferentes modelos de governança. dado 
que estes serviços são essenciais para o bem-estar dos cidadãos, é crucial 
determinar se estes modelos são eficazes e apropriados para lidar com 
as novas condicionantes. Para alavancar novos projetos, os governos eu-
ropeus têm recorrido a parcerias público-privadas (PPPs). Uma das novas 
tendências, ainda muito pouco investigada, tem sido o uso de empresas de 
capital misto (PPPs do tipo institucional). ainda que esta solução possa ser 
interessante para ambos os setores, público e privado, o modelo apresenta 
algumas particularidades que podem desvirtuar os objetivos iniciais. este 
artigo apresenta uma revisão da literatura sobre empresas mistas, englo-
bando aspetos teóricos, legais e operacionais. as questões da regulação 
por contrato também são avaliadas e ilustradas com um estudo de caso no 
setor da água em Portugal. no estudo se analisa a forma como o município 
lidou com a alocação de riscos e regulou acesso ao mercado dos investido-
res privados. Por fim, se discute a necessidade de regulação externa e são 
feitas algumas sugestões sobre como o processo de constituição de uma 
PPP deve ser gerido desde a fase de concurso público.

palaVras-cHaVe: empresas mistas; PPP; regulação por contrato; ser-
viços públicos locais.
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in the quest for the “best way” of providing local public ser-
vices, municipal decision-makers should craft governance 
models that can efficiently combine the population needs 
and the resources available. Within this scope, the new 
Public management (nPm) paradigm, which comprises a 
portfolio of prescriptions implying the rearrangement of 
traditional administrative structures, has been influencing 
several governments around the world (Hood, 1991; Ridley, 
1996). Corporatization of the services is one of the possi-
ble policy decisions and some authors argue that, with this 
process, outputs and revenues as well as cost-efficiency 
and employees’ productivity are expected to increase (Bi-
lodeau et al., 2007). nevertheless, while the corporatiza-
tion of local public services is getting popular across the 
globe, there is still too little empirical evidence about its 
actual impacts on municipal performance (Boyne, 2003).

the nPm, defined by osborne and Gaebler (1993) as “re-
inventing government”, has been implemented in practical 
terms in several countries, ensuing different administrative 
structures that represent an alternative to traditional bu-
reaucratic management. as shown by Greve et al. (1999) 
and vining and Weimer (2006), the options encompass 
public capital companies (100% public or mixed com-
panies) as well as outsourcing and full privatization. no 
matter which structure provides local services (municipal 
companies, municipal services with or without autonomy, 
concessions or others) the promotion of competition re-
garding both economic and social performance is essential 
(moore et al., 2005).

as if this state of affairs was not complex enough by it-
self, the current capital crisis tends to make things a bit 
harder. While central administrations slip the public debt 
limits, also local governments are forced to manage with 
more demanding budget restrictions. Hence, local govern-
ments have been turning themselves to other ways of pro-
viding services, resorting to the help of private initiatives 
through public-private partnerships (PPP). in the present 
article, these subjects are thoroughly addressed and illus-
trated by a detailed analysis of a particular contract in-
volving a mixed company (institutionalized PPP or iPPP) in 
charge of water supply in a Portuguese municipality. this 
analysis is made as an attempt to learn if, facing this com-
plex scenario, mixed companies represent an effective tool 
for local governments, and therefore a model with capa-
bilities for the future.

the current article is organized as follows. after this in-
troduction, the second section provides a scrutiny of the 
international scene regarding the provision of local public 
services by means of mixed companies. the third section 
presents a full picture of the reality observed in the Portu-

guese municipalities and of the legal framework support-
ing these new models. the fourth section contains the case 
study analysis and the concluding remarks are drawn in 
the fifth and final section.

mixed companies providing 
local public services 

definition 

as it is laid down in the Green Paper on PPPs by the eu-
ropean Commission (see also essig and Batran, 2005) 
there are two different types of PPP arrangements: the 
ones based on a purely contractual relationship (e.g. con-
cessions) and the more institutionalized ones, where both 
public and private sectors gather and cooperate in a dis-
tinct entity. Recent literature has shown that the use of 
PPPs to deliver public infrastructure services raises special 
concerns (e.g. see mcQuaid and scherrer, 2010, and Hodge 
and Greve, 2010). indeed, the long-term character of the 
arrangements (a requirement of this type of sunk invest-
ments) makes the contracts incomplete due to problems of 
bounded rationality (Williamson, 1985). Klein et al. (1996) 
estimate that transaction costs in “private infrastructure 
projects” are usually about 3 to 5% in well-developed pol-
icy environments, while they may be 10 to 12% in other 
conditions. Hence, the idea of crafting governance struc-
tures that (in theory) are able to cope with the problems 
of incomplete contracts and to solve disputes from within 
the companies seems to be a noble intent. the (partial) 
public ownership should reduce asymmetric information (a 
serious shortcoming of PPPs) and allow local governments 
to cope with principal-agent problems through “internal 
regulation”. thus, the iPPP model appears as an alterna-
tive both to direct public production and to the delegation 
of utility services to private firms through concession con-
tracts (marra, 2007).

Usually, corporatization is the step preceding the creation 
of a mixed company. this process differs from the “agenci-
fication” concept (Pollitt et al., 2005) and it has been pro-
foundly studied over the past two decades. However, the 
joint ventures between public and private sectors within 
these organizations as a form of PPP and their impact in 
society still lacks further research and gathering of em-
pirical evidence. Besides the creation of a new public com-
pany and the subsequent participation of a private entity 
(by acquiring shares through a public tender), there is an-
other possible way for municipalities to be partners with 
private investors within distinct entities; the government 
can directly acquire shares in an existing private company 
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(or indirectly through other companies owned by the local 
government). However, the cases where local governments 
buy a participation in existing companies can be trickier 
and the motivations for doing so may differ from the pro-
cess mentioned previously.

in most cases, local governments retain the dominant in-
fluence in mixed companies responsible for delivering lo-
cal public infrastructure. in practice, this is accomplished 
by having the majority of the shares (at least 51%) on the 
public sector side, which should be sufficient to keep the 
entities at arm’s length and, at the same time, allow for 
the pursuit of social goals. different ownership structures 
usually denote objectives other than managing general-in-
terest services.

mixed companies in charge of delivering public infrastruc-
ture have special features that deserve to be pointed out. 

For instance, the results attained by sathye (2005) show-
ing that the gradual privatization of indian banks (using 
partial privatization) had overall positive effects on per-
formance, or the research carried out by mok and Chau 
(2003) on the reform of state-owned enterprises that 
took place in China (several general-purpose firms were 
partially sold to private investors) are not necessarily com-
parable with utility services that are public monopolies 
(e.g. water supply).

the literature depicts some intuitive results on mixed com-
panies operating in several sectors. Chiu (2003) and Chiu 
et al. (2002) argue that if the “owner conflict” level is low, 
public companies have higher cost inefficiency, followed by 
mixed and then private companies (yet, it is possible that 
difficulties in the relationships among shareholders can 
turn mixed companies to the most inefficient). However, 
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higher cost inefficiencies might be necessary to achieve 
certain social targets. Furthermore, evidence from the par-
tial privatization of the nippon telegraph and telephone 
corporation shows that the apparent improvements in pro-
ductivity were mainly due to staff reductions and that the 
creation of the mixed company failed to comply with the 
objective of reducing costs (which has ultimately result-
ed in more expensive services for the consumers; sueyo-
shi, 1998). it seems that, more than the ownership of the 
companies in charge of delivering an infrastructure service, 
the institutional and regulatory framework must also be 
addressed in every analysis (Cambini, 2010). Frequently, 
mixed companies in charge of delivering local infrastruc-
ture services are unlisted and the partners own non-
tradable shares (the intuitive results on public ownership 
should then be reconsidered).

the bureaucratic models of service delivery do not al-
ways provide the flexibility sought by local politicians who 
sometimes consider them to be inefficient or unable to 
provide value-for-money (shleifer, 1998). to avoid a “stan-
dar” privatization, several local authorities are looking at 
the mixed company model as a way of retaining the domi-
nant influence (e.g. see verdier et al., 2004). indeed, with 
iPPP arrangements, local decision-makers try to craft an 
“alliance model” that allows them to cope with complex-
ity (edelenbos and teisman, 2008). the problem is that, 
because local governments assume the role of both regula-
tor and regulated (as a shareholder of the regulated firm), 
conflicts of interest are more likely to appear with this gov-
ernance model (schaeffer and loveridge, 2002).

the nPm movement involved private providers in local pub-
lic services delivery by means of outsourcing or full priva-
tization processes. this paradigm blurred the boundaries 
between the public and private sectors and eventually re-
sulted in some recent experiences with mixed companies. 
despite the fact that most literature refers to the challenge 
of deciding between in-house provision or contracting out 
part of the service (lease) or all of it (concession or full 
privatization) to the private sector, one can begin to find 
some research on mixed public-private companies at the 
local level.

an international perspective 

eckel and vining (1982) carried out the first efforts to 
provide an answer to several questions regarding mixed 
companies. in these early approaches, the authors suggest 
that one of the obvious advantages of joint ownership over 
totally public ownership is the increased pressure for fi-
nancial or commercial viability. Furthermore, it is said that 
pure public production can cause an inefficient balance 

between social goals and profits and that government 
monitoring is then required. this monitoring can be com-
plex because social output can be difficult to measure; be-
sides, it is costly and consumes resources. However, partial 
private ownership should lessen the need for monitoring 
the profitability of the companies (or the economic sustain-
ability) and this is appealing to governments since it might 
reduce monitoring costs. at that time, eckel and vining 
(1982) argued that jointly-owned firms tend to be more ef-
ficient than 100% public firms (however, less than totally 
private ones, from a strictly financial perspective). Current-
ly, despite the very little empirical evidence that supports 
this claim (e.g. Raffiee et al., 1992), we know that the con-
clusions about the efficiency of public and private sectors 
entities are hazy (Bel et al., 2010).

later on, Boardman et al. (1986) declared that the true 
test of mixed companies is how well they can achieve an 
ideal combination of (financial) efficiency and social objec-
tives. also, in this research the authors pointed out that it 
is possible to achieve social gains at a lower cost by regu-
lation or taxation rather than by government participation 
within the companies. However, mixed companies may be 
used for local or regional development, as government par-
ticipation can influence the location of firms. in theory, 
joint ownership might offer an optimal combination miti-
gating the disadvantages of pure public ownership and full 
privatization (schmitz, 2000).

more recently vining and Boardman (2006) state that 
mixed companies can result in “the worst of both worlds”. 
the authors suggest that the appropriate test of success 
for this type of ventures is whether or not they have lower 
total social costs (including production costs and all the 
transaction costs and externalities). Basing the conclusions 
on ten Canadian case-studies, the research shows that the 
potential benefits are often outweighed by high contract-
ing costs due to opportunism (these costs increase when 
the operation is complex and the revenue is uncertain or, 
in other words, when the risk is higher).

in spain mixed public-private firms are a relatively com-
mon practice in the provision of local public services. Bel 
and Fageda (2010) explain that private partners tend to 
be large firms with extensive know-how that conduct day-
to-day operations, while local governments retain some 
degree of control over the firm. these authors argue that 
mixed companies emerge as the middle term between pure 
public and private production and that they are founded 
on cost concerns and financial constraints of local govern-
ments as well as private interests. these factors yield con-
tradictory pressures which increase the complexity of the 
process of choosing between mixed companies or other 
“pure” production models. For spanish local governments 
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the mixed firm option seems to be non-ideological, where 
it is also possible to discern some interesting relationships 
(Bel and Fageda, 2010): municipalities that cooperate at 
a regional level are more likely to use mixed firms; there is 
an optimal municipality size for partial privatization pro-
cesses; mixed companies are more likely to be the preferred 
mode when the specific transaction costs of the service 
are high and industrial interests are weaker; finally, when 
the fiscal burden on a specific local government is high, 
the probability of having mixed companies providing pub-
lic services is also higher (since the option of pure public 
production is limited by financial constraints).

French local authorities can choose between several or-
ganizational models for the provision of public services. 
the mixed company model (société d’économie mixte) in 
this country has an interesting feature: the majority of 
the capital share is public and may vary from 51% up to 
85% of the shares. since 1993, the private partners have 
to be selected through a competitive tendering process; 
however, local governments have freedom to include sub-
jective criteria and the process comprises a mix between 
traditional competitive bidding and negotiation proce-
dures (amaral et al., 2009). still, local decision-makers are 
legally required to justify their decisions (even though the 
reports are not publicly available). in France, local mixed 
companies operate under contractual frameworks similar 
to the ones applicable to fully private operators (lobina 
and Hall, 2007).

italy has gone through some significant changes regard-
ing the provision of local public services; starting in the 
1990s and with the 2002 Financial law being an impor-
tant step in a widespread reform of the whole sector, the 
main idea was to liberalize the market and award the ser-
vices via competitive tendering. a recent study reports that 
14% of local public services in italy are delivered through 
mixed companies (Bognetti and Robotti, 2007). the new 
italian rules allow for the creation of these companies with 
either public or private majority; however, in all cases, a 
public tender procedure is compulsory. Furthermore, Bog-
netti and Robotti (2007) make several interesting remarks 
concerning italian mixed companies providing local public 
services:

• mixed companies allow for the exploitation of econo-
mies of scale and of scope, without the loss of control 
of the leadership by local governments;

• mixed companies have better flexibility (e.g. in italy, 
they are often seen acting outside their own jurisdic-
tions);

• mixed companies seem to be preferable to other mod-
els of multi-service provision.

also in italy, marra (2007) concluded that production 
costs and information costs can be lower than in the cases 
of in-house provision or concession to totally private com-
panies. nevertheless, it is stated that to function properly, 
the information in these companies needs to flow from the 
technological management through the board of directors 
and the external regulator (by implementing a sort of “in-
ternal regulation”). this can only be achieved if public rep-
resentatives on the board hold high expertise and act in 
complete independence.

in Germany there are also public utilities where private 
investors participate in the firm’s share capital (usually a 
minority stake); however, these mixed companies (Kooper-
ationsgesellschaft) are still very few when compared with 
other governance models in operation. Besides, there are 
some indications for this country that, at least regarding in-
novation, the organizational form is irrelevant (tauchmann 
et al., 2009). on the other hand, it is in Germany where we 
can find the biggest mixed company providing local pub-
lic services in europe: Berliner Wasserbetriebe. the partial 
privatization of this company (provider of water services) 
was carried out in 1999 and the contract was signed for a 
period of 25 years between the City of Berlin (50.1% of the 
shares) and the international companies RWe and veolia 
together (24.95% of the shares each). the effects of this 
choice are hazy (oelmann et al., 2009); the partnership 
has definitively been positive for both the City of Berlin 
and the private shareholders. indeed, Berliner Wasserbe-
triebe has had overwhelming profits and the annual pay-
ments to the City of Berlin amount to 208.2 million euros 
(in average, since 2000) which is much more then when it 
was under full ownership (64.6 million euros for 1996 to 
1998). Furthermore, concerning the last five years of activ-
ity, the average return on invested capital for private part-
ners was around 10.3% (before taxes) which seems rather 
high. However, these benefits have not been fully passed 
on to consumers. despite the fact that the quality of ser-
vice has risen to impressive levels, after the partial priva-
tization the changes in water prices and in wastewater 
charges continued to be nearly the double of the German 
average (oelmann et al., 2009). in addition, the current 
prices for wastewater services are very high (much higher 
than the national average). Clearly, mixed companies now-
adays play a significant role in the provision of local public 
services in the eU (Warner and Bel, 2008).

in developing countries, the first to shift from the tradi-
tional PPP schemes towards the use of the mixed company 
model was Colombia (marin, 2009). in this country the first 
contracts following the iPPP model were awarded in 1996-
98 for water utilities. in line with the spanish approach, 
the municipalities held the majority of the shares while the 
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management was fully delegated to private investors. the 
performance of this model has been rather satisfactory in 
Colombia, especially in the quality of service dimension; in 
fact, the coverage increased substantially for municipali-
ties with mixed-ownership utilities, both for drinking water 
supply and wastewater services (marin, 2009). Besides Co-
lombia, mixed companies are also operating in the water 
sector in other countries of latin america (e.g. Havana in 
Cuba and saltillo in mexico) as well as in the Czech Repub-
lic and Hungary in eastern europe (marin, 2009). 

the arguments for and against the outsourcing of pub-
lic services are not new; some argue that it adversely af-
fects workers’ employment conditions (Quiggin, 2002) and 
others that it may lead to quality reduction (Hart et al., 
1997). taking this into account, the design to match both 
social and economic concerns (public and private con-
cerns) seems, a priori, to gain some strength and plausibil-
ity. nevertheless, the accomplishment of this objective by 
opting for mixed companies still lacks proof and empirical 
evidence. this paper intends to positively contribute to the 
literature on the use of iPPP arrangements for the delivery 
of local infrastructure services.

the portuguese experience 

decision drivers 

as Figure 1 shows, in Portugal the level of transference of 
responsibilities to local governments (decentralization of 
services) is not as high as the ones observed in most oeCd 
countries. Both the revenues and the expenditures of local 

governments are, in percentage, lower than in other coun-
tries. this means that the process is still at an early stage 
for this country and that several measures should be put 
into practice to reduce the presence of the central state in 
the economy.

While a large proportion of the resources of the Portuguese 
central government are devoted to health and education, 
local governments are more heavily involved in providing 
the following services: environmental protection, recre-
ation, housing and community amenities. General public 
services (transportation, drinking water supply, etc.) rep-
resent a big slice in the expenditures of both central and 
local governments (oeCd, 2009). the budget restrictions, 
debt limitations, lack of resources and need for more ca-
pacity to invest in new infrastructures are threatening lo-
cal and regional development. Consequently, the models 
of service provision adopted need to be innovative and 
highly efficient and public services with economic interest 
will have to fully recover the cost of the services supplied.

the partial privatization processes experienced worldwide 
(especially in transition economies) have often occurred 
with the state retaining a non-controlling ownership share. 
there are some cases in China but a similar phenomenon 
was felt in many eastern europe countries (maw, 2002). 
in the Portuguese local administration this panorama is 
slightly different. Portugal, as all eU countries, is a market 
economy governed by liberal principles. Hence, the legiti-
macy for the entrepreneurial activity of local governments 
is limited (in order to ensure the full and open competition). 
on the other hand, the municipalities have the obligation 
and responsibility to provide several public services and 
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they may choose to do it via mixed companies. in this case, 
local governments create municipal companies (which can 
be 100% public or iPPP arrangements). in Portugal, the 
concept of municipal company implies that the municipal-
ity has a dominant influence (direct or indirect). this can 
be attained either by owning the majority of shares (which 
is what happens in practice) or by safeguarding the right 
to nominate or dismiss the majority of the elements of the 
board of directors or of the supervisory board (Cruz and 
marques, 2011). mixed companies operate under private 
commercial law which allows them to have some flexibility 
regarding human resources management. indeed, new em-
ployees can be hired under private sector labor law. How-
ever, mixed companies usually become responsible for 
services that were previously managed in-house by public 
servants and they have to incorporate these employees in 
their workforce (legally, each worker can choose to keep 
the same status or change its contract of employment).

in the process of partial privatization, a municipality (or an 
association of municipalities for intermunicipal companies) 
and a private firm ensue a long-term contract through the 
jointly-owned company. taking into account the features 
of iPPP arrangements and the Portuguese (and european) 
regulatory framework one might infer that, in general, the 
main reasons to provide a local public service by means of 
a mixed (municipal) company are the following:

(1) Debt ceiling 

this is seen as the major reason for public sector entities 
to rely on PPP models (either iPPP or cPPP agreements). 
the Portuguese local Budget law imposes a debt limit 
of 125% of the total revenue corresponding to the previ-
ous year. local decision-makers turn themselves to PPP ar-
rangements so that municipalities can undertake “indirect 
loans” (according to eURostat, if the private partner is 
responsible for, at least, two types of risks, then the debt 
associated with the PPP do not enter public accounts). 
However, for local iPPP contracts, if there is no adequate 
risk sharing and if the mixed companies fail to attain bal-
anced accounts, the contracted loans should add up to 
the debt limits imposed to municipalities (as stated in the 
Portuguese law). still, the possibility of acting without so 
much direct budget restrictions may give a bias in favor of 
the decision to create a mixed company (sometimes, it may 
be the only possible way that municipalities have to pro-
vide a service without disrespecting the debt limits).

(2) Control 

With the iPPP option, the municipalities retain control of a 
public service that needs to stay public. local governments 

acknowledge the flexibility that mixed companies provide 
them. on the one hand, they do not give up the services 
which, in the case of services of general economic inter-
est, have the potential to generate important revenue for 
the municipalities. on the other hand, local governments 
may see this as an option that guarantees the commitment 
of the project company with public service obligations (lo-
cal governments are held accountable for the “social per-
formance” of the services in every election). theoretically, 
local decision-makers may feel that the mixed company 
model can reconcile liberalization with public interest and 
public service obligations and somehow reduce the prob-
lems and uncertainties involved with long-term incomplete 
contracts. For effective control and decisional power to ex-
ist in the company, the ownership needs to be sufficiently 
concentrated. the local government does not act just as a 
major institutional shareholder; it exerts an effective con-
trolling authority.

(3) Know-how 

the creation of mixed companies is often founded on cost 
concerns (Bel and Fageda, 2010), an area where the pri-
vate sector should perform well if previously submitted to 
market pressures (although it is not clear that actual cost 
efficiency is achieved in private utilities; Bel et al., 2010). 
the objective is to produce a service that achieves the 
breakeven by reducing the operating costs. to do this local 
governments rely on the private partner’s expertise. How-
ever, the search for this know-how and the economic and 
financial concerns come with an additional aspect: the re-
quirement to reward the private partner. so, we are in a 
situation where the public sector opts to call for the pri-
vate sector assistance, even though it has the potential 
to be a more expensive model (comparing with the ideal 
100% public provision model and its theoretical capabili-
ties where there is no need to pay off a private partner). 
Can this be seen as a “certificate of incompetence” of the 
public sector concerning its managerial capacity? Probably 
not, as this is a complex problem where economic concerns 
are bundled with social concerns.

(4) Up-front payment 

a lot of municipalities provide local public services in-house 
and revenues from customers are often less than costs. to 
turn these services (in deficit) into profitable activities 
would be an ideal target for local governments in order to 
support other investments. the Portuguese law does not 
preclude profit for municipal companies; this simply cannot 
be the primary objective of these entities. However, in the 
mixed company case, the municipalities generally ask for 
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an up-front single payment (usually a generous sum) work-
ing as a “buy in” that the private partner has to pay to earn 
the right to manage the service (and extract a rent from 
it). this is also an attractive scenario for local decision-
makers; obviously this motivation has a political dimension 
as these takings can be used to lessen some other political 
struggles. However this revenue should never be obtained 
at the expense of economic efficiency. theoretically, the 
extra costs involved (including contracting costs and the 
remuneration of the private investor) must be outweighed 
by the efficiency gains expected from having the partici-
pation of the private sector in the management of the ser-
vices (and the hypothetical added pressure for financial 
viability; eckel and vining, 1982).

(5) Quality 

nPm followers and several local decision-makers state that 
traditional bureaucratic structures are no longer able to 
provide effective services (Cruz and marques, 2011). these 
actors argue that due to the expansion of infrastructure 
networks, new quality thresholds imposed by customers 
and new (and more demanding) regulations require differ-
ent models. the mixed company model can provide the 
necessary dynamism (private duty) and, at the same time, 
guarantee the suitable quality levels (public duty). it is the 
objective of this governance model to maximize public wel-
fare, attaining it from the conflict between the strategic 
autonomy of the company and its political subordination.

legal and regulatory framework 

the eU “light” legislation on public procurement and 
concessions to iPPP is addressed in the Communication 
C(2007)6661. this document tackles the questions related 
to the creation process, the selection of private partners, 
and the management of the company. it is stated that the 
“simple capital injections made by private investors into 
publicly-owned companies, do not constitute iPPP”; the pri-
vate input, apart from that, implies an active participation 
in the operation of the contracts awarded and/or on the 
management of the project company. Furthermore, to com-
ply with the principles of Community law, the private part-
ner must be selected via a transparent, non-discriminatory 
and competitive procedure. in the Commission’s view, the 
contracting entity (in this case, the municipality) should 
include in the contractual documents the following basic 
information: the public contract to be awarded to the PPP 
entity, the statutes, and the shareholders’ agreement. Fur-
thermore, the tender call notice should include information 
on the intended duration of the iPPP. mixed companies are 
excluded from being regarded as in-house structures on 

behalf of the contracting entities which form part of them. 
Hence, procurement rules must be fulfilled when awarding 
new contracts or concessions (different from the ones sub-
jected to the tender procedure). all the information neces-
sary to ensure fair and effective competition for the market 
should be provided.

in Portugal, the legal regime for the local business sec-
tor brought some modernity by setting a lot of regulations 
in accordance with the private sector law. this legislation 
allows for the creation of municipal, intermunicipal and 
metropolitan companies and offers local officials addition-
al discretion in personnel and financial management by 
transferring in-house service production to new and au-
tonomous corporations. Furthermore, this diploma inhibits 
the creation of companies with a dominant mercantile pur-
pose or that simply carry out administrative activities. the 
object of municipal companies must correspond to one of 
the following dimensions:

• Provision of services of general interest (with economic 
interest);

• local and regional development promotion (services of 
general interest without economic interest);

• Concessions management.

municipal companies included in the first dimension 
should only charge enough to accomplish breakeven, while 
entities carrying out activities without economic interest 
should strive to breakeven. the law also compels municipal 
companies to submit themselves to the powers of sector-
specific regulators when operating in regulated sectors. 
there is also the obligation of setting management con-
tracts between the company and the municipality, where 
the mission, objectives, goals, price policy and relationship 
between the parts are drawn. Both the approval of the 
statutes by the municipal parliament and an economic and 
financial feasibility study are mandatory for the creation of 
these entities. local public services, especially infrastruc-
ture services, also have dedicated legislation that needs 
to be taken into account. as one can see in figure 2, the 
mixed companies operating at the local level and provid-
ing public services are subject to a much heavier control 
than “regular companies”.

Frequently, some of the items of the statutes, manage-
ment contracts and shareholders’ agreements are open for 
negotiation during the tender procedures (if the munici-
pality opts for the competitive dialogue or the negotiated 
procedure). However, under no circumstance should these 
documents be handled lightly (since they are the actual 
regulatory contracts of mixed companies). indeed, in iPPP 
arrangements the relationships between private and pub-
lic partners are actually regulated by the statutes and the 
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shareholders’ agreement. these are the documents that 
set the rules for the company (as the allowed rate of return 
and the financial indicators that affect tariff reviews) and 
it is the shareholders’ agreement that specifies the nature 
of the call option (marques and Berg, 2011). the impor-
tance of the initial bid diminishes as time passes; therefore 
these are the documents and also the variables on which 
municipalities should focus their attention. Because lo-
cal governments are involved in management, crucial fea-
tures like price levels and price structures, investments and 
quality of service are periodically defined. as the lifetime 
of these arrangements is relatively long (not less than 10 
years), and despite the initial public tender for the sale of 
the shares, it is easy for the private partner (usually better 
prepared) to justify cost overruns and the revision of the 
current tariffs. Hence, the incentives to be efficient and in-
novative are reduced, being the final users the ones who 
support the costs. For this reason, as we will see in the 
Case study, theoretical claims for added competition (dur-
ing the access to the market) and efficiency (due to the 
framework of incentives associated with private sector en-
tities) are usually not found in practice.

Field observations 

in a recent study (Cruz, 2008) the number of local mixed 
companies was estimated to be around 20% of all Portu-
guese municipal companies. today, there is still a lot of 
uncertainty about the actual number of these companies 
operating, but the last figures identify around 289 entities, 
262 municipal and 27 intermunicipal.

infrastructure services deserve special attention due to the 
large sunk investments normally involved. in practice, the 
competences of Portuguese local governments regarding 
these services include only water, urban waste and urban 
transport services. in Portugal, infrastructure services like 
electricity and telecommunications are still a responsibility 

of the central state. the number of mixed companies oper-
ating in the water sector in Portugal is still relatively low; 
however, they already represent about 1/3 of all munici-
pal companies. Certainly this number will have tendency 
to increase once the municipalities begin to adapt better 
to this new model. nowadays, the concession model is the 
preferred one regarding PPP contracts.

mixed companies providing water, wastewater and urban 
waste services are subject, since 2007, to the interven-
tion of the sector-specific regulator eRsaR (the Water and 
Waste services Regulation authority), which has the mis-
sion of performing a sunshine regulation of private water 
utilities (for now, the external regulator does not have ju-
risdiction over municipal services). the companies in the 
urban transport sector are also subject to the monitoring 
of a regulator (imtt – institute for the mobility and land 
transportation). However, this external regulator was not 
yet endowed with the sufficient authority to effectively 
carry out a valuable activity.

case study 

the portuguese water sector 

in Portugal, as we have seen, there are several types of 
agents in the water sector (eRsaR, 2009): at the admin-
istration level there are the public organizations in general 
and the regulatory authority; at the systems level there are 
the municipalities and their associations, municipal com-
panies, concessions to public-public partnerships and to 
private firms (PPPs) and also private companies providing 
outsourcing services (more common in waste services).

in Portugal, there are about 302 retail water utilities (for 
10.7 million inhabitants) and about 70% of the water 
(60% of wastewater) is provided (treated) by 18 public 
wholesale companies. these local services are under the 
exclusive responsibility of the municipalities (the local au-
tonomy is a Constitutional principle). this clearly brings 
difficulties in setting up an entity that can effectively have 
some intervention and regulatory power over these utili-
ties. However, with the opening of the market to private 
participation in 1993 it became indispensable to monitor 
and supervise this activity and the central state created 
a regulator in 1997 (nowadays known as eRsaR). due to 
the restrictions already mentioned, the responsibilities of 
this regulator have been simply providing a non-binding 
opinion about the public tender documents, the contract 
design, and in the renegotiation processes (in both water 
and waste sectors). Furthermore, the primary role of the 
regulator is the supervision of the quality of service (sun-
shine regulation via yardstick competition).

Sector 
rules 

Statutes 

Shareholders’ 
agreement 

Management 
contract 

Municipal 
companies’ 

rules 

EU 
rules 

External 
regulator 

Mixed 
Companies 

FigUre 2. regulatory framework of mixed companies at local 
level.
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lately, there have been mainly two driving forces compel-
ling local decision-makers to seriously consider the “PPP 
route”. First, the recent and more demanding quality stan-
dards imposed by law and enforced by the sector specific 
regulator require new investments in water infrastructures. 
second, the recent and increasingly strict debt limits pre-
sented to municipalities reduce their ability to invest. Be-
sides, there are some indications that private operators 
might show a higher total factor productivity (or tFP, a 
concept dealing with all multiple inputs and all multiple 
outputs involved in the production process; see marques, 
2008) when compared to public water utilities.

By the beginning of 2009, the number of public tenders for 
PPP arrangements reached 38 in the water sector, encom-
passing 26% of the total Portuguese population (which 
was about 10.3 million at that time). Up to that date, 29 
contracts were signed, five cancelled and the remaining 
still in negotiation. of all signed contracts, only five corre-
sponded to iPPPs (which means that only one more mixed 
company was created by the time this paper was written). 
table 1 summarizes some of the most important figures 
related to these PPPs. to collect the data, we looked at 
the water service operators of all 308 Portuguese munici-
palities. We then checked the public call for tenders issued 
by all municipalities that opted for PPP arrangements in 
this sector. some of the information was collected by the 
authors (we contacted the operators and respective local 
governments directly); however, most of the data is made 
publicly available by the sector-specific regulator.

table 1. major figures related to ppp in the portuguese 
water sector.

average length between the call notice and the contract 
signature

21 
months

average number of bidders 4 

number of private companies participating in the tenders 30 

number of private companies with winning bids 5

Contracts already renegotiated 50%

Contracts sustained beyond half of the stated duration none

Contracts sustained beyond a quarter of the stated duration 20%

source: the authors.

there seems to be a healthy number of different private 
investors willing to engage in competition for the market. 
However, this is not translated in the number of actual 
bids; probably due to the time consuming process or to the 
discretion of the evaluation procedure (marques and Berg, 
2010). the fragility of the contracts signed is self-evident; 
despite the youth of the agreements, half of the PPP con-
tracts (concession agreements) have already been renegoti-
ated. this means that, most of the times, local governments 

enter in unbalanced settlements, most likely with an inef-
fective risk allocation. Bearing this in mind, the fact that, in 
Portugal, these water PPPs often produce better outcomes 
(regarding cost efficiency) than 100% public utilities is 
even more startling (e.g. see Correia and marques, 2011 
for the relative efficiencies of public and private utilities). 
mixed companies represent a relatively new procurement 
model for Portuguese municipalities. Being very recent, 
renegotiation is not yet an issue for these specific PPP ar-
rangements. moreover, in theory, the relational character 
of mixed companies should be crafted precisely to avoid 
costly renegotiations. However, as we will see in the next 
sections, several “traps” may be embedded in the regula-
tory contracts of these governance structures (which often 
leads to a poor protection of the public interest).

a mixed company in charge of 
local infrastructure services 

Regulation by contract has its pros and cons which have 
been both profoundly debated for decades in the litera-
ture. However, the same can be said about the regulation 
carried out by external entities (demsetz, 1968). in this 
section we aim to shed some light on how good is the 
regulation that these iPPP contracts can actually provide. 
Furthermore, we want to identify the features that could 
use some improvements, acknowledge good practices and 
condemn any aspects that may distort the markets or sim-
ply damage the public interest.

the data analyzed here correspond to one iPPP arrange-
ment providing water services. the elements asked for in-
clude all tender documents, the management contract set 
between the company and the respective municipality, the 
shareholders’ agreement (signed between the municipality 
and the private partners) and the statutes of the company. 
We opted to keep the municipality anonymous.

Competition 

a Portuguese municipality called for private participa-
tion in a mixed company including water, wastewater and 
stormwater services. the main aspects of the tender were 
the following:

• the PPP encompassed more than 30,000 customers 
and included wholesale and retail segments;

• the private firm would have 49% of the shares; 

• the term of the PPP was indefinite;

• the municipality would only negotiate with the firm 
classified in second place if the negotiation with the 
winner was not successful;
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• the bidders were required to make 60 m€ worth in-
vestments (mostly in wastewater infrastructure) and to 
reach a pre-defined level of coverage in the first 6 years 
of the PPP;

• the municipality asked for an up-front single payment 
of 18 m€;

• at that time, revenues from customers were less than 
costs;

• the evaluation model had problems that can result in 
the selection of a winning bid that is not necessarily 
the “best”;

• some criteria were inappropriate in that they do not 
differentiate among bidders or merely complicate the 
evaluation process (for example, the quality of a bank);

• most of the sub-criteria were either arbitrary or non-
informative;

• some of the most important criteria had too little 
weight.

• six private investors participated in the public tender.

in this particular case, a healthy number of bidders entered 
in the public tender. this is a good indicator because the 
competitive pressure should prevent that the prices detach 
from production costs (Bajari et al., 2006). on the other 
hand, the fact that there is no specific duration for the con-
tract hinders the public interest; during the lifetime of the 
mixed company, the initial incentives lose their relevance 
and not having a periodical market consultation accentu-
ates the lack of “competition for the market” (demsetz, 
1968). some criteria (like the quality of a bank) should 
have been set as threshold criteria (or rejection criteria) 
rather than evaluation criteria. By imposing minimum stan-
dards in some crucial aspects, the public authority reduces 
the discretion of the multicriteria evaluation model (each 
criterion should be independent and the performance of 
the bids should be measured in a clear and objective way). 

the potential to get a higher up-front payment can lead 
the local government to be overly optimistic regarding the 
initial assumptions (e.g. the actual state of conservation of 
the current water system) and estimates (e.g. the increase 
in demand). to avert this, a public sector comparator (PsC) 
should have been calculated ex-ante; the PsC consists in 
the estimation of the costs of using both traditional pro-
curement and PPP schemes (to get a sense of the value for 
money that a PPP can actual provide). nevertheless, the 
value for money assessment does not guarantee the af-
fordability of the project; thus an affordability cap should 
also have been determined.

Risk allocation 

the concept of risk is associated with uncertainty. Com-
monly, it corresponds to the potential for events that have 
uncertain consequences and may constitute threats to suc-
cess. the significance of each risk depends on the project 
but it can be defined as the combination of the probabil-
ity of an event and its consequences (marques and Berg, 
2011). there are three main phases in risk management: 
Risk identification, risk allocation, and risk mitigation. For 
public infrastructure projects, this assessment should be 
seen as a whole life-cycle process, starting right in the 
preparation and design stages and encompassing the con-
struction, operation, and maintenance stages.

the problems related to the transfer of risk are widely dis-
cussed in the literature. the main conclusion is that, usual-
ly, in PPPs the public sector bears most of the risks (vining 
et al., 2005; Broadbent et al., 2008, and acerete et al., 
2009); the more risk adverse partners (the private sector 
entities) manage to avoid the most important risks and 
hence, in order to carry out the projects, the public sec-
tor has to take responsibility for the majority of the finan-
cial risks. With mixed companies this seems to be even 
worse. in fact, the risks are transferred to the users. the 
shareholders’ agreement identifies multiple situations that 
constitute causes for restoring the financial and economic 
equilibrium of the studied mixed company. it establishes 
conditions where any change in the proposed financial in-
dicators is recovered in the next tariff review (every year). 
so the internal rate of return of the private partner is al-
ways secured. it is evident that the public interest is com-
pletely disregarded in this arrangement.

Governance 

When compared with other types of PPP arrangements, 
the contract management of an iPPP has some addition-
al difficulties. in this case, the public authority (who is in 
charge of contract management) has few incentives to ap-
ply sanctions against itself (as it is effectively involved in 
the services management). Hence, it tends to agree with 
proposals to raise tariffs very easily. the existence of an 
external regulator with effective power over these enti-
ties could help to avoid these practices. We acknowledge 
that contract monitoring entails significant costs; however, 
without a good framework of incentives (and penalties) 
there is little chance of achieving a successful long-term 
agreement.

the fact that the company has to see its annual account, 
performance, and activity reports approved in the mu-
nicipal parliament is positive. However, the definition of 
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performance indicators to manage the contract was not 
carried out. there should have been criteria that allowed 
for the application of awards and sanctions related to the 
private partner’s performance, preferably connected with 
the payment mechanisms. Furthermore, with the excep-
tion of the bid evaluation, local governments do not usu-
ally resort to the consultancy of experts in other phases of 
the PPP process; the substantial difference in the resources 
available for the public and private parties is another fac-
tor contributing to the unbalance of the settlements. 

to ensure the success of an iPPP arrangement, a good lev-
el of communication between local governments, private 
partners, and the users must be secured at all times. the 
relationship between these three parties is fundamental 
for the success of the model. Focusing just on the ex-ante 
phase of the PPP is not enough. in this case, the local 
government did not foster any kind of stakeholder par-
ticipation.

policy implications 

drawing up on the extensive literature review and on the 
case study analysis undertaken, it is now possible to sug-
gest some policy measures on the following dimensions:

Risk and accountability 

local councilors must provide strong evidence that the PPP 
arrangement is the best option. the fact that it may be the 
only option is not enough in order to protect public inter-
est. in the feasibility and viability studies, the municipality 
must identify, classify and decide how the risks of the proj-
ect should be allocated (this information should be clear 
in the bidding documents). the management contracts 
binding municipalities and municipal companies must be 
quickly firmed; in order to enable effective accountability 
systems, these documents should clearly (and in a simple 
manner) define the evaluation parameters and quantita-
tive goals. a negative evaluation of the firm’s performance 
(taking into account the realistic goals that have been set 
in the management contracts) ought to have visible con-
sequences.

Opportunism 

to fight opportunism, municipalities should be obliged 
to really invest in the public tender procedure. taking 
into account the long-term character of the contracts, 
these are once in a lifetime procedures. the public bid-
ding documents must contain all the relevant information 
and nothing more than that. these documents must lead 

to comparable bids, not leaving room for any creative ac-
counting of some variables (and to phenomena like the 
winner’s curse). most of the traditional criteria should be 
set as standards for bidder qualification. the shareholders’ 
agreements as well as the statutes of the companies are 
of crucial importance, as these are the documents that will 
actually regulate their performance. a draft of these docu-
ments must be provided in the bidding documents with 
the most important items not open for competition. For 
the resolution of future disputes, depending on the global 
value of the contracts, some structures (like dispute boards 
among others) should be considered in order to avoid legal 
litigation.

Transparency 

as it is well-known, transparency is a principle highly en-
couraged within the eU. in addition, PPPs are complex and 
should therefore be subject to public scrutiny. this is es-
pecially crucial in the mixed company model. the publica-
tion of all the participations carried out by municipalities 
in other entities (and also the participations by those enti-
ties in other organizations) should be mandatory. all public 
capital must be easily traceable. For instance, consider the 
excellent example of transport for london (the regulator of 
urban public transport services in london) which publicly 
presents on its website all the bids and explains its final 
choices in a tender-by-tender basis (amaral et al., 2009). 
this governance model has potential to improve the prin-
ciple-agent relationships and increases the transparency 
within the companies and between the public and private 
sectors by reducing information asymmetries.

Regulation 

there is a belief that an external regulator is only manda-
tory when there is private capital involved. the authors 
profoundly disagree with this idea. the several evidences 
in the literature pointing out the cost inefficiency of pub-
lic entities when compared with private ones are the proof 
we need (e.g. Correia and marques, 2011). Furthermore, it 
seems to be an overlap to invest in regulatory contracts 
and in external regulation at the same time; however, the 
practice shows that this may be a “necessary evil”. While 
private investors remain to be better prepared to enter in a 
PPP negotiation than the public partners, the regulation by 
contract will always be ineffective. the external regulator 
must constitute an important ally for the municipalities in 
these negotiations and, while non-binding due to the local 
autonomy principle, its opinions should be carefully taken 
into account by local councilors. Whenever it is feasible, 
economic regulation should be considered.
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concluding remarks 

this paper intends to cope with the dispersion found in 
the literature framing the choice of the mixed company 
model to produce local public services. most of the inves-
tigation carried out in this field of research is at a macro 
level, being either descriptive, trying to explain what hap-
pened with national public capital companies, or concep-
tual, defining theoretical capabilities and disabilities of 
the model based on observation. the choice of local gov-
ernments should embrace the model which allows for wel-
fare maximization. in theory, the mixed company model 
seems to be able to deliver this purpose; however, it ut-
terly depends on the quality of contract design. moreover, 
local decision-makers have to take responsibility for their 
choices; otherwise local governance stops to be a learning 
process. in principle, mixed companies provide a way for 
municipalities to actively participate in the market. these 
governance structures appear precisely so that local gov-
ernments can keep control over the services while cop-
ing with fiscal constraints. However, iPPP arrangements 
should be only used in infrastructure projects framed by 
singular uncertainty and asset specificity. indeed, crafting 
an incomplete relational contract is not easy and it should 
not be the preferred choice when market failures are not 
so severe (e.g. when investments are not “sunk”). in these 
cases, the use of mixed companies will hardly be optimal.

Recent research has been arguing that the times in which 
simple privatization was the straightforward answer to 
overcome all public sector hurdles are over (Ramesh and 
araral, 2010). in fact, practitioners are beginning to be 
aware of the problems of contracting out. the mixed com-
pany model could be a way of merging two worlds that 
have been perceived as evolving in separate (Clifton et al., 
2007). nevertheless, empirically, we have seen that the 
mixed company model will hardly be superior to any oth-
er governance structure if several special concerns are not 
taken into account. in line with the evidence gathered by 
Bel et al. (2010), we think that, more important than focus-
ing on the make or buy dilemma (or on a combination of 
these two dimensions –the case of mixed companies), one 
should emphasize the transaction costs involved and the 
characteristics of the policy environment for each type of 
infrastructure service.

as in all PPP arrangements, the negotiation with the pri-
vate partners involved in the partial privatization pro-
cesses can be impaired by the current adverse economic 
conditions. the economic crisis can lead to ex-ante op-
portunism by the private bidders who know that the state 
needs to cut on public debt and carry out privatizations. 
ideally, these public authorities should wait for a more fa-

vorable economic environment. However, waiting may not 
be an option anymore.

Further research on mixed public-private provision of lo-
cal public services should concentrate on assessing the 
performance of the model. For example, within a specif-
ic sector (as water supply, urban waste services, etc.) the 
mixed company model should be compared with all the 
remaining governance structures. Consequently, it would 
be possible to assess how far away this particular model 
is from the efficient frontier. Besides the comparison with 
the best practices, also an evaluation regarding the effec-
tiveness and the quality of service related to this model 
should be developed. the identity of the shareholders is 
not irrelevant; hence all economic analysis should take this 
into consideration. the interests and aptitudes of different 
shareholders diverge immensely in mixed public-private 
companies and these facts have implications for the com-
panies’ performance.
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abstract: in this paper we propose an analytical solution to the circularity problem between 
value and cost of capital. our solution is derived starting from a central principle of finance that 
relates value today to value, cash flow, and the discount rate for next period. We present a general 
formulation without circularity for the equity value (e), cost of levered equity (Ke), levered firm value 
(v), and the weighted average cost of capital (WaCC). We furthermore compare the results obtained 
from these formulas with the results of the application of the adjusted Present value approach (no 
circularity) and the iterative solution of circularity based upon the iteration feature of a spreadsheet, 
concluding that all methods yield exactly the same answer. the advantage of this solution is that 
it avoids problems such as using manual methods (i.e., the popular “Rolling WaCC”) ignoring the 
circularity issue, setting a target leverage (usually constant) with the inconsistencies that result 
from it, the wrong use of book values, or attributing the discrepancies in values to rounding errors.

KeyWords: Firm valuation, cost of capital, cash flows, free cash flow, capital cash flow, WaCC, 
circularity.

introduction 

since the modigliani and miller (1958) seminal paper, a problem has been 
identified related to the fact that the discount rate used to value cash flows 
depends on the value of the cash flows themselves. this gives rise to the 
Circularity Problem.

this problem has been addressed in different ways: ignoring it and as-
suming a constant cost of capital, assuming that taxes do not exist and 
discounting the cash flows with the cost of capital before taxes, iterating 
manually assuming a target leverage, or iterating automatically using the 
iteration feature of spreadsheets.

in this paper we propose an analytical solution to this Circularity Problem. 
our solution is derived starting from a basic tenet of finance as follows:

Vt=
Vt+1+CF t+1

1+DR t+1
            

where v is value, CF is cash flow and dR is discount rate.
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solUción analítica al problema de la circUlaridad Usando 
FlUjos de caja descontados

resUmen: en este artículo proponemos una solución analítica al proble-
ma de la circularidad entre el valor y el costo de capital. nuestra solución 
se obtiene a partir de un principio central de las finanzas que establece 
una relación entre el valor actual y el valor, el flujo de caja y la tasa de 
descuento en el siguiente período. derivamos una formulación general del 
valor del patrimonio, P, del costo del patrimonio con deuda, del valor total 
y del costo promedio ponderado del capital, WaCC, sin circularidad. ade-
más, comparamos los resultados obtenidos usando estas fórmulas con los 
que resultan al usar el método de valor Presente ajustado, vPa (aPv en 
inglés) sin circularidad, y la solución iterativa de circularidad basada en 
la función de iteración de una hoja de cálculo. Concluimos que todos los 
métodos producen el mismo resultado. la ventaja de esta solución es que 
evita problemas como el uso de métodos manuales (es decir, el popular 
“Rolling WaCC”) haciendo caso omiso de la cuestión de la circularidad, el 
establecimiento de un apalancamiento objetivo (target leverage) por lo 
general constante, con las inconsistencias que se derivan de ello, el uso 
inapropiado del valor en libros, o atribuir las diferencias entre los métodos 
de valoración a errores de redondeo.

palabras claVe: valoración de empresas, costo de capital, flujos de 
caja, flujo de caja libre, flujo de caja de capital, WaCC, circularidad.

solUtion analytiQUe dU problème de la circUlaritÉ 
Utilisant les FlUx de caisse dÉcomptÉs

rÉsUmÉ : Cet article propose une solution analytique du problème de la 
circularité entre la valeur et le coût de capital. la solution est obtenue à 
partir d’un principe central des finances établissant une relation entre la 
valeur actuelle et la valeur, le flux de caisse et le taux de décompte dans 
la période suivante. nous dérivons une formulation générale de la valeur 
du patrimoine, P, du coût du patrimoine avec la dette, de la valeur totale 
et du coût pondéré moyen du capital, WaCC sans circularité. de plus, les 
résultats obtenus utilisant ces formules sont comparés avec les résultats 
de l’utilisation de la méthode de valeur Présente ajustée, vPa (aPv en 
anglais sans circularité), et la solution itérative de circularité basée sur la 
fonction d’itération d’une feuille de calcul. en conclusion, toutes les métho-
des donnent le même résultat. Cette solution a pour avantage d’éviter des 
problèmes tels que l’utilisation de méthodes manuelles (le «Rolling WaCC» 
populaire) tout en omettant la question de la circularité, l’établissement 
d’un levier objectif (target leverage) généralement constant, avec les in-
consistances qui en dérivent, l’utilisation inappropriée de la valeur en li-
vres, ou l’attribution des différences entre les méthodes de valorisation à 
des erreurs d’arrondissement.

mots-cleFs : valorisation d’entreprises, coût de capital, flux de caisse, 
flux de caisse libre, flux de caisse de capital, WaCC, circularité.

solUção analítica ao problema da circUlaridade Usando 
FlUxos de caixa descontados

resUmo: neste artigo propomos uma solução analítica ao problema da 
circularidade entre o valor e o custo de capital. nossa solução obtém-se a 
partir de um princípio central das finanças que estabelece uma relação en-
tre o valor atual e o valor, o fluxo de caixa e a taxa de desconto no período 
seguinte. derivamos uma formulação geral do valor do patrimônio, P, do 
custo do patrimônio com dívida, do valor total e do custo médio considera-
do do capital, WaCC sem circularidade. além disso, comparamos os resul-
tados obtidos usando estas fórmulas com os que resultam da utilização do 
método de valor Presente ajustado, vPa (aPv em inglês sem circularida-
de), e a solução iterativa de circularidade baseada na função de iteração 
de uma folha de cálculo. Concluímos que todos os métodos produzem o 
mesmo resultado. a vantagem desta solução é que evita problemas como 
o uso de métodos manuais (ou seja, o popular “Rolling WaCC”) ignorando 
a questão da circularidade, o estabelecimento de uma alavancagem ob-
jetiva (target leverage) geralmente constante, com as inconsistências daí 
derivadas, o uso inapropriado do valor em livros, ou atribuir as diferenças 
entre os métodos de valoração a erros de arredondamento.

palaVras cHaVe: valoração de empresas, custo de capital, fluxos de 
caixa, fluxo de caixa livre, fluxo de caixa de capital, WaCC, circularidade.
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We derive a general formulation for the equity value (e) 
at a given period that depends on the value of debt (d) 
for the same period, and the values at the next period of 
equity and cash flow to equity (CFe), tax savings (ts) and 
its corresponding discount rate (ψ), the cost of debt (Kd), 
and the unlevered cost of equity (Ku). We then present this 
formula for two special cases: one for ψ equal to Kd, and 
another for ψ equal to Ku. in addition, we also derive for-
mulations without circularity for the levered cost of equity 
(Ke), firm levered value (v), and weighted average cost of 
capital (WaCC).

literature review 

authors, practitioners and teachers recognize the exis-
tence of the Circularity Problem and their proposed solu-
tions range from iterative processes either manual (“Rolling 
WaCC”) or automated (using a spreadsheet), to using a 
target leverage or assuming constant WaCC1. other au-
thors such as Benninga (2006) and Benninga and sarig 
(1997) simply ignore the Circularity Problem and just use 
a constant WaCC or Ke (Ku given that the tax shields are 
not considered), under the assumption that personal taxes 
approximately offset the tax shields from corporate taxes, 
which is in line with the findings reported by miller (1977). 
Fama and French (1998) suggest a more challenging find-
ing: tax shields are not only negligible nor zero, but also ex-
ists a negative relation between leverage and total value.

authors such as lerner and Carleton (1966), Baginski and 
Wahlen (2003), Pfeiffer (2004), Rao and stevens (2007), 
vishwanath (2007), apreda (2008), Woolley (2009), and 
some practitioners, recognize the existence of circularity 
but do not offer a solution to the problem. Rao and ste-
vens recognize the existence of such circularity and state 
that “prior research has noted, but not modeled these in-
teractions.” (Rao and stevens, 2007, p. 2).

vishwanath (2007) recognizes that using book value and 
market values when introducing the leverage in the WaCC 
yield different results; he asserts that “the market value 
of equity is the present value of equity cash flows but the 
discount rate used to discount eCFs itself is supposed to 
be based on the market value of equity. that is, there is 
a circularity problem. We can get over this problem by us-
ing the quasi market valuation.” (vishwanath, 2007, p. 
559). this solution, which accepts different results, is not 
adequate (as neither are many others), not because the 
valuation process is exact (which is not), but because the 

1 Constant leverage does not grant constant levered cost of equity 
(Ke) and WaCC as both depend on the value of ts (vélez-Pareja et 
al., 2008).

differences in the results obtained by using different meth-
ods leave the analyst with the uncertainty of whether the 
results differ in fact due to intrinsic properties of the meth-
ods themselves or to faults in their application (see vé-
lez-Pareja, 2006, for an example of the magnitude of the 
discrepancies using constant WaCC and ignoring the ef-
fect of changes in leverage on WaCC). 

as noted above, even practitioners acknowledge the Cir-
cularity Problem: “now, to be able to calculate WaCC we 
need to know the value of the company, but to calculate 
that value we need to know WaCC. so we have a circular-
ity problem involving the simultaneous solution of WaCC 
and company value.” (strategy @ Risk, visited march 19, 
2010). However, as shown below, there are solutions to this 
problem.

there are many authors who propose a target capital 
structure and/or an iterative solution departing from an 
initial target leverage2. according to Crundwell (2008), 
“the values for debt and equity used in calculation of the 
WaCC must be market values (not historical values) and 
they must be targeted values […] not current values. this 
circular argument creates difficulties” (Crundwell, 2008, 
p. 378). Koller et al. (2005) are straightforward: “to value 
the company, use target weights;” however, at the same 
time, they argue that “you must determine equity value 
(for the cost of capital) either using a multiples approach 
or through dCF iteratively. to perform an iterative valua-
tion, assume a reasonable capital structure, and value the 
enterprise using dCF. Using the estimate of debt to en-
terprise value, repeat the valuation. Continue this process 
until the valuation no longer materially changes.” (Koller 
et al., 2005, pp. 324-325). this proposal lacks logical con-
sistency: if the multiples approach is an acceptable and 
equivalent procedure, the analyst does not need to per-
form any additional procedure. on the other hand, if the 

2 Rosenberg and Guy (1976), Greenwald (1980), luehrman (1997) (as 
an introduction to his defense of the adjusted Present value, aPv), 
abarbanell (1999), Copeland et al. (2000), abrams (2001), Pratt 
(2002), Brealey and myers (2003), Hitchner (2003), schiefner and 
schmidt (2003), schuster and Jameson (2003), Froidevaux (2004), 
schultze (2004), tham and vélez-Pareja (2004), Wood and leitch 
(2004), mello-e-souza and Bee (2005), Hua and Upneja (2005), 
Koller et al. (2005), damodaran (n. d., slides, 2000, 2006), de-
mario and Fazzone (2006), lazar and Prisman (2006), vélez-Pare-
ja (2006), mohanty (2007), Penman (2007) (cited by liu, 2009), 
Crundwell (2008), mian and vélez-Pareja (2008), Pratt (2008), 
Pratt and Grabowski (2008), turner (2008), ansay (2009), Berk and 
demarzo (2009), Hess et al. (2009), liu (2009), lobe (2009), vé-
lez-Pareja and tham (2005, 2009), vélez-Pareja and Burbano-Pérez 
(2010), Fairchild (n. d.), Pinteris (n. d.), mathiesen (n. d.), tijdhof (n. 
d.), and the Center for Financial Research. 
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two methods are not equivalent, the analyst must choose 
the “proper” procedure.

Pinteris (n. d.) states: “note that the choice of a target cap-
ital structure is also dictated by the presence of a circular-
ity problem in our calculations. in order to estimate the 
WaCC we need to know the market weights of debt and 
equity. in order to do so, we need to know, in particular, the 
market value of equity. But this depends on the discount 
rate used to discount future free cash flows, which is given 
by the WaCC. estimating the target capital structure, we 
could use the current market-based capital structure of the 
company and review the capital structure of similar com-
panies, as well as examine the management’s policy to-
wards financing.” (Pinteris, n. d., p. 5). Berk and demarzo 
(2009) recognize that when leverage changes, the WaCC 
changes and the value is difficult to calculate; in order to 

solve this they calculate the value with the aPv and then 
compute the WaCC. they then use this WaCC to calculate 
value with the FCF and obviously obtain the same value. 
since aPv is the easiest way to solve circularity, why is it 
necessary to calculate WaCC after calculating value with 
the aPv? although it is not exactly the case, we recognize 
that the application of the formula for WaCC using the re-
sults of a first method breaks the circularity, but it does not 
make sense: if the purpose is to value the firm and the ana-
lyst already knows it when using aPv, it should not be nec-
essary to repeat the process using the value already known 
to obtain the same value using the FCF and the WaCC. 
When using discounted cash flow methods, all methods 
should be consistent and self-contained.

in an introduction to his defense of aPv, luehrman says: 
“one expedient is to guess at the market value or use book 
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values and then iterate –fill in the computer market value 
as the new guess, then recompute another guess, and so 
forth until the guess and the computed values converge.” 
(luehrman, 1997, p. 153). Professor abarbanell (1999, p. 
6) warns the reader: “[…] plugging the actual market value 
of the firm into the calculation of WaCC involves circu-
lar reasoning (since we are trying to determine what that 
market value should be!). thus, it is necessary to guess at 
the firm’s market value, use the guess to determine the 
weights to apply in the WaCC, and determine if the esti-
mated WaCC leads to a projected equity value of the firm 
equal to your original guess.” this is also known as “Roll-
ing WaCC”.

damodaran (2000) recognizes that “every textbook is cat-
egorical that the weights in the cost of capital calcula-
tion be market value weights” and that the problem is the 
“inconsistency” behind this. to solve this inconsistency he 
proposes an iterative procedure. this is the “Rolling WaCC” 
that eventually “will converge sooner rather than later”.

Copeland et al. (2000, p. 204) consider that “the sec-
ond reason for using a target capital structure is that it 
solves the problem of circularity involved in estimating the 
WaCC.” nevertheless, this is a simplistic argument: tar-
get leverage cannot go in one way while actual leverage 
goes another, which happens when using target leverage 
and not adjusting debt according to it. Brealey and myers 
(2003, pp. 227 and 25) avoid the issue of circularity as-
suming that they have a balance sheet with market values. 
if that is the situation, then they do not need to calcu-
late WaCC. they even mention an industry cost of capital 
(Brealey and myers, 2003, p. 550), but this does not solve 
the problem either, and is an incomplete approach having 
that cost of capital is affected by firm-specific variables 
that might differ from the industry as a whole.

Wood and leitch (2004) state that “there is no general an-
alytical solution to this circularity, so the ordinary weight-
ed average cost of capital cannot capture the effects of 
changing capital structure on the cost of capital, and the 
computed nPv is not correct: the wealth of the sharehold-
ers will change by a different amount, and may have a dif-
ferent sign as well.” (Wood and leitch, 2004, p. 16). they 
also affirm that “such circularity precludes a general ana-
lytical solution to the problem of determining the appro-
priate discount rate to use for a proposed project. the FPv 
solution technique uses an iterative method to attack this 
circularity.” (Wood and leitch, 2004, p. 19). this paper is a 
direct answer to these asserts by Wood and leitch (2004). 
also, vélez-Pareja and tham (2005) published a reply to 
that paper.

Pratt (2002) comments that “in computing WaCC for a 
closely held company, project, or proposed project, one im-
portant additional problem exists: Because there is no mar-
ket for the securities, we have to estimate market values 
in order to compute the capital structure weightings. as 
we will see, estimating the weightings for each component 
of the capital structure becomes an iterative process for 
companies intending or assumed to operate with current 
levels of debt. Fortunately, computers perform this exer-
cise very quickly. to ‘iterate’ means to repeat. an ‘itera-
tive process’ is a repetitious one. in this case, we estimate 
market value weights because the actual market values are 
unknown. We may re-estimate weights several times until 
the computed market value weights come fairly close to 
the weights used in estimating the WaCC.” (Pratt, 2002, 
pp. 48-49). again, this is the “Rolling WaCC” referred to 
above.

after recognizing the existence of circularity, abrams 
(2001, p. 180) mentions that “using an iterative approach 
eliminates this deficiency in both models. after determin-
ing the market value of debt, we can assume any value for 
equity to get our initial debt to equity ratio. We calculate 
the first iteration of equity value using this initial ratio. af-
ter several iterations, we eventually obtain a unique solu-
tion for equity that is consistent with the last iteration of 
the debt to equity ratio and is independent of our initial 
choice of equity,” being this another example of Rolling 
WaCC. Finally, damodaran (n. d.) in one of his teaching 
slides recommends:

“Rather than use book value weights, you should try

• industry average debt ratios for publicly traded firms 
in the business

• target debt ratio (if management has such a target)

• estimated value of equity and debt from valuation 
(through an iterative process).” (damodaran, n. d., slide 
46) 

as shown, the Rolling WaCC approach has many revered 
advocates. 

according to lazar and Prisman (2006), “this introduces 
circularity into the process as if the market value of the 
debt and equity are known so is the value of the firm, but 
the value of the firm is what we try to estimate. even in 
valuing a firm practitioners use book values as a solution 
to this problem even though it can be solved numerically. 
a few iterations can obtain a value of equity and debt that 
is consistent (to a tolerance) with the value of the firm.” 
(lazar and Prisman, 2006, p. 24). Greenwald–when com-
menting on appraising regulatory projects– mentions that 
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“the basic difficulty in valuing a utility’s assets (i.e., its rate 
base) is one of circularity. their value is determined, like 
those of any asset, by the net income they are capable of 
producing. But, this in turn is determined by the policies 
of the relevant regulatory agency and, in particular, by the 
value such an agency places on the assets of the utility. 
thus, valuations by a regulatory authority tend to be self-
fulfilling and there is no firmly based principle by means of 
which this circle can be broken. attempts to break it have 
traditionally taken two directions.” (Greenwald, 1980, p. 
2). a similar problem was posed and solved by vélez-Pareja 
(2006). With the computing facilities we have today this 
is a simple problem that can be solved using what they 
call reverse engineering: set the net Present value to zero 
changing the tariffs of the given utility. 

vélez-Pareja and tham (2009), tham and vélez-Pareja 
(2004), and vélez-Pareja and Burbano-Pérez (2010) have 
proposed the solution to circularity constructing the circu-
lar relation and iterating using the spreadsheet ability to 
handle such iterative process.

Reporting the results of a survey on tools used in capi-
tal budgeting, truong et al. (2008, pp. 107 and 118) ex-
plain that “most respondents (84%) estimated a WaCC. 
in computing the WaCC, 60% of companies said they 
used target weights and 40% used current weights. in re-
gard to the choice between market value and book value 
weights there was a substantial drop in the number of re-
spondents. those companies that responded show a near-
ly even balance between those who used market value 
weights (51%), and those who used book value weights 
(49%)”. on the other hand, “the project cash flows are 
discounted at the weighted average cost of capital as 
computed by the company, and most companies use the 
same discount rate across divisions. the discount rate is 
assumed constant for the life of the project. the WaCC is 
based on target weights for debt and equity”.

others use or modify a simple solution proposed by myers 
(1974), the adjusted Present value, aPv. For instance, lu-
ehrman (1997) advocates for myers’ aPv; mcdaniel (1994, 
p. 147) considers that “the aPv method of dealing with 
flotation costs by adjusting the initial investment is fea-
sible for a general capital budgeting/financing case, be-
cause circularity can be avoided by using an algorithm that 
matches each project’s nPv with the incremental flotation 
cost of the security potentially issued to finance the proj-
ect. the aPv method reduces the ambiguity of the stock 
price variable in the Gordon model. However, without 
modification, the aPv method may reject value-increas-
ing strategies for those firms with promising long-range 
investment opportunities”. on the other hand, adserà and 
viñolas (2003) recognize the existence of circularity for 

perpetuities and propose a modified version of aPv as the 
solution. it is clear that solutions like aPv by myers, (1974), 
and Capital Cash Flow, CCF, proposed by Ruback (2002), 
are good solutions under some conditions regarding the 
discount rate for the tax shields as will be seen below. in 
the case of aPv, once the analyst has defined the discount 
rate for the tax shield, the procedure is straightforward. 
this is also the case of CCF, which requires a simple cal-
culation when the discount rate for ts is Ku, the cost of 
unlevered equity. 

in consequence, the previously cited literature clearly 
depicts how many practitioners and academics use the 
WaCC. Finally, vélez-Pareja and Benavides (2006) present 
an analytical solution to the circularity that derives into 
the Capital Cash Flow.

a digression about target leverage 

the idea of using target leverage is to elude or avoid 
the circularity problem, or if accompanied by an iteration 
process, to solve it. those who elude the problem with 
the straightforward use of target leverage without any 
iteration presume they are correctly avoiding the prob-
lem. in fact, when we assume a target leverage, usual-
ly considered constant, we have circularity because the 
general formulation of cost of capital (be it the levered 
equity cost of capital, Ke, or the weighted average cost of 
capital, WACC) depends on the tax savings and/or their 
market value. Hence, we need to calculate debt in period 
“t-1” for the cost of capital in “t” and from there until the 
end of the planning horizon. the current practice dismiss-
es this situation and applies the standard textbook for-
mula, ignoring the fact that it should not be done without 
the rebalancing of debt and the resulting effect on the 
value of tax savings (see tham and vélez-Pareja, 2004, 
and taggart, 1991).

it should be noted that if the rebalancing of debt is not 
undertaken, the cash flow to equity, CFe, cannot be cal-
culated (assuming correctly that CFe is what the share-
holder effectively receives) (see magni and vélez-Pareja, 
2009).

the solution to circularity 

Using the basic tenet of finance and the derivation for the 
levered cost of equity by taggart (1991) and tham and 
vélez-Pareja (2004), we analytically solve the problem of 
circularity between the capital structure and the required 
rate of return. We assume that debt schedule is known 
from the beginning and could have any kind of profile. a 
“known” debt schedule is the result of solving the needs of 
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cash when short- and long-term deficits are modeled in a 
financial planning model (see vélez-Pareja, 2009). these 
formulae are derived in appendix a. 

a general formula for any discount rate for ts, ψ is

  (2)

and

 

 (3)

where e is the market value of equity, CFe is the cash flow 
to equity, Kd is the cost of debt, Ku is the unlevered cost of 
equity, d is market value of debt, ψ is the discount rate of 
the tax savings, ts, v is the market value of the firm, vts is 
the market value of ts, FCF is free cash flow, and the sub-
indices “t-1” and “t” denote two consecutive periods. 

For the special case ψ = Kd we have

  (4)

  (5)

and for ψ = Ku,

  (6)

  (7)

observe that equation (7) is the value calculated with the 
capital cash flow, CCF, proposed by Ruback (2002), being 
a basic tenet of finance, as mentioned in equation (1).

the general formula for WaCC is

  (8)

For ψ = Kd we have 

 (9)

and for ψ = Ku,

  (10)

the expression without circularity for Ke is 

  (11a)

For ψ = Kd

  (11b)

For ψ = Ku

  (11c)

tham and vélez-Pareja (2004) propose a calculation for 
the terminal value that solves circularity. the formulation is 

terminal value for tax savings, vtv_ts in n is

  (12)

where t is corporate tax rate, Kd is cost of debt, d%n is 
leverage at the end of the forecasting period, Ku is unle-
vered cost of equity and g is nominal growth (all of these 
variables are at perpetuity) and vtv_ln is levered firm ter-
minal value.

in this case we assume that for perpetuity, earnings before 
interest and taxes, eBit, are greater than financial expens-
es, that taxes are paid the same year as accrued, and that 
interest is the only source of tax savings (see vélez-Pareja, 
2010). When these conditions are met we can say that tax 
savings are equal to tKddt-1. 

the formula for the unlevered tv is

  (13)

solving for the levered terminal value we have

  (14)

where FCFn+1 is the free cash flow at n+1 and φ is

  (15)

With this collection of formulae we solve analytically the 
circularity problem. 

an example 

in this example we assume ψ = Ku. in appendix B we re-
peat this example for ψ = Kd. in table 1a we present the 
input data. 
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table 1a. input data for the example.

year 1 2 3 4

CFd 23.48 13.71 14.43 17.99

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

CFe 0.00 8.18 12.64 16.88

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

table 1b . input data for perpetuity and tV calculation.

t 35.00%

Kd 12.10%

d% 25.44%

Ku 13.92%

g 0%

φ 92.26%

FCFn+1 31.81

terminal value for the firm and for the ts was calculated 
using equations (12) and (14) and input data from table 
1B. We show the results in table 1c.

table 1c. calculating terminal value.

year 0 1 2 3 4

tv (ts) (eq. (12))     19.19

tv(FCF) (eq. (14)) 247.78

tv(e)=tv(FCF)-d     184.74

tv Unlevered tv(FCF) – tv(ts)     228.6

in table 2 we calculate the market value of equity using 
equation (6):

 

taBle 2. Calculation of market value of equity using equa-
tion (6) and firm value. 

year 1 2 3 4

CFe 0.00 8.18 12.64 16.88

Kd 13.12% 12.61% 12.61% 12.10%

Ku 15.00% 14.46% 14.46% 13.92%

e 127.75 148.64 163.44 175.85 184.74

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

v = d + e 219.72 229.20 240.44 248.13 247.78

in table 3 we calculate firm value using equation (7) and 
from it, we compute market value of equity:

 

table 3. calculating firm value and equity market value 
using equation (7).

year 0 1 2 3 4

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

Ku 15.00% 14.46% 14.46% 13.92%

v 219.72 229.20 240.44 248.13 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

e=v-d 127.75 148.64 163.44 175.85 184.74

as expected, the two values are identical.

 

in table 4 we calculate firm value using FCF and WaCC 
from equation (10):

table 4. calculation of firm value using FcF and Wacc.

year 0 1 2 3 4

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

WaCC 13.08% 12.91% 13.04% 12.68%

v 219.72 229.20 240.44 248.13 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

e=v-d 127.75 148.64 163.44 175.85 184.74

again, as expected, firm and equity values are identical to 
the ones found in previous approaches.

now, using (11c) we calculate the market value of equity 
using CFe and Ke without circularity in table 5.

table 5. calculation of equity value using cFe and Ke.

year 0 1 2 3 4

CFe 0.00 8.18 12.64 16.88

Ku 15.00% 14.46% 14.46% 13.92%

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

Kd 13.12% 12.61% 12.61% 12.10%

Ke 16.35% 15.46% 15.33% 14.66%

e 127.75 148.64 163.44 175.85 184.74

v=e+d 219.72 229.20 240.44 248.13 247.78

once more, as expected, market values match.

as aPv is the simplest way to calculate value without cir-
cularity, we check our results with the aPv and ψ = Ku in 
table 6, which shows that the proposed analytical method 
gives consistent results with the former. 
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table 6. calculating firm value and market equity value 
using apV.

year 0 1 2 3 4

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

tv unlevered for FCF 228.60

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

tv ts 19.19

Pv(FCF at Ku) 198.13 208.59 220.41 228.60 228.60

Pv(ts at Ku) 21.59 20.61 20.03 19.53 19.19

v 219.72 229.20 240.44 248.13 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

e=v-d 127.75 148.64 163.44 175.85 184.74

in addition, we have tested the formulas with three valu-
ations of real cases. one of them (a telecommunications 
project) presents typical problems that include complexi-
ties such as unpaid taxes, losses carried forward, foreign 
exchange debt, presumptive income, and inflation adjust-
ments to the Financial statements (see vélez-Pareja and 
tham, 2010).the other two (a construction firm and a res-
taurant) involve losses carried forward. 

Regarding the first case, it is relevant to mention that when 
there are sources of ts different from interest expenses 
and periods where there is no debt, one could expect that 
WaCC is the unlevered cost of equity, Ku; however this is 
not true due to the fact that the general expression for 
WaCC has the value of ts (vts) involved in it, regardless 
of their source. the other two cases are similar with the ex-
ception that there are no ts from different sources. Hence, 
when there is no debt, WaCC is equal to Ku. 

in all cases it is important to keep in mind that when deal-
ing with ts and vts in the formulas, any ts has to be 
included in the formulation, when they occur. this is par-
ticularly true when there are losses carried forward that al-
low “lost” ts to be recovered in future periods.

moreover, the use of traditional textbook formula for 
WaCC presents problems given that it is valid for a very re-
stricted case and this causes many inconsistencies. these 
inconsistencies have to be solved defining an “effective” 
corporate tax rate that takes into account the effect of the 
above mentioned complexities.

concluding remarks 

We have shown four analytical solutions for the circularity 
problem, namely, the calculation of equity market value 
and the total firm value without the need of computing 
the values WaCC or Ke, the computation of firm value us-
ing WaCC without circularity along with FCF, and market 
value of equity without circularity by means of Ke and CFe. 

We have also shown that the solution (valuation) using the 
proposed methods is consistent, given an assumption on 
the discount rate to be used for the ts. all the methods 
coincide with the aPv, which is the best method to cal-
culate value without circularity. these methods do not re-
quire neither target leverage nor iterations. 

We have mentioned some advantages of using the pro-
posed solution of circularity. We stress that this solution 
solves the conundrum-type procedures that we have wit-
nessed during decades. although the herein proposed 
methods should yield identical results, it is advisable to 
test any solution (as we have done the presented exam-
ples) with simple procedures such as aPv and CCF. 

Practitioners have preferences regarding valuation meth-
ods. For instance, they might lack confidence in dealing 
with CFe discounted with Ke, instead of working with the 
venerable FCF and WaCC. others do not trust the aPv or 
consider that this method is only suitable for certain type 
of situations. However, they may all profit from a direct 
and straightforward procedure that yields the correct an-
swer using a spreadsheet.

Finally, skeptical readers or practitioners might perceive 
this procedure as non-intuitive and cumbersome. never-
theless, management should abandon the position of find-
ing simple or “magical” three-letter solutions to complex 
problems, which, by their very nature, do not have straight-
forward answers. valuation and the use of valuation mod-
els should be seen as tools to actually make value based 
management yield tangible results.
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appendix a 

Fundamental and independent equations: 

  (a1)

 (a2)

 (a3)

From taggart (1991) and tham and vélez-Pareja (2004), 
we have the general formula for WaCC:

  (a4)

general expression for e for any ψ: 

From equation (a1) we have

  (a5)

Replacing equation (a2) into equation (a5)

 (a6)

 (a7)

simplifying and comparing with equation (a1), we solve 
for e, the market value of equity:

 (a8)

equity value when ψ=Ku: 

 

 (a9)

equity value when ψ=Kd: 

 (a10)

now we find the Cost of equity. Replacing equation (a8) 
in equation (a5) we have:

 (a11)
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 (a12)

 (a13)

simplifying, we have the formula for the Cost of equity Ke:

 (a14)

cost of equity when ψ=Ku: 

 (a15)

 (a16)

derivation for Wacc and V = e + d 

general expression for Wacc for any ψ: 

 (a3)

 (a17)

 (a4)

Replacing (a17) in (a4):

 (a18)

 (a19)

 (a20)

 (a21)

 (a22)
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 (a23)

 (a24)

simplifying, we have the formula for the WaCC without circularity:

 

 (a25a)

 (a25b)

Wacc when ψ=Ku: 

 (a26)

 (a27)

general expression for V = d + e for any ψ: 

Replacing equations (a22) in (a17):

 (a28)

simplifying, we now have the formula for v = e + d without circularity:

 (a29a)

 (a29b)

Formula for V = e + d when ψ=Ku: 

 (a30)

since FCFt + tst = CFet + CFdt, where CFdt is the cash flow 
to the debt holders, this is the basic tenet of finance applied  
to the Capital Cash Flow.

Formula for V = e + d when ψ=Kd: 

 (a31)
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appendix b 

example assuming ψ = Kd. in table B1 we present the in-
put data for the example.

table b1. input data for example

year 0 1 2 3 4

CFd 23.5 13.7 14.4 18.0

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

CFe = FCF + ts 
- CFd

0.00 8.18 12.64 16.88

tv for FCF 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

tv for e=tv(FCF) 
–d

184.74

in table B2 we calculate market equity value directly with 
equation (a10).

table b2. calculating market value of equity using equation 
(a10).

year 0 1 2 3 4

CFe 0.00 8.18 12.64 16.88

Kd 13.12% 12.61% 12.61% 12.10%

Ku 15.00% 14.46% 14.46% 13.92%

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

Pv(ts @ 
Kd)

22.73 21.49 20.64 19.85 19.19

e 188.35 194.14 205.85 218.29 245.84

v = d+e 220.86 230.07 241.05 248.44 247.78

as expected, the two values (for firm and equity) are iden-
tical.

table B3 shows the calculation of firm value directly using 
equation (a31).

table b3. calculating firm value with equation (a31) and 
market equity value.

year 0 1 2 3 4

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

Ku 15.00% 14.46% 14.46% 13.92%

v 220.86 230.07 241.05 248.44 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

e=v-d 128.88 149.52 164.04 176.16 184.74

Using equation (a27) and the FCF we calculate firm value 
and equity value in table B4.

table b4. calculating Wacc and firm value.

year 0 1 2 3 4

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

WaCC 12.89% 12.74% 12.89% 12.54%

v 220.86 230.07 241.05 248.44 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

e=v-d 128.88 149.52 164.04 176.16 184.74

again, all values match.

now in table B5 and using equation (11c) we calculate 
equity market values from CFe and Ke without circularity.

table b5. calculating market value of equity using cFe and 
Ke.

year 0 1 2 3 4

CFe 0.00 8.18 12.64 16.88

Ku 15.00% 14.46% 14.46% 13.92%

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

Kd 13.12% 12.61% 12.61% 12.10%

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

tv_vts 19.19

vts 22.73 21.49 20.64 19.85 19.19

Ke 16.01% 15.19% 15.09% 14.46%

e 128.88 149.52 164.04 176.16 184.74

v=e+d 220.86 230.07 241.05 248.44 247.78

once more, as expected, market values match. 

as aPv is the simplest way to calculate values without cir-
cularity, we show its calculations in table B6. as expected, 
all previous calculations coincide with aPv.

table b6. Using apV with ψ = Kd.

year 0 1 2 3 4

FCF 19.26 18.34 23.67 31.81

tv unlevered 
for FCF

228.60

ts 4.22 3.56 3.40 3.06

tv ts 19.19

Pv(FCF at Ku) 198.13 208.59 220.41 228.60 228.60

Pv(ts at Kd) 22.73 21.49 20.64 19.85 19.19

v 220.86 230.07 241.05 248.44 247.78

d 91.97 80.56 77.00 72.28 63.04

e=v-d 128.88 149.52 164.04 176.16 184.74
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abstract: We address the question of why Colombian companies have had such a limited pres-
ence in the american depositary Receipts (adRs) market. traditional explanations state that weak 
investor protection and the degree of economic and financial development in Colombia increase 
the cost of entry in the adR market. However, in the case of Colombia these explanations do not 
suffice because in these respects Colombia is no different from other latin american countries. Us-
ing a theoretical model, we show that additional factors such as drug trafficking and armed conflict 
better explain why Colombian firms have moved away from the adRs market.

KeyWords: Corporate governance, adRs, economic and financial development, internal conflict.

introduction 

over past fifteen years, many latin american firms have cross-listed in the 
Us through the american depository Receipts (adR) program. although 
there are several theories that explain why firms issue adRs1, proposed 
by Coffee (1999) and Karolyi (2004, 2006), this movement is part of the 
“functional convergence”2 toward a stronger corporate governance envi-
ronment. in 1990, the only latin american country with significant par-
ticipation in the Us adR market was mexico, holding the nineteenth place 
among the countries with adRs. However, the situation changed complete-
ly a decade later. in 2003, mexico and Brazil were the largest issuers in the 
Us adR market. in 2005, two of the twenty most successful adRs were 
latin american and the number was duplicated in 2006 (Chong and lópez 
de silanes, 2007, pp. 41). Generally, for an average latin american country 
around fifty percent of the most important stocks have a cross-listing in the 

1 For a review of these theories, see Reese and Weisbach (2002), Karolyi (2004), Karolyi 
(2006), doidge et al. (2004, 2007, 2009, 2010), among others.

2 Functional convergence is an alternative path to reach higher standards of investor pro-
tection, based on more decentralized, market-based, and firm level changes. Functional 
convergence does not require legal reform per se but still brings more firms and assets 
under the umbrella of effective legal protection for investors (Chong and lopez-de-si-
lanes, 2007).
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adr colombianos: ¿por QUÉ tan pocos?

resUmen: los autores abordan el cuestionamiento de por qué las em-
presas colombianas han tenido una presencia limitada en el mercado de 
los american depositary Receipts (adRs). explicaciones tradicionales sus-
tentan que una débil protección al inversionista y el grado de desarrollo 
económico y financiero de los países incrementan el costo de entrar en el 
mercado de adR. sin embargo, en el caso de Colombia estas explicaciones 
no son suficientes porque su situación no difiere de manera significati-
va con respecto a otros países latinoamericanos. Utilizando un modelo 
teórico, en este artículo se afirma que factores como el narcotráfico y el 
conflicto armado explican mejor por qué las empresas colombianas se han 
apartado del mercado de adR.
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nanciero, conflicto interno.

adr´s colombiens : poUrQUoi si peU nombreUx ?

rÉsUmÉ: les auteurs se posent la question de la présence limitée des en-
treprises colombiennes sur le marché des american depositary Receipts 
(adRs). il est traditionnellement expliqué qu’une faible protection de 
l’investisseur et le degré de développement économique et financier des 
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armé expliquent mieux les raisons pour lesquelles les entreprises colom-
biennes se sont écartées du marché des adRs.
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Us. the number has reached 80% for all the largest issu-
ers in mexico and venezuela, with the number of Brazil-
ian and Chilean firms also growing substantially. However, 
the situation in Colombia is not consistent with this trend. 
Currently only eight of the largest one hundred companies 
trading in the Colombian market have issued adRs, four of 
them in the last two years. in this paper we ask why.

We argue that in addition to observable firm characteris-
tics such as investment opportunities, size, and ownership 
structure; and country characteristics, such as economic 
and financial development, there are other factors that in-
crease the costs of listing abroad. Problems related to “in-
ternal order” such as drug trafficking and armed conflict 
affect the incentives of local companies to adopt global fi-
nancing mechanisms. Reviewing the case of Colombia pro-
vides a good opportunity to show how factors not usually 
found in the business literature affect firms’ participation 
in the international financial markets.

it is generally agreed that there are more advantages than 
disadvantages when a firm lists its shares on a more devel-
oped stock exchange. according to la Porta et al. (2002), 
sarkissian and shill (2004), and doidge et al. (2004), com-
panies that commit themselves to adopting better corpo-
rate governance practices have better market valuation. 
this valuation is the result of, among other things, the con-
fidence that foreign investors have that the controlling 
shareholders will limit the extraction of private benefits. 
likewise, various authors have recognized the reduction of 
the firms’ cost of capital as another important reason to 
issue adRs (Hail and leuz, 2009; Bekaert and Campbell, 
2000; errunza and miller, 2000; stulz, 1999).

moreover, through the adR market firms can improve their 
ability to finance growth opportunities to the extent that it 
increases and diversifies its investment base (Foerster and 
Karolyi, 1999). Chong and lópez-de-silanes (2007) main-
tain that the high liquidity of the foreign market allows 
firms to avoid illiquidity during recessions in the local mar-
ket. at the same time, Reese and Weisbach (2002) argue 
that foreign cross-listing is associated with lower agency 
costs due to better supervision. similarly, Pagano et al. 
(2002) indicate that experience in foreign markets and a 
firm’s reputation are other advantages when listed abroad.

a large portion of the literature explores the benefits of 
cross-listing (see iacobucci, 2004, and doidge et al., 2010). 
However, there are also disadvantages. trading in Us in-
creases the transparency and disclosure requirements, 
which produce an increase in the probability of losing con-
trol of the firm. improvements required by corporate gov-
ernance standards and the potential penalties imposed for 

violations represent threats to controlling shareholders. in 
addition, the costs associated with adoption of standards 
of information disclosure at the international level are part 
of the restrictions facing companies that choose to partici-
pate in the international market (aggarwal et al., 2007).

doidge et al. (2007) propose another perspective to ana-
lyze the process of listing in foreign markets. they point 
out that the adoption of corporate governance mecha-
nisms depends on the cost of applying them. the authors 
state that these costs are largely determined by the coun-
try’s economic and financial development, but also by the 
investor protection environment. if a country provides suf-
ficiently high investor protection, the adoption of strong 
corporate governance mechanisms is not necessary. on the 
other hand, if the economic and financial development of 
a country is too low, the adoption of corporate governance 
mechanisms such as cross-listing carries transaction costs 
that are too high to compensate for their potential ben-
efits. 

extending doidge, Karolyi and stulz’s model (2007), we 
derived factors that explain the limited presence of Colom-
bian firms in the Us adR market. We state that in addition 
to investor protection and the country’s economic and fi-
nancial development, factors related to internal order have 
an important impact on transaction costs when issuing 
adRs and ultimately on the desire of firms to implement 
good governance practices. We stress that the economic 
and financial development of Colombia is similar to that of 
argentina, Brazil, Chile, mexico, and venezuela. moreover, 
for some investor protection measures and financial devel-
opment ratios, Colombia scores better than the rest of the 
countries in the region. However, factors associated with 
internal order, such as drug trafficking and armed conflict, 
have an impact on the willingness of Colombian firms to 
issue adRs.

in this paper, we contribute to the literature by consider-
ing other country-specific factors, beyond economic and fi-
nancial development, which until now have been absent in 
the corporate governance literature, such as internal order 
problems. When companies issue adRs to obtain funds, 
the foreign investor’s perception of the internal order situ-
ation could affect his willingness to invest in turbulent en-
vironments. since we are building our work through the 
analysis of the case of Colombia, it is important to high-
light that in the case-study methodology in general, but 
in this paper in particular, we do not seek to provide “sta-
tistical proof” of anything. Here the goal is to validate our 
ideas conceptually using a single case. Further efforts will 
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be necessary to go forwards from this conceptual valida-
tion (as in our paper) to a statistical validation3.

3 yin (2003) put it in this way: “a second common concern about 
case studies is that they provide little basis for scientific gener-
alization. How can you generalize from a single case? is a fre-
quently heard question […] the short answer is that case studies, 
like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical proposition and 
not to populations or universes. in this sense, the case study, like 
the experiment, does not represent a ‘sample’ and in doing a case 
study, your goal will be to expand and generalize theories (analytic 

in the following section we present our extension of 
doidge, Karolyi and stulz’s model (2007), from which we 
obtain our principal predictions. then, we analyze predic-
tions of the model in the context of the Colombian case. 
Finally, we offer conclusions.

generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical gen-
eralization)” (yin, 2003, p. 10).
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the model 

our model follows closely doidge, Karolyi and stulz’ model 
(2007), which in turn extends to shleifer and Wolfenzon 
(2002). the model’s general idea is that countries differ 
not only in how they protect investors, but also in the costs 
associated with market access and implementation of cor-
porate governance mechanisms. doidge, Karolyi and stulz 
(2007) show that if the cost of implementing good cor-
porate governance in countries with low economic and fi-
nancial development is excessive, the benefits perceived 
by firms in implementing such a process are, if anything, 
marginal. thus, firms located in countries with such char-
acteristics tend to find unnecessary to implement good 
corporate governance mechanisms. in synthesis, the contri-
bution these authors make is in recognizing the existence 
of economic and financial development, below which, con-
vergence mechanisms in corporate governance are inac-
cessible due to the high transaction costs4.

according to this analysis, we can define three levels at 
which firms can decide to implement or not external gov-
ernance mechanisms: a low level, where firms operate in 
countries with very poor economic and financial develop-
ment and weak investor protection, and therefore they 
cannot obtain any net benefit by issuing adRs. a high 
level where firms enjoy a very high standard in terms of 
financial development and investor protection, and there-
fore there is no need to list abroad to improve their already 
good corporate governance. Finally, a medium level where 
firms can improve their corporate governance by taking ac-
tions such as issuing adRs.

our extension is based on a simple idea: transaction costs 
are not solely affected by the country’s economic and fi-
nancial development, but also by problems of social order 
a country faces. this new factor changes the level at which 
the implementation of external corporate governance, 
such as issuing adRs, is optimal. 

structure of the model 

the model assumes that the proportion of private bene-
fits, f, which the controlling shareholder can extract from 

4 Bergman and nicolaievsky (2007) present another model studying 
additional factors affecting the mechanisms adopted by firms to 
provide better protection to their investors. these authors assume 
that each country regime is characterized by the set of contracts 
that it can enforce; hence, legal regimes differ in their ability to 
enforce some kind of contracts. this assumption allows them to 
present a model in which the insiders choose offer protection con-
tracts inside a country according to their motivations and the legal 
regime.

minority shareholders, is influenced by the costs of good 
corporate governance mechanisms, as well as by the legal 
system and the country’s economic situation. as the con-
trolling shareholder’s private benefits are not, by nature, 
observable, cross-listing could limit such extraction and 
create favorable expectations for minority shareholders. at 
the same time, the model explains that if transaction costs 
for issuing shares abroad exceed the benefits ex post, issu-
ing adRs may not be feasible.

Stage t = 0 

as in doidge et al. (2007), a controlling shareholder has 
an initial wealth equal to W and has to invest K to take 
advantage of an investment opportunity, where (K > W). 
the return on the investment is R = aKα, where 0 < α < 1 
and a > 0. the controlling shareholder must issue (K – W) 
in shares to foreign investors. in this way, when the control-
ling shareholder secures the funds, investors develop ex-
pectations regarding the proportion of the company’s cash 
flow that will be expropriated as private benefits, f, by the 
controlling shareholder. 

Stage t = 1

expropriation by the controlling shareholder is costly. this 
cost increases because minority shareholders are protected 
at the country level, p, and at the company level, q. thus, 
the cost of extracting private benefits E( f ) is
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 (1)

where 0.5bf 2 is a cost factor associated with the propor-
tion of private benefits, f, which the controlling sharehold-
er could extract. K is the amount required to realize the 
investment opportunity; p and q are the level of investor 
protection by the country and by the firm respectively; and 
b, a and α are positive parameters. From equation (1) we 
can see that the expropriation costs increase with p and q 
and, ultimately, minority shareholders are better protected 
when p and q increase.

Given that the level of investor protection chosen by the 
firm, denoted by q, makes it costly to adopt good gover-
nance mechanisms, it is assumed that the marginal cost of 
corporate governance is increasing. this supports a func-
tional form for the cost of corporate governance, given that 
C(q) = mq2, where m and q are both positive constants. 
the reasoning is that other measures to increase the qual-
ity of the firm’s corporate governance could be available.

as in doidge et al. (2007), there are transaction costs as-
sociated with raising capital from foreign investors, for ex-
ample, by issuing adRs. so an issue equal to (K – W) is 
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associated with a cost of n(K – W), where n is the transac-
tion costs of obtaining capital, which is influenced by the 
country’s economic and financial development. the value 
of n is assumed as a constant between 0 and 1. We as-
sumed a risk neutral world with a risk free rate normalized 
at zero. that is, minority shareholders buy shares as long 
as they can guarantee, through the payment of dividends, 
an amount equal to their initial investment. Ultimately, n 
represents non-financial transaction costs, such as invest-
ment in more efficient operating systems, specifying pro-
cesses and costs incurred in complying with international 
standards, among others. 

We assume that n is influenced by two basic factors: the 
country’s economic and financial development, d, and the 
internal order problems that increase the transaction costs 
of obtaining foreign capital, s. as stated above, the foreign 
investor’s perception of the internal order situation could 
affect his or her willingness to invest. in addition, com-
panies may adopt practices that protect them from such 
situations but also distance them from international stan-
dards; or compliance with international standards may be 
costly. therefore, the capital needed to invest in the proj-
ect is associated with a cost of n(K – W) = n(d + s)(K – W), 
0 ≤ d + s ≤ 1.

Stage t = 2 

the controlling shareholder extracts an optimal proportion 
of private benefits f* that maximize the ex post value of 
his payments. He seeks to maximize his share of a com-
pany’s benefit, S, that is the firm’s total cash flow after 
subtracting the transaction costs associated with issuing 
foreign capital n(K – W), the cost of the corporate gov-
ernance mechanisms C(q), the cost of extracting private 
benefits E( f ), and the dividend payment to minority share-
holders U,
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  (2)

subject to S ≥ 0 and f*.

in the maximization problem in (2), the controlling share-
holder chooses K, q and f. it is important to point out that 
K could be considered as a variable to the extent that 
there are various amounts associated with different invest-
ments opportunities. However, once the controlling share-
holder has chosen an investment opportunity, the amount 
K becomes fixed. the maximization problem is subject to 

two restrictions. the first refers to the controlling share-
holder only investing if S ≥ 0 (participation constraints). 
the second restriction refers to the amount of private ben-
efits to extract, f, which must be such that it maximizes the 
controlling shareholder’s benefit (incentives compatibility 
constraints).

the selection of K, q and f is not simultaneous. f is deter-
mined once the shares have been sold to foreign investors. 
therefore, after the controlling investor has chosen q and 
K (level of protection for the investor and the amount re-
quired to realize the respective investment opportunity), 
minority investors purchase shares for an amount equal to 
(K – W). subsequent to the sale of shares, to the control-
ling shareholder is given a proportion, v, of the firm’s total 
cash flow, which in turn is determined by the quantity of 
private benefits he extracts, f.

in a scenario without expropriation, v is determined by the 
firm’s total cash flow, CF, which in turn is the return on 
investment, that is, CF = R = aKα. However, when there 
is expropriation by the controlling shareholder, the firm’s 
total cash flow is reduced in proportion to private benefits 
expropriated, CF = (1 – f*)aKα. therefore, and given that 
the amount of cash flow the minority shareholder receives 
is equal to its reserve profit, U = (K – W), the proportion of 
the firm’s total cash flow that he or she receives under the 
expropriation scenario is given by 
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. 

Ultimately, the proportion of cash flows appropriated by 
the controlling shareholder, v, is:
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therefore, after securing funds the controlling sharehold-
er chooses the proportion to be expropriated, f, where 
0 ≤ f < 1, such that it maximizes
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where v(1–f*)aKα is the liquidated dividends that the con-
trolling shareholder receives, 0.5bf 2 aKα (p + q) is the costs 
of extracting private benefits, and faKα is the total of pri-
vate benefits extracted by the controlling shareholder. tak-
ing first order conditions yields:
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. (5)

the above solution indicates that the amount of cash flow 
expropriated decreases as (p + q) increases. likewise, v is 
decreasing, that is, to the extent that the controlling share-
holder has greater participation in the firm’s cash flows, he 
or she will have less incentive to expropriate. Replacing (3) 
in (5) it holds that
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the previous result shows that f depends on K and q, 
which are variables of the controlling shareholder’s deci-
sion. therefore, f could be seen as f (K, q). so, f depends on 
the firm’s level of protection, q, and the expropriation costs 
C(q) = mq2. if m is low, the company could cheaply improve 
investor protection in the country, by improving protection 
at the company level. in the extreme case, if m = 0, inves-
tor protection at the country level becomes irrelevant and 
the controlling shareholder chooses a level q sufficiently 
high (q → ∞) so that f = 0. However, if the amount of for-
eign capital secured by the firm, for example through is-
suing adRs, is very small, there are no incentives for the 
firm to improve the level of q, if the associated transac-
tion costs, n, do not compensate the perceived benefits 
of adopting good governance mechanisms. thus, following 
doidge et al. (2007), we state:

Proposition 1: If parameter m, which is the inductor of 
cost of governance at the firm level, is equal to zero, all 
the firms that secure funds abroad choose a value of in-
vestment protection at the firm level, q, that is sufficient-
ly high so that the fraction of cash flow expropriated, f, 
will equal zero and investor protection by the State is ir-
relevant.
Proof: see appendix.

Proposition 2: To the extent that m increases, q decreas-
es and investor protection depends almost exclusively on 
protection guaranteed by the State, p.
Proof: see appendix.

Proposition 3: To the extent that p increases and m is 
greater than zero, q decreases because governance mech-
anisms at the firm level are redundant and costly.
Proof: see appendix.

Proposition 4: Finally, for firms whose inductor param-
eter of the costs of securing foreign capital, n, is suffi-
ciently elevated, q equals zero because the firm does not 
expect to secure foreign capital.
Proof: see appendix.

these propositions show that the company’s choice of gov-
ernance mechanisms (for example, issuing adRs) depends 
on the cost of applying these mechanisms and the trans-
action costs of issuing shares. these costs are determined 
not only by investor protection at the country level and 
by the country’s economic and financial development, but 
also, as we propose in this paper, by problems related to 
social order, such as illegal armed groups, illegal traffic in 
arms and drugs, asset laundering and the presence of illicit 

money in the economy. all of which affects the willingness 
of companies located in a given country to adopt mecha-
nisms such as issuing adRs. 

Stage t = 3 

Payments made by the controlling shareholder to the mi-
nority shareholders after the expropriation, are the follow-
ing: 

Payment for the controlling shareholder, pc, is determined 
by the dividends corresponding to his participation in the 
firm’s cash flow after expropriation, v(1–f )aKα, the expro-
priation costs 0.5bf 2 aKα (p + q), and the benefits ob-
tained by it faKα:

( ) ( ) faKqpaKbfaKfvC ++= 25.01  (7)

the payment to the minority shareholder, pM, is deter-
mined by the dividends corresponding to participation 
(1 – v) in the firm’s cash flows after the expropriation, 
which will equal the reservation profits:

 ( )( )aKfkM = 11  (8)

predictions of the model 

the model developed up to this point offers the follow-
ing predictions. in the hypothetical unrealistic scenario in 
which the implementation of good governance practices 
at the firm level does not have cost, all companies would 
develop business practices that would make state protec-
tion unnecessary. in countries with high investor protec-
tion, additional efforts by companies to implement good 
corporate governance practices beyond those required 
by the regulatory framework are costly and redundant. in 
countries with low economic and financial development it 
is possible that the costs of implementing good corporate 
governance mechanisms exceed the perceived benefits. 
Finally, the transaction costs assumed by the companies 
could be affected, not just by the country’s economic and 
financial development, but also by factors associated with 
internal order, such as the armed conflict and drug traf-
ficking.

in the following section, we address the Colombian case, 
not with a view to empirically validating the model, which 
is clearly not possible from just one observation, but to 
highlight some of the model’s main theoretical arguments. 

analysis of the colombian case 

Corporate governance literature shows a substantial het-
erogeneity in the behavior of firms in emerging markets. 
Chong and lópez-de-silanes (2007) maintain that for the 
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case of latin america, even under distorting conditions 
such as insufficient legal protection and weak rule of law, 
improvement could be made if firms begin to adopt better 
corporate governance practices. Following Coffee (1999), 
one of the alternatives available to firms to reach high cor-
porate governance standards is functional convergence, 
which refers to changes at the firm level that somehow by-
pass the local investor protection environment. in this sense, 
functional convergence does not require legal reforms per 
se, but firms could attract more investors under the rubric 
of self-imposed protection for shareholders. the existence 
of cross-listing programs in the Us is a good mechanism to 
promote the improvement of corporate governance at the 
firm level regardless of the local legal environment. 

development of adr programs in latin america 

in the past fifteen years, there has been a great move-
ment toward cross-listing by latin american firms. latin 
american adRs programs represent about 13% of the to-
tal programs available throughout the world. in the pe-
riod 2005-2006, latin american companies had five of 
the largest fifteen adR programs in the world and five of 
the twenty most actively traded adRs in the United states 
(Chong y lópez de silanes, 2007, p. 41). some cases are 
worth mentioning. For example, venezuelan firms showed 
a great dynamism in the nineties with nine new firms in the 
adRs program, while in this decade only two companies 

decided to issue this type of instrument. the second inter-
esting case is Brazil, which in 2007 increased the number 
of firms with adRs programs by nearly 50%. Finally, the 
special case of Colombia stands out from the rest, with 
poor participation by the country’s firms in the issuing of 
adRs, although this situation has been changing over the 
past decade. 

Figure 1 shows the percentage of issuers from each coun-
try in the adR program of the new york stock exchange. 
mexico and argentina are the countries in which more 
national firms have adopted these corporate governance 
mechanisms. venezuela and Brazil show very similar per-
centages despite the difference in their market size. While 
in venezuela 10 firms of the 65 issuers have adRs, in Bra-
zil 88 of the 573 issuers have adRs. Chilean companies 
have participated moderately in implementing these gov-
ernance mechanisms, possibly due to the liquidity of the 
market in which these firms operate. it is evident that Co-
lombian firms are the least active in the region in issuing 
adRs. Fewer than 7% of the firms listed on the exchange 
have adRs. Karolyi (2004) states that for the average 
latin american country, around 50 percent of the most 
active stocks have cross-listed their shares in the Us mar-
ket. in the case of mexico and venezuela, in 2000 this 
percentage has approached 80 percent. the number of 
Chilean and Brazilian firms has likewise shown a substan-
tial increase.
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FigUre 1. percentage of firms with adrs by country. participation of listed firms in the adrs program for: argentina, brazil, 
chile, colombia, mexico , and Venezuela for the year 2010.

Source: Prepared from data provided by the securities exchanges of the countries analyzed. Stock exchange of Colombia, http://www.bvc.com/, Stock exchange of Caracas, http://www.bolsadecaracas.
com/, Securities market of Buenos Aires, http://www.merval.sba.com.ar/, Stock exchange of Brazil -- Bovespa, http://www.bovespa.com.br/, Commercial exchange of Santiago, http://www.

bolsadesantiago.com/ and Mexican Securities Exchange, http://www.bmv.com.mx/ 
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Generally, the growth in the number of latin american 
firms that issue adRs is evident. this would support the 
idea that, in countries with weak investor protection, firms 
implement functional convergence mechanisms. However, 
this intuition does not apply for Colombia. the first Colom-
bian firm to issue adRs was Bancolombia, a financial sec-
tor company, in July 1995. the second did not take place 
until december 2002, by the Corporación Financiera Co-
lombiana, which belonged to the same sector. in 2004 the 
third issuer was Interconexión Eléctrica S. A., a company 
from the electricity sector. Almacenes Éxito, a firm in the 
“big box” store sector, was to issue adRs in 2007. Finally, 
since 2008 Ecopetrol (the Colombian petroleum company) 

(2008), Cementos Argos (2008), Grupo de Inversiones  
Suramericana (2008), Grupo Nutresa S. A. (2009), and In-
terbolsa (2010), these latter four being private companies, 
have issued adRs challenging the low participation in in-
ternational markets by Colombian firms in recent years. 

We revised the seC ś requirements to identify if they rep-
resent potentials obstacles for Colombian firms to decide 
to issue adRs. table 1 shows the types and characteristics 
of the adRs programs. as seen in this table, the program 
type of depositary receipts determines the requirements 
that the issuer has to accomplish. Five of the Colombian 
firms with adRs programs are level 1 (Cementos argos, 

table 1. adrs programs requirements. We present the requirements by the sec for each adrs program.

adr type
U.s securities 

acts
U.s registration 

statements
degree of disclosure

listing 
alternatives

ability to raise 
capital

over-the-counter 
(otc) traded 

adr
level 1 

sponsored

otC-traded american depositary receipts (adRs) are negotiable securities issued by a depositary bank that represent a non U.s. 
company's publicly traded equity. these securities are denominated in U.s. dollars and trade in the U.s. on the over-the counter 
(otC) market. they do not require U.s. seC registration and disclosure or compliance with the sarbanes-oxley act. sponsored otC-
traded adRs are issued by a single depositary bank under a service contract or deposit agreement with the foreign private issuer. 
they offer the issuer control of the economic and political rights of the facility as well as the flexibility to shape the program’s de-
tails in the company’s best interests.

 1933, 1934  F-6, 12g3-2(b) 
local disclosure is sufficient critical financials in 

english must be available online
 otC Pink sheets  must Upgrade 

over-the-counter 
(otc) traded Qx 

adr
level 1 

sponsored

the otcQX tier is reserved for companies traded on qualified exchanges in their home country. otcQX-traded securities are required 
to appoint a qualified, third-party Principal american liaison (Pal) sponsor to help them with the listing process, post disclosures 
in english, and be available as a trusted resource regarding all aspects of U.s. market protocols and investor information needs. 
these companies are pre-screened and are required to disclose two years of financials which are posted on the otcQX website for 
investor access. although otcQX-traded adRs are still 12g3-2(b) exempt and do not require seC registration nor sarbanes-oxley 
compliance, they may be viewed more favorably by investors because of their increased disclosure requirements and transparency.

 1933, 1934  F-6, 12g3-2(b) 

Principal american liaison required Blue sky Com-
pliance otcQX must Upgrade two years of public 
financials in english must be available and listed 

on otcQX website

 otC Qx  must Upgrade 

level 2 U.s 
traded

non-U.s. companies looking to increase U.s. market interest of their securities and list on a U.s. stock exchange, but not currently 
raise capital, establish sponsored exchange-listed dRs. these issuers must register under the securities act of 1933 and report un-
der the exchange act of 1934 by filing an initial registration statement and periodic reports on Form 20-F. issuers must reconcile 
their financial statements to U.s. GaaP or iFRs, meet the listing requirements of the chosen stock exchange and meet strict corpo-
rate governance requirements mandated by the sarbanes-oxley act.
interim financial statements and current developments must also be furnished on a timely basis to the seC on Form 6-K, to the 
extent such information is made public or filed with an exchange in the home country, or distributed to shareholders. in exchange 
for meeting these strict regulatory requirements, these types of adRs can be listed on the major U.s. stock exchanges, the nyse, 
nyse amex or nasdaQ, and are often widely covered by the U.s. financial analyst and media community, providing investors with 
increased information about the issuer and its securities.

 1933, 1934 
 F-6, 20-F  

(seCRegistration)
Detailed/SOX

nyse, nasdaQ,
nyse amex

 must Upgrade 

level 3 U.s listed

this is the primary capital markets tool used by non-U.s. companies to list and raise capital in the U.s. exchange-listed, capital rais-
ing adRs obtain maximum visibility and liquidity for the issuer and are typically used to raise a minimum of $50 million. as with any 
U.s.-listed adR, issuers of this type of adR must reconcile their financial statements to iFRs or U.s. GaaP, meet the listing require-
ments of the chosen stock exchange and meet the strict corporate governance requirements mandated by the sarbanes-oxley act. 
the primary difference, from a documentation standpoint, is the capital raising portion which requires issuers
to prepare and file a Form F-1 with the U.s. seC. Form F-1 includes the prospectus and provides a detailed description of both the 
issuer and the capital raising transaction. annual reports on Form 20-F and interim financial statements and current developments 
on Form 6-K must be furnished on a timely basis to the seC. an issuer may also raise capital in subsequent offerings. in such a fol-
low-on offering, the issuer may be able to file an abbreviated registration statement Form F-2 or Form F-3 with the seC.

 1933, 1934 
 F-1, F-6, 20-F
(seC Registra-

tion)
 Rigorous/SOX

nyse, nasdaQ,
nyse amex

 yes – Full U.s. and 
Global 

source: Bny mellon depositary Receipts.
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FigUre 2. aggregate measurement of the variation of gross domestic product taking as a base 100 for the year 1990. 
graph shows the aggregate percentage variation of gross domestic product taking as a base 100 for the year 1990 for the 
countries colombia, chile, and latin america for the period between 1990 and 2008.

Source: UNESCO (2000) and CEPAL (2007) about the official database, http://www.eclac.cl/.

interconexión eléctrica s. a, interbolsa, Grupo de inversio-
nes suramericana, and Grupo nutresa s. a.), two are lev-
el 2 (ecopetrol and Corporación Financiera Colombiana), 
and two are level 3 (Bancolombia and almacenes Éxito). if 
we take into account the requirements of the lowest level, 
all firms with high and medium marketability in the Co-
lombian stock exchange are eligible (38 firms) to cross list 
in the U.s market. in percentage terms, approximately 24 
percent of the eligible firms are adRs issuers in the foreign 
market. this percentage was only the 3% in 2000 and 8% 
in 2005.

this situation shows the backwardness of the nineties and 
the slow movement of Colombian companies toward north 
american markets. it is worth asking: Why have only few 
Colombian firms issued adRs, despite the potential advan-
tages inherent in this type of mechanism?

the country’s economic and financial 
development and transaction costs 

arguments put forth by doidge et al. (2007) call atten-
tion to the importance of the country’s characteristics for 
the implementation of good corporate governance sys-
tems; these characteristics influence the cost-benefit ra-
tio incurred by firms when committing themselves to good 

corporate governance practices. in this way, the decision 
that firms make to adopt mechanisms that guarantee 
high quality corporate governance depends largely on the 
country in which the firm is located. However, this commit-
ment could be prohibitively costly in countries with weak 
investor protection and low economic and financial devel-
opment. along these lines, it is conceivable that firms in 
countries with low economic and financial development 
will find it optimal to invest less in corporate governance, 
and minority shareholders’ rights will be determined main-
ly at the country level rather than at the firm level.

therefore, it becomes important to analyze Colombia’s 
economic and financial development in recent decades, 
and to compare it with other latin american countries and 
see if this explains the limited presence of this country in 
the adRs market. We use 2008 as year of comparison be-
cause up until that year, Colombia had only four compa-
nies issuing adRs and, if theoretical predictions of doidge 
et al. (2007) apply to this country, we would find Colombia 
to be the country showing the worst economic and finan-
cial development in latin america. 

Countries in this region have shown capacity to grow 
at relatively high rates over an extended period of time 
(Cardoso and Fishlow, 1992). However, with regard to the 
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economic performance as well as the perception of foreign 
investors, Colombia has performed in many cases better 
than the rest of the countries in the region. 

Using data from UnesCo (2000) and CePal (2007) re-
garding Gross domestic Product (GdP) in latin american 
countries between 1990 and 2008 (estimated), the follow-
ing facts emerge: the aggregate average growth of the 
GdP for latin american countries over the past 19 years is 
80.64%, which equals a 3.16% average annual increase. 
Growth for Colombia has been about average (95.82% ag-
gregate and 3.6% annual average). this growth is greater 
than Brazil (61.1% aggregate and 2.54% annual average), 
venezuela (86.75% aggregate and 3.34% annual aver-
age) and mexico (79.7% aggregate and 3.13% annual 
average). the only countries in this study that exceed Co-
lombia’s growth rate are argentina (104.94% aggregate 
and 3.85% annual average) and Chile (158.17% aggre-
gate and 5.12% annual average). this provides evidence 
that Colombia’s economic performance in terms of GdP 
has been better than the countries that are most active in 
issuing adRs, such as Brazil and mexico. Figure 2 shows 
the aggregate percent variation in GdP for Chile, the coun-
try with the highest economic growth in the region, for Co-
lombia, and the average for latin america. 

Figure 3 shows comparative data for the five countries an-
alyzed in this article and the average for latin america, 

in relation to aggregate percentage growth in the Gross 
domestic Product between 1990 and 2008. note how the 
countries with the greatest economic growth in the sample 
are Chile, argentina and Colombia. 

now we review the published country risk classifications 
(see Figure 4). the scores granted by Fitch Ratings and 
moody’s put only Chile and mexico in the “investment 
grade” category. on the other hand, Colombia and Bra-
zil earned a similar classification, while venezuela and ar-
gentina display the lowest scores in the group of countries 
we studied. Given the importance that investors assign to 
these risk classifications, this could indicate that for firms 
located in argentina and venezuela access to adRs pro-
grams would be more limited than for Colombia. one can 
expect that Colombia would have the same level of partici-
pation as Brazil and similar to mexico. However, this is not 
the case, as is seen in Figure 15. 

5 in march 2011, standard & Poor’s raised Colombia’s rating to invest-
ment grade. However, for twelve years, Colombia had had a specu-
lative-grade rating while similar countries as Chile and mexico have 
investment-grade rating. an alternative explanation for a higher lev-
el of country risk classification of Colombia in comparison to ven-
ezuela and argentina during the 2000s in despite of the Colombian 
internal order problems, it is its excellent payment history. Colombia 
has never missed a payment.

FigUre 3. cumulative percentage growth in the gross domestic product for the period 1990-2008. aggregate percentage 
growth of gross domestic product for the period 1990-2008. the figure 100 in the year 1990 is taken as a base for the 
countries argentina, brazil, chile, colombia, mexico, and Venezuela.

Source: UNESCO (2000) and CEPAL (2007) about the official database, http://www.eclac.cl/.
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the emerging markets Bond index (emBi), calculated by JP 
morgan, shows the spread between the yields of sovereign 
bonds from a given country with respect to the yield of Us 
sovereign bonds. this difference is attributable to a default 
risk premium on the sovereign debt market. emBi makes it 
possible to predict the costs of capital for firms in a given 
country. in 2008, mexico and Chile were the countries that 
offer the lower premium to foreign investors. after these 
two countries came Colombia. this performance is attrib-
utable to the tradition of payment that has sustained the 
country throughout its history. For Brazil, argentina, and 
venezuela, securing funds in foreign capital markets were 
more costly, so one can assume that Colombian firms must 
have shown a greater propensity to enter the foreign capi-
tal markets. despite a deficient risk classification, firms lo-
cated in Brazil, argentina and venezuela have been more 
active in the adRs market. 

Finally, in relation to economic policies it is pertinent to 
analyze currency devaluation in latin american countries. 
to the extent that a country shows greater devaluation, 
abroad financing is more costly. Ultimately, high devalua-
tion could be a factor that affects the propensity of firms 
to enter foreign capital markets. to show the performance 
of devaluation we took data from the official rate of ex-
change from december 2002 to 2008. the most stable 

countries in terms of exchange rate have been Chile and 
Colombia, followed by argentina, mexico and venezuela. 
Brazil shows devaluation without a point of comparison in 
the period analyzed, approximately three hundred times 
greater than Chile’s devaluation in percentage terms. this 
implies that firms located in Chile and Colombia that seek 
outside debt get on average the lowest costs in cumula-
tive terms, due to losses on the exchange rate. Figure 5 
shows the aggregate variation in currency devaluation for 
the countries studied, except Brazil due to its atypical per-
formance, for the period 1992-2008.

in addition to taking into account economic development, 
it is also necessary to analyze financial development as 
well. Chong and lópez-de-silanes (2007) show that Co-
lombian stock market capitalization as a fraction of GdP 
equals 14.27%, which puts Colombia behind Chile, argen-
tina, mexico and Brazil, but ahead of venezuela, which has 
stock market capitalization of 5.5% of its GdP for 2006.

With respect to market depth, measured in terms of own-
ership concentration, Colombia and mexico are the coun-
tries with the greatest ownership concentration with 64% 
and 65%, respectively. various authors have argued that 
these high levels of shareholder ownership could affect 
the propensity to issue adRs. For example, doidge et al. 
(2009) found that the rights of controlling shareholders are 

FigUre 4. sovereign risk classification. sovereign risk classification ratings for argentina, brazil, chile, colombia, mexico, 
and Venezuela by Fitch Ratings and Moody’s risk classifiers for the month of april 2008.

source: Fitch Ratings http://www.fitchratings.com/ and Moody’s http://www.moodys.com/.
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negatively related to the existence of cross-listing in the 
Us. even though these arguments would partially explain 
what we see in the Colombian case, they do not corre-
spond to the case of mexico. Ultimately, ownership con-
centration does not offer a satisfactory explanation for the 
lack of utilization of adRs by Colombian companies.

in addition, Chong and lópez-de-silanes (2007) argue 
that latin american capital markets are poorly developed. 
in fact, the size of the capital market on average in latin 
american countries is less than half of the world mean. 
this is supported by the ratio of the number of firms rela-
tive to the population being approximately a quarter of 
the world mean (5.29% compared to 27.73%), and that 
number of iPos with respect to the population is almost 
10 times smaller than the global mean (0.23% compared 
to 2.97%).

Given these conditions, the intuition offered by doidge et 
al. (2007) is insufficient to explain why Colombian firms 
have such a limited presence in the adR market. as shown, 
economic and financial development of mexico, argentina, 
Brazil, Chile and venezuela are relatively similar to that 
of Colombia and so the transaction costs that Colombian 
companies incur in implementing adRs would be similar 

to those assumed by companies located in other countries 
in the region. We will show below how internal order prob-
lems offer a complementary explanation of the particulari-
ties of the Colombian case.

Firm level characteristics 
some authors recognize the importance of the firm’s 
characteristics for implementation of good governance 
mechanisms, such as the issuing of adRs. Coffee (2002) 
maintains that firms with high ownership concentration 
tend to behave differently from those with dispersed 
ownership, with the first seeking to maximize private con-
trol benefits and the latter tending to maximize share 
price. as a result, they have different attitudes toward 
accessing foreign financial markets and imposing more 
stringent legal rules on themselves. Ultimately, firms that 
issue adRs limit their expropriation ability (Coffee, 1999; 
Reese and Weisbach, 2002; doidge et al., 2004; dyck 
and Zingales, 2004).

However, latin american firms’ ownership concentration 
levels have always been high relatively to other developed 
nations. Chong and lópez-de-silanes (2007) show that 

FigUre 5. aggregate variation in currency devaluation taking as a base 100 for data from 1992. the aggregate percentage 
variation in currency devaluation is shown, taking as a base 100 for the year 1992 for the countries argentina, chile, 
colombia, mexico, and Venezuela for the period between 1992 and 2008.

source: Bloomberg. note: data for Brazil were not included due to the high devaluation values in the period of analysis (average values of 37081).
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table 2. growth opportunities and the decision of issue adrs.

Panel A. Descriptive Statistics

mean differences  t statistic

Variable obs. mean median std. dev.
mean 

differences  t 
statistic

Growth opportunities

all firms 4617 0.013 0.011 0.846

Firms without adRs 4541 0.009 0.008 0.847 -2.669

Firms with adRs 76 0.270 0.106 0.769 ***

Panel B. Panel Probit Regression

Variables adrs dummy

eq.1

Growth opportunities
0.1205

(0.199)

Firm size
0.6956***

(0.134)

Firm age
0.0144

(0.009)

Constant
-16.6552***

(4.220)

Regression Re - Gls

industrial sector dummies yes

dummy for residual outliers no

observations 4617

number of firms 530

Pseudo R2 0,51

Wald test 
43

[0.000]

specification tests for random effects

lagrange multiplier test for Re
17808

[0.000]

notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, p values are in brackets, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

table 2 shows a preliminary descriptive statistic (Panel a) and a panel probit random effects regression (Panel B) studying the relationship 
between growth opportunities and the decision of issue adRs. Performing the regression, we use as endogenous variable a dummy that 
takes the value of 1 if the firms has issued adRs, and zero otherwise. our explanatory variables are growth opportunities (as the percentage 
growth in sales), firm size (as the natural log of the book value of total assets), firm age (as the number of years since the firm’s inception), 
and the industrial sector of the firm (we break down the data by major industry sector, isiC-two digits). the regression specification tests 
reject the null hypothesis of no individual effects. thus, we perform a panel data regression. in addition, we choose the random effects 
specification due to the industrial sector variables are time invariant dummies.

average ownership concentration worldwide is 47%, while 
the average for latin america is 58%. Chile is the coun-
try with the lowest shareholder concentration (45%), while 
the countries that are the most active in adRs, such as 
mexico and Brazil, display high shareholder concentration 
(64% and 57%, respectively). this indicator for Colombia, 
argentina and venezuela is equally high (63%, 53%, and 
51%). despite the dispersion in concentration levels, the 
differences are not representative and do not explain why 
Colombian firms have issued so few adRs.

on the other hand, durnev and Kim (2005) found that 
the quality of governance practices is positively related to 
the firms’ growth opportunities. From this, one can assume 
that the companies that have issued adRs in Colombia are 
those with the highest growth ratios. However, our analy-
sis of the 530 largest companies in Colombia for the pe-
riod 1996-2006 reveals that growth ratios (percentage of 
increase in sales) do not explain the firm’s decision of is-
sue adRs after controlling for firm size, age and indus-
try. to do this, we collected information from the national 
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equity-issuer Registry Forms (Registro nacional de valores 
e intermediarios, Rnvi) filed by Colombia’s Financial su-
perintendence (sFin) and the Colombia’s superintendence 
for Commercial societies (ssoC), mainly. thus, the working 
sample consists of an unbalanced panel of 530 firms for 
the period 1996-2006 (5,150 firm-year observations). of 
those, 477 belong to one of the 30 largest business groups 
in the country. this sample includes nine Colombian firms 
that have issued adRs. 

table 2 shows a preliminary descriptive statistic (Panel a) 
and a panel probit random effects regression (Panel B) 
studying the relationship between growth opportunities 
and the decision of issue adRs. in an univariate analy-
sis (Panel a), preliminary statistic shows a higher level of 
growth opportunities for firms with adRs when compar-
ing with those firms that do not issue that kind of instru-
ments. this difference is statistically significant in a test 
of differences in means. However, these results change in 
a multivariate analysis. to perform this analysis (Panel B) 
we use as endogenous variable a dummy that takes the 
value of 1 if the firm has issued adRs, and zero otherwise. 
our explanatory variables are growth opportunities (as the 
percentage growth in sales), firm size (as the natural log 
of the book value of total assets), firm age (as the number 
of years since the firm’s inception), and the industrial sec-
tor of the firm (we break down the data by major industry 
sector, isiC-two digits). the regression specification tests 
reject the null hypothesis of no individual effects. thus, we 
perform a panel data regression. in addition, we choose 
the random effects specification due to the industrial sec-
tor variables are time invariant dummies. the results show 
that the growth opportunities do not have an impact on 
the decision of firms in regards to the issuance of adRs in 
the Colombian case. 

this result in regards to the relation between growth op-
portunities and the issuance of adRs suggests that Colom-
bian firms have been satisfying their funding necessities in 
the internal market. this supports the predictions of our 
theoretical model because it seems that the benefits of 
issue adRs for Colombian firms are lower than the costs 
associated to this kind of instrument. during the 1990s 
the interest rate in Colombia was extremely high, reaching 
levels of 45% for the Colombian sovereign debt, and levels 
of 75% for consumption loans. in despite of this high level 
of cost for local loans and in despite of growth opportuni-
ties, firms did not use adRs as a mechanism to get fund-
ing abroad. 

as with the country’s economic and financial develop-
ment, some firm’s characteristics do not appear to be a 
strong enough factor to explain the behavior of Colombian 

companies with respect to cross-listing their shares in the 
Us market. 

it is important to stress that we decided to control by in-
dustry in the regression reported in table 2 because the 
decision of issue adRs could be affected by this variable. 
Revising the Colombian case, we have four firms in finan-
cial services industry and one bank as issuers of adRs. this 
fact is in accordance with the pattern that we find in lat-
in america. table 3 shows the number of firms that issue 
adRs classified by industries for argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, mexico and venezuela. the most active indus-
tries issuing adRs are electricity, real estate investment 
and services, banks, financial services, food producers, and 
construct and materials. the nine Colombian firms that is-
sue adRs belong to five of these six sectors. 

internal order problems and transaction costs 

the north american Congress on latin america (naCla, 
1997) characterized the drug trafficking kings in Colom-
bia, Pablo escobar (from the city of medellín), and the 
Rodriguez orejuela brothers (from the city of Calí), in a 
contradictory manner. While the first was associated with 
acts of violence, the latter were considered businessmen. 
Gilberto orejuela created his first pharmaceutical compa-
ny at the age of 25 and by the time he was 50 it had 
become the biggest diversified group in the Colombian 
pharmaceutical sector. in a 1991 interview, Gilberto ore-
juela stated that in the city of Calí, his companies gen-
erated employment for more than 4,000 people (Quinn, 
1991). according to anti-drug intelligence services, the 
Rodriguez brothers used their legal economic activities to 
launder money, obtain supplies and gather the intelligence 
information necessary to keep their illicit operations hid-
den. many Colombian drug traffickers used these tactics: 
to penetrate established businesses or to start their own to 
hide their illegal activities.

on the other hand, legitimate firms felt threatened by the 
possibility of being captured by the drug business and re-
sponded with even more concentrated ownership. Follow-
ing the analysis of Gutiérrez et al. (2008), the idea behind 
the consolidation of the Grupo Empresarial Antioqueño 
(GEA – Antioquian Business Group), one of the principal 
economic groups in Colombia, arose because of a defen-
sive strategy against the drug cartels. the Gea is formed 
in part by highly liquid listed companies, four of which are 
among the nine that have issued adRs in Colombia: Ban-
colombia, Almacenes Éxito, Grupo de Inversiones Surameri-
cana, and Grupo Nutresa. the first has succeeded in its 
expansion plans and the second was recently sold to the 
Casino de Francia group. 
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this is just an example to illustrate the influence of drug 
trafficking in Colombia and the defensive business prac-
tices adopted by some legitimate firms. many firms and 
individuals have, in fact, been involved with illicit oper-
ations. some of them were listed in the Foreign assets 
Control office (oFaC) report called the Specialty Des-
ignated Nationals List (SDN List). this list includes the 
names of individuals and organizations with which per-
manent residents and citizens of the Us are prohibited 
from doing business with. inspecting the list (informally 
called the Clinton list) it is evident that Colombia has 
been the country with the greatest number of names on 
that list. in 2008 alone, Colombia has 9,309 references, 

mexico has 2,645, Brazil has 98, venezuela has 80, ar-
gentina has 56, and Chile has 31. as stated previously, 
trading in Us markets increases the demand for transpar-
ency and information disclosure, requirements that per-
sons or companies who have or have had relationships 
with illicit organizations could not accept.

However, it is important to highlight that since 1995 the 
Colombian government has improved the legal require-
ments about disclosure and corporate governance to pub-
lic and private firms in Colombia. in addition, since 2007 
the Colombian government has asked firms to implement 
the saRlaFt (system of administration of the Risk of 

table 3. industries and the decision of issue adrs.

country

industry argentina brazil chile colombia ecuador méxico perú Venezuela total

aerospace & defense 1 1

automobiles & Parts 1 1 1 3

Banks 5 6 3 1 1 2 3 21

Beverages 1 3 3 7

Chemicals 1 1 1 1 4

Construct.&materials 3 1 5 2 1 12

electricity 4 13 3 1 21

electron.&electriceq 3 1 4

Financial services 5 1 4 2 1 13

Fixed line telecom. 2 3 3 8

Food &drug Retailers 1 1 1 3

Food Producers 2 4 1 4 11

Forestry & Paper 2 1 1 4

Gas,H20&multiutility 2 3 1 6

General industrials 1 1 2

General Retailers 3 1 4

HealthCareequip.&ser 4 4

HouseGoods&HomeConst 3 5 8

indust.metals&mining 2 6 1 1 10

industrial engineer. 1 1 1 3

industrialtransport. 5 4 9

media 1 2 3 6

mining 1 1 2 4

mobile telecom. 1 1 2

oil & Gas Producers 3 5 1 9

oilequip.,serv.&dist 1 1

Personal Goods 1 1 1 3

Pharma. & Biotech. 1 1 2

Real estate inv&serv 3 14 1 2 1 21

support services 4 4

travel & leisure 2 1 1 4

total 28 100 16 9 1 45 6 9 214

this table shows the number of firms that issue adRs classified by industries for argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, mexico and venezuela. 
the most active industries issuing adRs are electricity, real estate investment and services, banks, financial services, food producers, and 
construct and materials. 
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money laundering and terrorism Financing) to make more 
difficult the money laundering and the financing of terror-
ism activities in the country. these efforts could, in part, 
explain the increase of adR’s issuers that grow from only 
one firm in 2000 to nine in 2010.

drug trafficking is not the only problem of internal order 
in Colombia. Probably the most important is the armed 
conflict with the left-wing guerrillas, the most important 
of these being the FaRC, Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias 
de Colombia (armed Revolutionary Forces of Colombia), 
and with the right-wing paramilitary forces that fight with 
the guerrillas but also fight with the state. all subversive 
groups are active in the “kidnapping business,” as shown 
in Figure 6, where the growth of kidnapping cases has in-
creased since the eighties, reaching more than three thou-
sand in 2001. 

subversive groups in Colombia have always justified the 
armed conflict from an ideological point of view. violence 
associated with guerrillas is recent, dating back only to the 
late 1940s, when liberal peasants organized self-defense 
associations in response to Conservative attacks during La 
Violencia (Boudon, 1996). However, the presence of drug 
trafficking and use of resources from it to finance their 
activities de-legitimized this justification (Pizarro-leongó-
mez, 2004). according to duncan (2005, 2007), FaRC as 

well as the self-defense forces are armies and therefore 
can provide protective services to drug trafficking orga-
nizations. Both illegal actors dominate the drugs trade 
(duncan, 2006). drug trafficking consumes key resources; 
armed conflict and crime in Colombia are at high levels 
compared to other countries (echeverry, 2004). Besides, 
according to avilés (2006), the elite civilian politicians 
who dominated the Colombian state promoted formal in-
stitutional changes, but tolerated paramilitary repression 
in order to counteract a strengthening guerrilla insurgen-
cy. in summary, drug trafficking introduced an element 
of business reasoning into the Colombian armed conflict, 
which brought other effects of the conflict into the politi-
cal and economic sphere. 

this particular context is a key factor for doing business 
and investment initiatives in Colombia because it affects 
perceptions about the Colombian environment. the prob-
lems derived from drug trafficking and organized crime, 
supported by illegal groups in Colombia, increase the se-
curity risks for business people and foreign investors. it 
is evident that criminal bands use kidnapping, extortion, 
and robbery of businesspersons and civilians as financing 
mechanisms. Guerrillas and paramilitary groups carried out 
around 75% of the kidnappings in recent years, a percent-
age that has dramatically dropped thanks to the current 

FigUre 6. Historic evolution of persons kidnapped in colombia.

Source: Prepared with data from the National Police updated to August 2002. Published by the National Planning Department- DNP. http://www.dnp.gov.co/

the number of persons kidnapped in Colombia is shown for the period 1964-2001. there was an accelerated increase since the eighties, 
with an average of 64 kidnappings at that time rising to three thousand kidnapped in 2001.
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government’s military offensive. these situations limit the 
willingness of foreign investors to buy shares of Colombian 
companies issued abroad because of the impact of the in-
ternal conflict problems on the operation of the firm, and 
in consequences, on the stock prices. this potentially limits 
the amount of funds that can be raised in foreign markets 
through the issuing of adRs.

the Colombian case is not unique in the world. Countries 
such as italy have lived similar situations. according to a 
Nuevo Diario (2004) report, the neapolitan mafia agreed 
with the italian groups Parmalat and Cirio to impose their 
products on the southern italian peninsula. in exchange 
for an “honorarium,” the mafia employed its traditional 
methods to intimidate small business owners. 

all this demonstrates there is, in fact, an understudied re-
lationship between organized crime and business where 
information disclosure and legitimacy plays a key role. 
First, “legal” businesses react to avoid infiltration by ille-
gal groups, in part, by increasing ownership concentration 
levels through complicated business arrangements that re-
duce the firm’s transparency which in turn make it harder 
for an international investor to be willing to invest capi-
tal in such a firm. second, the drug trafficking business 
(money laundering) was so widespread in the eighties and 
nineties that it touched many companies and individuals 
directly or indirectly, with or without their knowledge, and 
they faced restrictions on their participation in the interna-
tional market. and third, the evolution of the armed con-
flict in Colombia and the use of criminal practices such 
as kidnapping and systematic attacks on corporate infra-
structure substantially deteriorate the image of the coun-
try as a good place to invest. at the same time, this kind 
of illegal practices affects the willingness of the manag-
ers and owners of Colombian firms to implement high lev-
els of disclosure. to reveal information would also make 
managers and owners targets. this is one of the reasons 
behind the low level of information about ownership struc-
tures and shareholders of private firms in Colombia. the 
governmental organisms collect this information but keep 
it in the strictest confidence. this situation would lead to 
less cross-listing. 

From our theoretical model, the internal order problems, d, 
in Colombia are so high that it separates itself from other 
countries with similar economic and financial development 
levels in the adRs market. this affects the use of adRs as 
a viable governance mechanism. as we said before, the Co-
lombian case analyzed here allows us to give conceptual 
support for our model; however, the theory we developed 
could also be validated empirically in order to additionally 
gain statistical support.

conclusion 

We posited the question of why only few Colombian firms 
have issued adRs, despite the potential advantages of 
participating in the international financial market. We 
showed that in addition to the firms’ and country’s ob-
servable characteristics there are other factors, not usually 
taken into account in the literature, that affect the trans-
action costs of listing on the foreign market. Problems of 
social order such as illegal armed groups and illegal drug 
trafficking significantly reduce foreigners’ willingness to 
invest. Confronted with this situation, Colombian firms 
have excluded themselves from the adRs markets, and the 
possibility of using it as a signaling mechanism of good 
corporate governance. our theoretical proposal highlights 
the relevance of the security and institutional strengthen-
ing at country level for businesses in general and for good 
governance practices in particular.
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appendix 

Consider the following sequence of events (figure 1a).

the model has four periods. in t = 0, the controlling share-
holder has an initial level of risk and an investment oppor-
tunity, which could be carried out through the securing of 
funds in outside markets. in t = 1, the controlling sharehold-
er sells to outside investors a share participation necessary 
to advance the project. Prior to the sale, the controlling 
shareholder chooses the level of investor protection. in 
t = 2, the controlling shareholder retains a fraction of cash 

flows in order to later define the level of expropriation. en 
t = 3, payments are made to the controlling and minor-
ity shareholders. the controlling shareholder has an initial 
level of risk and an investment opportunity, which could 
be carried out through the securing of funds in foreign 
markets. the controlling shareholder sells outside investors 
share participation necessary to advance the project. Prior 
to the sale, the controlling shareholder chooses the level of 
investor protection. the controlling shareholder retains a 
fraction of cash flows in order to define the level of expro-
priation later. Payments are made to the controlling and 
minority shareholders.
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Proofs 

taking the problem of maximization proposed in equation 
(2).
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, from which it holds that 

h(K,q) = 1 + n (e), with hK < 0 y hq > 0, which implies an 
inverse relation between K and q. 

starting with the preceding, we proceed to demonstrate 
each of the propositions.

i. Proposition 1 

if m = 0 equation (c) holds that 05.0 12 =aKbf . From 
which, for constant values of b, a and K, necessarily f = 0. 
in addition, it is known about equation (6) that 

( )
( )+

=
qpbaK

WKf 41
2
1

2
1*

therefore, so that f = 0, (q → ∞) 

FigUre 1a. sequence of events related to a firm’s decision to issue adrs.

the controlling shareholder 
has wealth W and an 
investment opportunity 
that requires an amount of 
capital K.

the controlling shareholder 
chooses for the investor a 
level of protection, q, and 
later sells (K-W) to outside 
investors.

the controlling shareholder 
appropriates a fraction 
v of the firm’s cash flow 
and defines a level of 
expropriation f.

Payments for the controlling 
shareholder, and minority 
shareholders.

ii) Proposition 2 

From equation (e) it holds that h(K, q) = 1 + n, because of 
which it is known that

 
( ) ( ) cte

K
qpmq

K
aqKh =

+
+=

2, 1

so, to maintain equality, to the extent that m increases q 
must be reduced.

iii) Proposition 3 

From equation (e) it holds that h(K, q) = 1 + n, because of 
which it is known that

 
( ) ( ) cte

K
qpmq

K
aqKh =

+
+=

2, 1

so, to maintain equality, to the extent that p increases, q 
must decrease.

iv) Proposition 4 

starting from equation (e), h(K, q) = 1 + n, and taking as a 
starting point a specific level of n, in this case n0, a specific 
level of K, in this case K0, and assuming a constant q, then 
( ) 00 1, nqKh += . to the extent that n1 is present, such that 

n1 > n0, the following situation is generated:

 ( ) 10 1, nqKh +< .

Given that hK < 0, to maintain equality in the equation (e) 
then,

 ( ) 11 1, nqKh +=

in which K1 < K0. therefore, there is an inverse relation be-
tween n and K. 

t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3
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aBstRaCt: the service sector has expanded in recent decades, and, along with technological de-
velopment, has sustained the appearance of virtual markets in continuous and stable growth with 
great potential in latin america and with tremendous possibilities for development for the strate-
gies of those organizations able to exploit this new medium. From that perspective, this work mea-
sures the perception by internet purchasers of service quality, using previous scales, developing one 
adapted to the Colombian reality and making the corresponding tests for reliability and validity. 
Finally, favorable results are achieved through the scale. in conclusion, privacy, systems and variety 
are the dimensions most poorly rated by purchasers. 

KeyWords: Perceived service quality, internet service quality, internet service in Colombia.

introduction

service sector importance within production and commercial areas has 
been growing during the last few decades1, gaining high participation in 
current economies. this sector’s development has had direct implications 
for the rest of the economy since it represents an important intermediary in 
producing other goods (Jaramillo, 2004). it has also been seen to be accom-
panied by exponential technological development leading to gaining faster 
access to both information and technological elements, thereby improving 
productivity and producing new challenges such as virtual markets, involv-
ing studying technological tools for its safe development2.

virtual markets present a panorama of continuous and stable growth in 
B2C business figures, increasing year by year in the amount of both inter-
naut buyers and internaut buying (aeCe-FeCemd, 2005). latin-america 
figures are surprising; online sales during 2005 exceeded Us$4,300 million 
throughout the whole region and it is expected that e-business will have 

1 Representing more than 60% of the production of organisation for economic Co-oper-
ation and development (oeCd) countries (spain is a member) and more than 50% of 
GdP in developing countries like Colombia.

2 the “dotcom” crisis at the end of the 20th century revealed the importance of safely de-
veloping any particular market.
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la calidad percibida en el comercio electrónico: Una 
aplicación  

resUmen: el sector de servicios se ha incrementado en las últimas dé-
cadas, y, sumado al desarrollo tecnológico, ha sustentado la aparición de 
mercados virtuales en crecimiento continuo y estable con alto potencial 
en américa latina y con altas posibilidades de desarrollo para la estrate-
gia de las organizaciones que pueden aprovechar este nuevo medio. Bajo 
esta panorámica, este trabajo hace una medición de  la percepción de la 
calidad del servicio de los compradores en internet, tomando las escalas 
previas, desarrollando una adaptada a la realidad colombiana y haciendo 
las correspondientes pruebas de fiabilidad y validez. Finalmente, se llega 
a resultados favorables para la escala. Como conclusión, la privacidad, los 
sistemas y la variedad son las dimensiones peor valoradas por los com-
pradores.

palabras claVe: calidad percibida en el servicio, calidad en el servicio 
de inernet, servicio de internet en Colombia.

perception de la QUalitÉ dU serVice dans le commerce 
ÉlectroniQUe : Une application

rÉsUmÉ: le secteur de services s’est développé durant les dernières dé-
cades et, parallèlement au développement technologique, il a provoqué 
l’apparition de  marchés virtuels  en croissance continuelle et stable avec 
un potentiel élevé en amérique latine et des possibilités importantes de 
développement pour la stratégie des organisations pouvant mettre à profit 
ce nouveau moyen. a ce sujet, ce travail réalise une mesure de la percep-
tion de la qualité du service des acheteurs sur internet, déterminant les 
échelles préalables, s’adaptant à la réalité colombienne et effectuant les 
tests de fiabilité et de validité  correspondants. Finalement les résultats 
sont favorables pour l’échelle. en conclusion, la privacité, les systèmes et la 
variété sont les dimensions les moins valorisées par les acheteurs.

mots-cleFs : Perception de la qualité du service, qualité du service  sur 
internet, service d’internet en Colombie.

percepção da QUalidade do serViço no comÉrcio 
eletrônico: Uma aplicação

resUmo: o setor de serviços tem crescido nas últimas décadas e, somado 
ao desenvolvimento tecnológico, tem sustentado a aparição de mercados 
virtuais em crescimento contínuo e estável com alto potencial na amé-
rica latina e com altas possibilidades de desenvolvimento para a estra-
tégia das organizações que podem aproveitar este novo meio. sob esta 
panorâmica, este trabalho realiza uma medição da percepção da quali-
dade do serviço, pelos compradores na internet, tomando as escalas pré-
vias, desenvolvendo uma, adaptada à realidade colombiana, e realizando 
as correspondentes provas de fiabilidade e validade. Finalmente chega-se 
a resultados favoráveis para a escala. Como conclusão, a privacidade, os 
sistemas e a variedade são as dimensões pior avaliadas pelos compradores.
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grown regionally at rates of at least 40% per year between 
2006 and 2010 (aei, 2006).

the e-market thus opens up a new possibility for organi-
zational strategy given low stock costs, greater process 
speed, improved relationship between buyers and sellers, 
improved product and/or service mobility, and (because of 
all this) providing a service becoming a critical variable for 
success or failure in this market. 

the literature was reviewed and a conceptual approach 
made to studying internet service quality, characterizing 
the tendencies found for dealing with it, establishing a 
measurement scale, making an empirical test and establish-
ing its reliability and validity within a Colombian setting.

theoretical framework

e-business

e-business or e-commerce is understood to mean a modern 
way of doing business which takes into account the needs 
of organisations, traders and customers/clients aimed 
at reducing costs whilst improving the quality of goods 
and services and increasing the speed of distributing 
these goods and services (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996). 
vázquez and Berrocal (1998) have defined e-business as 
being any form of transaction or exchange of commer-
cial information based on transmitting data via commu-
nication networks like internet. schlachter (1995), Fedewa 
(1996), Parkinson (1999), and timmers (1998) have classi-
fied some internet business. the table 1 summarises such 
classification.

Models for evaluating internet service quality

Current models try to describe the elements which must 
be born in mind when evaluating customer service quality 

in the internet setting. duque et al. (2006) carried out a 
study aimed at characterizing such models.

dimensions are comparison elements used by subjects 
for evaluating different objects. establishing differenti-
ated dimensions or characteristics helps in schematizing 
and dividing the study concept or construct. sometimes, 
given the subjectivity in which they are immersed, these 
dimensions are not so easily observable by the subjects 
but are rather abstractions made by them from perceived 
attributes or characteristics. there are primary dimensions 
such as adapting to use and reliability (Garvin, 1984; Ju-
ran, 1994) incorporating different perspectives, having a 
notoriously biased focus regarding objective quality. 

the construct’s different classifications for dimensions are 
very variable and heterogeneous as there is no consensus 
at the moment. What is clear is that one must begin with 
the interaction between customers and organizational ele-
ments and providing a particular service. this establishes 
three dimensions of quality (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and 
Berry, 1985):

1. Physical quality: including physical aspects of service; 

2. Corporative quality: affecting company image; and

3. interactive quality: interaction between personnel and 
customer and between customers.

eiglier and langeard (1996) posed the concept of “servuc-
tion” (known in english  as softnomization) having three 
perceived dimensions, becoming the elements bought by 
customers (the quality of the service being provided, the 
quality of the elements intervening in the process of provid-
ing the service, and the quality of the process of providing 
the service). the authors stated that the three dimensions 
were interrelated and that service quality could only be 
achieved if quality were to be ensured in all three.

Grönroos (1984) has described service quality as being a 
multidimensional perception variable formed by two main 

table 1. classifying business internet possibilities.

author schlachter (1995) Fedewa (1996) timmers (1998) bloch, pigneur and segev (1996)

source of 
value

- online subscriptions
- internet buying
- Publicity
- Computer services
- Business assistants 

- online subscriptions
- internet buying
- Publicity
- Computer services
- Business assistants 
- estimated page use 
- Sponsorship and/or 
public support 

value-chain integrator
third-party market
Platform for collaboration
virtual community 
value-chain service provider
service co- reliability 
information co-networker 
e-procurement
e-auction
e-shop

• Communication channels with the most informa-
tion-rich clients 

• new sales channels
• savings in communication costs
• accelerated process of market availability
• improved customer service
• improved brand-name image 
• Faster technological learning
• Closer customer relationships
• improved product or service innovation ability
• new business model availability

source: duque et al. (2006).
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components: a technical or result-related dimension and a 
functional or process-related dimension. Grönroos (1984, 
37) stated that services basically consist of intangible and 
subjectively-experienced processes in which production 
and consumption activities happen simultaneously. inter-
actions including a series of “moments of truth” are pro-
duced between the customer and the service provider.

the dimension of functional quality cannot be evaluated 
in such an objective way as technical dimension due to 
its sundry degrees of intangibility. Grönroos (1984, 40) re-

lated these two dimensions of service quality to corporate 
image, since such image can determine what is expected 
of the service being provided by an organization.

studying such multidimensionality led to the first ap-
proach in an unpublished document3 (Fin and Kayande, 
2003) which analysed the dimensions which were born in 

3 this document was mentioned in an article; professor Fin was thus 
asked for permission to have access to it and this was very kindly 
given.
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mind by some prior investigations and even some web pag-
es for measuring satisfaction with their use. the authors 
stated that the scales’ objectives were usually aimed at de-
termining what users were seeking or establishing aspects 
regarding a particular website’s performance/function. 
duque et al. (2006) wished to follow a different proce-
dure, initially comparing each model’s main characteristics, 
bearing in mind whether the authors’ objective was to de-
velop a scale, the concept behind such evaluation and the 
approach so adopted. duque et al. (2006) classified mod-
els according to the table 2.

duque et al. (2006) found two marked tendencies in eval-
uation and another very tenuous one. one group of models 
used a quality-based approach to evaluation and another 
group a satisfaction-based approach. a third group had 
an independent approach towards value, publicity or buy-
ing/selling. The study also analyzed whether the models 
sought to establish a measurement scale.

the theoretical basis for the perceived internet service 
quality construct concerns service quality in traditional 
settings (Cronin and taylor, 1992; dabholkar, 1996; Para-
suraman, Zeithaml and malhotra, 2005) and consumers’ 
buying patterns/behaviour. The paradigm of expectations 
not having been confirmed served as a starting point for 
the appearance of alternatives for evaluating quality in the 
internet (Caruana and Pitt, 1997; schubert and selz, 1999; 
alpar, 1999; szymanski and Hise, 2000; yoo and donthu, 
2001; Zhang and von dran, 2000; Barnes and vidgen, 
2002; Francis and White, 2004a, 2004b; loiacono et al., 
2002, 2005; Palmer, 2002; yang and Jun, 2002; Park and 
Kim, 2003; srinivansan et al., 2003, 2005; Wolfinbarger 
and Gilly, 2003; Parasuraman, Zeithaml and malhotra, 
2000, 2004, and Webb and Webb, 2004).

the dimensions established for measuring perceived ser-
vice quality reflect contextualized and applied sales’ as-
pects in internet in the light of the concepts of quality, 
satisfaction and value, in spite of the difficulty of delim-
iting such concepts (Parasuraman et al., 1988; Woodruf, 
1997, and Gil et al., 2004). such contextualization charac-
terizes the internet market by developing dimensions hav-
ing greater application in this setting, becoming separated 
from evaluating perceived service quality in a traditional 
setting4. the fact of continuing the scheme of evaluating 
perceived service quality in traditional settings could be 
due to a high level of association between service quality 
constructs and concepts of satisfaction and value, given 
that they are the main evaluations of consumption experi-
ences (Gil et al., 2004, p. 4).

there are many studies, reflections and investigations 
about perceived service quality, its background and con-
sequences, and the elements or dimensions explaining 
service users’ perception, justifying this construct’s impor-
tance in the internet setting. However, duque et al. (2006) 
presented Parasuraman, Zeithaml and malhotra’s mod-
el (2005) as that best capturing the development of the 
construct and its evaluation strategies, meaning that this 
scale supports this work’s empirical application.

Zeithaml, Parasuraman and malhotra (2000) proposed an-
alyzing the elements to be taken into account when study-
ing internet service quality. they established an e-service 
quality model in 2002, adding new elements such as navi-
gation, efficiency and access, given the characteristics of 

4 traditional setting refers to “bricks and mortar” and “industry-spe-
cific” meanings referring to quality in the physical setting. a tradi-
tional setting is thus referred to in this work.

table 2. general classification of models for evaluating internet service quality.
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yoo and donthu (2001)

Barnes and vidgen (2002)
Francis and White (2004a, 2004b)

Zeithaml et al. (2000)
Parasuraman et al. (2004)
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Caruana and Pitt (1997)

lozier and thomas (2000)
Zhang and von dran (2000)

yang and Jun (2002) web users and non users 
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alpar (1999)
loiacono, Watson and Goodhue (2002, 2005)

Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003)

iv
szymanski and Hise (2000)

Palmer (2002)
srinivansan et al. (2002) Webb and Webb (2004)  

desired and minimum

o
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mathwick, malhotra and Rigdon – value  (2001) 
vi

Schubert and Selz – buying/selling  (1999)
Park and Kim - buying/selling - (2003)

Chen and Wells – publicity - (1999)

source: duque et al. (2006). 
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online purchasing and capturing aspects regarding ease of 
use and usefulness supporting acceptance of information 
technologies. Parasuraman, Zeithaml and malhotra (2004, 
2005) presented structured work accompanied by validity 
and reliability tests in their publication for the marketing 
sciences institute. another reason for choosing this scale 
is that the authors’ internet version has been most cited 
(duque et al., 2006). the Figure 1 shows the relationships.

empirical research

the scale used in this investigation was based on analys-
ing Parasuraman, Zeithaml and malhotra’s scale (2005) 
within an internet context and in the light of other work 
which could contribute towards its conceptual improve-
ment. this scale was complemented or contrasted with 
others in each dimension (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and mal-
hotra, 2004; szymansky and Hise, 2000; evanschitzky et 
al., 2004; Weijters and schillewaert, 2006). table 3 shows 
the scale’s dimensions (which were support scales) and the 
number of variables for the theoretical scale of internet 
service quality.

the questionnaire was structured in two parts. the first 
block meant that each person surveyed had to reply to 
some classification data (basically behavioural data) and 
information about the site habitually used for making pur-
chases in internet; the second block contained the scale. 
the scale used in this investigation had 5 dimensions and 
24 items. 

a pre-test was performed using 50 master in administra-
tion students. the necessary adjustments were then made 
to the form so that they could be filled in via internet over 
a period of a month. eQs version 6.1 was used for ana-
lyzing the 135 forms returned. information was collected 
from internet buyers online; 150 filled-in forms were ob-
tained, of which 15 were eliminated as they presented in-
consistencies and had not been fully filled in.

once the database had been obtained, vila, Kuster and 
aldas’ scale validation (2005) was used for determining 
whether the measurement process had been suitably de-
veloped. the statistical part of this work was based on Hair 
et al. (2004).

FigUre 1. relationships between the citations made by the authors of the models.

source: duque et al. (2006).
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results

all the questionnaires were valid for the analysis. the per-
ceived quality model initially included 24 variables for 
evaluating 5 factors regarding service quality.

exploratory analysis of the internet 
service quality scale

an exploratory factorial analysis was applied to the data-
base for ascertaining the variables’ initial behaviour/pat-
tern.

Factorial analysis results were considered satisfactory as 
they explained around 77% of total extracted variance 
and factorial load/weighting was higher than 0.5, imply-
ing that correlation amongst the variables was highly sig-
nificant.

Regarding Cronbach’s alpha for each dimension, the study 
initially presented the results presented in the table 4.

the following sphericity test was used for testing the hy-
pothesis that all the variables had the same variance and 
were not correlated:

table 3. Variables, factors and support scales for measuring 
internet service quality. 

Variable Factor scales supporting the dimension

eFF1

efficiency
szymanski and Hise, 2000; evanschitzky et 
al., 2004; Weijters and schillewaert, 2006

eFF2

eFF3

eFF4

eFF5

eFF6

eFF7

eFF8

FUl1

Fulfilment
szymanski and Hise, 2000; evanschitzky et 
al., 2004; Weijters and schillewaert, 2006

FUl2

FUl3

FUl4

FUl5

FUl6

FUl7

PRi1

Privacy
szymanski and Hise, 2000; evanschitzky et 
al., 2004; Weijters and schillewaert, 2006

PRi2

PRi3

sys1

system
szymanski and Hise, 2000; evanschitzky et 
al., 2004; Weijters and schillewaert, 2006

sys2

sys3

sys4

vaR1
variety

szymanski and Hise, 2000; evanschitzky et 
al., 2004; Weijters and schillewaert, 2006vaR2

24 items in 5 dimensions for the theoretical scale  

source: authors’ construct.

table 4. cronbach’s alpha for internet service quality scale 
dimensions.

name Variable Factor and cronbach’s alpha

v1 eFF1

efficiency 0.8315

v2 eFF2

v3 eFF3

v4 eFF4

v5 eFF5

v6 eFF6

v7 eFF7

v8 eFF8

v9 FUl1

Fulfilment 0.8660

v10 FUl2

v11 FUl3

v12 FUl4

v13 FUl5

v14 FUl6

v15 FUl7

v16 PRi1

Privacy 0.8017v17 PRi2

v18 PRi3

v19 sys1

system 0.6792
v20 sys2

v21 sys3

v22 sys4

v23 vaR1
variety 0.6544

v24 vaR2

source: authors’ construct.

Based on the variance and covariance matrix, this hypoth-
esis was tested as follows:

where s was the scale’s variance and covariance matrix.
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this value was compared with a Chi-square having 299 de-
grees of liberty and 340.32 value.

this value was clearly statistically significant, meaning 
that variables having the same variance and which were 
not correlated were thus rejected.

the percentage of variance explained for each attribute 
(expressed in terms of communalities) was acceptable on 
being above 0.5 (Hair et al., 2004) in all cases. 

Regarding the dimension’s reliability (measured by Cron-
bach’s alpha), the scale’s reliability was good since this 
value was 0.93 and minimum accepted value should have 
been 0.7 (nunnally, 1978). table 5 gives a summary of the 
exploratory factorial analysis results.

table 5. exploratory factorial analysis of internet service 
quality. 

reliability of the scale

scale reliability (cronbach’s alpha = α) 0.9287

dimension attribute communality

efficiency 

eFF1 0.7773

eFF2 0.6945

eFF3 0.6044

eFF4 0.9256

eFF5 0.8938

eFF6 0.8490

eFF7 0.7144

eFF8 0.8021

Fulfilment

FUl1 0.6577

FUl2 0.8324

FUl3 0.9409

FUl4 0.7423

FUl5 0.7811

FUl6 0.6972

FUl7 0.8410

privacy α= 0.8017

PRi1 0.8967

PRi2 0.8199

PRi3 0.6406

system 

sys1 0.7568

sys2 0.7852

sys3 0.7849

sys4 0.7698

Variety
vaR1 0.7489

vaR2 0.5234

source: authors’ construct.

confirmatory analysis of the 
internet service quality scale

in spite of exploratory factorial analysis showing high re-
liability for the scale, confirmatory factorial analysis was 
aimed at establishing how dimensions fit the model and 
verifying their validity (vila et al., 2005).

adjusting the scale (convergent validity)

the scale’s adjustment was evaluated by using goodness of 
fit indicators (GFi, aGFi, Rmsea, nFi, CFi); table 6 shows 
the results for the indicators.

table 6. indicators of goodness of fit for the perceived 
internet service quality scale.

indicator recommended value model

GFi values greater than 0.90 0.504

aGFi values greater than 0.90 0.385

Rmsea values less than 0.08 0.275

nFi values greater than 0.90 0.353

CFi values around 1. 0.370

source: authors’ construct.

Goodness of fit data revealed that the values were not ac-
ceptable (Hair et al., 2004), in spite of the excellent reli-
ability seen with the good Cronbach’s alpha value.

lagrange and Wald tests were evaluated by following vila, 
Kuster and aldas’s procedure (2005). some relationships 
were thus found which could be loaded from the theoreti-
cal point of view5. the procedure’s idea was to increase the 
indicators of fit, taking the reduced Chi squared values for 
previously declared relationships as starting point. Good-
ness of fit indicators were compared by adding proposed 
and coherent relationships to theoretical support; the re-
sult was not positive, as nFi, nnFi, CFi, aGFi indicators 
continued being extremely low whilst Cronbach’s alpha 
was not substantially modified.

the information supplied by the Wald test led to the vari-
ables being eliminated one by one, providing prior verifica-
tion of its conceptual importance within the analysis, to 
the point where the aforementioned indices became suit-
able to fit the model. 

variables were iteratively eliminated as follows: eFF6, 
eFF7, FUl1, FUl3, FUl7, eFF5, FUl5, sys4, eFF1, FUl4, and 
FUl6; this was done so that the model produced a suitable 
value for the statistics such as nFi (0.896), nnFi (0.780), 
CFi (0.916), and aGFi (0.708). this conserved the suppo-
sition of symmetry of errors and care so that Cronbach’s 
alpha gave a good result (0.876). the dimensions were 
conserved, but variables were eliminated which were pro-
ducing imbalance in the model and, conceptually, did not 
change the sense of evaluation.

table 7 shows the indicators of goodness of fit for the cor-
rected model. 

5 trying to conserve the construct’s validity.
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table 7. the corrected model’s goodness of fit indicators. 

indicator corrected model 

GFi 0.907

aGFi 0.708

Rmsea 0.149

nFi 0.896

CFi 0.916

source: authors’ construct.

it could thus be said that the model had convergent valid-
ity in the terms established by vila et al. (2005).

analysis of covariance (discriminant validity)

table 8 shows the analysis of covariance amongst factors.

table 8. estimating corrected model covariance.

 efficiency Fulfilment privacy system Variety

efficiency 1     

Fulfilment 0.647 1    

Privacy 0.489 0.837 1   

system 0.376 0.674 0.490 1  

variety 0.570 0.780 0.640 0.427 1

source: authors’ construct.

studying corrected model covariance led to observing that 
there might have been a relationship between factors 2 
and 3 (fulfilment and privacy). anderson and Gerbin’s 
test was used for evaluating whether such co-relationship 
was statistically significant; a 0.721 to 0.953 confidence 
interval was found for these two factors. as this interval 
did not contain 1, it was observed that these two factors 
were independent of each other with this model. this led 
to concluding that there was discriminant validity in the 
corrected model’s scale. Figure 2 presents convergent and 
discriminant validity.

conclusions

the work started by synthesizing the different ways of op-
erationalizing the perceived internet service quality con-
struct (Caruana and Pitt, 1997; lozier and thomas, 2000; 
yoo and donthu, 2001; Zhang and von dran, 2000, Barnes 
and vidgen, 2002; yang and Jun, 2002, and Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml and malhotra, 2000 and 2004). the components 
helping to measure the construct were based on previous 
work (duque et al., 2006) in which it was found that theo-
retical support for the perceived internet service quality 
construct arose from perceived service quality in traditional 
settings (Cronin and taylor, dabholkar, oliver and Parasur-
aman, Zeithaml and malhotra) and consumers’ purchasing 
behaviour/patterns. The dimensions so established reflect-
ed sales’ aspects contextualized and applied in internet. 
such contextualization characterized the internet market, 
developing dimensions having greater application in such 
setting and being noticeably separated from evaluating 
perceived service quality in a traditional setting. the fact 
of continuing the scheme of evaluating perceived service 
quality in traditional settings could have been due to the 
high level of association between perceived service qual-
ity constructs and the concepts of satisfaction and value, 
given that they provided the main evaluations of consump-
tion experience (Gil et al., 2004, 4). 

this work constitutes a source for further research, such as 
the effect of other constructs on perceived service quality 
and customer satisfaction and loyalty. Given that it was 
found that perceived service quality construct treatment 
did not differ from treatment in traditional settings, one 
option is to move discussion of background and conse-
quences regarding perceived quality for determining dif-
ferences or similarities to other constructs. this could result 
in future investigations including specificities in their eval-
uation systems, according to the application context or 
setting and/or focusing on specific populations. The pos-
sibility of continuing may be extended towards general-
izing or carrying out intercultural or cross-cultural studies. 
technical characteristics could also be included from the 
producer’s viewpoint or given the evaluation and analysis 
perspectives presented in the work.

limitations arose regarding the variables of time and gain-
ing access to information. Response time was very slow 
considering that this was an interactive survey. it was also 
corroborated that information is restricted in pages do-
ing e-business in Colombia. this hampered contact with 
more buyers and more rigorous screening with e-business 
experts. only two e-business experts from Colombian enti-
ties helped in the initial screening which was then verified 
by an external assessor for the work and finally pre-tested 

FigUre 2. graphical tendency of perceived service quality 
dimensions. 

source: authors’ construct from available data.
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before being applied. What should be stressed is that when 
the model was applied it did not fit adequately, in spite 
of having passed these filters, meaning that items had to 
be eliminated from each scale. in the other hand, another 
possible limitation is sample size. 135 forms returned to-
tally full filled are a really small sample, but because of the 
preliminary character of this study it is nice to describe the 
process in latin america.

apart from the perceived internet service quality construct 
presented here, applications could be initiated in other 
constructs such as loyalty and satisfaction, and their rela-
tionship with perceived quality. the concept of value is as-
suming a preponderant role according to the trend towards 
marketing development, meaning that it would be interest-
ing to study it in an internet setting.

in latin american case, the results above show how three 
important dimentions are needed to improve consumer 
perception: privacy, system and variety. as managerial im-
plications, companies or organizations in this business re-
quires to make feel consumers ecommerce is more secure 
in terms of the privacy and increase their variety of offers 
and its value in an internet setting. in the same way, sys-
tem used in this process needs to be improved trying to 
asure people it is easy and secure. 
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abstract: the relationship between the presence of financial planning and difficulties regarding 
access to financing in small and medium-sized companies (smes) in the venezuelan manufacturing 
sector is studied. this is an explicative type research work, designed as non-experimental, cross-
sectional and correlational field work, applied to a sample of 67 smes. a questionnaire was applied 
and a review was made of the relevant literature, to establish the characteristics of the selected 
variables, according to the high-medium-low measurement for each of the selected indicators. the 
preliminary results make it possible to affirm that the financial planning variable demonstrates 
a medium presence in the companies, with medium and low levels of coordination among their 
components. average access to financing is classified as low, marked by a medium-high access to 
credit from suppliers, medium access in reinvestment of profits and medium-low access to bank 
credit lines. there is also evidence of financing patterns compatible with the Pecking order theory. 
the conclusion is that there is a weak relationship between the characteristics of financial plan-
ning and the levels of access to financing, with the inference that the behavior of these variables is 
determined by a multiplicity of factors.

KeyWords: small and medium-sized enterprises, smes, financial economics, financial planning, 
access to financing, strategic planning.

introduction

the study of the operations and performance of small and medium-sized 
enterprises (smes) is an inexhaustible research topic that is the object of 
frequent publications in such varied areas as their competitiveness, inter-
nal organization, contribution to economic growth and employment, public 
policies aimed at their strengthening, and the entities that provide them 
with financing, among others. 

many of these publications agree in stressing the importance and dyna-
mism of the smes within the business fabric of any country (Bid, 2005; 
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planiFicación Financiera y acceso al Financiamiento en 
peQUeñas y medianas empresas del sector manUFactUrero 
VeneZolano

resUmen: se indaga la relación entre la presencia de planificación fi-
nanciera y las dificultades de acceso al financiamiento en pequeñas y 
medianas empresas (Pymes) del sector manufacturero venezolano. es una 
investigación de tipo explicativa, con diseño de campo no experimental, 
transversal y correlacional, aplicada a una muestra de 67 Pymes; se apli-
ca un cuestionario y revisión de literatura pertinente, para establecer las 
características de las variables seleccionadas, según la escala de medición 
alta-media-baja para cada uno de los indicadores seleccionados. los resul-
tados preliminares permiten afirmar que la variable planificación finan-
ciera muestra una presencia media en las empresas, con niveles medios y 
bajos de articulación entre sus componentes. el acceso al financiamiento 
promedio se califica como bajo, destacándose un acceso medio-alto en el 
crédito de proveedores, un acceso medio en la reinversión de utilidades y 
medio-bajo en la línea de crédito bancario; también se evidencian patro-
nes de financiamiento compatibles con la teoría del orden preferente. se 
concluye que existe una relación débil entre las características de la plani-
ficación financiera y los niveles de acceso al financiamiento, infiriéndose 
que el comportamiento de estas variables es determinado por multiplici-
dad de factores.

palabras claVe: pequeñas y medianas empresas, Pymes, economía fi-
nanciera, planificación financiera, acceso al financiamiento, planificación 
estratégica.

planiFication Financière et accès aU Financement dans les 
petites et moyennes entreprises dU secteUr manUFactUrier 
VÉnÉZUÉlien

rÉsUmÉ : l’auteur veut aborder la relation entre la présence de planifica-
tion financière et les difficultés d’accès au financement dans les petites 
et moyennes entreprises (Pymes) du secteur manufacturier vénézuélien. 
il s’agit d’une investigation de type explicatif, sur un terrain non expé-
rimental, transversal et corrélationnel, appliquée à un échantillon de 67 
petites et moyennes entreprises ; un questionnaire est appliqué et les pu-
blications pertinentes sont consultées, pour établir les caractéristiques des 
variables sélectionnées, selon l’échelle de mesure haute-moyenne-basse 
pour chaque indicateur sélectionné. les résultats préliminaires permettent 
d’affirmer que la variable planification financière démontre une présen-
ce moyenne dans les entreprises, avec des niveaux moyens et peu élevés 
d’articulation entre les composants. l’accès au financement moyen est peu 
élevé, signalant un accès moyen-élevé dans le crédit des fournisseurs, un 
accès moyen dans le réinvestissement des bénéfices et moyen-peu élevé 
dans la ligne de crédit bancaire ; des modèles de financements compatibles 
avec la théorie de l’ordre préférant sont aussi évidents. en conclusion, il 
existe une relation peu élevée entre les caractéristiques de la planification 
financière et les niveaux d’accès au financement, déduisant que le com-
portement de ces variables est déterminé par une multiplicité de facteurs

mots-cleFs : petites et moyennes entreprises, Pymes, économie finan-
cière, planification financière, accès au financement, planification stra-
tégique.

planejamento Financeiro e acesso ao Financiamento em 
peQUenas e mÉdias empresas do setor manUFatUreiro 
VeneZUelano

resUmo: indaga-se a relação entre a presença de planejamento financei-
ro e as dificuldades de acesso ao financiamento em pequenas e médias 
empresas (Pme) do setor manufatureiro venezuelano. É uma pesquisa de 
tipo explicativa, com desenho de campo não experimental, transversal e 
correlacional, aplicada a uma amostra de 67 Pme; aplicou-se um questio-
nário e revisão de literatura pertinente, para estabelecer as características 
das variáveis selecionadas, segundo a escala de medição alta-média-baixa 
para cada um dos indicadores selecionados. os resultados preliminares 
permitem afirmar que a variável “planejamento financeiro” mostra uma 
presença uma presença média nas empresas, com níveis médios e baixos 
de articulação entre seus componentes. o acesso ao financiamento mé-
dio qualifica-se como baixo, destacando-se um acesso médio – alto no 
crédito de fornecedores, um acesso médio no reinvestimento de lucros e 
médio – baixo na linha de crédito bancário; também evidenciam-se pa-
drões de financiamento compatíveis com a teoria da ordem de Preferên-
cia. Conclui-se que existe uma fraca relação entre as características do 
planejamento financeiro e os níveis de acesso ao financiamento, inferindo-
se que o comportamento destas variáveis é determinado por uma multi-
plicidade de fatores.
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malhotra et al., 2007; Zevallos, 2007; Galindo, 2005), em-
phasizing the need to overcome their weaknesses in order 
to strengthen their permanence in their sectors of activity.

most research associated with the challenges that the 
smes must surmount in order to be successful focuses on 
external factors that have an impact on the performance 
of these organizations, such as the availability of credit 
mechanisms, administrative procedures, relationships with 
the governmental sector, with financial institutions, with 
suppliers and with distributors, the availability of qualified 
personnel and in general with respect to the business en-
vironment that they must face1. another research category 
that in recent years has become important complements 
the study of the business environment by focusing on the 
internal characteristics that describe companies, specify-
ing their weaknesses in areas of business management 
that make successful performance even more difficult2.

as can be seen in the referred-to works, support programs 
for the development of smes tend to be mainly aimed at 
facilitating access to financial resources (Peres y stumpo, 
2002, p. 4; moll, 2007). to a lesser extent, these programs 
may include training mechanisms to improve the manage-
rial skills of the managers (generally the owners) of the 
firms, but to do so there must be a detailed diagnosis to fa-
cilitate the identification of critical areas for consideration 
in the action of these entities.

this research is framed within that concept. While the as-
pects that must be studied in terms of the functioning of 
those enterprises are varied, considering their complexity 
and multi-dimensionality, at this time the focus is on the 
study of their financial management (planning and finan-
cial control), because it is an area that has not been suffi-
ciently studied, and in which deficient performance poses 
an obstacle for the rest of the organization’s operations 
and the access that the company could have to varied 
sources of financing. 

to this end, the proposed research aims to determine if 
there is a relationship between the presence and coordina-
tion (association) of the components of financial planning 
and the access to diverse sources of financing available 
to smes, taking the venezuelan manufacturing sector as 
a case study. to do so, a theoretical review is structured 
as support for the proposal, the applied methodological 
guidelines are presented and the preliminary results ob-

1 in this regard, the works of Berger and Udell (2005), Cull et al. 
(2005), Beck et al. (2004b), Bid (2002), Bid (2005), the World 
Bank (2008a), among others, could be cited.

2 the works of deakins et al. (2001), andriani et al. (2003), vera 
(2001), can be cited.

tained for these variables are discussed with respect to a 
sampling of 67 companies.

review of the literature

the research addresses a set of indicators grouped under 
two main variables: Financial planning and access to fi-
nancing.

Financial planning is conceived as a business process that 
is based on formulation of the organizational and systemic 
strategy and which includes the design of objectives, strat-
egies, policies and control mechanisms associated with 
investment and financing decisions, considering their im-
plications for both the short and long terms (García et al., 
2003; Brealey and myers, 2010; suárez, 2003).

the theoretical approach to this variable makes it possible 
to schematize its analysis under the following components:

1. Conditions for the development of financial planning 
(santandreu y santandreu, 2000; Francés, 2001): Re-
ferring to the characteristics and processes that must 
be present for its correct functioning, such as the exis-
tence of business planning practices, and the charac-
teristics of the financial or similar department. 

2. development of planning and control processes in 
the financial function (Brealey and myers, 2010; díez 
y lópez, 2001; suárez, 2003), including aspects asso-
ciated with the formulation of objectives and goals, 
definition of strategies, design of policies, definition of 
control mechanisms and preparation of documents of 
the financial plan.

3. Financial parameters for long-term decision-making 
(suárez, 2003; Kogan Page et al., 2002; ortiz, 2005), 
among others: parameters of performance and risk in 
the analysis of investments, investment type planning, 
methods for evaluation of investments, composition of 
the capital structure, planned financing alternatives. 

4. Financial parameters for short-term decision-making 
(ortiz, 2005; santandreu y santandreu, 2000; Brigham 
and Houston, 2006; Gitman, 2007), among others: 
treasury availability, policies of credit and collections 
regarding customers, inventory handling, planned fi-
nancing alternatives.

5. Coordination of the above components, for harmonious 
and successful management.

at the same time, access to financing refers to the possi-
bility that a company has to apply for, process and obtain 
the approval of funds, of both internal and external origin, 
to finance its operations and development in the short and 
long terms (the World Bank, 2008a; Zevallos, 2007). 
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in this sense, the type of access to financial sources is ex-
amined: long-term loans, leasing, liabilities and equity is-
suance, dividends from shares, reinvestment of profits, 
suppliers, credit lines, short-term loans, guaranteed credits, 
commercial paper. For each source of financing, the ease 
of access is analyzed, looking into the speed of approval 
of applications (fast, slow), their definitive rejection or the 
entrepreneur’s reluctance to apply for them.

With the aim of determining the state of the art in the 
study of the behavior of these variables in smes, an ex-
haustive review was made of the literature from the last 10 
years. at the international level, growing interest was ob-
served in examining the characteristics of business financ-
ing, the factors that determine access to different sources 
of funds and how the size of companies can affect these 
factors, among other aspects. However, most studies focus 

on detecting obstacles to financing in the environment of 
the companies rather than analyzing the internal condi-
tions of the smes in terms of their management (Beck et 
al., 2002, 2004a, and 2004b; Beck and demirgüç-Kunt, 
2005; Berger and Udell, 2005; Bid, 2002 and 2005; 
Cull et al., 2005; Kumar y Francisco, 2005; the World 
Bank, 2008a y 2008b; Clarke et al., 2002; Zevallos, 2007).

some studies focus on analyzing the determining factors of 
the capital structure, particularly with reference to finan-
cial indicators in spanish companies (aybar et al., 2003; 
Boedo y Calvo, 2001). 

in terms of the incorporation of qualitative variables in the 
studies associated with financial management, the work of 
deakins et al. (2001) is particularly outstanding for its con-
tribution to the consideration of financial decision-making 
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processes in the smes, as evolutional and changing, which 
is why they must be analyzed at different times in order 
to identify the dynamism of their transformations. His re-
search was based on qualitative data collection and analy-
sis techniques and was carried out using four case studies 
of British micro and small businesses. the findings from 
this study included the hypothesis that decisions associ-
ated with the composition of the capital structure demon-
strate greater complexity than what is suggested by the 
theory of pecking order, in that it is not the owners’ atti-
tude that poses an obstacle to the entry of new sharehold-
ers, but rather the lack of investors interested in this type 
of businesses. another of his conclusions is the importance 
of the relationship maintained by the owners-managers 
with their external advisors (accountants, bank managers, 
and other professionals), particularly during the first years 
of a company, a characteristic that turns out to be a deter-
minant in the structuring of its financial processes. 

in the documents that were consulted, numerous publica-
tions focusing on smes exist; a small portion of them fo-
cuses on the financial variables but no studies were found 
that attempted to determine the influence of these com-
panies’ internal financial processes on their difficulties re-
garding access to financing.

the concern over analyzing procedures that apply to smes 
in their financial management, and their effects on access 
to financing sources, is present in different studies (Zeval-
los, 2007), but has not been applied to proposals that sys-
tematically research these aspects, and it was this gap that 
led to the execution of this study. We consider that the 
above-mentioned studies serve as a point of reference for 
this research; their conclusions shed light on the problem 
to be analyzed, but they do not provide conclusive results 
regarding the effects of the quality of financial manage-
ment of companies on access to formal financing, aspects 
that will be developed in this work as a complement to the 
body of already existing knowledge.

methodology
an explicative type quantitative research work is proposed, 
with the aim of identifying some of the causes that could 
be causing problematic situations in the performance of 
smes, particularly regarding their limited access to finan-
cial resources. this explicative organization involves ex-
ploratory, descriptive, and correlational processes, in order 
to provide greater understanding of the phenomenon un-
der study (Hernández et al., 2010). a work plan that is de-
signed as a non-experimental (ex post facto), crosscutting, 
exploratory, correlational field research is used (Hernández 
et al., 2010; Hurtado, 2007; Ryan et al., 2004).

With the goal of standardizing information on the finan-
cial planning process and the level of access to financing 
on the part of these entities, a survey was used as an in-
formation-gathering technique (Hurtado, 2010; Hurtado, 
2007). a questionnaire was used consisting of 79 closed 
questions and scale-type alternatives for response (62 
items for financial planning and 17 items for access to fi-
nancing), with a measurement level by intervals (Hurtado, 
2010, Hernández et al., 2010, p. 306). in this way, for each 
proposal presented, the manager chooses among alterna-
tive answers equivalent to different degrees of presence 
of financial planning and diverse possibilities for access to 
financing (see vera, 2010).

in the case of the dimensions and indicators associated 
with the financial planning variable, questions and re-
sponse alternatives are included that will be pre-codified 
to represent three levels of presence of that variable, each 
with a quantitative score: 

• High presence of planning (2 points).

• medium presence of planning (1 point).

• low presence of planning (0 point).

• similarly, access to financing sources is studied accord-
ing to the following parameters:

• High access: swift approval of applications (2 points).

• medium access: slow approval of applications with ex-
cessive paperwork (1 point).

• low access: includes cases in which financing applica-
tions have not been approved due to failure to comply 
with the requirements, or applications are not submit-
ted because the paperwork is considered to be too 
complicated, or because the companies do not need 
additional resources (0 points). 

these point values were not made known to the survey 
participants to avoid bias in their responses.

the questionnaire was designed based on a technical re-
view of the variables, was then validated by expert judges 
and applied in a pilot test to measure its reliability (Cron-
bach’s alfa), obtaining as a result a valid and reliable in-
strument (alfa=0,962). it was applied between september 
and december of 2009, through electronic correspon-
dence sent to the financial managers or highest ranking 
personnel responsible for financial decisions. a geographi-
cally stratified random sample of 67 venezuelan manufac-
turing smes3 was selected, out of a population of 3,651 
units (ine, 2006).

3 the definition of sme in venezuela, when carrying out the study, 
applies to establishments that employ between 11 and 100 work-
ers, or that have revenues between 9,001 and 250,000 tax units 
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to calculate the sample of the study, the following equa-
tion was applied (Hurtado, 2010; Parra, 2006):

n =
Z2 . p. q . n

e2 . (n – 1) + (Z2 . p . q)

n =  sample
Z2 =  confidence level. a confidence level of 90% is assumed, with 

a value of Z = 1,645
p. q =  probability of responses. it is assumed with values of 50, 50.
e =  error of estimation. a value of 10% is used.

n =  population size. in this case 3,651 companies (ine, 2006).

With this data, a sample of 67 companies was obtained. 
Considering that out of the total number of companies 
in the population, 80% are located in 8 states (miranda, 
Carabobo, aragua, distrito Capital, lara, táchira, Zulia, 
and Bolívar), these were used to randomly select the units 
that make up the sample. only 64 of these organizations 
agreed to participate in the project by responding to the 
questionnaire.

analysis of results
the information obtained in the entrepreneurial sample 
makes it possible to estimate certain preliminary results 
regarding the behavior of venezuelan manufacturing 
smes in terms of planning and access to financial re-
sources. these preliminary findings serve as a starting 
point to continue researching the topic in the future, in-
creasing its scope to a greater number of organizations 
and including other economic sectors, regions and coun-
tries, with the aim of carrying out a more complete analy-
sis of a comparative nature.

the general characteristics of the sample included the fact 
that the set of companies involved has existed for an aver-
age of 29 years, with extremes ranging from 1 year to a 
maximum of 68. in 92.2% of the cases, they carry out their 
operations at one single site, while the rest have activities 
in other states in the country or are associated with some 
type of foreign economic group (3.1%).

their personnel oscillate between 11 and 110 workers, with 
an average of 45 employees per company, whereas their 
level of annual revenues (for 2009) is less than 250,000 
tax units (Us$3,780,000) in 87.5% of the cases. it should 
be pointed out that all of the firms fulfill at least one of the 
parameters to be classified as an sme, whether in terms 
of volume of employment or revenues during the previous 
year; 86% fulfill two of the classification criteria, whereas 
the remaining 14% fulfill only one.

(which in this case correspond to amounts equivalent to between 
Us$136,000 and Us$3,780,000).

Companies dedicated to diverse sectors of activity were 
contacted, particularly food and beverages (31.7%), con-
sumables for construction (17.1%), metallurgy (14.6%), 
plastic products (14.6%), chemical products (4.9%), medi-
cal supplies (4.9%), apparel (4.9%), wood (4.9%), and 
printing (4.9%).

With the statistical processing of the questionnaire, the av-
erage scores were determined for the indicators for each 
variable, to plot their behavior and estimate the associa-
tions between them (correlations). the results are exam-
ined in accordance with the scheme of the theoretical 
dimensions of the variables, in line with the above-men-
tioned measurement scales (0 minimum presence of indi-
cators – 2 maximum presence).

Financial planning

initially the existence of conditions that would make it pos-
sible to carry out a well-conceived and executed process 
of financial planning at the companies under study is ob-
served. these results can be seen in Figure 1.

on average, the 3 dimensions obtain an average score 
of 1.20, from which we may infer that the financial plan-
ning process that they must carry out will not overcome 
the deficiencies already found in these companies in terms 
of strategic planning and control (santandreu y santan-
dreu, 2000; Francés, 2001). the presence of certain key 
processes for an overall strategy is particularly noteworthy 
and a strength that could serve as the backbone in facing 
the challenges and opportunities for improvement in the 
venezuelan smes in this set of indicators. However, their 
greatest difficulties are observed in the application of the 
plan, in other words, there are cases where the organiza-
tions demonstrate certain strategic planning practices that 
are not supported by adequate processes of follow-up and 
timely correction.

the shaded zone in Figure 1 represents the level of 
achievement that the organizations have in the conceptual 
scheme of the variable, whereas the lighter zone consti-
tutes the unfulfilled margin, which can be translated into 
opportunities for improvement, if management techniques 
and tools adjusted to the characteristics and size of these 
businesses are properly applied. 

in the second place, the specific components of the finan-
cial planning process were analyzed. Regarding the exis-
tence of practices for planning and control in the financial 
function (Brealey and myers, 2010; díez and lópez, 2001; 
suárez, 2003), a significant reduction was observed in the 
evaluated score (Figure 2), when compared to the previ-
ously-commented dimension. this allows us to affirm that 
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FigUre 1. Financial planning in Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. conditions for development of the financial 
planning process.

by dimensions:

dimensions score

Presence of strategic planning 1.43

Functional analysis of the financial management 1.14

existence of strategic control mechanisms 1.03

average score 1.20

by sUbdimensions:

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

the smes can be applying strategic planning techniques 
without this translating into functional programs, includ-
ing a financial one. in this component, the low score for 
drafting the documents of the plan is particularly striking, 
in other words, in certain organizations management prac-
tices were detected without necessarily being reflected in 
a formal plan. 

Long-term decision-making (suárez, 2003; Kogan Page et 
al., 2002; ortiz, 2005) is characterized by a medium pres-

ence of these indicators, and particularly by less use of 
points of reference in terms of the analysis of performance 
and risk in the analysis of investments and in the methods 
for evaluating them (Figure 3).

in the case of short-term decision-making (ortiz, 2005; 
santandreu y santandreu, 2000; Brigham and Houston, 
2006; Gitman, 2007), this is the dimension that shows 
the best results in the study (Figure 4), beating the scores 
of the preceding indicators. this coincides with the 
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FigUre 2. Financial planning at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. Financial planning and control processes.

sUbdimensions score

Formulation of objectives and goals 1.09

definition of strategies 1.13

design of policies 0.91

definition of control mechanisms 1.08

Preparation of documents of the financial plan 0.77

average score for the dimension 0.99

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

FigUre 3. Financial planning at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. Financial parameters for long-term decision-making.

sUbdimensions score

Parameters of performance and risk in the analy-
sis of investments

0.88

Planning of the type of investment 1.04

methods for the evaluation of investments 0.75

Composition of the financial structure 1.35

alternatives of planned financing 1.24

average score for the dimension 1.05

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

FigUre 4. Financial planning at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. Financial parameters for short-term decision-
making. 

sUbdimensions score

available balances in treasury 1.36

Credit and collections with respect to customers 1.13

Handling of inventories 1.53

alternatives of planned financing 1.30

average score for the dimension 1.33

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.
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FigUre 5. summary of financial planning indicators at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. 

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

table 1. Financial planning at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. conditions for development of the process. 
correlation coefficients (pearson). 

dimension: 
presence of 

strategic planning

dimension: 
Functional analysis 

of the financial 
management

dimension: 
existence of 

strategic control 
mechanisms

conditions for 
development of the 
financial planning 

process

dimension: Presence of strategic planning 1.000 0.797 0.812 0.944

dimension: Functional analysis of the financial management 0.797 1.000 0.694 0.906

dimension: existence of strategic control mechanisms 0.812 0.694 1.000 0.908

Conditions for development of the financial planning process 0.944 0.906 0.908 1.000

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

table 2. Financial planning at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. components of financial planning. correlation 
coefficients (pearson)

dimension: planning 
and control

dimension: long-term 
decisions

dimension: short-term 
decisions

components of 
financial planning

dimension: Planning and control 1.000 0.600 0.647 0.892

dimension: long-term decisions 0.600 1.000 0.598 0.847

dimension: short-term decisions 0.647 0.598 1.000 0.843

Components of financial planning 0.892 0.847 0.843 1.000

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

affirmation that the smes have more urgent need to pay 
attention to their short-term decisions and consider their 
sustainability over the long-term (Zevallos, 2007).

each of the dimensions examined regarding the financial 
planning variable shows the general tendency among the 

smes studied to moderately apply formal management pro-

cesses, with an emphasis on the strategic business plan and 

the programming of short-term situations (Figure 5). in addi-

tion to the presence of these indicators, the interrelation be-

tween them is analyzed, estimating their Pearson correlation 
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coefficients (Hernández et al., 2010), summarized in tables 
1 and 2. 

in general terms, lower indices of association with the rest 
of the components are observed in the functional analyses 
of the financial management (69% of the companies have 
an administrative department that is responsible for finan-
cial management, while 14% report not having a section 
dedicated to finances) and in the application of control 
mechanisms. 

in the case of the specific components of financial mat-
ters, medium correlations are estimated to exist between 
them, showing insufficient associations between planning 
and control processes and short and long-term decision-
making. in other words, on the one hand situations are de-
tected in which there is a formal financial plan, but it is not 
used as a point of reference for decision-making, whereas 
on the other hand there are companies that do not develop 
explicit plans but apply management parameters to their 

daily decision-making, without tying them to a comprehen-
sive process in their management.

in addition to the correlations presented in tables 1 and 2, 
other insufficient associations were identified (coefficients 
of less than 0.5) associated with other indicators in the de-
sign of financial policies, preparation of documents of the 
plan, planning of sources of financing and capital struc-
ture, management of inventories. 

For the financial planning variable, it may be concluded 
that a medium presence of its dimensions and indicators 
is detected in the companies, with an emphasis on short-
term decisions and with incomplete coordination of its 
elements. the smes need to improve this coordination of 
their plans, so that they may incorporate better manage-
ment processes into their operations and so that this will 
be reflected in better performance and sustainability of 
their businesses.

table 3. access to financing at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector.
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1. Credit from suppliers 12.5 0.0 12.5 0.0 7.8 79.7 87.5 1.67 2.1

2. Bank credit line 45.3 3.1 48.4 6.3 17.2 28.1 45.3 0.73 0.8

3. short-term bank loans (expiration in less 
than a year).

70.3 3.1 73.4 3.1 20.3 3.1 23.4 0.27 0.4

4. loans from public entities, with short-
term expiration dates

84.4 6.3 90.6 6.3 1.6 1.6 3.1 0.05 0.1

5. Credits guaranteed by accounts 
receivable (factoring).

84.4 3.1 87.5 3.1 0.0 9.4 9.4 0.19 0.2

6. Credits guaranteed by inventories 93.8 0.0 93.8 0.0 0.0 6.3 6.3 0.13 0.0

7. issuance of commercial paper 96.9 0.0 96.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0

8. long-term bank loans (expiration dates 
greater than one year)

68.8 3.1 71.9 3.1 7.8 17.2 25.0 0.42 0.3

9. loans from public entities, with long-
term expiration dates

75.0 6.3 81.3 6.3 9.4 3.1 12.5 0.16 0.2

10. Foreign financing 82.8 0.0 82.8 3.1 1.6 12.5 14.1 0.27 0.1

11. leasing 93.8 3.1 96.9 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.1 0.06 0.1

12. issuance of long-term bonds 96.9 0.0 96.9 0.0 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.03 0.0

13. issuance of new common shares 90.6 0.0 90.6 3.1 0.0 6.3 6.3 0.13 0.1

14. issuance of new preferred shares 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0

15. decree of dividend on shares 96.9 0.0 96.9 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.1 0.06 0.1

16. Reinvestment of company profits 54.7 0.0 54.7 0.0 0.0 45.3 45.3 0.91 0.8

17. other type of financing: reserves 
for maintenance, related companies, 
prepayments by customers

93.8 0.0 93.8 0.0 0.0 6.3 6.3 0.13 0.1

(*) the average score is obtained by adding together and averaging the responses for each alternative (0, 1 or 2 points). the average hierarchical order is obtained by adding together and averaging the 

points assigned to the three sources of financing most used at each company (3, 2 or 1 points), where the most widely used source receives 3 points.

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.
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access to financing

the results are summarized in table 3. the alternatives for 
financing identified and numbered from 1 to 7 refer to 
common sources for the short term, while those from 8 to 
16 are generally associated with long-term resources.

When considering the most widely used financing options, 
the most notable are the frequent utilization of credit 
from suppliers (87.5%), reinvestment of company profits 
(45.3%), and the use of bank credit lines (45.3%). to a 
lesser extent the smes resort to short and long-term bank 
loans, foreign financing and loans from public entities. 

if we compare the level of access to the different types of 
resources, we only observe a high degree of access to cred-
it from suppliers (1.67 points); there is medium access to 
funds from retained profits (0.91 points), and medium-low 
access to bank credit lines (0.73). the smes studied have 
low access to the rest of the instruments (see Figure 6), 
with particular lack of access to the issuance of commercial 
paper and preferred or privileged shares.

these results are compatible with findings from prior re-
search, which mentioned the limited access to financial 
resources traditionally found in this type of organizations 
(Bid, 2002 and 2005).

Regarding the preferred hierarchical order for the most 
utilized sources of financing, a certain coincidence is ob-

served between the behavior of the venezuelan manufac-
turing smes and the Pecking order theory (Brealey and 
myers, 2010; Frank and Goyal, 2005; myers, 1984; aybar 
et al., 2003).

this theory is formulated for the composition of the capital 
structure (long-term) and proposes a hierarchical level for 
the choice of sources of financing, in which the company 
management would prefer, in the first instance, to finance 
the firm using retained profits (to avoid problems of ad-
verse selection), in the second instance would choose to 
incur new debt, or would issue liability-equity hybrids, and 
finally would decide to sell new shares, because they are 
the instruments with the greatest implications for adverse 
selection and asymmetrical information.

table 3 shows the preference for financing using short-
term resources: Credit from suppliers and bank credit lines. 
But in terms of long-term resources, there is a predomi-
nance of the use of reinvestment of profits, followed by 
different modalities of bank financing and, as a last option, 
the issuance of new common shares. in a way, this proves 
the previously commented theoretical postulate.

relationship between financial 
planning and access to financing

once the principal findings in each of these variables 
have been separately analyzed, it is necessary to study 

FigUre 6. access to financing at Venezuelan smes. manufacturing sector. alternatives of financing, arranged according to 
the highest score in terms of the level of access

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.
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the possible relationships that could exist between them, 
through the analysis of significant statistical correlations, 
summarized in table 4. (no correlations are shown with 
respect to the options of commercial paper and issuance 
of preferred shares because those alternatives received 
no scores.)

a correlation was established between the dimensions as-
sociated with the conditions for developing financial plan-
ning and access to financing. in general terms, the degree 
of correlation between the selected indicators is weak or 
very weak; in other words, a certain relationship between 
them was found but of a very low degree. it must be 
recalled that this set of dimensions of the financial plan-
ning variable showed a medium presence in the companies 
(a score of 1.20; see Figure 1). the biggest positive correla-
tions are observed in access to foreign financing (0.289), 
to credit from suppliers (0.259) and to bank credit lines 
(0.230); in other words, a greater presence of planning el-
ements could foster greater availability of resources from 
those sources. 

on the other hand, the most pronounced negative correla-
tions are observed in leasing (-0.273), decree of dividends 
on shares (-0.235), and reinvestment of profits (-0.153). Re-
investment of profits is one of the most widely used alter-
natives, which explains this negative correlation, with the 
inference that to the extent that there is improvement in 

table 4. Financial planning and access to financing at Venezuelan smes correlation coefficients (pearson) between financial 
planning and access to sources of financing

alternatiVes oF Financing
Financial 
planning 

conditions

Financial 
planning and 

control

long-term 
parameters

short-term 
parameters

Financial 
planning 
variable 

(*)

1. Credit from suppliers 0.259 0.279 --- 0.172 0.250

2. Bank credit line 0.230 0.309 --- 0.418 0.286

3. short-term bank loans (expiration less than one year) 0.028 0.145 --- 0.058 0.075

4. loans from public entities with short-term expiration dates 0.044 0.012 --- 0.049 0.029

5. Credits guaranteed by accounts receivable (factoring) 0.198 0.088 --- 0.022 0.149

6. Credits guaranteed by inventories 0.172 0.193 --- 0.221 0.227

8. long-term bank loans (expiration greater than one year) -0.140 -0.156 0.137 --- -0.094

9. loans from public entities with long-term expiration dates 0.022 0.035 0.090 --- 0.051

10. Foreign financing 0.286 0.059 0.074 --- 0.213

11. leasing -0.273 -0.231 -0.126 --- -0.232

12. issuance of long-term bonds 0.189 0.196 0.266 --- 0.204

13. issuance of new common shares 0.177 0.094 0.018 --- 0.156

15. decree of dividend on shares -0.235 -0.297 0.106 --- -0.176

16. Reinvestment of company profits -0.153 -0.139 -0.011 --- -0.126

17. other type of financing: Reserves for maintenance, related 
companies, prepayments by customers

-0.139 -0.174 --- --- -0.140

(*) average of the results obtained in the dimensions

source: drafted by the authors based on the questionnaire applied.

note: no correlations are shown to the options 7 (commercial papers) and 14 (preferred shares) because those alternatives received no scores

the situation of planning at the companies, they will be 
able to gain access to new options for resources, thereby 
decreasing their dependence on their own funds.

Upon observing the correlations for the elements of finan-
cial planning, a similar result is clear, with weak correla-
tions between indicators. equally, sources of financing that 
have the greatest positive and negative correlations coin-
cide. Credit from suppliers (0.279) and bank credit lines 
(0.309) maintain a weak positive correlation, because they 
would benefit from improvements in the financial planning 
process. the reinvestment of profits again shows a nega-
tive coefficient (-0.139). 

the association between parameters and long-term 
sources follows the same tendency of weak correlations, 
in most cases positive ones, indicating that a continuous 
improvement in management would make it possible to 
increase access to financial sources. the presence of a 
very low, almost nonexistent correlation with funds from 
the reinvestment of profits is particularly noteworthy.

For the short-term analysis, the strongest relationship oc-
curs in bank credit lines, which is conceptually logical in-
sofar as when an organization is better able to plan its 
procedures and operations, it will receive a higher clas-
sification from the financial institutions for obtaining in-
creased resources.
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additionally, the correlation of the sources of financing 
most used by the smes in the study (credit from suppli-
ers, reinvestment of company profits, bank credit lines and 
long-term bank loans) with each item of the questionnaire 
(with correlations greater than 0.3) is analyzed in order to 
provide a more complete understanding of other possible 
connections.

the case of credit from suppliers turned out to be more 
greatly affected by aspects associated with the availabil-
ity of specialized personnel in the financial area, the es-
tablishment of policies for managing working capital, 
identification of organizational weaknesses, consideration 
of strengths and weaknesses in the plan, definition of 
objectives and evaluation of their fulfillment, along with 
advance planning of short-term financial contracting.

the reinvestment of company profits in its operations is 
the second most widely used financial option and the 
most frequently utilized that provides long-term resources. 
Coinciding with previous analyses, its correlations with 
financial planning can be negative in most cases, for rea-
sons already mentioned (the inference is that to the ex-
tent that better financial management helps to increase 
money from other sources, the importance of this option 
in the capital structure would decrease). that is the case 
with respect to the items regarding the definition of busi-
ness objectives, drafting of a strategic plan, identifica-
tion of those responsible for deviations from the plan and 
the use of external sources to finance company activi-
ties in the short-term; this latter aspect shows a tendency 
to finance short-term operations with resources from re-
tained profits (permanent funds; Brigham and Houston, 
2006) given the difficulty of gaining access to other al-
ternatives. 

at the same time, there are indications of a positive associ-
ation with the item referring to knowledge of the liability/
equity proportions handled by the company.

another short-term source that was analyzed is the bank 
credit line, which demonstrates medium correlations with 
such varied aspects as the substitution of assets and the 
presence of planning for short-term sources. this trend is 
notorious, which suggests the share of short-term funds 
such as credit lines in financing long-term assets, a situa-
tion which would force the companies to continuously re-
new their banking commitments because their expiration 
occurs before recovery of the investments. this could be 
due to scarce access to resources that can be repaid in 
longer periods.

there is a clearly medium negative correlation with item 
42, which establishes comparisons between the costs of re-
sources; this could be explained by the fact that more than 
50% of the companies (57.8%) have not established that 
the opportunity costs of equity tend to be greater than 
those of liabilities, and tend to prefer to use their own re-
sources for financing (retained profits).

the alternative associated with long-term bank loans 
shows low correlation with the analysis of the cost of in-
terest and the frequency of evaluation of the achievement 
of objectives (in this case a negative correlation, possibly 
explained by the 51.6% of companies that do not perform 
this evaluation or only do so sporadically).

conclusions

the preliminary results show three general tendencies: the 
moderately formal use of formal strategic and financial 
planning procedures at the smes, insufficient coordination 
of these procedures and a discrete association between 
them and the level of access to sources of financing report-
ed by the companies. in the first two cases, opportunities 
for improvement in the management of these organiza-
tions could lead to better conditions of access to varied 
sources of resources.

the final column of table 4 shows the coefficients for the 
financial planning variable when considered as a whole, 
as an average of its indicators (62 items). the results are 
a reflection of what has been mentioned in the previous 
sections; although they involve weak levels of association 
between the two variables, there is evidence of a relation-
ship between both components of business management. 
there is a clear positive correlation among traditional fi-
nancing alternatives such as bank credit lines, credits guar-
anteed by inventories, credit from suppliers, the issuance 
of long-term bonds, short-term bank loans and the issu-
ance of new common shares. in some of these alternatives, 
the companies demonstrated a very low level of access, 
the inference being that to the extent that they develop 
more formal financial planning and management proce-
dures they would be able to gain greater access to the fi-
nancial markets, as indicated in the specialized literature 
(Kogan Page et al., 2002; Páez, 2006; little, 2005; Burk 
and lehnman, 2004, among other authors already men-
tioned in previous sections).

alternatives with greater presence at the companies that 
demonstrated negative correlations with financial plan-
ning particularly included reinvestment of profits, decree 
of dividends on shares and other types of financing cited 
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by those surveyed. this result is notable, in that it most-
ly involves internal sources that come from the company’s 
operations themselves and which will be more easily used 
even when planning activities are not carried out. at the 
same time, as has already been stated, the inference here is 
that to the extent that they develop more formal business 
planning and management procedures and techniques, 
businesses can depend more on their internal sources and 
improve their access to third-party sources.

it is important to mention that the relatively low corre-
lation coefficients in the indicators that were analyzed 
showed the existing relationship between the financial 
planning variables and access to financing at these com-
panies, but are not the only element that has an effect on 
that behavior.

as has been concluded in earlier studies cited in previous 
sections, there are also other factors that affect access to 
financing for the smes, such as: interest rate levels, avail-
ability of long-term savings in the financial markets, col-
lateral requirements, lack of consolidation in the financial 
system, adaptation of risk classification techniques to the 
smes, bureaucracy in financial intermediation insufficient 
government support policies, deficiency in management 
processes, among some of the most relevant (Bid, 2002 
and 2005; Beck et al., 2004a; Berger et al., 2002; Berger 
and Udell, 2005; andriani et al., 2003; Zevallos, 2007).

it is necessary to continue researching this set of variables 
in the sector, to generate relevant knowledge that would 
help to surmount its deficiencies. the contribution gen-
erated through this work constitutes a new step on that 
path, fundamentally because it persists in seeking ex-
planations within the companies, complimenting already 
available information and generating new questions for fu-
ture initiatives.

at the same time, information-gathering tools and scales 
of measurement and analysis that have been designed in 
this research (vera, 2010) facilitate an approach to the 
day-to-day practices carried out by the companies in this 
functional area, making it possible to compare their partic-
ular situation with other similar companies, and with com-
panies at other levels, sectors or countries. 

in general, it facilitates the detection of problems (and 
opportunities) in these management processes, provid-
ing valuable information to improve the performance of 
the smes, encouraging internal actions for improvement 
in each establishment while promoting the creation of 
support programs (trade associations, academic institu-
tions, public and private entities) where mechanisms are 

established for training and advice that help to overcome 
the identified weaknesses.

it is hoped that future research can replicate the use of this 
methodology in other contexts and identify analogies with 
the venezuelan case. equally, studies can be carried out 
in other functional areas (marketing, operations, human 
resources and innovation) to more intensely focus on the 
characteristics of the internal management of the smes, as 
a factor to explain their capacities for growth and survival.
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abstract: Based on empirical results, this article reopens the discussion about the relationship 
between intellectual property and innovation in developing countries. intellectual property grants 
a monopoly over the commercial exploitation of innovations. ex ante, this monopoly may promote 
innovation but ex post it may become a disincentive to diffusion and subsequent innovation. after 
reviewing the terms of the debate in the classical and current literature, we address two empirical 
issues: What patterns of intellectual property behavior coexist among the small and medium enter-
prises (smes) of a developing country (Colombia) and how these patterns relate to the innovation 
performance of these firms.
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introduction 

How do small and medium enterprises (smes) in a developing country inno-
vate, and what is the role of intellectual property in the innovative behavior 
of these firms? this article addresses these two central questions, reporting 
the results of empirical research on patterns of intellectual property behav-
ior and innovation effort and their impact on the innovative performance 
of Colombian smes.

the relationship between intellectual property rights (iPR) and innovative 
behavior has been a major focus of interest in innovation studies. some re-
searchers claim that iPR-enhancing policies promote innovation, while oth-
ers reach the opposite conclusion. most of the literature on the subject 
refers to industrialized countries, though a series of studies in the past two 
decades have addressed the policy dilemma faced by developing countries, 
both theoretically and in empirical analyses of specific sectors. 

structural and institutional contexts of innovation are different in indus-
trialized and developing countries. Credit and human-capital restrictions, 
higher costs of innovating, lower enforcement of iPR, and the ensuing limit-
ed ability to appropriate innovations in developing economies are oft-cited 
characteristics that affect innovation processes. indeed, the frequency of 
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patrones de innoVación y propiedad intelectUal en 
peQUeñas y medianas empresas de Un país en desarrollo

resUmen: Con fundamento en resultados empíricos, este artículo reabre 
la discusión acerca de la relación entre propiedad intelectual e innova-
ción en países en desarrollo. la propiedad intelectual otorga un monopolio 
para la explotación comercial de una innovación. la expectativa de gozar 
de un monopolio puede promover la innovación; sin embargo, una vez es-
tablecido el monopolio, éste puede desincentivar la difusión de la idea 
y el desarrollo de innovaciones derivadas de ella. después de revisar los 
términos del debate en las literaturas clásica y actual, enfocamos nuestra 
atención en dos cuestiones empíricas: (1) qué patrones de comportamiento 
frente a la propiedad intelectual coexisten entre las pequeñas y medianas 
empresas de un país en desarrollo como Colombia y (2) cómo se relacionan 
estos patrones con el desempeño innovador de las firmas.

palabras claVe: patrones de innovación, propiedad intelectual, Pymes, 
desarrollo.

modèles d’innoVation et propriÉtÉ intellectUelle 
dans les petites et moyennes entreprises d’Un pays en 
dÉVeloppement 

rÉsUmÉ : sur base de résultats empiriques, cet article ouvre à nouveau la 
discussion sur la relation entre propriété intellectuelle et innovation dans 
les pays en développement. la propriété intellectuelle accorde le mono-
pole pour l’exploitation commerciale d’une innovation. le désir de déten-
tion d’un monopole peut promouvoir l’innovation; cependant, le monopole 
établi peut arriver à dissuader la diffusion de l’idée et le développement 
d’innovations dérivées de celle-ci.

après avoir revu les termes du débat dans les publications classiques et 
actuelles, nous nous concentrons sur deux questions empiriques : (1) Quels 
sont les modèles de comportement en rapport avec la propriété intellec-
tuelle qui coexistent dans les petites et moyennes entreprises d’un pays 
en développement comme la Colombie. (2) Quels sont les rapports de ces 
modèles avec le développement innovateur des entreprises.

mots-cleFs : modèles d’innovation, propriété intellectuelle, petites et 
moyennes entreprises, développement. 

padrões de inoVação e propriedade intelectUal em 
peQUenas e mÉdias empresas de Um país em desenVolVimento
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major innovations and of patenting among smes in devel-
oping countries is so low that conventional measures, such 
as patent statistics, fail to differentiate among substan-
tially different innovation behaviors in smes. nonetheless, 
patent ownership may play an important role as a determi-
nant of the firm’s innovative behavior.

We intend to clarify these relationships by presenting the 
results of empirical research on smes in Colombia. in the 
next section, we review the main contributions to the de-
bate on patent monopoly and competition, and relate it 
to patent ownership. We then present the methodology of 
our survey and identify distinct innovation patterns, where 
patent ownership is a key variable. Finally, we summarize 
our findings about the relationship between the patterns 
of intellectual property behavior of smes and innovation 
performance.

patent monopoly and competition 

the effect of patents on innovation has been the subject 
of a long debate in industrialized countries. Patents grant 
a monopoly over the commercial exploitation of innova-
tions, which may promote innovation ex ante but can be-
come a disincentive ex post to diffusion and, under certain 
conditions, to subsequent innovations. an analysis of the 
relationship between monopoly and innovation in general 
is a good starting point for understanding how intellectual 
property is related to innovation. 

in 1942, schumpeter studied a regime where a firm’s in-
novation creates a competitive advantage that leads to 
develop the next innovation to maintain its monopoly. in 
previous work from 1912, he had analyzed a regime where 
a “step-by-step” process occurs: entrants move up to the 
innovator’s level and then face the same chances, and per-
haps sharper incentives than the original firm, to innovate 
further1.

arrow (1962, p. 70) explored an effect that lowers the in-
centives of a monopolist to innovate. since the new prod-
uct competes with the firm’s old product, “the incentive to 
invent is less under monopolistic than under competitive 
conditions, but even in the latter case it will be less than is 
socially desirable”2. 

Within this general framework, nordhaus (1969, pp. 88-
89) set the problem of designing an optimal intellectual 

1 see schumpeter (1942) and schumpeter (1912). 
2 this effect, later called “replacement effect” by tirole (1988, p. 

392), is related to arrow’s definition of a monopoly which does not 
include the case of innovations competing with old products of the 
same firm (1962, p. 619).

property policy as a trade-off between the ex ante incen-
tives for innovation associated with stronger iPR and the 
ex post incentives for the innovation’s diffusion, associated 
with weaker iPR. For nordhaus, “the patent system may 
give a level of research that is close to the optimum, but–as 
shown–only at the expense of higher prices, lower output, 
and the inefficiencies usually associated with monopoly”. 

in 1981, mansfield et al. concluded that patent protection 
did not seem essential for the development and introduc-
tion of innovations. in 1986, mansfield argued that the 
patent system–often viewed as having a global positive 
effect on innovation–has a small impact on the number of 
inventions in most industries. levin et al. (1987) interpret-
ed the results of the yale survey, inferring that other means 
of appropriation were more important than the patent sys-
tem in many industries.

For Bessen and maskin (2000), “imitation invariably inhib-
its innovation in a static world; in a dynamic world, imita-
tors can provide benefit to both the original innovator and 
to society as a whole” (2000, p. 21). 

the relationship between intellectual property, concentra-
tion and innovation has also been analyzed from an evo-
lutionary perspective. metcalfe and Ramlogan (2005, p. 
215) conclude that “the most plausible competition policy 
is a pro-innovation policy in which markets are open to 
entry and enforce exit and in which abnormal profits and 
losses are the norm”.

one of the neo-schumpeterian strands of literature on the 
relationship between competition and innovation has ob-
tained important results. aghion et al. (1997) developed 
a model with step-by-step innovation, demonstrating that 
more intense product market competition and imitation 
promote growth and innovation.

aghion and Griffith (2005) show a strong inverted-U rela-
tionship between innovation, as measured by the citation-
weighted patent count, and product market competition. 
these predictions have important policy implications for 
the design of competition policy. nonetheless, these re-
sults are obtained with indicators not easily available in 
developing countries. in the case of india, aghion and 
Griffith (2005) refer to the empirical work of aghion et al. 
(2005), which shows differences in the growth-enhancing 
effects of market liberalization in different zones. 

From a different theoretical perspective, Heller and eisen-
berg (1998) draw on Harding’s “tragedy of the commons”, 
to argue that intellectual property may slow down innova-
tion. For these authors, “a resource (in this case, knowledge) 
is prone to underuse in a ‘tragedy of the anticommons’ 
when multiple owners each have a right to exclude others 
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from a scarce resource and no one has an effective privi-
lege of use”.

several other studies have accompanied policy decisions 
on intellectual property, transfer of technology and innova-
tion in developing countries in the past two decades. 

in the 1990s, the debate evolved most interestingly toward 
considering the impact of stronger intellectual property 
rights in the context of north-south trade. Helpman (1993, 
pp. 1274-75) based his analysis on a two-region model by 
Krugman (1979): the north, where firms only innovate; 

and the south, where firms only imitate. Helpman’s con-
clusion was that, with tighter iPR, “if anyone benefits, it is 
not the south… in the absence of foreign direct investment 
tighter iPRs move the terms of trade against the south 
and bring about a reallocation of manufacturing towards 
higher priced northern products, which harms the south”. 
in the presence of foreign direct investment, the south also 
loses while the effects on the north are not clear. 

yang and maskus (2001, p. 171) responded to Helpman by 
arguing that, when licensing is accounted for, the north 
increases its innovation rates and the rate of licensing 
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increases in the south. nonetheless, both Helpman and 
yang and maskus rule out innovation in the south, eluding 
the discussion of the impact of iPRs on innovation dynam-
ics in the south.

summarizing one policy stance on this debate, Correa 
(2007) examines the role of iPRs in learning and knowl-
edge accumulation in least developed countries (ldCs). He 
notes that the type and content of technology transfers 
improve with capabilities of domestic firms, but most ldCs 
are in an initiation phase. He claims that “the lack of iPR 
protection may be essential to allow learning through imi-
tation at the initial levels of technological development [...] 
more generally, competition (as opposed to the monopoli-
zation entailed in some cases by iPRs) can be a powerful 
incentive to introduce product, process or organizational 
innovations” (Correa, 2007, p. 7). this statement should 
be qualified for certain sectors and countries. For instance, 
dutta and sharma (2008) found that indian firms in more 
innovation-intense industries increased their R&d spend-
ing after the implementation of the tRiPs agreement, while 
aboites and Cimoli (2001) obtained opposite evidence in 
their analysis of the pharmaceutical sector in mexico. 

Foray (2007, p. 13) observes that “the patent system ex-
cludes a certain type of competition which is the com-
petition by copying (usually defined as a competition on 
prices) while not excluding another type of competition 
which is a competition by substitution (or innovation)”. For-
ay observes that this relationship between imitation and 
research, development and design efforts should be taken 
into account for a proper design of innovation policies.

although a vast amount of theoretical work illustrates the 
links between iPRs, innovation and technology transfer, 
how “it translates to strengthening innovation at the firm-
level behaviour and to what extent this relationship holds 
true in the case of least developed countries remains unan-
swered” (sampath 2007, p. 3). sampath (2007) conducted 
an in-depth investigation of the pharmaceutical, agro-pro-
cessing and textiles and ready-made garments (RmG) sec-
tors in Bangladesh, and concludes that “the presence of 
intellectual property rights in the local context does not 
play a role, either as a direct incentive for innovation or as 
an indirect incentive enabling knowledge spillovers” (sam-
path, 2007, p. 5). a large number of local firms considered 
themselves to be involved in new product or process inno-
vations, “but there was no observable positive impact of 
intellectual property rights on licensing, technology trans-
fer, or technology sourcing through foreign subsidiaries [...] 
the only important sources of innovation at the firm level 
are the firms’ own indigenous innovation efforts, and inno-
vation through imitation/copying” (Sampath, 2007, p. 5).

these contrasting criteria have led some researchers to 
look for the optimal level of intellectual property rights 
protection, when facing a trade-off between encourag-
ing domestic firms’ imitation of foreign technology and 
the promotion of domestic R&d based inventions. Chen 
and Puttitanun (2005) analyze the case of China, and find 
that, depending on the level of economic development, the 
optimal level of protection exhibits a U-shape. lin et al. 
(2010) present findings that complement the work of Chen 
and Puttitanun (2005). these authors present evidence 
that property rights (including intellectual property rights) 
protection promote R&d investments. 

in reference to the context of latin american and Caribbe-
an countries (laC), alcorta and Peres (1998, p. 878) ana-
lyzed various country-specific empirical studies, concluding 
that “by and large, patenting [...] has been negligible” and 
that “the innovative performance of laC’s innovation sys-
tems, with the only exception perhaps of mexico [...], is low 
in absolute terms and has lost relatively to many countries 
that started at similar levels twenty years ago”. these au-
thors relate this result with the issue of the technological 
content of latin american exports, observing that “laC 
exports are relatively less geared [...] [at the end of the 
nineties] to the most technologically advanced products 
than what they were in the mid-1970s”.

an empirical approach to the debate

the national context 

the circumstances in which innovation takes place in 
developing countries and specifically in Colombia de-
termined the definition of variables in our empirical ex-
ploration of the relationship between patenting and 
innovation behavior.

Colombia is an intermediate developing country that is nei-
ther among the newly industrialized nor among the least 
developed countries. according to nelson (1968), Colom-
bia’s total factor productivity was similar to that of Japan 
in the 1960s. today, it is remarkably lower. Ranked 101 
among 232 countries in income per capita worldwide, and 
69 among 177 countries in the Human development index 
for the year 2005 (United nations, 2006), Colombia has 
relatively low technological development and its R&d ex-
penditure as a percentage of national income was 0.37% 
in 2008 (salazar, 2001). our survey focused on smes, 
which account for 67.2% of employment in the country 
(ayyagari et al., 2003) and where the issue of autonomous 
innovation vs. imitation is presumably most poignant.
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in an early study of Colombian industry, nelson (1968, 
p. 1243) pointed out that large Colombian industries op-
erate in an environment similar to that of firms in indus-
trialized countries: “notice how much closer the large 
Colombian firms were to their U.s counterparts in terms 
of value added per worker than were the small Colombian 
firms”. small firms were quite different. according to nel-
son, “this group was composed of the traditional small 
craft firms using significantly less in the way of modern 
equipment, and quite different (and less related to for-
mal education) skills, and creating a far lower added val-
ue per worker” (1968, p. 1239). a decade later, ogliastri 
et al. (1977) analyzed the results of a survey with smes 
and found that low capital accumulation, limited technol-
ogy absorption, and strong financial restrictions were the 
main obstacles to their innovation processes. 

little has changed since. three decades later, malaver 
and vargas (2004) noted that the role of technology 
and innovation in Colombian industry is not strategic 
but functional and that innovation is concentrated in the 
entrepreneur. in an analysis of the innovation survey of 
1996, salazar (1998) found that innovation is a function 
relegated almost exclusively to the firm’s management. 
their attendance at fairs, trade shows and seminars con-
tributes more frequently to innovation than formal R&d 
does.

in the present decade, following the 1994 Gatt-Wto 
agreement on trade related aspects of intellectual prop-
erty rights, and in prior fulfillment of conditions related 
to expectations of bilateral trade agreements, Colombia 
substantially raised the levels of protection and enforce-
ment of intellectual property rights. the Government has 
implemented the tRiPs agreement; in the pharmaceuti-
cal sector, it has adopted the protection of clinical trial 
data for pharmaceuticals, and the attorney General has 
opened a specialized division for the prosecution of iPR 
violations.

the research

a common feature of the literature on intellectual proper-
ty, innovation and the sources of innovation is the recogni-
tion that reality is more complex than theoretical models 
can reflect. to shed light on this issue, we carried out an 
empirical exploration of the relationship between intel-
lectual property, firm characteristics, and innovation. the 
focus here is on the patterns of research effort behavior, 
intellectual property, and innovation performance of smes.

the point of departure of our empirical exploration is 
that firms in developing countries innovate and imitate. 

Consequently, we hypothesize that, when firms in devel-
oping countries innovate, they face a choice that is defi-
nitely more complex than either innovating or imitating 
foreign products and technology. actually, it is observed 
that firms, both in industrialized and developing countries, 
combine innovation and imitation.

to recognize the diversity of innovation behaviors among 
Colombian smes, and to study the differential role of pat-
ent ownership and imitation in their innovation strate-
gies, we look for clusters of innovation patterns, defined 
in terms of patent ownership, imitation and expenditure in 
research, design and development (Rd&d).

For this study of innovation and intellectual property in 
Colombian smes, a relatively large group of 27 variables 
related to innovation, imitation, and intellectual property 
ownership was initially surveyed and analyzed. seven are 
related to iP issues: patent ownership; imitation and ad-
aptation of foreign models or designs; imitation and ad-
aptation of models or designs found in national markets; 
reverse engineering; ideas of middle management and 
workers; the presence of foreign technical assistance; con-
sulting. three other variables were also included: the ratio 
of research, development and design expenditures to sales 
of the firm ((Rd&d); the educational level of the manager, 
and the use of knowledge derived from customer satisfac-
tion studies. 

Rather than aiming at the detection of a unique underlying 
pattern of innovation and intellectual property behavior, 
we searched for the coexistence of diverse patterns in the 
same economic space. this explains our choice of cluster 
analysis and the subsequent analysis of variance between 
clusters.

after a preliminary exploration of possible patterns, the 
analysis led us to select three of these variables, related 
to iP and innovation: patent ownership, imitation of for-
eign models and designs, and the magnitude of the effort 
in research, development and design (Rd&d). these three 
variables are related to concepts that have been the object 
of a substantial amount of theoretical literature and seem 
appropriate for the analysis of the various forms of innova-
tion in smes of a developing country.

the strategic choice made by an sme over these three di-
mensions describes what is hereby defined as a pattern of 
innovation and intellectual property behavior. smes in the 
sample were grouped in clusters, according to their com-
bination of these three variables. Patent ownership was 
measured as a dummy variable indicating whether the 
sme declared to possess one or more patents. 7.72% of 
the smes in the sample declared to own patents (19 smes). 
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imitation of foreign models and designs was measured 
with a multinomial scale that signaled the level of impor-
tance for the firm of the imitation of foreign products as 
one of the three main sources of innovation. 28.9% of 
the sample (71 firms of a total of 213 valid answers) rec-
ognized the imitation of foreign products as a source of 
innovation. the magnitude of the effort in research, devel-
opment, and design (Rd&d) was measured as the percent 
of research, development and design expenditures in pro-
portion to the total sales of the firm.

each of the patterns was then related to the innovation 
performance and organizational and structural variables 
of the smes studied. innovation performance was mea-
sured in terms of new products or designs. this choice 
deserves some discussion. Geroski (1994) suggested mea-
suring the output of innovation processes as the sum of 
major and minor innovations that directly impact on mar-
kets, instead of measuring it through R&d expenditure or 
patents granted, and innovative activity has indeed been 
measured as the percentage of sales that can be attrib-
uted to products newly developed in the preceding five 
years. this implies that both the number of new products 
and their success in the market are taken into consider-
ation (Kraft, 1989).

innovativeness is a multi-dimensional concept, but since 
product innovations are usually more frequent than pro-
cess innovations in small firms (Utterback and abernathy, 
1975), a measure including only the firm’s product innova-
tions is preferred (Hadjimanolis, 2000).

to cope with the imperfection of any of these indicators, 
we adopted several measures of product innovation. dif-
ferent definitions of “new products” were reviewed, in-
cluding those in the oslo manual (oeCd and eurostat, 
2005) and the Bogota manual, as analyzed in durán et al. 
(2000). in these studies, product innovation consists of the 
acquisition, assimilation, or imitation of new technologies 
to improve existing products or to fabricate new ones. in 
contrast with the oslo manual, we included product design 
innovations since these comprise most of the innovation 
activities of smes in developing countries.

Referring to an industrialized country, landry and ama-
ra (2002) object measuring innovation through new prod-
ucts, since this measure does not discriminate accurately 
between highly innovative manufacturing firms and those 
of only average innovativeness. However, we observed no 
radical innovators in our study and so adopted new prod-
uct counts or a standardized transformation of this vari-
able as an acceptable output measure.

clustering variables 

ownership of patents 

many studies have used R&d expenditures or patent sta-
tistics as proxies for innovative activity, but as Cohen and 
levin (1989, p. 1063) note, “there are significant problems 
with patent counts as a measure of innovation”. 

as Geroski (1994, p. 7) observes, “patents signal that there 
is appropriable innovative knowledge,” but since patenting 
activity in Colombia is so uncommon, rather than consider-
ing patents as a measure of the output of innovation pro-
cesses, in this research we used the ownership of patents 
(whether developed in-house or not) as a determinant of 
innovative behavior and a clustering variable. in the empir-
ical analysis that follows, patent ownership was measured 
as a binary variable: the firm owns one or more patents 
or not.

imitation of foreign models 

imitation has an aspect of knowledge diffusion that has 
long been ignored (mukoyama, 2003). though widespread 
in industrialized countries, imitation is vital in the analysis 
of developing countries (alcorta and Peres, 1998; Help-
man, 1993; Juma and Clark, 2002; Foray 2007; Correa 
2007). Helpman (1993) argued that imitation is a major 
effort in less developed countries involving the develop-
ment of absorptive capacity for advanced technology and 
particular efforts to assimilate and adopt foreign technolo-
gies. analyzing the case of China, siu et al. (2006, p. 329) 
reported that smes use two sources to generate new prod-
ucts: attribute listing and copying. “the ‘new products’ 
are products with modified product attributes only, rather 
than ‘state-of-the-art’ new products”. Pack and Westphal 
(1986, p. 105) consider that in imitation “effort is required 
in using technological information and accumulating tech-
nological knowledge to evaluate and choose technology; 
to acquire and operate processes and manufacture prod-
ucts; to manage changes in products, processes, proce-
dures, and organizational arrangements; and to create 
new technology”.

imitation often relates to the concept of “catch-up”. the 
literature views catch-up as a complex function going be-
yond the path of development followed earlier by industri-
alized countries. in this context, imitation is a critical stage 
in the process of learning to industrialize (Juma and Clark, 
2002). import substitution policies applied in latin amer-
ica in the 1950s and 1960s viewed imitation and adap-
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tation as an important strategy for industrialization and 
catch-up. the rate at which a follower is able to under-
take technological imitation is crucial in catch-up models. 
the rate of imitation is greatly influenced by existing tech-
nological capabilities, policies, and institutional arrange-
ments. different authors see catch-up through imitation as 
requiring conscious and policy-guided efforts on the part 
of governments (Helpman, 1993; Juma and Clark, 2002). 

For these reasons, the imitation of foreign products was 
chosen as a key clustering variable. to obtain values for 
the variable “imitation of foreign models,” we asked the 
firms surveyed to rank the three main sources of innova-
tion, chosen from a menu of eight options. 28.9% of the 
firms included imitation and adaptation of foreign models 
in the ranking. in a multinomial scale from 0 to 3, where 0 
means that the firm did not consider imitation of foreign 
models as one of the three most important sources and 3 
means that the firm considers imitation the most impor-
tant source of innovation, the average score was 0.54, with 
a standard deviation of 0.932.

the magnitude of rd&d effort 

the expenditure in research and development (R&d) is 
one of the easiest to identify inputs of innovation (Freel, 
2005), and an acceptable indicator of innovation effort. 
innovation theory positively links innovativeness with the 
expenditure on R&d (tidd et al., 2005; acs and audretsch, 
2005). nonetheless, many small firms simply have no for-
mal R&d operation, and efforts devoted to technological 
innovation are typically an unmeasured fraction of the 
time worked by the firm’s engineers and managers (Freel, 
2005; Cohen and levin, 1989; Hadjimanolis, 2000). in 
many cases, the formal concept of R&d does not exist at 
all in many smes (adeboye, 1997). 

in consequence, we adopted a broader definition of R&d, 
taking into account adaptation efforts, design (an activ-
ity that may be very substantial in these firms), and de-
velopment activities. Following Rosenberg (1994, p. 126), 
we understood “development” (in R&d) as “a range of ac-
tivities whose content differs widely from one industry to 
another. it generally includes designing of new products, 
testing and evaluating their performance (which in some 
industries may involve the building and testing of proto-
types, or experimentation with pilot plants), and invent-
ing and designing new and appropriate manufacturing 
processes”. mahemba and de Bruijn (2003, pp. 167-168) 
argue that because of the low technological level of de-
veloping countries, the objectives of R&d in smes are 
“focused on alteration and adoption of discoveries made 

elsewhere”. imitation generally requires an effort of adap-
tation and may be quite costly, as certain authors have 
stressed (Weiner, 1969; mansfield et al., 1981; mansfield, 
1984; Helpman, 1993; Juma and Clark, 2002). the inclu-
sion of imitation costs in R&d expenditures of smes in de-
veloping countries is also supported by Rubenstein (1980). 

Roper (1999) affirms that there is considerable evidence 
of systematic under-reporting of R&d in small firms. 
moreover, small firms “tend to undertake a significant 
amount of innovative activities in their design, produc-
tion and sales departments rather than in their R&d de-
partments (which often do not exist at all). the problem 
with the R&d figures provided by official surveys is that 
they do not include these informal R&d activities” (san-
tarelli and sterlacchini, 1990 p. 223). Rosenberg (1994, 
p. 126) expresses it similarly, “[...] R&d is, in fact, over-
whelmingly d. yet, we know more about the 12 percent of 
R&d that constitutes basic research than about the 68% 
that constitutes development. While this may be under-
standable on the part of natural scientists, it is less so on 
the part of economists”. 

macpherson (1997) takes into account internal and exter-
nal research, development and design (Rd&d). to empha-
size the inclusion of design and other innovation-oriented 
expenses of smes, we adopted his denomination “Rd&d”. 
macpherson found that “successful product innovation 
can flow from a variety of strategies, one of which involves 
almost zero spending on Rd&d inputs –either internal or 
external. on balance, however, the probability of success-
ful innovation is higher among smes that augment their 
in-house skills with outside assistance” (1997, p. 300). in 
terms of the oslo and Frascati manuals (oeCd and euro-
stat 2005, p. 36) this encompassing definition of Rd&d 
covers both “R&d” and “other innovative activity”. it in-
cludes permanent research, development and design ex-
penditure and occasional investment in these activities. in 
their study of innovation in argentinean industry, Chud-
novsky et al. (2006, p. 283) find that “firms consider R&d 
activities as part of their routines and a valuable asset to 
be preserved even in bad times”.

Following mansfield et al. (1981), we asked firms in our 
study to incorporate in R&d “all costs of developing and in-
troducing the imitated product, including applied research, 
product specification, pilot plan or prototype construction, 
investment in plant and equipment, and manufacturing 
and marketing start up”. Rd&d was operationalized as a 
metric variable between zero and 1 representing the per-
centage of all Rd&d expenses over total sales at the time 
of the survey.
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the empirical analysis 

the three variables just presented (ownership of patents, 
imitation of foreign models, and Rd&d as a fraction of 
total sales) were used to obtain clusters exhibiting more 
homogeneous patterns of combination. the predictive 
power of this clustering compared to the value of other 
variables related to the innovation process and the role of 
intellectual property was then analyzed. this allowed in-
terpretations of how innovation is determined in smes of 
a developing country, and what is the role of imitation and 
patent ownership in this process. the environment of these 
innovation efforts was then analyzed and some policy im-
plications were extracted.

statistical framework 

since a general listing of smes does not exist in Colom-
bia, we aggregated information from different databases, 
compiled by governmental and non-governmental organi-
zations: Proexport, acopi-antioquia and the Chambers of 
Commerce in the cities of Cali and Bucaramanga.

eight manufacturing and one service isiC sectors were in-
cluded in the study. the criteria for their selection were 
the percentage contribution of smes to total production 
and their total exports (see table 1). these shares indicate 
the extent of competition in local and foreign markets. 
in agreement with Williamson’s suggestion (1965), we 
thought that the relationship between intellectual prop-
erty and competition should be studied in sectors with a 
significant share of smes in total production; also, we con-
centrated on tradable-good sectors, in order to place the 
issue of intellectual property in an international context.

the eight manufacturing sectors chosen were: tanning 
and dressing of leather and manufacture of leather prod-
ucts, rubber and plastic products, apparel, food products 

and beverages, metal products and machinery3, publish-
ing, printing and reproduction of recorded media, wood 
and products of wood and cork, chemicals and chemical 
products. although the shares of smes in production and 
exports were not available for the service sector, this sec-
tor contributes 67.7% to GnP and 11.3 % to total exports 
(Wto, 2005). tradable services were thus included in the 
sample. 

two other restrictions limited the universe of the survey. 
Cities included in the study were the five largest in Co-
lombia (Bogota, medellin, Cali, Barranquilla and Bucara-
manga), where approximately 83% of Colombian smes 
operate. since the failure rate of newly created firms in de-
veloping countries is high (between 50% and 75% in the 
first three years, according to the economic Commission 
for latin america), firms in existence for less than three 
years were excluded, leaving 4,168 smes for potential in-
clusion in the survey. 

sample selection and cluster analysis 

a stratified random procedure was applied to the 4,168 
smes of these eight sectors in the five largest Colombian 
cities (table 1). in each city, an unrestricted random sam-
ple was chosen. a priori sector stratification was applied 
only in Bogota, where 50% of smes in the country are 
located (Rodríguez, 2003). data was collected between 
February and august 2004. Regional offices and univer-
sities were contacted to serve as intermediaries to reach 
the firms outside Bogota. Personal visits, email and direct 
mail were used to collect the information. the researchers 
visited at least one time the cities that participated in the 
study to have access to verify the information collected. 

3 manufacture of metal products and manufacture of machinery 
were integrated in one sector.

table 1. criteria used for sample selection. 

isic code sector
smes production over total 

production*
smes exports over total 

exports**

15 manufacture of food products and beverages 41% 37.4%

18 manufacture of apparel 39% 22.2%

19 tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of leather products 54% 49.8%

20 manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork 48% 100.0%

22 Publishing, printing, and reproduction of recorded media 47% 32.8%

25 manufacture of rubber and plastics products 48% 25.1%

28 manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery 70% 49.3%

29 manufacture of machinery and equipment 49% 49.3%

24 manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 46% 27.2%

* source: authors calculations with figures taken from  departamento nacional de Planeación, dnP (2003).

** source: authors calculations with figures taken from departamento nacional de Planeación, dnP (2003).

source: authors.
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the response rate was 32.67%. there were 246 usable re-
sponses, with a margin of error of 6.04%. 

Cluster analysis was applied to identify patterns of com-
bined sources of innovation. to determine whether there 
are different innovation patterns among Colombian small 
firms, we applied two-step cluster analysis, which is par-
ticularly effective for differentiation when both scale vari-
ables and continuous clustering variables are combined4 
(sPss, 2005). as expressed by de Jong and marsili (2006, 
pp. 225-226), “empirical taxonomies have proven to be 
a useful tool for understanding the diversity of innova-
tive behavior that can be observed across firms”. actually, 
many categories may appear in the analysis. as these au-
thors conclude, “the innovation patterns in small firms are 
more diverse than generally believed, more diverse than 
was suggested in Pavitt’s taxonomy, in which they are rep-
resented mainly by two categories”.

results 

description of the sample 

the sample reflected a geographical distribution similar to 
the universe pool: 58% of smes were located in Bogota, 
and the remaining 42% were located in the next four larg-
est cities (medellin 16%, Cali 13%, Barranquilla 7%, and 
Bucaramanga 6%). the average year the smes in the sam-
ple began operation is 1989; thus the average age of firms 
is 15 years at the time of the survey. in 2003, the average 
number of employees was 60, with a standard deviation 
(s.d.) of 166. average sales were 1.07 million dollars (s.d. 
2,90 million dollars) and average assets were 0.62 million 
dollars (s.d. 2.61 million dollars)5. the sector distribution of 
firms in the sample is presented in table 2.

nineteen companies in the sample (7.7%) own one or more 
patents. the average expenditure in Rd&d as a percent-
age of total sales is 5.45%, with a standard deviation of 
7.8%. this is not too far away from the 4 to 5% average 
reported by durán et al. (1998) following the 1996 Colom-
bian national survey of science and technology. 

4 to determine the number of clusters automatically, two-step cluster 
analysis works with the hierarchical clustering method. the first 
step calculates Bayesian (schwartz) information criteria–BiC–for 
each number of clusters within a specified range and uses it to 
find the initial estimate for the number of clusters. the second 
step refines the initial estimate by finding the greatest change 
in distance between the two closest clusters in each hierarchical 
clustering stage.

5 The exchange rate was 2 807.97 COP/USD, the average reported 
by the Colombian Central Bank for 2003.

description of the clusters 

akaike’s information criterion for conglomeration was used 
to determine the number of clusters. the two-step cluster 
analysis produces a sequence of partitions in one run. Par-
titions of up to 15 clusters were considered and the crite-
rion was applied. the highest ratio of the measures of the 
distances was obtained for four clusters. table 3 shows the 
distinct characteristics of the firms belonging to each of 
the four clusters, the distribution of the smes in the four 
clusters, the average values and variance analysis for each 
grouping variable. Clusters are statistically distinct in each 
of the clustering variables. 

these clusters were then compared in terms of their inno-
vation performance, measured by the number of new prod-
ucts and designs in 2003. observation of the clusters and 
patterns of combination of the three innovation sources 
considered shows clearly distinct patterns of innovation. 
We labeled these four patterns of innovations (a) deter-
mined by patent ownership, (b) imitation and adaptation-
based, (c) Rd&d-based, and (d) classical innovation.

of 246 firms, 19 firms belong to the first cluster. they own 
one or more patents and form a pattern determined by 
patent ownership. their average expenditure in Rd&d is 
10%, while imitation of foreign models has an average of 
0.26 (s.d. 0.65) in a multinomial scale from 0 to 3, where 
3 represents the most important source of innovation for 
the firm. Firms in this cluster have the lowest innovation 
performance: the number of new products or designs in 
2003 is 3.47.

66 firms form the imitation and adaptation-based pattern. 
they hold no patents. their average expenditure in Rd&d 
is 4% (s.d. 6%). the average score in imitation of foreign 

table 2. sample description.

sectors n %

manufacture of food products and beverages 23 9.3

manufacture of apparel 42 17.1

manufacture of metal products and machinery 
and equipment

40 16.3

manufacture of rubber and plastics products 18 7.3

tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture 
of leather products

15 6.1

manufacture of wood and of products of wood 
and cork

13 5.3

services 59 24.0

manufacture of chemicals and chemical 
products

24 9.8

Publishing, printing and reproduction of 
recorded media

12 4.9

total 246 100.0

source: authors.
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models was 1.91 (s.d. 0.70). they have the second highest 
innovation rate, 10.3 new products in 2003 and 3.29 new 
design or product lines.

43 firms form the RD&D pattern of innovation. they own 
no patents, and their average expenditure in Rd&d is 15% 
(the highest among the four clusters). imitation of foreign 
models has an average of 0.07 (s.d 0.34), the second low-
est score in the four clusters. they have the highest rate of 
new products or designs in 2003 (an average of 24.28 new 
products or designs in 2003). 

of 246 firms, 118 belong to what we call the classical pat-
tern6 cluster. none of them owns patents. their average 
expenditure in Rd&d as a percentage of total sales is 2% 
(s. d. 2%). they do not report imitation or adaptation of 
foreign models. on the average, they bring 7.23 new prod-
ucts or designs to the market in 2003.

several observations can be made concerning this classifi-
cation. First, smes with the best innovation performance 
do not own patents; they spend a larger share of their in-
come on Rd&d, and display a low score of imitation of 
foreign models. this validates a common assumption in 
innovation studies that “R&d has the highest correlation 
with product innovation, suggesting that the main objec-
tive of R&d is to develop products” (tang, 2006, p. 72). 
the results also confirm a hypothesis put forward by Wein-
er (1969), mansfield et al. (1981), and others that imitation 
and adaptation require substantial Rd&d efforts. smes in 
the imitation and adaptation-based cluster spend an aver-
age of 4% on Rd&d. though only 66 firms belong to this 
cluster, when imitation and adaptation of both national 
and foreign products and designs are observed, we find 
that 42.7 % of the firms in the sample of 246 engage in 
imitation and adaptation practices. 

as expected, 100% of smes in this cluster imitate and 
adapt foreign or national products and designs. Paradox-
ically, the cluster of patent owners ranks second in per-
centage of firms engaging in imitation and adaptation of 
foreign or national products and designs (31.6%).

The positive relationship between imitation/adaptation 
and innovation performance is consistent with the com-
petitive environment where these firms operate. Helpman 
(1993, p. 1275) states that “imitation is an economic ac-
tivity much the same as innovation” teubal (1996, p.449) 
argued that “successful penetration of research and de-
velopment (R&d) in a newly industrialized country (niC) 

6 this model was called classical because the main source of 
innovation reported is the education and ideas of the entrepreneur 
or manager, as in the classical schumpeterian theory. the 
quantitative result is presented in the following section.

context is a process involving extensive learning, including 
collective learning (‘learning by others’); multidisciplinary 
learning (both techno-economic and managerial/organi-
zational); and learning which is cumulative through time. 
this is especially so at an early (‘infant’) phase of diffusion 
of this process through the economy”. 

our empirical findings are consistent with one of Help-
man’s conclusions (1993, p. 1276) that “in less developed 
countries imitation is a major effort that involves the devel-
opment of absorptive capacity for advanced technologies 
on the one hand and particular efforts to assimilate and 
adopt foreign technologies on the other”. 

Firms owning patents have the lowest innovation perfor-
mance. even though their expenditures in Rd&d are rela-
tively high, the number of new products they take to the 
market is, on average, the lowest. this may be interpreted 
either as reflecting qualitative differences in these firms’ 
new products or as a confirmation of the hypothesis, re-
viewed in the section Patent monopoly and competition, 
that the monopoly granted by a patent induces less inno-
vative behavior. this may occur through arrow’s replace-
ment effect, which states that an incumbent monopolist 
has weaker incentives than entrants do to innovate, be-
cause the new product must compete with the firm’s old 
product (aghion et al., 2001). this dilemma is dealt with in 
the following section.

refined measures of innovation output  

Bessen and maskin (2000), Cohen and levin (1989), and 
tang (2006) argue that the output of innovation differs by 
sector, and a statistically significant relationship between 
sector and the number of new products developed is in 
fact observed. accordingly, the z-score method was used to 
standardize the measure of innovation output: the mean 
of each sector was subtracted from the number of new 
products of each firm and the difference obtained was di-
vided by the standard deviation of each sector. the main 
results do not change after this normalization. the Rd&d-
based cluster still has the highest measure of standardized 
new products (0.639). the cluster determined by patent 
ownership still had the lowest value (-0.223); see table 3.

a third measure of innovation output is the average num-
ber of product lines that smes in each cluster report. a 
product line is a group of closely related products or servic-
es, usually sharing the same production techniques. signif-
icant differences among the four clusters and comparable 
results were found in terms of this output indicator (p= 
0.045), with the Rd&d-based pattern showing the highest 
average of product lines. the ranking of the four groups 
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was the same, and patent owners showed the lowest inno-
vation performance (see table 4).

other differences among clusters 

in the following sections, we test the differentiating power 
of the clustering of smes in terms of their innovation, imi-
tation and Rd&d investment. For that, we compare the 
four clusters obtained in terms of a few innovation related 
characteristics.

internal and external innovation sources 

Technical assistance and consulting are particularly appro-
priate for small firms, as reported by macpherson (1991) 
for north america and Rothwell (1991) and Freel (2005) 
for europe. since these firms have inevitable internal con-
straints in resources for innovative activities, external 
sources of technology and knowledge such as innovation 
networks, innovation-related cooperation, and consulting 
activities are useful. as Freel (2000, p. 263) put it, “the 
evidence suggests that the most innovative firms are in-
volved in extensive and diverse links with a variety of ex-
ternal sources of knowledge and expertise”. 

Foreign technical assistance appears to be particularly im-
portant for Colombian smes in the Rd&d-based pattern of 
innovation; 39.4% ranked foreign technical assistance and 
consulting activities among their three most important 
sources of innovation. Firms in this cluster also show the 
highest percentage in mentioning consulting as a source 
of innovation (72.7%). note that this is the cluster with the 
highest performance in terms of new products. one possi-
ble explanation is Freel’s analysis (2005) of participation in 
innovation networks. When small firms have the opportu-
nity to combine their internal sources with external sourc-
es, their innovative performance improves. in contrast, 
the cluster with the smallest percentage both in foreign 

technical assistance and consulting is the imitation and 
adaptation-based pattern with 15.15% and 25.76%, re-
spectively. 

in their research on smes in tanzania, mahemba and de 
Bruijn (2003) also found that the most innovating com-
panies were likely to seek external technical support. Per-
haps, as nelson (1968) observed for large industries in 
Colombia in the 1960s, the most innovative groups among 
smes in developing countries also share a few similarities 
with those in industrialized countries. 

internal sources of ideas for innovation 

Regarding the internal sources of innovation, although for 
most of the smes in the sample the manager’s education 
is a very important source, the called classical pattern has 
the highest percentage (88.5%), followed by the Rd&d-
based pattern (84.8%). ideas of middle management and 
workers appears to be particularly important for the inno-
vation pattern determined by patent ownership (50%), fol-
lowed by the Rd&d-based pattern. 

patterns of innovation and ownership structure 

a significant difference is observed among the four clus-
ters in terms of the incorporation of firms (p=0.04)7. Pat-
ent owners have the highest percentage of incorporation 
(47.37%) while firms in the imitation and adaptation-
based pattern have the lowest (20.31%).

it is interesting to note that patent owners’ efforts are 
aimed at marginal improvements of their patented prod-
ucts, and investing in the formalization of marketing 

7 in Colombian law, societies with limited responsibility and equity 
shares are regulated by the authority and are called “anonymous 
societies”. the law for these societies is similar to the law of 
incorporation in the anglo-saxon legislation.

table 3. distribution of smes in clusters.

cluster
number of 
cases (n)  

%

% of 
firms 

that own 
patents 

% r&d
multinomial scale 

imitation of foreign 
models

new products 
(standardized z-score) 

mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. 

Classical pattern 118 47.96 0 2 2 0 0 0.02 0.963

Rd&d-based pattern 43 17.47 0 15 9 0.07 0.34 0.639 1.569

imitation and adaptation-
based pattern

66 26.82 0 4 6 1.91 0.7 0.194 1.126

innovation pattern determined 
by patent ownership

19 7.72 100 10 11 0.26 0.65 -0.223 0.443

total 246  0.156 1.13

P-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.008

source: authors.
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activities is more frequent (see table 5). it is possible to 
raise the hypothesis that patent ownership is an attractive 
characteristic and a signal for potential investors. since 
patent-owning firms show lower performance in terms of 
different measures of new products and since these firms 
are often incorporated, one could question the economic 
value of this signal, except for the market monopoly it en-
tails.

analyzing innovation in British firms, Geroski (1994) ob-
tained a result comparable to ours: “[…] small firms or 
fringe players have an incentive to use them [major innova-
tions] to improve their market position, while large incum-
bent firms who enjoy rents on their existing activities have 
an incentive to resist their advance […] although large, mo-
nopolistic firms may have superior resources to generate 
new innovations and may be in a better position to exploit 
them than other firms, innovative activity is often rent-dis-
placing and this dulls the incentives of such firms to inno-
vate” (p. 149).

common characteristics of clusters 

nonsignificant differences among the four clusters are 
found in terms of the following variables: age of the firm 

(p= 0.46); size, measured in terms of number of employees, 
sales and assets (p= 0.40, 0.20 and 0.40, respectively); 
capital and non-capital cities (p= 0.48), and large and me-
dium-sized cities (p= 0.56); efficiency ratios such as sales 
per employee (p= 0.24), and assets per employee (p= 0.90).

Firms in the sample are 15 years old on average, and all 
clusters had averages close to this value. though there is 
considerable controversy in the literature about a positive 
or negative relationship between size and innovation (acs 
and audretsch, 2005; damanpour, 1996; vossen, 1998), 
the results obtained here do not support either hypothesis. 
nor do the assets of a firm appear to be predetermining 
its innovation pattern. these results, which coincide with 
those of Hadjimanolis (2000) and Kannebley et al. (2005), 
support the hypothesis that size is not a barrier for innova-
tion in small firms. 

service firms are present in similar proportions in the dif-
ferent clusters. the differences were not significant (p= 
0.77). neither service nor manufacture predominates in 
any cluster. this coincides with the results of Kannebley et 
al. (2005) and de Jong and marsili (2006). the differences 
among clusters in terms of the percentage of exports over 
total sales for the firms in each cluster (p= 0.48) and the 
percentage of firms in each cluster that were regular ex-
porters (those exporting continuously for 3 or more years) 
were also explored (p= 0.54). neither of these two mea-
sures of internationalization showed significant differences 
among clusters. 

conclusions 

our empirical exploration of the relationship between the 
intellectual property assets and the innovation behavior of 
smes in a developing country yields one central result: the 
cluster of smes owning patents has a significantly lower 
rate of new products brought to the market per year than 
firms in the other clusters. 

this implies that patent owning firms are less innovative 
in terms of new products, when compared to other smes. 
their innovation efforts (as measured by Rd&d) are also 
relatively low. this would support the hypothesis that, 
through the so-called “replacement effect” or other rea-
sons mentioned earlier, patents exempt their owners from 
the necessity of pursuing a continuous process of innova-
tion. as the average age of these firms is not significantly 
different from the average age of firms in other clusters, 
one could also infer that an innovative behavior is not re-
quired from them to survive over time. the protection of 
patents seems to be sufficient to guarantee their survival 
and appears to be related to less innovative behavior. 

table 4. number of product lines and clusters.

product lines

clusters n mean s.d.

Classical pattern 110 2.92 1.18

Rd&d-based pattern 40 3.50 1.60

imitation and adaptation-based pattern 62 3.29 1.30

innovation pattern determined by 
patent ownership 19 2.79 1.44

total 231 3.108 1.329

P-value 0.045

source: authors.

table 5. patterns of innovation, formalization of marketing 
and incorporation.

marketing 
department

incorporation

clusters n % n %

Classical pattern 57 49.57 27 24.11

Rd&d-based pattern 27 64.29 14 37.84

imitation and adaptation-
based pattern

29 44.62 13 20.31

innovation pattern determined 
by patent ownership 

15 78.9 9 47.37

total 128 53.11 63 27.16

P-value 0.02 0.04

source: authors.
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Patent owning firms operate in a market environment 
which is completely different from that of the other clus-
ters identified in the analysis. Patent owners rely on the 
monopoly granted to them by the patent system while the 
three other clusters of smes identified in the analysis op-
erate in an environment of competition. in the monopolis-
tic environment of patent owners, innovation efforts are 
geared toward marginal improvements of their patented 
products, and investing in the formalization of marketing 
activities is more frequent (see table 5). the significantly 
higher proportion of incorporated firms in this cluster sug-
gests that patent ownership operates as an efficient signal 
to investors in the imperfect capital market of this devel-
oping country. this signal, together with a well organized, 
formal management of marketing, seems to provide them 
with a relatively easier access to capital resources.

in contrast, firms in the Rd&d-based cluster do not own 
patents; they operate in markets where patents do not pre-
vent direct competition and where the life cycle of new 
products is short or where product differentiation is high; 
these firms depend on an intense innovation activity and 
spend the highest share of their sales in research, develop-
ment and design (Rd&d); they are the most innovative in 
terms of new products, but do not patent or register their 
new products or designs. they have an intermediate pro-
pensity to imitate the innovations of other firms, and they 
rely on technical assistance and external consulting more 
often than firms in other clusters.

the third cluster found in the analysis relies primarily on 
imitation and adaptation, especially of foreign models, to 
innovate and survive in their markets. their expenditures 
in Rd&d are an important part of their total sales. this is 
consistent with the hypothesis, proven by different stud-
ies for industrialized countries, that engaging in imitation 
and adaptation demands an important fraction of what 
these firms would spend if they developed these products 
on their own.

in the competitive environment where the Rd&d and im-
itation-based firms operate, either important investments 
in Rd&d, high rates of innovation and imitation, or a for-
malization of design activities are required. Competitors 
are closely watched, and their products sometimes inspire 
each other’s designs. 

the fourth and largest cluster (more than half of the sur-
veyed firms) is made of smes that follow what we have 
called the ‘classical pattern of innovation’. since their in-
ception, they have survived depending on the ideas and 
education of the entrepreneur; they do not own patents 
or carry any formal process of research and development; 

they spend the lowest proportion of sales in Rd&d, and do 
not report imitating national or foreign models.

this empirical result, obtained for a sample of smes in a 
specific developing country, is in line with the monopoly 
interpretation rather than with the incentive interpreta-
tion of the effects of the protection of intellectual prop-
erty. the most innovative firms operate in a competitive 
environment, where markets are not protected. Firms en-
joying the protection of patents have survived, apparently 
without as much pressure to introduce new products con-
tinuously into the market. one can conclude that, in the 
specific context of this study, where frontier technologies 
are not at issue, the ownership of intellectual property is 
not an incentive to innovation. instead, firms owning pat-
ents exhibit a less intensive innovative activity. the effects 
of iP protection may allow the long-term survival of firms 
with relatively lower Rd&d efforts and which put less new 
products or designs into the market.

an interesting aspect of the analysis is that differences in 
sector or regional composition of the four clusters are not 
significant. the size of the firm, its age or the percentage 
of its sales that is being exported are not significantly dif-
ferent among clusters.

What are the policy implications of these results? First, in-
tellectual property protection should not be viewed as a 
panacea for improving the innovation performance of small 
and medium enterprises of all kinds. Rather than adopt-
ing international across-the-board intellectual property 
standards, developing-country governments interested in 
promoting innovation should design specific intellectual 
property policies that weigh the two-sided impact of pat-
enting on innovation. For that, special efforts should be 
made by the authorities of these countries to raise more 
detailed statistics allowing to understand the various inno-
vation processes taking place in smes. also, since no single 
innovation policy would be optimal for all kinds on smes 
identified in this study, alternative schemes for the promo-
tion of innovation should coexist to attract the attention 
of different kinds of smes to innovative activities. 
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abstract: this research analyzes the degree of influence that the use of information management 
and information technology has on the organizational performance in terms of competitiveness, 
innovation, and productivity of the small and medium-sized enterprises in the central region of the 
state of tamaulipas, mexico. data were collected by means of a questionnaire and analyzed by 
using a Partial least squares; the results show a greater support from the information technology 
and information management variables to innovation (standardized path=0.418 and 0.367, and 
p<0.05* both). this means that by having an efficient information management process, enter-
prises are able to get new goods/services, to identify new markets and to face competition.
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introduction 

the post-industrial era in which we now live is characterized by the paradigm 
of knowledge and information management (im), with relevant concepts 
such as globalization, the satisfaction of the particular customers’ needs, 
lifelong learning and collaborative work at both the personal and organiza-
tional level. all this enables enterprises to identify the different perceptions 
associated with information as resource (davenport and Prusak, 1997), as 
product, as process (Choo, 1998), and as organizational capability (march-
and et al., 2002). that is to say, the requirements of information emerge as 
a result of problems, uncertainties, and ambiguities encountered in specific 
individual and organizational situations and experiences. Choo (1998) sus-
tains that information is an asset to any organization since it is not con-
sumed as a result of its use. moreover, it even improves as it is used and 
shared. However, the following types of questions may arise when dealing 
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inFlUencia de las tecnologías de la inFormación en el 
desempeño organiZacional de las peQUeñas y medianas 
empresas

resUmen: esta investigación analiza el grado de influencia que tiene el 
uso de la administración de la información y la tecnología de la informa-
ción en el desempeño organizacional en cuanto a competitividad, inno-
vación y productividad de las pequeñas y medianas empresas en la zona 
centro del estado mexicano de tamaulipas. la información fue obtenida 
por medio de un cuestionario y analizada con la herramienta estadística 
Partial least squares. los resultados muestran un mayor impacto de las va-
riables de tecnología y administración de la información en la innovación 
(coeficiente estandarizado=0.418 y 0.367 ambos a un nivel de confianza 
de p<0.05*). esto significa que el contar con un proceso eficiente de la 
administración de la información, las empresas son capaces de obtener 
nuevos productos/servicios, identificar nuevos mercados y hacer frente 
a los competidores.

palabras claVe: ti, administración de la información, competitividad, 
innovación, productividad, Pymes.

inFlUence des tecHnologies de l’inFormation sUr le 
dÉVeloppement organisationnel des petites et moyennes 
entreprises 

rÉsUmÉ: Cette recherche analyse le niveau d’influence de l’utilisation de 
l’administration de l’information et la technologie de l’information sur le 
développement organisationnel en termes de compétitivité, innovation et 
productivité des petites et moyennes entreprises dans la zone centrale de 
l’etat mexicain de tamaulipas. l’information obtenue par questionnaire a 
été analysée avec l’instrument statistique Partial least squares. les ré-
sultats démontrent un impact supérieur des variables de technologie et 
d’administration de l’information sur l’innovation (coefficient standard 
=0.418 et 0.367 tous deux à un niveau de confiance de p<0.05*). Ceci sig-
nifie que si les entreprises utilisent un procédé efficient de l’administration 
de l’information, elles sont capables d’obtenir de nouveaux produits/ser-
vices, d’identifier de nouveaux marchés et de faire face à la concurrence. 

mots-cleFs : ti, administration de l’information, compétitivité, innova-
tion, productivité, petites et moyennes entreprises. 
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ao contar com um processo eficiente da administração da informação, as 
empresas são capazes de obter novos produtos/serviços, identificar novos 
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with information management: What do we need to know? 
Why is it necessary to know? What seems to be the prob-
lem? What do we know about it so far? What do we ex-
pect to know? How do we need to know? in what form 
do we need to know? Based on these questions, two con-
cepts emerge: one is the knowledge workers, which refers 
to those people who develop and use knowledge within a 
workplace (tapscott and Williams, 2006). they are not the 
only ones who use knowledge, but they certainly dominate 
in the demands of the knowledge society. the other con-
cept is knowledge management, which reflects the formal 
and operative dimension of the way in which knowledge is 
created, disseminated and assessed among the members 
of an organization as well as other social agents involved. 
However, mexico is an emerging economy that has not 
been able to develop this concept in a harmonious way. in 
addition, in the region where this study took place, we be-
lieve that the enterprises’ administrators have just started 
to be aware of the importance of knowledge and informa-
tion management.

the notion of im emerges along with the two concepts 
above. Wilson and macevi (2002) define it as the applica-
tion of management principles to the acquisition, organiza-
tion, control, distribution, and use of information relevant 
to the organizations’ effective operation. im is associated 
with value, quality, property, use, and security of informa-
tion in the context of organizational performance. 

after having briefly presented the prevailing situation with 
respect to information and knowledge in the organiza-
tions, we now proceed to establish the aim of this pres-
ent research which is to determine the degree of influence 
that information technology management has on the or-
ganizational performance in terms of competitiveness, in-
novation, and productivity of the small and medium-sized 
enterprises (smes) of the central part (where the capital 
city is located) of the state of tamaulipas, mexico. 

in order to be able to achieve this aim, a research model is 
examined and tested in 96 smes of the services, commer-
cial and manufacturing sectors. the quantitative empiri-
cal study is carried out through Partial least squares (Pls) 
statistical tool, which allows to evaluate complex models. 
the organization of the present paper is as follows: First, 
the literature review of the dependant and independent 
variables is presented; then, the research procedures (ad-
ministration of the questionnaire, statistic analysis and the 
presentation of results) are described; finally, the conclu-
sions and the description of this research’s main contribu-
tion to knowledge are provided.

literature review 

information technology (it) 

the majority of the enterprises view the new technologies 
as instruments to gain certain advantages and many of 
the times as tools to bring about a change in the busi-
ness strategies and the institutional corporate processes. 
it has also been noticed that the promises of it have not 
been fulfilled, and the so-called productivity paradox has 
been called into question, especially due to the big invest-
ment made by organizations in computers and technology 
hoping to obtain a substantial profit (Hitt and Brynjolfs-
son, 1996), to improve the performance, decision making, 
gain competitive advantage, and because of the influence 
it has on the strategy (davenport, 2000), for the impact 
it has on the enterprises and for the changes in the busi-
nesses’ environment. What is surprising about the paradox 
is that just when the technology adds amazing quantities, 
it has not been able to respond to the fundamental needs 
of the enterprise, even though there are studies such as 
that of Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1995) who found evidence 
that those enterprises that used it to save labor costs were 
more successful than their competitors when increasing 
their productivity.

it is widely known that the performance in the improve-
ment of it cannot be materialized due to different reasons: 
it doesn’t eliminate the exceptions, the organizational pro-
cesses change, it is not the only one that affects perfor-
mance, among others. this is why since the decade of the 
1990’s scott-morton (1991) proposed different reasons 
why the advancement in it has not been translated into an 
improvement in the traditional variables used to measure 
the success of an enterprise (productivity and profit): (i) 
they are not immediately visible (for example, airplane re-
serves); (ii) they are not registered by enterprises (for exam-
ple, atms); (iii) the environment of the enterprise becomes 
more and more difficult; (iv) the impact of it is limited if its 
application is not accompanied by changes in the organi-
zation of the enterprise; and (v) the implementation of it 
has not been able to respond to the fundamental needs of 
the enterprise (for example, little investment return).

While there is a general agreement among practitioners 
that the alignment of it and the businesses is necessary, 
the pathway to achieve it is not completely clear. this is 
because the business strategies are firstly defined and 
the operations and the support strategies, including the 
technologies, are aligned with them (Feurer et al., 2000). 
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For example, dibrell et al. (2008) argue that it initiatives 
should be aligned with innovation. that is to say, in order 
to obtain a real integration between it and the business 
strategy it is necessary that the very process of establish-
ing the strategy incorporates ingredients of it just as it 
does with other functions (commercial, sales, production, 
etc.), and according to Peak et al. (2005), this alignment 
involves the good use of the decisions of the it resources 
for the achievement of the strategic objectives of the busi-
nesses (anticipation to the future requirements), tactics 
(location of resources) and operations (efficiency and ef-
fectiveness achievement) of the organization; because any 
change in the strategy and technology potentially results 
in a change in the values system, the culture and the struc-
ture of the organization teams (Feurer et al., 2000).

We need to understand that the alignment of the con-
duct of the businesses strategic units within the corpora-
tion and the alignment of the organization to it with these 
units has been a top priority for many managers (Peak and 
Guynes, 2003). therefore, enterprises need to integrate it 
into their business plans in order to ensure that they are 
aligned with their strategy. Galleta and lederer (1989) 
also highlight the important role of it in the support of 
management decision making processes. they go on to 
suggest that smes should consider how they can apply 

it to other strategic initiatives, such as customer respon-
siveness, in order to enhance overall effectiveness of the 
strategy. similarly, dibrell et al. (2008) contend that an ap-
propriate use of it may impact positively innovation, pro-
ductivity and competitiveness. However, some researchers 
such as Heo and Han (2003) contradict this claim arguing 
that it may lead to an increase in costs and affect man-
agement. this study intends to contribute to the debate 
about these issues.

information management 

all enterprises depend on information technology for the 
accurate and opportune management of information. 
However, many enterprises tend to collect large amounts 
of data from the entire organization. this raises the follow-
ing question: now what do we do with them? according 
to oppenheim et al. (2004), information may contribute 
to the organizational effectiveness. they warn that the im-
pact of it remains hidden until it is removed or lost. in other 
words, information makes sense only if someone uses it for 
something.

the quality principles advocated by deming, ishikawa, Ju-
ran, Crosby and other researchers are used for the improve-
ment of the products quality. However, nowadays they are 
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also used in the improvement of information, applied to the 
problems of production of quality data output, where each 
information product has an intrinsic value for the user. the 
quality of information is defined as the measurement of it 
data output in terms of being accurate, opportune, com-
plete, reliable, and relevant (delone and mclean, 2003). 
according to lillrank (2003) the most widely used defini-
tion is given by the american society for Quality, and the 
most recent definition given by iso 9000:2000 (2000) is 
based on costumer satisfaction. it is important to highlight 
that this definition places a strong emphasis on the idea 
that the requirements should not only be met for their own 
sake. 

the emergence of information as a productive factor and 
development engine is now becoming evident in the wider 
society, where more and more time and resources are now 
being allocated directly or indirectly to its treatment, to 
the development and submission of reports data acquisi-
tion, and transference and load. this is so because from 
the very beginning it made evident its potential for the 
improvement of information performance in the organiza-
tion, since the availability of reliable information sources 
is a key component in the decision making processes of 
the executives as users (leidner and elam, 1995). these 
sources are selected as they are thought to be useful and, 
therefore, will offer the highest quality of information. this 
is so because there is evidence that the implementation of 
it in the form of information systems leads to the improve-
ment of its performance indicators such as data accuracy, 
speed in decision making processes, effectiveness and abil-
ity of data analysis. 

davenport and Prusak (1997) have argued that informa-
tion plays a role in the facilitation of the exchange process 
with the value chain as part of its business strategy as the 
users need it to understand the meaning of the data and 
virtually, all the stakeholders in the enterprise (operators, 
executives, etc.) use information to produce more informa-
tion.

therefore, there is a need to take into consideration the 
following ideas about im:

• the conception of im should consider a transition from 
a focus on information process and storage to that 
centered on its use and share (davenport and Prusak, 
1997).

• im should concentrate on people as its essential aim 
and consider it as an enabling factor, perhaps neces-
sary in the effective and satisfactory use of information 
(marchand et al., 2002).

Undoubtedly, information is an intrinsic component in al-
most all the information activities in every organization 
to the degree of becoming transparent. this is so because 
it is the means through which people express, represent, 
communicate and share their knowledge. marchand et al. 
(2002) highlight that it is the use of information which 
has an influence on the creation of business value through 
four strategic priorities: (i) minimizing financial, commer-
cial and operational risks, (ii) reducing costs of transac-
tions and processes, (iii) adding value to costumers and 
markets, and (iv) creating new realities through innovation.

as can be seen, im is an information technology trend that 
is having, or will have, a short-term impact on all types 
of businesses. For this reason, institutions should start to 
generate their strategies for the creation and application 
of this new way of competing not only at a local but also 
at a worldwide level.

alter having reviewed the literature on im, we now pro-
ceed to present the hypothesis of our work for this con-
struct: 

H1: Information technology is associated with a high lev-
el of information management in order to improve the 
organizational performance of the SME.

competitiveness 

enterprise competitiveness means to achieve an equal or 
higher profit than that of the competitors in the market. it 
is known that information and knowledge are two factors 
which have a remarkable impact on the conception and 
sustainability of the competitive advantages for organiza-
tions. im provides organizations with the opportunity to 
either activate their new competitive strategies or to de-
tect their competitors’ response as a way to restructure 
the industry. nevertheless, enterprises do not obtain any 
competitive advantage by merely having more computers 
at their disposal, but by being able to use them efficiently. 
more specifically, enterprises obtain competitive advan-
tages by strategically applying the information generated 
or contained in them. 

mendelson (2000) developed a metric which quantifies an 
organization’s ability to process information and make fast 
and effective decisions in a highly dynamic environment. 
He coined it as organizations’ intelligence quotient which 
is based on the principles of an organizational architec-
ture focused on the effective information flow, the speed 
in the decision making processes, and the utilization of 
knowledge resources when the environment generates big 
amounts of data whose effective process is key to success. 
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Undoubtedly, knowledge and information are two vital en-
gines which help in the competitiveness and survival of 
many institutions in the world. in this way, mexican enter-
prises are not sufficiently competitive to be able to occupy 
privileged positions at a worldwide level or to improve sub-
stantially the economic and social situation of the country.

For competitiveness, organizational performance needs 
to take into account both financial measures as well as 
operational performance measures (non-financial) such 
as market share, introduction of new products and ser-
vices, product quality, marketing effectiveness, reputation 
improvement, flexibility, and operations promptness and 
productivity (marchand et al., 2002). We need to place a 
strong emphasis on the organizational design that facil-
itates the vertical and horizontal information flows that 
aim to achieve the organization’s objectives. in a similar 
vein, melville et al. (2004) define the term Business Value 
of IT as the impact of it on organizational performance 
observed at the level of intermediate processes and overall 
organizational level, including an impact on efficiency and 
competitiveness.

We now proceed to present the hypotheses of our work for 
this construct:

H
2: Information management plays an influential role in 

helping the SME achieve higher levels of competitiveness.

H3: Information technology plays an influential role in 
helping the SME achieve higher levels of competitiveness.

innovation 

innovation affects firms’ ability to compete successfully 
in an increasingly global market (madrid-Guijarro et al., 
2009). in this sense, organizations not only need to pay 
attention to efficiency and productivity; they also need to 
promote innovation and their mechanisms to develop it, 
which support knowledge generation, sharing and integra-
tion (albers and Brewer, 2003). these two researchers de-
fine innovation as the use of knowledge that offers a new 
product or service needed by customers, despite knowing 
that the adoption of a new piece of technology in an orga-
nization constitutes an innovation process (van den Hooff, 
2005). in this sense, technological innovations such as 
im can contribute to change the structure of the industry 
or can create new ones. For this paper, innovation occurs 
when an idea, process, service or product is established in 
the firm, and it faces competition efficiently.

also, information, viewed as a valuable resource in an or-
ganization and managed appropriately, can stimulate in-
novation, accelerate the development of new products, 

increase the levels of productivity, ensure high quality 
standards, and through all these means, increase the com-
petitiveness level and achieve a better organizational per-
formance (evans and Wurster, 1999). in the same way, the 
impact of innovation on performance (both profitability 
and growth) is primarily indirect and is instead fueled by 
it (dibrell et al., 2008). during the decade of the 1990’s 
it proved to be a particularly powerful innovation tool as 
it enabled the development of new products and helped 
improve business processes. 

it is important to consider that the technological innova-
tion variable is one of the twelve competitiveness prin-
ciples of nations identified in the 2008 World economic 
Forum. this variable needs to be promoted within the insti-
tutions, regardless of the benefits already gained through 
such innovation, of the construction of infrastructure, of 
the reduction of the macroeconomic instability, or of the 
improvement of the human resources of the population, 
especially because all these factors seem to run into dimin-
ishing returns (sala-i-martin et al., 2008). in this context, 
mexico is ranked in the 70th position, which has started 
to become difficult to sustain due to the deceleration of 
many world economies, because one of the most signifi-
cant barriers to innovation is associated with cost (madrid-
Guijarro et al., 2009).

Undoubtedly, innovation is a factor that any type of enter-
prise needs to consider if they are going to survive in these 
changing times. the smes are not an exception. they are 
also required to use the data generated within them, not 
only to compete, but also to survive. the hypotheses for 
this construct are: 

H4: Information management plays an influential role in 
helping the SME achieve higher levels of innovation pro-
cesses.

H5: Information technology plays an influential role in 
helping the SME achieve higher levels of innovation pro-
cesses.

productivity 

Prosperity is determined by an economy’s productivity and 
measured by the value of its goods and services produced 
per unit of the nation’s human, capital and natural resources 
(Porter et al., 2008). sala-i-martin et al. (2008) stated that 
enterprises will depend to a great extent on their ability to 
adapt themselves to the existing technologies in order to 
increase their productivity. For this research, productivity 
enables enterprises to develop better decision making pro-
cesses, more effective information usage and more effi-
cient ways to identify new markets.
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technological innovations have the potential to change 
the market dynamics. in addition, as it has become more 
important for enterprises, their executives demand more 
accountability, which requires the measurement of their 
productivity. in this context, the brief history of the it 
shows that they arrived to the organizations precisely be-
cause they promised the automation of monotonous pro-
cesses and a reduction of staff costs. in other words, they 
promised an increase in productivity. nowadays, managers 
call into question the little benefit they obtain from the 
financial, human, time and effort investments they make, 
including all their risks involved in this process. this is so 
because according to mahmood et al. (2000) investments 
in computers will be profitable only if they entail an in-
crease in productivity. nonetheless, the emergence of the 
it Productivity Paradox came to exacerbate this situation 
due to the huge investments made, which most of the time 
are not reflected in the organizational productivity.

some researchers wonder whether it is possible to maximize 
the it performance if this is not done simultaneously with 
the restructuration of organizations. they go on to sug-
gest that the overall aim of the construction of technologi-
cal infrastructure should be to improve the organization, 
including a reduction in costs, an increase in competitive 
advantages, the solution of performance problems and, 
above all, an increase in organizational productivity. Run-
yan et al. (2008) found that sme’s managers who adopt a 
personal orientation to business management (operating 
the business as an extension of personality and to further 
personal goals) are more likely to contribute to maximize 
it performance.

With respect to the impact of investments in it on the or-
ganizational productivity levels, positive and significant 
relationships have been observed and recognized lately. 
in another study, Farrell (2003) also recognizes this co-
relation, but framed and justified in highly competitive 
environments, and therefore, with a high demand for in-
novations. For this reason, information as resource allows 
the effective combination and utilization of other pro-
duction agents. it is in itself a meta-resource that coordi-
nates the movement of other assets in the organization 
performance.

as can be seen, the Productivity variable is very important 
for small and medium-sized enterprises. this is why we de-
veloped the following hypotheses for this construct:

H
6: Information management plays an influential role in 

helping the SME achieve higher levels of productivity.

H7: Information technology plays an influential role in 
helping the SME achieve higher levels of productivity.

method 

the empirical work was carried out in the central part of 
the mexican state of tamaulipas. the literature of the vari-
ables to evaluate was first reviewed. a questionnaire was 
then designed with five open-ended questions and twenty 
eight five-point likert-scale questions (1. strongly disagree 
[...] 5. strongly agree) that covered all the variables under 
study. the questionnaire was piloted with twelve enterpris-
es; this led to the elimination of the items which did not 
have enough loading with the construct to be measured. 
table 1 shows the categories included in the questionnaire 
as well as the original sources where each of the items or 
ideas was obtained:

table 1. original source of the constructs’ items.

construct
number 
of items

source

Competitiveness Four
marchand et al. (2002), Farrell (2003), 
melville et al. (2004), oppenheim et al. 
(2004), sala-i-martin et al. (2008)

innovation three
van den Hooff (2005), dibrell et al. 
(2008), madrid-Guijarro et al. (2009)

Productivity three
Hitt and Brynjolfsson (1996), Farrell 
(2003), sala-i-martin et al. (2008)

information 
management

Four
davenport and Prusak (1997), march-
and et al. (2002), Wilson and macevi 
(2002), oppenheim et al. (2004)

information 
technology

Four

Hitt and Brynjolfsson (1996), Feurer et 
al. (2000), Farrell (2003), melville et al. 
(2004), van den Hooff (2005), dibrell 
et al. (2008)

according to the mexican entrepreneurship information 
System (http://www.siem.gob.mx), in August 2009 there 
were 915 smes in the state of tamaulipas, of which 121 
were located in the study region–Cd. victoria–(excluding 
microenterprises –with fewer than 10 employees). the fi-
nal version of the questionnaires was administered to 48 
enterprises (96 valid questionnaires, 2 questionnaires per 
enterprise), which represents 36.7% of the total number 
of enterprises. the instrument was administered to the 
two persons of the enterprise who are thought to be the 
ones who make use of information on a daily basis such 
as the general manager and the head of the computer de-
partment. the respondents were given approximately one 
week to respond to the questionnaire. this was done with 
the purpose of allowing them sufficient time and freedom 
to answer it. it is important to mention that the sample 
size used falls within the parameters allowed by the second 
generation statistics tool as recommended by Goodhue et 
al. (2006) and Gefen et al. (2000). the former recommend 
the use of at least 40 cases, while the latter recommend a 
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range of 30 and 100 cases. nevertheless, the use of boot-
strap is convenient when examining the stability of the es-
timations made, as they provide the standard errors and 
the t-statistic values (Barclay et al., 1995).

the collected data were analyzed by using the Pls Graph 
software (version 03.00 Build 1130), and bootstrapping 
(500 sub-samples). after that, the general and analyti-
cal description to create variables crossing, matrix correla-
tions, factorial loadings and average variance extracted 
(ave) was developed with the purpose of verifying the de-
signed hypotheses. Finally, conclusions were drawn taking 
into consideration the previous analyses.

Pls served to validate the research model in a holistic way. 
the results of this statistical tool also allowed to deter-
mine the model’s reliability. therefore, the measurement 
and structural parameters are considered simultaneously 
(analyzed and interpreted in two stages): measurement 
model and structural model.

results 

the data analysis showed that 38% of the respondents are 
females and 62% are males. 46% of the participating en-
terprises have 50 to 100 employees, 31% have up to 20, 
and 23% of them have 21 to 30.

a. measurement model 

• items reliability: the 18 reflective indicators present ac-
ceptable values (see table 2); the loading factor ranges 
from 0.710 to 0.980, surpassing the minimum require-
ments of 0.707 (Chin, 1998).

• internal consistency (constructs reliability): table 2 
shows that the internal (composite) reliability is given 
in this research, surpassing the minimum requirements 
in the Fornell statistical analysis of 0.707 (Fornell and 
larcker, 1981).

• Convergent validity: the convergent validity of the 
survey measurement was right (table 2), ave exceeds 
in everything the 0.50 (the values range from 0.540 
until 0.696) and the reliability of the items (load fac-
tor) in everything exceeds the recommendations made 
by Chin (1998) of 0.707. Re-sampling was coming 
out (500) for getting the t-statistic values; the results 
showed that almost everyone was significant, superior 
to 1.96 (table 4).

• discriminant validity: For it, the ave square root was 
used (Fornell and larcker, 1981). therefore, the validity 
shown in table 3 is examined (in diagonal); the vari-
ables meet the necessary condition. 

table 2. individual reliability of the reflective indicators’ 
loading and coefficients’ convergent validity.

construct
item

loading
composite
reliability

aVe
explained
variance 

(r2)

information 
management

0.879 0.696 0.521

im1 0.889

im2 0.915

im3 0.901

im4 0.835

Competitiveness 0.771 0.540 0.224

Com1 0.878

Com2 0.766

Com3 0.737

Com4 0.831

innovation 0.824 0.650 0.395

inn1 0.878

inn2 0.710

inn3 0.794

Productivity 0.777 0.561 0.367

Pro1 0.844

Pro2 0.897

Pro3 0.718

information 
technology

0.846 0.682 not apply

it1 0.881

it2 0.833

it3 0.980

it4 0.793

table 3. correlation of variables (discriminant validity).

im compe innov prod it

im 0.834

Compe 0.485 0.735

innov 0.511 0.523 0.806

Prod 0.289 0.400 0.345 0.753

it 0.722 0.557 0.496 0.505 0.828

note: diagonal elements are the result of the square root of ave. For the discriminant validity, 

these values should exceed the inter-construct correlations. im (information management), 

Compe (Competitiveness), innov (innovation), Prod (Productivity), and it (information 

technology).

b. structural model 

table 4 shows every planned hypotheses, indicating also 
that the values obtained are within the ranks of the previ-
ous parameters.

the Figure 1 shows the research model evaluated, where 
the data presented in the former table can be graphical-
ly appreciated. it also indicates the correlation levels be-
tween the proposed variables and their corresponding 
hypotheses. 
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between dependent and 
independent variables. of the 7 hypotheses, 5 were signifi-
cant (71.4%, H1, H3, H4, H5 and H7) and 2 did not have 
significance (28.6%, H2 and H6). the analysis provides a 
strong relationship between information technology and 
the dependent variables; all together, the applied model 
has a good predictive power for the most variables applied, 
with 33% (in average of the dependent variables) from the 
explained variance (R2), helping to understand the influ-
ence of it on organizational performance.

as for information management, the smes do not seem 
to be aware of the importance of competitiveness (don’t 
make an in-depth financial analysis, don’t satisfy custom-
ers needs, don’t have a good position in the market) and 
productivity (don’t manage information properly; infor-
mation doesn’t appear to be important for the firm); they 
seem to use it only for innovation purposes such as the 

opportunity to offer new goods/services, to identify new 
markets or to face competition.

With respect to information technology, it appears to have 
a great impact on organizational performance. it presents 
the four planning relationships (im, Competitiveness, inno-
vation, and Productivity) like a hypothesis, with a good val-
ue of standardized path (0.722, 0.432, 0.367 and 0.619, 
respectively). therefore, the smes consider computers very 
important for the improvement of the levels of efficiency 
not only in administrative processes but also in human re-
sources management.

it is imperative to observe that the H1 (information tech-
nology - information management) has been supported. 
this means that technology is helping the smes to have 
a better control of processes and people. this has allowed 
them to have a privileged position in the market in which 
they develop competitive advantage and efficiency. also, 

table 4. summary of pls graph results.

Hypothesis coeficient path t-statistic remarks

information management - Competitiveness 0.173 0.784 not supported

information management - innovation 0.418 2.201 supported

information management - Productivity 0.158 0.911 not supported

information technology - information management 0.722 3.405 supported

information technology - Competitiveness 0.432 1.989 supported

information technology - innovation 0.367 2.175 supported

information technology - Productivity 0.619 2.676 supported

FigUre 1. research model evaluated.

*** p<0.001                ** p<0.01                      * p<0.05   
t=3.31012457             t=2.58571 1627            t=1.964726835

Information
Management

2R =0.521

Innovation
2R  = 0.395

Productivity
2R  = 0.367

Competitiveness
2R  = 0.224

H2=.173

H1=.722***

H7=.619 **

Information
Technology

H3=.432 *

H5=.367*

H6=.158

H4=.418*
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it is the hypothesis with the greatest levels of reliability 
(p<0.001) and correlation (0.722).

conclusions 

the goal of this work is to determine the degree of influ-
ence that information management and information tech-
nology have on the organizational use of the smes. the 
study certainly has some limitations which need to be ac-
knowledged. For example, the results obtained here are 
not meant to be generalized to other mexican enterprises 
or even to other enterprises in the region where the study 
took place. We recognize that each enterprise is unique in 
different respects such as the value attached to it or the 
approach to im used. similarly, we recognize that knowl-
edge advances at a similar pace to that of our world and is 
constantly being transformed. therefore, the results might 
vary over time, especially in a discipline that is so sensitive 
to change such as this one.

nevertheless, the results obtained are very revealing. it 
was found that even though smes are managing informa-
tion and technology without employing a methodology or 
in a systemic way, they are making efforts to respond to 
the market and competition needs. in a similar vein, it was 
found that even though some of the studied enterprises 
have achieved an advanced stage in the management and 
use of information and technology, none of them has vali-
dated these ideas empirically or designed an effectiveness 
measurement to determine if an enterprise is appropriately 
managing and using information and technologies. 

the results enable us to highlight the great impact that 
innovation has on organizations’ performance. the results 
also allow us to confirm that the smes in general are will-
ing to develop new products and services based on im and 
it in order to survive in this global world in which we now 
live. this in turn influences the harmonious development 
of institutions because it enables them to create wealth in 
the form of jobs, prestige, cash, and thus the activation of 
the economy in which they are engaged.

similarly, the results show that im has little impact as it 
only affects one out of three constructs. therefore, it is 
important to consider that the smes need to pay more 
attention to this aspect as an effective management of 
it can bring many competitive advantages. on the other 
hand, as research has demonstrated, it has a high level 
of influence on the four constructs which is related in 
the form of hypotheses. this allows us to conclude that 
it is paramount to continue investing in this respect if 
the smes are to survive. this, however, contradicts the 
productivity paradox. We suggest that more research is 

needed to continue developing a better understanding of 
this issue.

it is important to stress that it should precede im in order 
for the sme to be able to perform all their activities that 
enable them to obtain a higher level of competiveness, in-
novation and productivity. this has fortunately enabled 
them to obtain higher levels of competitiveness, innova-
tion and productivity mainly in relation to better and fast-
er decision making processes, and the generation of new 
market segments and counter competition. these are im-
portant factors that every type of institution, regardless 
of its size, should not overlook. a culture of an efficient 
management of data and information should be created 
since, as the data presented showed some hypotheses’ re-
jection, when customers’ needs are not appropriately satis-
fied and the financial performance is not supported may 
constitute a factor that will negatively affect the survival 
of businesses. the studied smes appear to be missing op-
portunities that a good information management provides 
such as the identification of new market niches, the adop-
tion of the most promising events, and the adaptation to 
the new innovation and competitiveness circumstances in 
the market.

We conclude by stating that the consideration of informa-
tion as a product can be observed in several aspects: as a 
created product used inside an organization, as a product 
of corporate information, and as a product that flows from 
the environment to the organization. this will basically de-
pend on the given context and the purpose of the use of 
such information.
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abstract: on the basis of survey responses of 570 journalists from 114 newspapers, radio, news-
wires, television, and internet news organizations, this paper describes the role conceptions, epis-
temological underpinning, and ethical values of the Chilean news media workers, comparing the 
differences that exist among media types and between the capital and the rest of the country. the 
findings show territorial cultures of journalism, with differences between the capital and provincial 
regions, mostly classifiable, because of the country’s centralization and sociocultural characteristics. 
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function of the type of media in which they work, and that the effects that “region” and “media 
type” factors have on journalism culture are independent from each other.
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introduction1

as journalism has become one of the most important institutions for under-
standing the political, economic and cultural processes of democratic soci-
eties (Cook, 1998), scholars have not only had to focus on the study of what 
is news for the media, but also understand how news content is developed, 
in which context and under which professional cultures (mellado, 2009). 

in the image of professional journalism, there are five ideal values that have 
given legitimacy and credibility to the activity throughout decades: Public 
service, objectivity, autonomy, immediacy and ethics (deuze, 2005). How-
ever, many of these values have been put into doubt, challenged all of them 
by new technology, as well as the global economy and politics (Christians 
et al., 2009). 

specifically in Chile, since the beginning of the 1990s, journalism has faced 
different structural and productive changes. after 17 years of dictatorship, 
the press has had to gradually recover its freedom, losing the fear it had 
gotten used to under military repression. in turn, the consolidation of the 
free market, as well as the incorporation of new technology into everyday 

1  Research for this paper received funding from FondeCyt Grant no. 1080066.
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cUltUras organiZacionales y territoriales de periodismo 
en cHile

resUmen: a través de una encuesta online aplicada a una muestra repre-
sentativa de  periodistas provenientes de 114 periódicos, radios, agencias 
de noticias, televisión e internet, este artículo describe los roles profesiona-
les, las orientaciones epistemológicas y los valores éticos de los periodistas 
chilenos, comparando las diferencias que existen en los ámbitos organiza-
cional y geopolítico. los resultados muestran culturas territoriales de pe-
riodismo, mayormente clasificables como producto de la centralización del 
país y sus características socioculturales. asimismo, los resultados indican 
que la cultura profesional de los periodistas no es una función substancial 
del tipo de medio en el cual ellos trabajan, y que el efecto que tienen los 
factores  “región” y el “tipo de medio” sobre la cultura de periodismo son 
independientes el uno del otro. 

palabras claVe: culturas de periodismo, roles institucionales, orienta-
ciones epistemológicas, valores éticos, periodistas, Chile.

cUltUres organisationnelles et territoriales de 
joUrnalisme aU cHili

rÉsUmÉ : au moyen d’une enquête appliquée sur un échantillon re-
présentatif de journalistes provenant de 114 journaux, radios, agences 
d’information, télévision et internet, cet article décrit les rôles profes-
sionnels, les orientations épistémologiques et les valeurs éthiques des 
journalistes chiliens, comparant les différences qui existent au niveau 
organisationnel y géopolitique. les résultats montrent des cultures terri-
toriales de journalisme, principalement classifiables,  produit de la cen-
tralisation du pays et leurs caractéristiques  socioculturelles. de plus, les 
résultats indiquent que la culture professionnelle  des journalistes n’est pas 
en rapport substantiel avec le genre de media dans lequel ils travaillent, et 
que l’effet du facteur “région” et du facteur “genre de media” sur la culture 
de journalisme est indépendant. 

mots-cleFs : cultures de journalisme, rôles institutionnels, orientations 
épistémologiques, valeurs éthiques, journalistes, Chili. 

cUltUras organiZacionais e territoriais de jornalismo 
no cHile

resUmo: através de uma enquete online aplicada a uma amostra repre-
sentativa de  jornalistas provenientes de 114 periódicos, rádios, agências 
de notícias, televisão e internet, este artigo descreve os papéis profissio-
nais, as orientações epistemológicas e os valores éticos dos periodistas 
chilenos, comparando as diferenças que existem em nível organizacional 
e geopolítico. os resultados mostram culturas territoriais de jornalismo, 
principalmente classificáveis produto da centralização do país e suas ca-
racterísticas sócio-culturais. da mesma forma, os resultados indicam que 
a cultura profissional dos jornalistas não é uma função substancial do tipo 
de meio no qual eles trabalham, e que o efeito que têm os fatores “re-
gião” e o “tipo de meio” sobre a cultura de jornalismo, são independentes 
um do outro. 
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life, have driven the appearance of new platforms of social 
interaction, forcing the traditional media to increase their 
scope and reconsider their relationship with the audiences. 

But although on a global scale Chile is a democratic coun-
try with relatively strong levels of freedom of speech (Free-
dom House, 2009), neither this freedom– established by 
the Constitution–nor democracy guarantee that the media 
will move forward in the promotion and defense of public 
interest.

the concentration of media ownership (Becerra and mas-
trini, 2009), as well as their political-ideological interests 
(mönckeberg, 2009), have been strongly associated to 
low levels of pluralism in the news, homogenization of the 
agenda, a condescending attitude towards official pow-
ers, and the journalists’ loss of power as independent pro-
fessionals (dermota, 2002; Gronemeyer, 2002; santander, 
2007). 

in the case of the press, the country faces a duopoly struc-
ture made up of the El Mercurio and Copesa, both strongly 
linked to the country’s political right.  television is a mix 
of public and private undertakings. the national television 
networks include the public tv station televisión nacio-
nal de Chile (tvn); the Canal 13, that used to belong to 
the Catholic Church, today is in hands of the luksic group; 
megavisión, a private channel owned by the Claro group 
and the mexican consortium televisa; Chilevisión, owned 
by time Warner; and la Red, which is owned by the mexi-
can businessman Ángel González. 

Radio is dominated by a small number of consortiums, 
such as the spanish Prisa group and the Grupo dial, which 
belongs to Copesa. among the national networks, the Co-
operativa and Radio Bío-Bío networks stand out, owning 
48 and 51 radio stations, respectively. the Bío-Bío group 
also controls a regional television channel, and is associ-
ated with CNN Chile, a cable news tv station. 

this current state of journalism is rooted in its origin and 
development. the first impulses made by the press after 
Chile’s independence (1810) were timid and irregular.  only 
at the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th 
century did the press attain a new vigor, thanks to its rela-
tionship with the so-called “social question”.

many newspapers came about during the political strug-
gle, from the mancomunales (unions formed by leftist 
workers, very common at the end oh the 19th and begin-
ning of the 20th centuries), as well as from the more con-
servative sectors. during this time, the more professional 
press was born, looking more like what we today under-
stand as a newspaper.  on of the first examples was El 
Ferrocarril, which disappeared with the new century, and 

later, El Mercurio, which is still in circulation. at that time, 
the popular press also began to appear, consolidated in 
the second half of the 20th century with El Clarín, which 
had an enormous circulation until its closure with the mili-
tary coup in 1973.

after the coup, newspapers, magazines, and radio stations 
were shut down, and television stations were intervened. 
this period was characterized by censorship and self-cen-
sorship. Beginning in the late 1970s and early 1980s, inde-
pendent journalistic projects began to appear, pushing the 
limits and imposing topic and points of view that until that 
time had been silenced. that press, key in recovering de-
mocracy, slowly disappeared during the 1990s because of 
lack of financing, among other reasons (dermota, 2002). 
since then, the practice of journalism has experienced two 
relevant phenomena: the first is its sensationalism, where 
the agenda has been predominantly focused on television; 
and the second, the circulation, readership and public in-
vestment crisis, especially in the press, which has been also 
experienced in the rest of the world. in this context, profes-
sional projection, as well as the work conditions of those 
who work in written press, television and radio have been 
very uneven (mellado, 2011).

meanwhile, although regionalization has become a priority 
topic in the re-democratization process of the social and 
political system, the country is still marked for its high level 
of centralization in decision making and marginal partici-
pation of its regions (PnUd, 2009). Chile is divided into 15 
regions. santiago, the capital, is located in the metropoli-
tana Region, and contains more than 40% of the nation’s 
population. all of the media with national coverage are 
located in the capital, as well as the government and the 
corporate offices of the majority of companies operating 
in the country –both national and international. only the 
legislative power is located in another region, 120 kilome-
ters west of santiago.  

despite all of these circumstances, scholars have not made 
systematic efforts to study the Chilean journalists’ pro-
fessional cultures. Considering this shortcoming, the ob-
jective of this study is to map the different domains that 
outline both organizational and territorial journalism cul-
ture among Chilean news media workers. 

literature review and previous studies 

Journalism culture, as a concept of inquiry, has gained 
space in the global academic circuit, especially because 
of its capacity to integrate the journalists’ diversity of pro-
fessional norms, orientations and practices under one con-
cept, in a more intuitive and orderly manner (Hanitzsch, 
2007). authors like schudson (2001), deuze (2002), 
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Campbell (2004), and Zelizer (2005), among many others, 
have used the concept of journalism culture to address the 
identity of journalism around the globe.

However, most of the empirical research comes from West-
ern countries and has been limited to studying specific as-
pects within the phenomenon (Weaver and Wilhoit, 1986, 
1996; Weaver et al., 2007, Patterson and donsbach, 1996; 
Berkowitz et al., 2004; Cuillier, 2009; ettema and Glasser, 
1984; donsbach and Klett, 1993, among others).

in latin america, and specifically in Chile, the scarce re-
search on journalists has been linked to the study of their 
sociodemographic, work, and educative profile, and very 

little has been done on the analysis of the ways journalists 
make sense of their work and profession (mellado, 2010). 
one of the studies that can be classified within the last ori-
entation was developed by Wilke (1998), who carried out 
a comparative analysis among Chilean, mexican and ecua-
dorian journalists. in the Chilean case, Wilke describes the 
journalists as “neutral” reporters and “public entertainers”. 
at the beginning of the 21st century, Gronemeyer (2002) 
analyzed the Chilean journalist’s autonomy and levels of 
independence, based on a survey applied to reporters and 
editors. the study found that both groups gave great im-
portance to characteristics like veracity, critical thought, 
and independence within the practice of journalism. 
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mapping journalism culture 

With the objective of integrating the different approach-
es used by scholars to study journalism culture, Hanitzsch 
(2007) suggested a heuristic model –designed to identify 
areas of disagreement among journalists regarding their 
attitudes, beliefs and role conceptions. 

specifically, the model argues that there are three central 
domains in which journalism cultures materialize: the first 
domain is institutional roles–also called journalistic or me-
dia roles–and refers to the normative and real functions of 
journalism in society; a set of expectations, values, norms, 
and standards defining how news people and organiza-
tions should and do work (norris and odugbemi, 2008, 
p. 28). the second domain is epistemological orientations, 
and deals with the justification of knowledge and the va-
lidity criterion used by journalists to distinguish what is 
true from what is false. Finally, ethical values point to the 
question of how journalists respond to ethical dilemmas.

the model recognizes the existence of three fundamental 
divisions when measuring institutional roles (intervention-
ism, power distance and market orientation), two relevant 
aspects within the epistemologies orientation domain (ob-
jectivism and empiricism), and two fundamental categories 
within the ethical values domain (relativism and idealism). 
each one of these divisions spans two ideal-typical poles, 
along a continuum. 

Interventionism reflects the extent to which journalists fol-
low a particular mission and promote certain values. the 
distinction is made between two types of journalists: one 
active, socially committed, and the other passive and dis-
tant. the level of power distance refers to the journalist’s 
position towards loci of power in society. the adversary 
pole of the continuum captures a type of journalism that 
denounces wrongdoings and challenges those in pow-
er. the ‘loyal and opportunist’ journalism, on the other 
hand, tends to defend authorities, and serves as a mes-
senger for the political and economic elite. Market orienta-
tion accounts for the journalists’ viewpoint of the audience 
as either citizens or consumers. in the latter perspective, 
journalism cultures strongly submit to the market logic–
consumer oriented approach–as opposed to the citizen 
oriented approach, that gives priority to what journalists 
think the public should know.

the objectivism dimension marks the distinction between 
two fundamental beliefs: the existence of a truth that 
can be portrayed ‘just as it is,’ and the belief that news 
is just a representation of the world that requires inter-
pretation. Empiricism refers to the relative weight given 

to an empirical justification of truth. Journalism cultures 
close to the active pole of the continuum emphasize ob-
servation, measurement and experience, while the jour-
nalism closer to the pasive pole accentuates reason, 
opinion, and analysis.

Relativism refers to the way in which journalists confront 
ethical decisions. While some base their personal moral 
philosophies on universal ethical rules, others believe that 
ethical decisions are very dependent on the situational 
context. Finally, the idealism dimension measures the im-
portance that journalists give to the consequences of their 
actions, when they deal with ethical dilemmas. While some 
journalists are more means-oriented and believe that de-
sirable consequences should always be obtained with the 
‘right’ action, others are more goal-oriented and admit that 
harm will sometimes be necessary to produce a greater 
public good.

through the Worlds of Journalism project (2008-2009), 
the model was used to describe journalism cultures in 18 
countries, among them Chile (Hanitzsch et al., 2011; mel-
lado et al., 2012). nevertheless, the project’s design was 
originally planned for cross-national comparison, and not 
analyzing the differences and similarities that could take 
place within each one of the countries, even though vari-
ances within cultures may sometimes be greater than vari-
ations across cultural boundaries (Øyen, 1990). also, it 
used non-probabilistic/matched samples of 100 journal-
ists per country: each one of the samples were similar in 
terms of their internal structure–allowing for comparison 
across countries (Hofstede, 2001)–but it is difficult to gen-
eralize the results, and limit the statistical possibilities to 
the analysis of just one nation.

this work uses the general conceptualization proposed by 
Hanitzsch, but will go into depth on the organizational 
and territorial variations of journalism culture within a sin-
gle country, using a representative sample of Chilean news 
media workers. 

although Hanitzsch’s model mentions the existence of “di-
mensions”, the way that the items are measured in the sur-
vey designed for these purposes–on the basis of positive 
and negative statements within each dimension–makes 
any statistical analysis tend to treat both poles on the con-
tinuum as different factors, without possibility of reliably 
testing the model’s statistical validity. Because of this, and 
considering that our study uses the survey designed by 
Worlds of Journalism project as a baseline, no reference 
will be made to dimensions, rather to divisions or relevant 
concepts, with a mainly descriptive goal within each ana-
lyzed domain.
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research questions

RQ1: How do Chilean news workers evaluate journalism’s 
institutional roles, epistemological orientations and ethi-
cal values?  

RQ2: How do different news media types shape Chilean 
journalists’s role perceptions, epistemological orienta-
tions and ethical values? 

rQ3: How does the capital region differ from the provin-
cial regions in terms of journalists’ role perceptions, epis-
temological orientations and ethical values? 

rQ4: Is there any effect of the interaction between me-
dia type and region, in the way journalists evaluate their 
professional culture? 

method

research design and population

the data reported in this article comes from an on-line 
survey of Chilean news media people conducted in the an-
tofagasta, Biobío, araucanía, and metropolitana regions. 
these territorial zones represent the north, center, and 
south of Chile, as well as 70% of the nation’s population.

Following Weaver and Wilhoit’s classic definition (1986, 
p. 168), a news media journalist was considered as some-
one who has “editorial responsibility for the preparation 
or transmission of news stories or other information [...] 
rather than those who created fiction, drama, art, or other 
media content”. the sampling population comprised not 
only full-time, but also part-time news media people who 
worked for any daily and weekly newspapers, news mag-
azines, radio stations, television channels, newswires and 
professional internet media. Journalists surveyed included 
reporters, news writers, commentators, columnists, copy 
editors, editors, publishers, news anchors and producers of 
news. Photographers and cameramen were excluded, as 
were graphic designers, librarians, and audio technicians 
because they do not usually have direct responsibility for 
news content. 

data collection

the self-administered questionnaire was distributed to the 
entire journalist population under study (n=1979). the e-
mails addresses, as well as the population’s basic param-
eters, were available because of the first census of Chilean 
journalists and journalism educators carried out between 
august 2008 and april 2009, in the frame of the larger 

research project to which this study belongs (mellado et 
al., 2010). 

the online survey was carried out during a 5-week peri-
od in the Chilean spring of 2009 (november-december). 
the research team invited the population to participate in 
the study. Four days later, the survey link was sent to the 
email of each journalist, instructing them to respond to the 
questionnaire at the time of their convenience by using any 
computer with internet access. Before beginning with the 
questions, the surveyed were asked to give their informed 
consent by clicking on a particular button on their com-
puter screen. the survey’s instructions established that in 
the case of having more than one job, journalists should 
answer considering their most important workplace, so the 
response rate could be monitored through the census’s da-
tabase. after four follow-up email reminders, a total of 570 
usable surveys were completed, yielding a response rate 
of 29% (see table 1). although this percentage is low, it 
is slightly higher than those obtained by other on-line sur-
veys (Kwak and Radler, 2002). 

With the objective of controlling non-response error, so-
ciodemographic, geographical and work related variables–
sex, age, level of education, place of residence, media type, 
and full-time/part-time contract–were checked against 
the results of the census. according to the analysis, respon-
dents and non-respondents were quite homogeneous, with 
no significant differences among the groups in terms of 
gender, education level, media type, or full-time/part-time 
positions. the age variable presented significant differenc-
es between the sample and the population, but only in the 
31-35 age group. another significant difference was ob-
served in the sample’s geographic distribution. although 
the representation of journalists from santiago was almost 
perfect, journalists from the Biobío and araucanía regions 
were slightly over-represented, while journalists from the 
antofagasta Region were underrepresented. during the 
analysis, the totals from the three provincial regions were 
combined, as no significant differences were observed be-
tween them. 

table 1. sample basic characteristics.

radio 
(n=111)

television
(n=155)

Written press 
(n=304)

Female 32.1% 39.9% 39.3%

median age 35 years 33 years 34 years

College educated 77.4% 95.7% 95.3%

major in Journalism 66.7% 87.1% 91.1%

Full-time contract 71.2% 74.2% 82.9%

Place of residence (capital) 60.6% 78.7% 75.3%

non-management staff 74.8% 76.1% 66.8%
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measurement 

the set of scales used for this study was adapted to the three 
domains proposed by Hanitzsh (2007) and operational-
ized by Worlds of Journalism project (2007-2009). specifi-
cally, when designing the items that measure institutional 
roles, work by Weaver and Wilhoit (1986, 1996), Weaver 
et al. (2007), and Ramaprasad and Kelly (2003) was also 
used. nevertheless, due to cultural and social character-
istics specific to Chile, some of the questions were elimi-
nated, others were added, and still others were reworded, 
in order to explore important local issues. twenty eight 
items were asked in order to measure the journalist’s self-
perceptions regarding the importance of different institu-
tional roles, on a 5-point scale where one corresponded to 
“not important at all”, and five corresponded to “extreme-
ly important”. in the case of epistemological beliefs and 
ethical values, eight and six items were used to measure 
the journalists’ agreement or disagreement, respectively, 
on a 5-point scale where the response options were from 
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

Findings 

in order to answer the research’s questions of this study, 
a general characterization of the three culture domains 
among Chilean journalists is described by  means of scores 
and standard deviations of the journalists’ responses.

differences according to media type (written press, radio 
and television) and geographic location (region/capital), 
as well as possibles interaction terms between them, were 
calculated through analysis of variance. 

For reasons of parsimony, and because of the small sam-
ple size that on-line newspaper, news agency and maga-
zine journalists represent, they were grouped together 
with newspaper journalists in the written press category. 

different statistical tests were previously done in order to 
investigate possible discrepancies inside this group, and no 
significant differences were found in any of the measured 
items.

institutional roles 

Regarding the level of interventionism, the results show 
that the classic professional values of detachment and non-
involvement are not very important characteristics of Chil-
ean journalism. this pattern is consistent with the three 
media types under study, with no significant differences 
found between the capital and the provincial regions, nor 
important effects of interaction between the variables (see  
table 2).

Chilean journalists tend to favor a more committed stance 
with society, ranking high in most of the items correspond-
ing to the active pole of the division. the data show signifi-
cant differences among media type and region, although 
non significant interaction term between both factors. 

television journalists significantly differ from radio jour-
nalists, and give more support to influencing public opin-
ion (F=4.075, d.f=2; p<.05). Written press journalists 
move away from radio journalists and television journal-
ists, caring less for cultivating patriotism and nationalism 
(F=8.176, d.f=2; p< .001). 

meanwhile, promoting ethical or moral values (F=26.138, 
d.f=1; p<.001), and cultivating nationalism and patrio-
tism (F=70.705, d.f=1; p<.001), are functions more valued 
by journalists from the provincial regions than from the 
capital –the latter able to explain 11.4% of the overall 
variance. this result could be related to the cultural char-
acteristics that differentiate the capital with the rest of 
the country. Provincial cities are much smaller than san-
tiago, and they tend to have a more conservative and 

table 2. importance given to interventionism: diferences among media type and between regions.

media type region

interventionism 
Written press radio television provincial regions capital  

Mean SD Mean SD mean sd mean sd mean sd

Be a detached observer 3.19 1.24 3.19 1.11 3.25 1.32 3.06 1.34 3.26 1.20

Be a passive observer 2.32 1.29 2.48 1.27 2.36 1.30 2.42 1.31 2.34 1.28

influence public opinion 3.86 1.01 3.72 1.06 4.07 1.02 3.97 1.05 3.86 1.02

set the political agenda 3.21 1.22 3.23 1.18 3.37 1.07 3.22 1.19 3.27 1.17

Promote ethical or moral values, either 
conservative or liberal

3.07 1.30 3.26 1.27 3.33 1.21 3.64 1.23 3.02 1.25

debate and evaluate international policies that 
affect latin america  

3.43 1.29 3.60 1.13 3.46 1.13 3.44 1.15 3.48 1.18

Cultivate nationalism/patriotism 2.06 1.16 2.32 1.25   2.52 1.14 2.92 1.30 2.01 1.05

scale ranges from 1 = not important at all  to 5 = extremely important.
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traditional population. a good part of the production and 
consumption of cultural goods and services is concentrat-
ed in the capital. in this vein, this finding may reflect a 
strategy for the construction of regional identity as op-
posed to the metropolitan/central identity. 

in terms of power distance, journalists were found to be 
supportive of “acting as a watchdog” of the facto powers, 
although significant differences are observed among jour-
nalists from the provincial regions and those from the capi-
tal, the latter giving less importance to the vigilance of the 
citizens (F=20.969, d.f=1; p<.001) (see table 3). 

the country’s high centralization causes the capital to be 
the place where the economic and political power is con-
centrated, as well as its cultural production. this situation 
could generate more opportunities for keeping watch on 
the facto powers among the journalists who work there. 
in addition, the same powers being “watched” have made 
their impact on public space more professional (tironi and 
Cavallo, 2001) having communication teams, generally lo-
cated in the capital, with the purpose of facilitate their 
influence in the media’s agenda. the regional press, mean-
while, has a more limited agenda of official news, forcing 
it to develop its own news guideline, more focused on its 
citizens. 

according to region, there are no significant differences, 
nor important interaction effects among the variables.

on the other pole of the continuum, Chilean journalists 
tend to reject the functions linked to the propagandistic 
role. the items that measure this position are the worst 
evaluated within the domain of institutional roles, espe-
cially by journalists from the capital, give greater support 
to highlighting the country’s advances and triumphs in 

relation to the rest of the world (F=33.525, d.f=1; p<.001); 
actively support government policy on national develop-
ment (F=9.530, d.f=1; p<.01); highlight the benefits of the 
current economic model (F=14.121, d.f=1; p<.001); convey 
a positive image of political leadership (F=9.485, d.f=1; 
p<.01); and convey a positive image of business leadership 
(F=30.736, d.f=1; p<.001). again, the country’s centraliza-
tion may have something to do with this result. Journal-
ists from the regions have less access to the information 
and the circles of power, making it more difficult for them 
to challenge official sources and generate their own infor-
mative agendas. likewise, the local press tends to have 
a closer relationship with regional authorities, because of 
the small size of the cities and their populations. 

Within media types, meanwhile, there are no significant 
differences, nor are important effects of interaction among 
the variables. 

the functions that measure the both poles of market orien-
tation received the highest percentages of acceptance and 
mean scores, showed a convergence of functions where im-
portant support is given to the press’s civic role, as well as 
the individual needs of the public. 

specifically, the items that were associated with a citi-
zen-orientation caused a transversal agreement among 
television, radio, and written press journalists. However, 
journalists from the provincial regions give significant-
ly more importance to providing information that public 
needs to make political decisions (F=4.913, d.f=1; p<.05), 
motivate participation in civic activities (F=10.303, d.f=1; 
p<.001), promote social changes (.F=6.371, d.f=1; p<.05), 
and assure coverage of local news (F=105. 535, d.f=1; 
p<.001). Cross-regional differences in this last item are the 

table 3. importance given to power distance: diferences among media type and between region.

power distance

media type region

Written press  radio television
provincial 

regions
capital

Mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

act as watchdog of the government 3.87 1.21 3.94 1.21 3.72 1.24 3.92 1.12 3.82 1.24

act as watchdog of business elites 3.84 1.25 3.83 1.21 3.66 1.29 3.89 1.13 3.75 1.29

act as watchdog of political parties 3.56 1.29 3.58 1.41 3.56 1.30 3.50 1.26 3.59 1.33

act as a watchdog of citizens 3.22 1.34 3.41 1.29 3.49 1.20 3.76 1.15 3.19 1.32

Give relevance to the country’s advances and triumphs in 
relation to latin america and the developed world

3.14 1.15 3.35 1.26 3.34 1.06 3.71 1.08 3.08 1.14

actively support government policy on national 
development

2.57 1.17 2.69 1.14 2.73 1.07 2.89 1.16 2.55 1.12

Highlight the benefits of the current economic model 2.08 1.06 2.18 1.10 2.37 1.05 2.47 1.11 2.08 1.04

Convey a positive image of political leadership 1.99 0.96 2.02 1.13 2.17 0.98 2.26 1.09 1.97 0.97

Convey a positive image of business leadership 1.96 1.02 2.00 1.13 2.12 0.96 2.41 1.12 1.87 0.96

scale ranges from 1 = not important at all  to 5 = extremely important.
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most important of all of the functions analyzed, account-
ing for 20% of the overall variance. one reason might be 
the simple fact that “local news” for media in the capital is 
actually national news, because of the country’s geopoliti-
cal centralization. in this sense, it is possible to think that 
the territorial proximity to national news sources makes 
them consider it as local, even when they are dealing with 
aspects of national interest (see table 4).

a similar situation occurs with the functions more orient-
ed towards the public as a consumer, where journalists 
from the provincial regions give significantly more im-
portance to helping people with their everyday problems 
(F= 12.433; d.f=1; p<.001), providing information quickly 
(F=5.742, d.f=1; p<.00), and producing news that inter-
ests a larger number of people (F=11. 667, d.f=1; p<.000), 
than journalists in the capital. it is not surprising that re-
gional journalists are more concerned with their specific 
audience’s needs, because of Chile’s territorial structure. 
However, considering that audience’s ratings have become 
an important topic in the media’s editorial decisions, and 
also that it has only been institutionalized in the country’s 
capital, it is noteworthy that journalists who work there 
give less importance to reaching larger audiences. a pos-
sible explanation has to do with the greater segmentation 
that gradually capital media have had in terms of its tar-
get audience, in comparison with the more general offer 
observed in the regional press. 

again, the data does not reveal any significant interaction 
between media type and region, regarding the level of im-
portance the journalists give both poles of the market ori-
entation approach. 

epistemological orientations

in general, the Chilean journalists tend to disapprove sub-
jectivity in journalism, supporting the study done by Wilke 
(1998) more than a decade ago in Chile. they consider 
that impartiality should be a norm, and that their beliefs 
and convictions cannot influence their reporting. 

levels of empiricism in news making are also a largely val-
ued element by the Chilean professionals, who mostly sup-
port the factualness and reliability of information, as well 
as the separation of facts and opinion.

in territorial terms, significant differences are observed in 
the positive poles of both epistemological orientations, as 
can be seen in tables 5 and 6. Journalists from the capi-
tal claim greater impartiality (F=13.313, d.f=1; p<.000) 
and neutrality (F=10.056, d.f=1; p<.01), and agree with 
separating their personal beliefs from their everyday work 
(F=14.839, d.f=1; p<.000), more than journalists in provin-
cial regions. at the same time, they give greater support to 
the use of empirical evidence as a way of facing the news 
(F=8.327, d.f=1; p<.01) and the idea that the facts speak 
for themselves (F=7.009, d.f=1; p<.01). it is possible that 

table 4. importance given to market orientation approach: diferences among media type and between the capital and 
provincial regions.        

media type region

market orientation 
newspapers radio televisión

provincial 
regions 

capital  

Mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

Promote democracy 3.90 1.14 4.11 0.96 4.13 1.02 4.11 0.88 3.97 1.14

Provide citizens with the information they need to make 
political decisions. 

4.09 1.02 4.15 1.03 4.02 1.04 4.24 0.83 4.02 1.08

educate people about controversial and complex topics 3.93 1.10 4.16 0.99 3.89 1.12 4.06 1.02 3.93 1.10

motivate people to participate in civic activity and political 
discussion

3.74 1.04 3.77 1.07 3.66 1.03 3.97 0.94 3.64 1.06

ensure coverage of local issues 3.63 1.20 3.90 1.08 3.71 1.12 4.50 0.94 3.43 1.10

advocate for social change 3.64 1.16 3.84 1.02 3.59 1.03 3.87 1.01 3.60 1.12

develop the intellectual and cultural interest of the public 4.10 0.99  4.20 0.94 4.07 0.82 4.22 0.88 4.07 0.97

Provide the audience with the information that is most 
interesting

4.17 0.87 4.22 0.76 4.25 0.90 4.31 0.84 4.16 0.86

Get information to the public quickly 4.04 1.01 4.23 0.85 4.13 0.85 4.26 0.91 4.05 0.94

Give the audience concrete help to manage their everyday 
problems

3.69 0.97 3.88 0.89 3.83 1.21 4.01 0.84 3.69 0.97

Concentrate on news that is of interest to the widest 
possible audience

3.48 1.04 3.33 1.09 3.63 0.99 3.75 1.01 3.41 1.04

Provide entertainment and relaxation 3.34 1.01 3.41 0.93 3.45 0.94 3.49 0.96 3.35 0.98

scale ranges from 1 = not important at all  to 5 = extremely important.
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the differences are partially caused by greater levels of pro-
fessionalization  that exist among journalists working in 
capital media. likewise, it is also possible that the capital 
media outlets’ greater competence motivates stronger de-
mands regarding the press’s normative standards.

according to media type, significant differences are seen 
on the other pole of both orientations. Radio journalists 
claim to be more subjective than written press  and tele-
vision journalists, in terms of making it clear which of the 
parties in a dispute is right (F=3.625, d.f=2; p<.05). also, 
radio journalists tend to create more news content based 
on their reasoning and analysis, and not through empiri-
cal evidence (F=3.750, d.f=2; p<.05). in this last item, an 
interaction effect can be observed among the variables, 
indicating that while differences are observed between 
radio and written press in the capital, in provincial re-
gions they appear between radio and television journal-
ists (F=3.483, d.f.=2; p=.05). according to this result, the 
journalism that is farthest away from the negative pole of 
empiricism is developed by the written press in the capi-
tal, and television journalists in the provincial regions (see 
table 6). Regional journalists that work in television are 
often correspondents from national channels, and there-
fore, are influenced by the guidelines and interests of the 
media located in the capital.

ethical values 

Chilean journalists do not give much support to formu-
lating their own codes of conduct. on the contrary, they 
strongly defend the existence of universal ethical princi-
ples that should be followed regardless the situation and 
context. this position is not very different among journal-
ists from the written press, radio, and television, although 
the professionals from the provincial regions are those 
who give more support to the possibility of reasoning what 
is ethical or not in determined contexts (F=5.820, d.f=1; 
p<.05). the small amount of variance explained (1%), how-
ever, supports the idea of general consensus regarding the 
journalists’ stance of this aspect (see table 7). 

in terms of levels of idealism, neither percentages of agree-
ment nor the general average of the scores show a clear 
tendency regarding the importance that journalists give to 
the active and passive pole of this division. the majority 
agree with rejecting any questionable reporting method, 
even if this means not getting the story, but they also tend 
to support the idea that facing certain situations the dam-
age could be justifiable if the results produce a greater 
good. 

although no important interaction effects between media 
type and region were detected, the specific analysis of dif-

table 5. importance given to objectivism: diferences among media type and between regions.

media type region

objectivism 
newspapers radio television

provincial 
regions 

capital  

Mean SD Mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

i do not allow my own beliefs and convictions to 
influence my reporting

3.40 1.20 3.41 1.17 3.65 1.22 3.35 1.20 3.80 1.16

i remain strictly impartial in my work 3.83 1.19 3.67 1.33 3.81 1.00 3.69 1.14 4.09 1.07

i think that journalists can depict reality as it is 3.07 1.21 3.16 1.21 3.26 1.06 3.05 1.16 3.40 1.17

i always make clear which side in a dispute has the 
better position

2.64 1.06 2.89 1.31 2.52 1.11 2.73 1.13 2.63 1.13

scale ranges from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.

table 6. importance given to empiricism: diferences among media type and between regions.

media type region

empiricism 
newspapers radio television

provincial 
regions 

capital  

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

i provide analysis of events and issues in my work 3.09 1.09 3.43 1.07 3.14 1.27 3.29 1.17 3.13 1.13

i think that facts speak for themselves 3.43 1.06 3.57 1.10 3.47 1.03 3.40 1.06 3.67 1.04

i make claims only if they are substantiated by hard 
evidence and reliable sources

4.16 0.87 4.26 0.80 4.14 0.97 4.12 0.92 4.36 0.77

i always stay away from information that cannot be 
verified

3.33 1.11 3.36 1.22 3.15 1.24 3.19 1.22 3.32 1.15

scale ranges from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.
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ferences among the groups gives a clearer interpretation of 
the data (see table 8). Radio journalists give significantly 
more support to avoid questionable methods of reporting 
(F=3.459, d.f=2; p<.05.), and  to the idea that reporting 
and publishing a story that can potentially harm others is 
always wrong (F=3.628, d.f=2; p<.05).  meanwhile, journal-
ists working in provincial regions are those who give signif-
icantly more importance to both aspects (F=7.386, d.f=1; 
p<.01, for avoid questionable methods of reporting, and 
F=5.335, d.f=1; p<.05, for harm others is always wrong).

the data, however, appear to be only slightly conclusive 
and indicate the need for going into depth on more per-
sonal factors that identify the journalists, especially if we 
consider that the journalist’s media type and region of ori-
gin can only explain 4% of the total variance. even so, it is 
possible to venture some elements that could explain this 
result. the process of news making in capital media, espe-
cially television, is based on a highly competitive environ-
ment. in provincial regions, in contrast, the competition is 
less pronounced. in many of their cities there is only one 
newspaper with regional circulation, and one or a few tele-
vision channels.

conclusions 

this work described the journalists’ roles conception, their 
epistemological stance towards the search for truth, and 
their ethical values, with the purpose of understanding the 
relationship that exists between media type, the geopoliti-
cal factor (central/periphery) and journalism culture. The 
country’s high centralization, as well as the particular char-
acteristics and constraints of news reporting that differen-
tiate Chilean media, caused us to suspect a possible clash 
of cultures among Chilean news media journalists.

in general terms, Chilean journalists distance themselves 
from the classic professional values of detachment and 
non-involvement, having a greater proximity with the func-
tions of interpreter, participator and intervener. likewise, 
journalists give a strong support to the adversary role, and 
generally reject positions that are loyal to power. this last 
result, however, causes certain contradictions considering 
the current media  system in Chile, where a large part of 
the media outlets (national and regional) are in hands of 
the political-economic elite. since the study is based on 
the journalists’ perceptions and not on their real practice, 

table 7. importance given to relativism: diferences among media type and between regions.

media type region

relativism 
newspapers radio television

provincial 
regions 

capital  

Mean SD Mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

there are ethical principles which are so important 
that they should be followed by all journalists, regard-
less of situation and context

4.08 1.03 4.12 1.07 4.08 1.06 4.24 0.99 4.04 1.06

ethical dilemmas in news coverage are often so com-
plex that journalists should be allowed to formulate 
their own individual codes of conduct

3.12 1.18 3.08 1.28 3.08 1.28 3.27 1.26 2.98 1.25

What is ethical in journalism varies from one situation 
to another

3.09  1.25 3.23 1.24 3.23 1.25 3.28 1.21 2.99 1.27

scale ranges from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.

table 8. importance given to idealism: diferences among media type and between regions.

media type region

ideaslism 
newspapers radio television

provincial 
regions 

capital  

Mean SD Mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

Journalists should avoid questionable methods of 
reporting in any case, even if this means not getting 
the story

3.63 1.15 3.80 1.11 3.46 1.14 3.84 1.06 3.54 1.16

Reporting and publishing a story that can potentially 
harm others is always wrong, irrespective of the 
benefits to be gained

 2.72 1.16 3.05 1.19 2.71 1.23 2.98 1.34 2.71 1.13

there are situations in which harm is justifiable if it 
results in a story that produces a greater good

3.52 1.24 3.42 1.19 3.51 1.07 3.40 1.10 3.53 1.21

scale ranges from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.
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future studies should design methodological strategies 
able to model not only the perceived journalism cultures, 
but also those assumed by national and international jour-
nalism.  

Regarding the way that journalists address their audi-
ence, the results showed an important support of the 
civic role of the press, but at the same time, to the con-
sumer-oriented approach. indeed, functions coming from 
both poles end up being the best evaluated. the question 
that emerges is if the conception of the public as a con-
sumer has become more important because of the pro-
ductive and structural changes that Chilean media have 
gone through in the last decades, or if this function has 
always been present in the journalists’ ideology. the lack 
of national studies hinders a reliable answer to this ques-
tion, although the first suspect appears to have greater 
support, since corporate values are becoming more and 
more important to editorial process.

Parallel to this, the epistemological orientations of the 
Chilean journalist crystallize in low levels of subjectivism 
and general high levels of empiricism, while in terms of 
ethical values, a high consensus exists in terms of general 
behavior norms that should be followed, although there is 
less clarity regarding the levels of idealism present in the 
national press. 

specifically, although the amount of variance that can be 
explained by the geopolitical factor is only moderate, the 
results of this study indicate that there are different ter-
ritorial cultures of journalism, mostly classifiable, because 
of the country’s centralization and sociocultural character-
istics. 

another relevant finding of this work indicates that the 
Chilean journalists’ professional culture is not a function of 
the media type. in fact, very few differences are detected 
among the institutional roles, epistemological orientations, 
and ethical values of journalists from the written press, ra-
dio, and television. one possibility is that the globaliza-
tion process, media ownership concentration, as well as a 
more pronounced newsroom convergence are homogeniz-
ing the journalists’ ideologies, beliefs and attitudes (Hallin 
and mancini, 2004; deuze, 2007). another option, howev-
er, is that media culture is more linked to job routines, the 
journalist’s socialization in the newsroom, specific editorial 
structures, and systemic/cross-national variables –regard-
less of the media type they deal with. 

the last result of this study is related to the high inde-
pendence found between “territorial” and “organizational” 
factors, in terms of the effect that both produce on Chil-
ean journalism culture. the only significant interaction was 
concerned with the press’s level of empiricism. this finding 

indicates that the significant differences seen between 
journalists from the peripheral regions and the capital do 
not depend, at least on an added level, on media type. 
likewise, they show that the strength of the differences 
existing between the different media types analyzed does 
not significantly depend of the regional level. 
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abstract: in the context of a natural experiment, this study explores the effect on audiences as 
a result of a change in the style of the newscasts (friendlier delivery) and in the scheduling strat-
egy (partial counterprogramming), which have not been reported by the previous literature. two 
dependent variables are examined in this paper: audience size and loyalty. Findings demonstrate 
the significant role of partial counterprogramming in changing both the total size of the audience 
and loyalty in all of the socio-demographic segments studied. Finally, audience program loyalty 
decreases when friendlier format elements are used. Results are discussed in terms of their implica-
tions for media management theory and the broadcasting industry.   

KeyWords: media management, programming strategy, news delivery, newscasts, television, mar-
keting.

antecedents

main television newscasts have been largely considered one of the most 
relevant programs for tv stations. on the one hand, they have the mission 
of informing citizens on the current issues (a crucial element of democratic 
life) and being the space in which the editorial line of media outlets is most 
clearly expressed (Robinson and levy, 1986). on the other hand, they are 
part of the prime time, which is the daypart that attracts the most viewers 
and, as a result, they represent the most relevant proportion of advertising 
investment1 (napoli, 2003; Webster et al., 2006). 

1 Prime time refers to when the most audience is available in a particular market and, for 
that reason, this block varies across the countries. in the Usa is the daypart from 8 pm 
to 11 pm on both coasts, and 7 pm to 10 pm in the Central and mountain areas. in the 
UK from 6 pm to 10:30 pm; in Japan from 7 pm to 10 pm, and in Chile and across latin 
america from 8 pm to 11 pm. Prime time concentrates about 40% of the tv consump-
tion and 60% of the total tv advertising investment (arnold, 2002; triviño, 2007; Web-
ster et al., 2006). 
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en bUsca de las aUdiencias: el eFecto del Uso de la 
contraprogramación parcial y Un estilo más amigable de 
los noticiarios

resUmen: en el contexto de un experimento natural, este estudio explora 
el efecto en las audiencias como resultado de un cambio en un noticia-
rio en cuanto a su estilo (entrega más amigable de las noticias) y de su 
estrategia de programación (contraprogramación parcial), el cual no ha 
sido reportado previamente por la literatura. se examinan en este artículo 
dos variables dependientes: tamaño y lealtad de la audiencia. los resulta-
dos demuestran el rol significativo de la contraprogramación parcial que 
afecta tanto el tamaño total como la lealtad de la audiencia y en todos 
los segmentos socioeconómicos bajo estudio. Finalmente, la lealtad de la 
audiencia hacia el programa decrece cuando se usa un formato más ami-
gable. los resultados son discutidos en cuanto a sus implicancias para la 
teoría de administración de medios y la industria de la televisión abierta.   

palabras claVe: administración de medios, estrategias de programa-
ción, entrega de noticias, noticiarios, televisión, marketing.

recHercHe d’aUdience : l’eFFet de l’Utilisation de la contre 
programmation  partielle  et Un style plUs agrÉable de 
joUrnaUx tÉlÉVisÉs 

rÉsUmÉ : dans un contexte expérimental naturel, cette étude explore 
l’effet d’audience en tant que résultat d’un changement dans un journal 
télévisé concernant le style (annonce plus agréable des nouvelles) et la 
stratégie de programmation (contre programmation partielle), ceci n’ayant 
pas été rapporté au préalable dans les publications. deux variables dé-
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l’audience. les resultats démontrent le rôle significatif  de la contre pro-
grammation partielle influençant autant la quantité totale que la fidélité 
de l’audience et ceci pour tous les segments socioéconomiques étudiés. 
Finalement, la fidélité de l’audience pour un programme décroît si le for-
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leur implication pour la théorie d’administration de medias et l’industrie 
de la télévision ouverte.
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since newscasts are currently operating in an increasing-
ly competitive marketplace characterized by fragmented 
audiences, multi-channel platforms, 24-hour news sta-
tions, and the growing relevance of mixed genres such as 
infotainment (Graber, 2001), producers have been com-
pelled to make significant marketing efforts in order to 
develop and maintain a sustainable competitive advan-
tage over time (Buchman, 2000). in this vein, different 
marketing strategies have been developed to get better 
results in terms of amount, profile and loyalty of the au-
dience (Webster, 2006). one line of work has been the 
promotional efforts, which has been explored by different 
studies examining the use of elements such as promos 
and teasers within the programs themselves and in dif-
ferent media (Buchman, 2000; Gregson, 2002; Ben-Po-
rath, 2004; mapaye et al., 2008). For example, a study 
developed by Chan-olsted and Kim (2001) examined the 
perceptions of marketing practices among managers of 
commercial television stations and found that brand pro-
motion was understood as a relevant tool primarily in the 
areas most related to news. 

other efforts have focused on the changes at the level of 
newscast product (i.e. the program itself). there is signifi-
cant evidence of modifications in terms of news packag-
ing based on increasing personalization, live reporting, 
sensationalistic agenda, and emotional narrative (Rosen 
and taylor, 1992; Graber, 1994; Brant and neijens, 1998). 
in addition, the use of younger, more physically attrac-
tive anchors and a more conversational style of presenta-
tion have been another usual improvement developed by 
media outlets to increase the marketability of news pro-
grams (Cupchik and Kemp, 2000; nitz et al., 2007). 

Changes in the delivery of news have been also employed 
by the industry. since main newscasts usually are sched-
uled at the same time (a programming strategy usually 
labeled as blunting or stripping), counterprogramming2 
has been used as an alternative to increase the audience 
size (Batten and mcdowell, 2005). in a study of 24-hour 
networks and traditional newscasts, Bae (1999) detected 
that although the main form of competition was the de-
velopment of new program formats, counterprogramming 
was also a frequent tool of differentiation in the case of 
24-hour news channels. 

Chilean tv newscasts have not been outside of these in-
creasing pressures to offer their audiences more attrac-
tive news programs. although some modifications had 
been made in the past, the most significant effort along 

2 Counterprogramming refers to when programmers offer something 
different from the rival’s program (Head, 1985).

this line took place in Chile in 2009. in march of that 
year, Chile’s oldest and most traditional newscast–Telet-
rece–aired by Channel 13 (a private station owned at that 
time by the Catholic University3) implemented a group of 
major changes in a short period of time. 

on march 3, that station decided to change the schedul-
ing of its newscast and starting the program at 9:13 pm 
rather than the usual 9:00 pm (the starting time of the 
all other major newscasts). that means that Channel 13 
developed a new strategy, which previous literature has 
not reported before: a mix between proper counterpro-
gramming (broadcasting a different program from 9:00 
pm to 9:13 pm) and stripping (broadcasting competitor’s 
same program since 9:13 pm). this decision was mainly 
due to the fact that Teletrece was facing a slow but on-
going decrease in the amount of viewers. since the audi-
ence size of the preceding program (local telenovela or 
soap opera) was larger than the one of the newscast, the 
rationale of this decision was to finish the soap opera 
later and, thus, to force a lead-in or inheritance effect 
(in which people who was watching a program tend to 
stay tuned to the next) on the newscast Teletrece (Coo-
per, 1993; Webster, 2006). two weeks later (march 16), 
the station introduced another major change, but in this 
case at the product level: new news anchors (two well-
known and younger journalists) using a more conversa-
tional style of news presentation. the main objective of 
this change, according to one of the new anchors, was to 
produce a “more sympathetic and closer news delivery” 
(http://www.canal13.cl, 2009). Finally, on July 13, the 
station decided to reschedule the newscast and return to 
the traditional time schedule (9 pm) but maintained the 
new format and style of the program. 

From a research perspective, that sequence of events of-
fers a “natural experiment” (dunning, 2008) that makes it 
possible to compare the effects of the change in the news-
cast product and delivery (scheduling) on the audience be-
havior. that is to say, this is an exceptional moment in the 
field of broadcasting management, and particularly in the 
specific area of program choice–a central theme in me-
dia studies (Webster, 2006)–to explore the separate and 
joint effects of changes in the production elements and a 
new form of programming strategy (what we label here as 
partial-counterprogramming) on three key variables of au-
dience response: amount of people watching tv, loyalty of 
them tuning the program, and socio-demographic profile 
of that people (Perebinossoff et al., 2005). 

3 in august 6th, 2010, this station was bought by the luksic Group, 
the largest economic conglomerate in Chile.
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Consequently, this study examines how the changes of 
newscast format and style, and programming strategy af-
fect audience size and profile, which have been frequent-
ly used as dependent variables in the pieces of research 
on broadcasting programming (Barwise, 1986; schofield 
and driscoll, 1991; sherman, 1995; Webster, 2006). more-
over, this study includes another dependent variable: au-
dience loyalty (as within-program loyalty), which has not 
been previously explored in audience studies. studies tra-
ditionally have examined loyalty as repeat viewing (the 
proportion of viewers that watch consecutive episodes of 
a regular program or series), but not as the amount of 
time that people tune in to the same program (Good-
hardt et al., 1987). this measure not only offers program-
ming managers a complementary metric for evaluating 
the strength of the audience size, but also shows a key 
indicator of the brand equity of tv programs (Boemer, 
1987; mcdowell and sutherland, 2000). 

previous research

the vast majority of the studies in the field of changes 
in newscast product and scheduling have been content 
analyses of the prominence and nature of such variations. 
these examinations have demonstrated that channels 
actually use competitive scheduling strategies as a tool 
to develop preference among the members of the audi-
ence (Ferguson, 1997). a case in point is the study of lin 
(1995a; 1995b), who developed two comparisons between 
different all-news networks. He reported that these news 
outlets have chosen the counterprogramming strategy (of-
fering a program that is different from any other network) 
more often than any other strategy.

despite the evidence regarding the extensive use of dif-
ferent types of scheduling, there is scarce research exam-
ining the actual effect of these changes on audience size. 
From the perspective of media economics, Horen (1980) 
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analyzed the effect of program scheduling on audience 
share. He particularly measured the extent to which rat-
ings can be modified by rescheduling programs and then 
tested commonly discussed scheduling strategies. He ob-
served that counterprogramming was the only strategy 
used and justified by the model to increase the total audi-
ence size. moreover, in a subsequent study, Goettler (1999) 
reported that counterprogramming could increase both 
the audience size particularly during hours in which the 
number of people watching tv is raising. 

it is interesting nevertheless to note that  no studies have 
examined the effect of partial counterprogramming (or 
partial stripping or blunting), which is to say, scheduling 
a program to start few minutes later (or earlier) than the 
competition as Channel 13 did in Chile. moreover, as it was 
mentioned, no studies have reported the effect of full or 
partial counterprogramming on different segments of the 
audience and on program loyalty.   

on the other hand, there is a group of studies describing 
several types of changes in program content, news themes, 
format, features, agenda, and presentation. many of their 
findings have been tied, in theory or in fact, to a poten-
tial increase in the degree of attractiveness of the news 
on audiences at individual level (see Grabe et al., 2003; 
lang et al., 2005; miller, 2006). For example, Behnke and 
miller (1992) examined viewer reactions to news content 
and format presentation and reported that news about ac-
cidents, violence, and drama, as well as commercials with 
strong visual and musical support received the highest in-
terest ratings. in a more contemporary piece of research, 
tuggle et al. (2007) measured the impact of live news cov-
erage among 18-to-24 year old students. although two 
thirds of them said that live coverage could be “meaning-
less” at times, they strongly appreciated the immediacy of 
live news stories and felt that they could help storytell-
ing and convey news context. no evidence has been re-
ported, however, on the actual effect of these features at 
an aggregate level in terms of total audience size or audi-
ence segments. Furthermore, the existing literature reports 
no results regarding the effect of these features on the 
amount of time spent watching the program (loyalty).

research questions 

this study addressed four main research questions by ex-
amining the effect of program scheduling and/ or style on 
audiences in terms of audience size (total and by viewer so-
cio-demographic segments) and loyalty (within program). 

rQ1: Do partial counterprogramming or newscast style 
modifications alter the program’s total audience size or 
socio-demographic profile?

rQ2: Do partial counterprogramming and newscast style 
combination alter the program’s total audience size or so-
cio-demographic profile?

rQ3: Does the audience loyalty of the newscasts change 
using partial counterprogramming or modifying the style 
of newscasts?

rQ4: Does the audience loyalty of the newscasts change 
by the interactions produced using partial counterpro-
gramming and modifying the style of newscasts?

method

this paper examines aggregate data from the on-line mea-
sure of time-ibope using the People meter® system. this 
system is based on a panel sample recorded by an elec-
tronic device installed in all of the tv sets in the house-
holds participating in the study in order to record the level 
of viewership and the selected tv stations on a minute-by-
minute basis. the sample of this panel covers 5.5 million 
urban residents of Chile’s major cities.

this study included weekdays between February 9 and au-
gust 7, 2009. We selected only weekdays because Teletrece 
was aired during its traditional schedule on weekends. ad-
ditionally, data from the same days from 2008 were ana-
lyzed to control significant differences in the audience size 
over time. 

the unit of analysis used in this study was the daily average 
of each dependent variable. this allowed the researchers 
to compare the audience size, profile, and level of loyalty 
over the period defined in this study. as table 1 shows, a 
2x2 factorial design was carried out to take advantage of 
the “natural experiment” produced by the successive varia-
tions in the newscast timing and style (dunning, 2008).

table 1. study sample and design. 

style of newscast

programming old new total

Stripping/blunting
Period 1
(16 days)

Period 4
(20 days)

36 days

Partial counterprogramming
Period 2
(9 days)

Period 3
(82 days)

91 days

total 25 days 102 days 127 days

the dependent variables measured were audience size (to-
tal audience size and across different socio-demographic 
segments) and audience loyalty. the first one was defined 
as the daily average of audience of the whole program 
as total and by sex (male-female), socioeconomic groups 
(sel) of people (upper, mid-upper, mid-lower and lower), 
and age grouped as young (18-24 young), young adults 
(25-34), mid-adults (35-50), and older adults (50+). Finally, 
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audience loyalty was understood as the amount of time 
that a person tunes in to a particular station (within-pro-
gram loyalty and not as audience duplication or between-
program loyalty). an average of the daily program loyalty 
was used in this study (Webster et al., 2006).  

data analysis consisted, first, in an additive decomposition 
of the data in order to avoid the changes as a result of the 
time of the year. second, anova test was computed to 
determine potential differences between data from 2008 
and 2009 (total newscasts audience) for the total period 
and for each sub-period examined. third, data were ana-
lyzed by a general linear model to test the differences of 
the whole model and each component and their interac-
tion. this model was carried out for the total audience, 
each socio-demographic variable (age, sex, and sel), and 
program loyalty. since some cells do not have many cases, 
significance levels were 0.01 (99%) or higher.

results

the analysis of the data from 2008 and 2009 showed gen-
eral stability in that the size of the total audience (market) 
of the year examined (2009) did not show an increase or 
decrease with respect to 2008 that could distort the re-
sults of this study.  it is important to note, however, that 
significant differences (decreases) were detected in upper 
and mid-upper socioeconomic groups, and 50+ viewers. 
loyalty, on the other hand, depicted a significant decrease 
over the years included in this study. moreover, in almost 
all of the segments examined the same tendency was de-
tected: the level of loyalty within newscasts significantly 
decreased in Chile in 2009 (see table 2).  

the research questions were then analyzed. the first (RQ1) 
aimed to examine the effect of the different scheduling 

strategies and newscast style on audience size. as table 3 
shows, changing the scheduling from stripping to partial 
counterprogramming produced a significant increase in 
Teletrece’s total audience size (from 4.97 to 6.2; F=57.889, 
p<0.001).  the change in newscast style detected a small 
but not significant change from 5.67 to 5.89. there was 
also significant interaction between the two variables 
(F=3.883, p<0.005); the combination of the scheduling 
change and the new style of newscast were associated 
with a significant increase in the Teletrece audience size. in 
practice, that means that of this newscast’s market share 
increased with the use of partial counterprogramming and 
that growth was higher when the change of scheduling 
was associated with the traditional style.

examining table 3 makes it possible to describe the exact 
trajectory of these changes. When the first change, par-
tial counterprogramming, was implemented in Period 2 
(P2), the total audience increased from 4.93 to 6.99 rat-
ing points (F=21.212, p<0.001). this variation was followed 
by a small but insignificant decrease in the level of audi-
ence in the P3, when the new style of newscast was intro-
duced. Finally, a significant decrease was detected in the 
P4 (F=4.890, p<0.01), when the station decided to return 
to the traditional stripping style of programming (at 9:00 
Pm) and the audience returned to a level similar to that 
detected in P1. 

assuming that Teletrece’s market share changed as the 
programming strategy varied and interacted with style 
of programming, the second research question (RQ2) 
asked about the influence of programming strategy and 
newscast style on the different socio-demographic seg-
ments of the audience. Results corroborated the influence 
of the programming strategy on audience size across all 
the groups examined as well as the influence of the in-
teraction between this variable and the style of newscast 

table 2. comparison of total audience size, profile, and loyalty of the all major chilean newscasts in 2008 and 2009.

audience size audience loyalty

Variable segment 2008 2009 2008 2009

seX
male 22.53 23.05 35.29 32.04*

Female 28.49 27.10 40.81 36.02*

sel

Upper 20.49 17.93* 32.19 29.38*

mid-upper 23.38 21.30* 36.82 32.5*

mid-lower 26.16 25.97 39.75 34.41*

lower 27.87 28.58 39.01 35.49*

aGe

18-24 13.65 14.41 31.27 30.87

25-34 20.27 19.79 35.27 30.96*

35-49 24.38 25.28 34.91 31.54*

50+ 36.54 33.99* 44.25 38.66*

total 25.65 25.18 38.38 34.23*

*p< 0.001
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ence size is more limited than partial counterprogram-
ming. Finally, interaction between the two variables was 
found in the case of the 18-24 (F=8.821, p<0.004) and 
35-49 (F=8.120, p<0.005) age groups, the mid-lower sel 
(F=7.941, p<0.005), and females (F=13.164, p<0.001).  

this study also examined the influence of the program-
ming strategy and/ or the style of newscast on audience 
loyalty (RQ3 and RQ4). Results showed a primary effect 
in the case of newscast style (F=16.234, p<0.001), which 
depicted a decrease in the level of loyalty from 35 minutes, 
24 seconds to 32 minutes, 2 seconds when the new for-
mat was implemented. nevertheless, programming strate-
gy was not associated with a change in loyalty. in fact, the 
levels of loyalty in the periods 3 and 4 are approximately 
32 minutes instead of the loyalty observed in the period 1 
and 2, which was approximately 35 minutes (see table 5).

an additional analysis by segments demonstrated that the 
general tendency toward a decrease in loyalty is verified in 

table 3. Teletrece audience size over the four periods of this 
study (in rating points).

style of newscast

programming old new marginals

Stripping/blunting 4.93 (P1) 5.00 (P4) 4.97

Partial counter 6.99 (P2) 6.11 (P3) 6.20*

marginals 5.67 5.90

0 
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8 

Old New 

Stripping/blunting 
Partial counter 

table 4. audience size across different Teletrece segments for the four periods of this study (in rating points).

Variable segment period 1 period 2 period 3 period 4
stripping vs. 

counterprogramming
traditional vs. 

new style 
interaction 

effect

seX
male 5.05 5.87 5.25 4.21* 4.55-5.40* 5.34-5.04* no

Female 4.82 8.03* 6.94 5.71* 5.31-7.00* 5.97-6.65 yes*

sel

Upper 4.33 6.11* 5.35 4.61* 4.48-5.43* 4.97-5.21 no

mid-upper 4.89 6.82* 6.74 5.96* 5.46-6.74* 5.46-6.74 no

mid-lower 5.24 8.68* 6.72* 5.01* 5.12-6.91* 6.48-6.38 yes*

lower 4.89 6.01* 5.55* 4.57* 4.72-5.71* 5.30-5.34 no

aGe

18-24 3.10 4.73* 4.09 4.01 3.90-5.02* 4.32-4.80 no

25-34 4.82 8.02* 6.88* 5.71* 5.31-9.00* 5.97-6.65 no

35-49 4.16 6.62* 5.58* 4.54* 4.35-6.01* 5.39-5.06 no

50+ 6.82 8.55* 7.80 6.11* 6.46-8.17* 7.68-6.95 no

*p< 0.001
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40 

Old New 

Stripping/blunting 

Partial counter 

table 5. Teletrece audience loyalty over the four periods in 
this study (in % of the program).

style of newscast

programming old new marginals

Stripping/blunting 35.30 (P1) 31.29 (P4) 33.15

Partial counter 35.01 (P2) 32.10 (P3) 32.29

marginals 35.15 32.01*

(table 4). By sex, significant main effects were detected 
for both men (F=24.440, p<0.001) and women (F=61.399, 
p<0.001). in the case of all sel, a significant main effect 
was detected among upper (F=25.251, p<0.001), mid-up-
per (F=19.862, p<0.001), mid lower (F= 56.240, p<0.001), 
and lower viewers (F= 16.205, p<0.001). Finally, when con-
sidering age, a primary effect for the use of partial coun-
terprogramming was observed across all segments: 18-24 
(F=10.726, p<0.002), 25-34 (F=23.609 p<0.001), 35-49 
(F=55.613, p<0.001), and 50+ (F=30.346, p<0.001). the 
figures for Period 2 show a particularly pronounced change 
among females, the mid-lower group, and the 25-34 and 
50+ age segments in which the audience size depicted rat-
ings above 8 points.  

main effects in the style of newscasts, however, were 
only detected in males (F=14.963, p<0.001) and the mid-
lower (F=10.219, p<0.002) groups, demonstrating that 
the ability of this variable to significantly modify audi-
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virtually all the groups.  in fact, in Period 2 no significant 
changes were detected. nevertheless, the females, upper, 
mid-lower, 25-34, 35-49 and 50+ groups decreased their 
level of loyalty in Period 3, which modified the style of 
newscasts. Finally, no changes were detected in the case 
of Period 4. this general tendency is corroborated in the 
comparison between traditional and new style of news-
casts, where almost all the segments decreased their loy-
alty (see table 6).

discussion 

in the context of a natural experiment, this study sought 
to explore the effect of the change in the programming 
strategy and the style of newscasts on tv audiences. two 
dependent variables in particular were examined: audi-
ence size (total and by segments) and program loyalty. 
the results of the first variable demonstrated the influence 
of scheduling (a structural factor of tv viewership largely 
described by the previous literature) as a predictor of the 
change in audience size (see Webster et al., 2006). in par-
ticular, this study examined a programming strategy never 
reported before: partial counterprogramming. the figures 
revealed an increase in the number of people watching a 
program when this strategy was used in comparison with 
traditional stripping, which was also corroborated across 
the different segments examined in this research. 

the analysis of audience within-program loyalty showed 
that the style of newscast was related to a decrease in the 
amount of time spent watching that particular newscast 
and  thus a corresponding decrease in loyalty. again, this 
tendency was verified in all the segments examined. this 
result apparently contradicts the general perspective sug-
gested in previous literature. studies that have evaluated 
changes toward friendlier and more approachable news 
have asserted that this style of news delivery should stimu-

late greater loyalty (Graber, 2001). a potential explanation 
for this finding is that the style of news presentation–at 
least as it was done in this case–could result in friendli-
er but also less relevant stimuli. then, this can produce a 
lower level of mental effort in the news processing (lang, 
2000) and a subsequent channel switching (lang et al., 
2005; meyer and muthlay, 2008). in addition, it is also 
possible to question whether these particular anchor per-
sons, their style of presentation, and the formal features of 
news (all of them were not evaluated in this study) actu-
ally increased the level of peoplé s engagement (lang et 
al., 1999). as prior research has demonstrated, when view-
ers are not mentally engaged with the program, and are 
experiencing negative affective reactions to the content, 
channel changing tend to increase (Perse, 1998; lang et 
al., 2005).

all in all, this study allows the researchers to report three 
major findings. First, the use of a partial counterprogram-
ming was successful in increasing the level of audience. 
second, the use of this strategy also affects every sociode-
mographic segment. third, changing the style of newscasts 
to friendlier formats decreased the level of within-program 
loyalty. 

these findings could be especially helpful for media man-
agers that are under pressure not only to increase the 
audience size, but also to attract audiences with particu-
lar profiles. in this regard, this study proposes the use of 
partial counterprogramming as a potential strategy to in-
crease the number of viewers for outlets that cannot (for 
cultural, historical, or other reasons) use a proper counter-
programming strategy. the down side to this change, how-
ever, is that it could produce alterations in the audience 
profile, which could, in turn, affect the level of interest that 
current advertisers have in working with that station and 
the revenue of it. in this case, the effect of partial counter-
programming in a newscast was particularly noticeable in 

table 6. Teletrece audience loyalty in each segment (in % of the program).

Variable segment period 1 period 2 period 3 period 4
stripping vs. 

counterprogramming
traditional vs. 

new style
interaction effect

seX
male 34.66 31.63 29.87 28.16 31.05-30.04 33.57 - 29.53* yes*

Female 36.36 37.77 33.97* 34.13 35.12-34.34 36.86 - 34.00* no

sel

Upper 34.57 34.22 31.4* 30.97 32.57-31.68 34.44 - 31.32* no

mid-upper 35.15 35.94 35.60 34.99 35.06-35.63 35.44 - 35.48 no

mid-lower 36.46 40.16 32.63* 30.80 33.32-33.37 37.79 - 32.27* no

lower 34.95 30.94 29.98 29.68 32.02-30.08 33.51 - 29.92* no

aGe

18-24 33.96 32.99 32.09 34.66 34.35-32.18 33.61 - 32.59 no

25-34 32.12 31.74 28.82* 28.44 30.08-29.11 31.98 - 28.74* no

35-49 30.73 33.20 30.18* 27.81 29.11-30.48 31.62 - 29.71* no

50+ 41.96 38.98 35.57* 35.44 38.34-35.91 40.89 - 35.54* no

*p< 0.001
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the case of women, mid-lower income people and the 25-
34 and 50+ age groups. this is a relevant issue because 
the price of advertising depends on the audience compo-
sition (i.e. the relative profitability of the different market 
segments), not simply on its magnitude (Roson, 2008). 

another implication of this study is related to the strong 
influence exerted by the programming strategy on the au-
dience behavior. this paper provides new evidence arguing 
that the structural characteristics of the media environ-
ment (in this case, programming) play an important role in 
predicting audiences’ choice and loyalty. this means that 
media managers should pay attention not only to the char-
acteristics of the programs themselves, but the structural 
features of the media environment, which play an impor-
tant, if less appreciated role, in determining audiences’ pro-
gram choice (Webster and newton, 1988; Webster, 2009).

on the other hand, these results have also implications 
for the understanding of the media consumers’ behavior 
in general. at his point it is important to differentiate be-
tween linear and non-linear media (meaning traditional 
and non-traditional media). in the case of the former, the 
consumer behavior is apparently highly predictive, and the 
use of different styles of delivery in a limited market can 
exert a relevant influence over consumer choices (Webster, 
2008). nevertheless, in the case of new media–in which 
there are not clear market boundaries–it is relevant to ask 
for the applicability of these results to a new digital en-
vironment. in a new scenario characterized by increasing 
media choices and audience fragmentation, it is theoreti-
cally arguable that the role of the scheduling should ex-
ert less influence. nevertheless, the empirical evidence has 
shown that despite of countless media outlets, people tend 
to use a limited number of providers (lee and delli Caprini, 
2010; Webster, 2011). 

thus, more research is certainly needed to determine 
whether the findings depicted by this paper can be gener-
alized. First, this study used only one newscast in a given 
country. second, one dependent variable (style of news-
casts) depicted a group of changes, which indicates that 
the effect on loyalty could be related to one of these mod-
ifications or to their combination. moreover, this study 
does not reject the relevance of this factor, which could be 
significant at a different level. third, while in this case par-
tial counterprogramming was used in association with a 
soap opera, another genre could obviously produce differ-
ent alterations either in terms of total audience size or in 
determining the segments in which this strategy is more 
effective.  

Further research should focus on the relationship between 
these findings and other marketing-related topics like 

brand equity as the origin of media consumer behavior in 
terms of both the amount of consumption and the char-
acteristics of consumer (mcdowell and sutherland, 2000). 
moreover, it is essential to study the relevance of program-
ming variables (i.e. scheduling) on audiences in the new 
media environment, which is characterized by an unlimited 
number of choices (Webster, 2011).
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abstract: this study compares the impact of quality management tools on the performance of 
organisations utilising the iso 9001:2000 standard as a basis for a quality-management system 
and those utilising the eFQm model for this purpose. a survey is conducted among 107 experienced 
and independent quality-management assessors. the study finds that organisations with quality-
management systems based on the iso 9001:2000 standard tend to use general-purpose quali-
tative tools, and that these do have a relatively positive impact on their general performance. in 
contrast, organisations adopting the eFQm model tend to use more specialised quantitative tools, 
which produce significant improvements in specific aspects of their performance. the findings of 
the study will enable organisations to choose the most effective quality-improvement tools for their 
particular quality strategy.
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impacto de las Herramientas de la calidad en el desempeño 
de empresas QUe UtiliZan diFerentes sistemas de gestión de 
la calidad 

resUmen: este estudio compara el impacto de las herramientas para la 
gestión de la calidad en el desempeño de organizaciones que utilizan el 
estándar iso 9001:2000 como referencia para implantar un sistema de 
gestión de la calidad, de los que utilizan el modelo eFQm para tal fin. se 
llevó a cabo un estudio empírico en el que participaron 107 evaluadores de 
gestión de la calidad independientes y experimentados. el estudio conclu-
ye que las organizaciones con un sistema de gestión de la calidad basado 
en el estándar iso 9001:2000 tienden a utilizar herramientas cualitativas 
de carácter genérico y que dichas herramientas tienen un impacto relativo 
positivo en el desempeño. Por el contrario, las organizaciones que adoptan 
el modelo eFQm tienden a utilizar herramientas cuantitativas más especia-
lizadas que producen una mejora significativa en el desempeño de dichas 
organizaciones. los resultados del estudio posibilitarán a las organizacio-
nes elegir las herramientas para la mejora de la calidad más efectivas para 
su estrategia de calidad particular.

palabras claVe: herramientas de la calidad, modelos y sistemas de ges-
tión de la calidad, iso 9001:2000, eFQm.

impact des instrUments de la QUalitÉ sUr le dÉVeloppement 
d’entreprises   Utilisant  diFFÉrents systèmes  de gestion de 
la QUalitÉ

rÉsUmÉ : Cette étude compare l’impact des instruments pour la gestion 
de la qualité dans le développement d’organisations qui utilisent le stan-
dard iso 9001:2000 comme référence pour implanter un système de ges-
tion de la qualité, avec les entreprises qui  utilisent le modèle eFQm à 
cet effet. Une étude empirique a été réalisée avec la participation de 107 
évaluateurs de gestion de la qualité, indépendants et expérimentés. en 
conclusion, les organisations qui utilisent un système de gestion de la qua-
lité basé sur le standard iso 9001:2000 ont tendance à utiliser  des ins-
truments  qualitatifs  génériques et ces instruments ont un impact positif 
relatif sur le développement. Par contre, les organisations  qui adoptent 
le modèle eFQm ont tendance à utiliser des instruments quantitatifs plus 
spécialisés produisant des améliorations significatives dans le développe-
ment de ces entreprises. les résultats de l’étude permettront aux organisa-
tions de choisir les instruments plus effectifs pour améliorer la qualité pour 
leur stratégie de qualité particulière.

mots-cleFs : instruments de la qualité, modèles et systèmes de gestion 
de la qualité, iso 9001:2000, eFQm.

impacto das Ferramentas da QUalidade no desempenHo de 
empresas QUe UtiliZam diFerentes sistemas de gestão da 
QUalidade 

resUmo: este estudo compara o impacto das ferramentas para a gestão 
da qualidade no desempenho de organizações que utilizam o padrão iso 
9001:2000 como referência para implantar um sistema de gestão da qua-
lidade, dos que utilizam o modelo eFQm para tal fim. Realizou-se um estu-
do empírico em que participaram 107 avaliadores de gestão da qualidade 
independentes e experientes. o estudo conclui que as organizações com 
um sistema de gestão da qualidade baseado no padrão iso 9001:2000 
tendem a utilizar ferramentas qualitativas de caráter genérico e que tais 
ferramentas têm um impacto relativo positivo no desempenho. Pelo con-
trário, as organizações que adotam o modelo eFQm tendem a utilizar fe-
rramentas quantitativas mais especializadas que produzem uma melhora 
significativa no desempenho de tais organizações. os resultados do estu-
do possibilitarão às organizações escolher as ferramentas para a melhora 
da qualidade mais efetivas para sua estratégia de qualidade particular.

palaVras cHaVe: ferramentas da qualidade, modelos e sistemas de ges-
tão da qualidade, iso 9001:2000, eFQm.
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introduction 

the historical and conceptual development of quality 
management has been traditionally divided into four pro-
gressive stages, which are usually characterised as: (i) 
quality inspection (Qi); (ii) quality control (QC); (iii) qual-
ity assurance (Qa); and (iv) total quality management 
(tQm) (James, 1996; dale et al., 2007). in addition to 
these four ‘traditional’ stages, several authors have iden-
tified a fifth phase in quality management. Kaye and 
dyason, 1999) referred to this fifth stage as being “be-
yond the strategic direction of quality”, and attempted to 
define its essential criteria. devadasan et al. (2003) sub-
sequently analysed the literature on this ‘fifth era’ and 
reported that the term ‘strategic quality management’ 
(sQm) had been generally accepted as the name for this 
phase, in which the principles of tQm and strategic man-
agement have been merged.

Within individual organisations, this sequence of stages 
has been associated with the use of increasingly complex 
quality-management tools as a given company advances 
through the sequence of stages towards ‘total quality’ 
(Bunney and dale, 1997). For example, during the earlier 
stages the emphasis is on diagnosis and data collection; 
typical tools in these earlier stages include benchmark-
ing, stakeholder surveys, suggestion systems, and im-
provement groups (Casadesús et al., 2005). as ‘higher’ 
stages of quality management are reached and the em-
phasis moves to management commitment and continu-
ous improvement, more elaborate and complex tools are 
required –such as statistical process control (sPC), failure 
mode effects and criticality analysis (FmeCa), six sigma, 
and so on. in this regard, Perry (1995) distinguished three 
phases in any organisation’s implementation of a quality 
system (the ‘survival phase’, the ‘prevention phase’, and 
the ‘continuous improvement phase’) and identified a set 
of specific tools corresponding to each phase. 

it is thus generally accepted that it is possible to identify 
increasingly sophisticated levels of quality management 
and that these appear to be associated with the use of 
increasingly complex quality-management tools by indi-
vidual organisations. However, there is some uncertainty 
regarding the impact of these developments on the perfor-
mance of the companies that implement them. Handfield 
et al. (1999) did conduct an extensive bibliographical re-
view of studies that had analysed the results of the use of 
various quality techniques, but there does not appear to 
have been any attempt to analyse the implementation of 
these tools as part of a specific quality strategy. nor has 
any attempt been made to study the impact of these tools 

on the performance of the firms that implement them as 
part of such a strategy.

the overall aim of this study is, therefore, to ascertain 
whether the way in which quality-improvement tools are 
implemented has an influence on the improvement of the 
performance of a company. in particular, the study analy-
ses whether the use of quality-management tools influenc-
es the performance of organisations that have deployed 
a quality system based on: (i) the international organisa-
tion for standardisation (iso) 9001:2000 quality standard; 
and (ii) the european Foundation for Quality management 
(eFQm) model. 

the remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Follow-
ing this introduction, the paper presents a brief overview of 
the relevant literature on the classification of quality-man-
agement tools and systems. this concludes with the formu-
lation of two proposed hypotheses for examination in the 
study. the methodology of an empirical study of the use 
of quality-improvement tools in a sample of spanish firms 
is then described. the results are presented in the subse-
quent section. the paper then proposes and tests two con-
ceptual models (one for firms utilising the iso 9001:2000 
standard and one for firms following the eFQm model). 
the paper concludes with a summary of the main findings 
and suggestions for future research.

literature review 

the many tools and methods related to quality manage-
ment have been categorised in various ways according 
to different criteria. the so-called ‘seven quality-control 
tools’ of ishikawa (1985) represented one of the earliest 
attempts at classification, but many other classifications 
have been proposed in the literature (Juran and Gryna, 
1988; Besterfield et al., 1999; dale et al., 2007). the huge 
number of tools and methods that can be considered in 
such classifications was reflected in the work of Greene 
(1993), who grouped no fewer than 98 tools according to 
the objectives set by companies. 

apart from attempts to classify such tools, there have also 
been numerous studies of the implementation of these 
tools in a wide variety of sectors and situations. most of 
these studies have adopted qualitative research methodol-
ogies, and many have been based on the analysis of a sin-
gle case. noteworthy studies have included: (i) adams and 
dale (2001), who studied the implementation of quality-
improvement tools in manufacturing companies; (ii) Cleary 
(1997), who studied the educational sector; and (iii) Jack-
son (2001) and murray (2003) in the healthcare sector. 
the use of these tools has even been assessed in ‘everyday 
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situations’ by Bamford and Greatbanks (2005). among the 
most commons tools suggested by these academic litera-
ture (Cleary, 1997; Jackson, 2001; adams and dale, 2001; 
murray, 2003; Bamford and Greatbanks, 2005) that could 
be completed by more practitioner-oriented literature 
(Casadesús et al., 2005; dale et al., 2007), we could men-
tion the following quality improvement tools: ‘poka-yoke’ 
mechanisms; failure mode effects and criticality analysis; 
Pareto diagrams; quality cost control; cause-effect dia-
grams; statistical process control; six sigma; improvement 
groups; process management; benchmarking; employee 
satisfaction survey; suggestion system; 5s methodology; 
in-house auditing; customer satisfaction survey; control 
sheets and graphs; and flow diagrams.

in contrast to the large number of studies that have ex-
amined the classification and the implementation of qual-
ity-improvement tools, the impact of these tools on the 
performance of organisations has not been as extensive-
ly analysed. nevertheless, some quantitative studies of 
specific cases and sectors can be found in the literature, 

such as those conducted by He et al. (1996), ahmed and 
Hassan (2003), and tarí and sabater (2004). in particu-
lar, ahmed and Hassan (2003) analysed the use of some 
quality-improvement tools in a quantitative study (comple-
mented by some qualitative case studies) of 63 small and 
medium-sized enterprises. the authors concluded that use 
of these tools was associated with ‘better’ results, irrespec-
tive of the size of the company. tarí and sabater (2004) 
undertook an empirical study of the impact of these tools 
in 106 spanish companies to analyse the relationship be-
tween the use of these tools and tQm itself. they conclud-
ed that, in general, firms with a higher tQm level and the 
best tQm results had a greater interest in the use of these 
tools (although it is noteworthy that a significant number 
of organisations had not improved their tQm performance 
through the use of these tools). the authors also suspect-
ed, without providing empirical data to corroborate it, that 
organisations taking their first steps towards in quality 
management (such as implementation of iso 9000) used 
few fools, whereas those at higher levels of quality man-
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agement tended to use quality-improvement tools to a 
greater extent.

although they have provided some interesting and use-
ful findings regarding the impact of the use of quality-im-
provement tools, neither of these two studies (ahmed and 
Hassan, 2003; tarí and sabater, 2004) specifically exam-
ined the extent to which these impacts differed between 
organisations implementing the iso standard 9001:2000 
and those adopting the eFQm model, which is the focus of 
the present study. However, tarí and sabater (2004) did 
suggest that future studies might pursue the line of re-
search adopted in the present study. 

in pursuit of this objective, the study proposes two working 
hypotheses for examination:

Hypothesis H1: The use of quality-improvement tools im-
proves the global performance of organisations using the 
reference standard ISO 9001:2000.

Hypothesis H2: The use of quality-improvement tools im-
proves the global performance of organisations using the 
EFQM quality model.

methodology 

sample and data collection 

to test the proposed hypotheses, a quantitative empirical 
study was carried out in the Basque autonomous Com-
munity, which has one of the highest proportions of iso 
9001-certified firms in spain and the european Union 
(Heras et al., 2008), and which has accumulated many in-
ternational prizes from the eFQm foundation: 19 of the 
27 excellence awards that eFQm had conceded to span-
ish organisations were given to Basque ones (Heras et al., 
2008). 

in a departure from common practice in studies of this 
type, the survey was not sent to the managers of the sur-
veyed firms; rather, it was sent to assessors from the Bas-
que Foundation for Quality (‘euskalit’), which is a private, 
not-for-profit organisation that exists to promote a culture 
of tQm and Business excellence (euskalit, 2008). the eu-
skalit assessors are independent professionals (academics, 
consultants, and managers) who offer support to Basque 
Country organizations that seek to improve their manage-
ment and achieve standards of excellence. in view of their 
specialised training in quality-management standards 
and assessment, these assessors thus represent a reliable 
source of independent information, as opposed to the po-
tential bias that is entailed if managers are asked about 
the implementation of quality-management standards in 

their own organisations that several authors have already 
pointed out (vloeberghs and Bellens, 1996; Heras et al., 
2002; Wayhan et al., 2002 and 2007).

table 1. study specifications.

total population
264 eFQm assessors from the Basque autonomous 
Community (spain) 

sample 107 valid answers

error 
margin of error of ±  7.32 % and confidence level 
of 95.5% 
(k = 2 and p = q = 50%)

Procedure simple random sampling

study period February - april 2007

data collection 
method

Personalized survey carried out via the internet, 
with the presentation of the survey carried out by 
mail and follow-up by phone

the specifications for the study are shown in table 1. data 
for the study were collected between February 2007 and 
april 2007. the survey was sent to a total of 264 assessors, 
all of whom had completed at least one external assess-
ment in the manufacturing and service sectors in 2006. 
of the 264 assessors, 115 (44%) worked in the manufac-
turing sector, 93 (35%) in the consultancy sector, and 56 
(21%) in the generic services sector (including assessors of 
non-profit companies). 

a total of 107 valid responses were received, which corre-
sponded to a good response rate of 40.53%. of the 107 
responses received, 46 (43%) came from industrial com-
panies, 32 (30%) from service companies, and 29 (27%) 
from the consultancy sector. 

measures 

the survey collected data on: (i) the degree of use of qual-
ity-improvement tools; and (ii) their impact on the perfor-
mance of the organisations.

the quality-improvement tools to be assessed were chosen 
on the basis of relevant studies in the literature mentioned 
in the literature review section. the quantitative tools that 
were taken into consideration included: sPC, six sigma, Pa-
reto analysis, quality costs, and FmeCa, among others. 
the qualitative tools included benchmarking, qualitative 
surveys, suggestion systems, and improvement groups, 
among others.

the full list of tools that were examined was as follows:

• ‘poka-yoke’ mechanisms;

• failure mode effects and criticality analysis (FmeCa);

• Pareto diagrams;

• quality cost control (QCC);

• cause-effect diagrams;
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• statistical process control (sPC);

• six sigma;

• improvement groups;

• process management;

• benchmarking;

• employee satisfaction survey;

• suggestion system;

• 5s methodology

• in-house auditing;

• customer satisfaction survey;

• control sheets and graphs; and

• flow diagrams

the extent of use of each tool was measured on a scale of 
1 to 3, in which 1 indicated ‘non-use’, 2 indicated ‘specific 
use’, and 3 indicated ‘systematic use’.

to measure the performance of the organisations, the aca-
demic literature was again consulted for commonly used 
indicators of the impact of quality management on com-
pany performance (Powell, 1995; Hendricks and singhal, 
1997; anderson et al., 1999; simmons and White, 1999; 
Rahman, 2001; singels et al., 2001; Chow-Chua et al., 
2003; sila and ebrahimpour, 2005; Heras, 2006).

twelve commonly used indicators were chosen for use in 
the present study. 

• improvement in quality of its products/services;

• cost-effectiveness of the company;

• productivity;

• price/cost ratio of the product;

• sales growth;

• improvement in commercial margins;

• growth in market share;

• growth in exporting capacity;

• external image improvement;

• improvement in personnel training;

• greater use of external consultants; and

• incorporation of new qualified staff.

assessors were asked to indicate the values of these items 
on a scale of 1 to 5, in which 1 indicated ‘very little impact’ 
(of the management system on the indicator), and 5 indi-
cated ‘very great impact’. 

results 

Use of quality-improvement tools 

the extent of use of the quality-management tools and 
methods in the organisations with which the assessors 
were associated is shown in Figure 1. 
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FigUre 1. extent of use of quality tools.

source: in-house compilation.
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it is apparent that the tools that required a greater level 
of knowledge and/or experience (especially the quantita-
tive techniques, such as sPC or six sigma) were used much 
less frequently than other tools. in contrast, the qualitative 
techniques of ‘opinion-gathering’ (such as surveys and im-
provement groups) were obviously used more frequently. 

exploratory factor analysis was utilised to ascertain how 
the use of these various techniques varied among the 
different organisations in the sample. the principal com-
ponent method with varimax rotation was used for this 
purpose, with extraction of factors with eigenvalues great-
er than one. Both the Kaiser-meyen-olkin (Kmo) measure 
(0.847) and the Bartlett test of sphericity forecast good re-
sults. the analysis captured 60.89% of variance with four 
factors.

variables were then loaded onto several factors, and the 
criteria for scale purification of John and Reve (1982) were 
subsequently applied. the results of a second factor analy-
sis, made up of only three factors, are shown in table 2. 

the first two factors, labelled ‘quantitative tools’ (F1) and 
‘group tools’ (F2), coincided with the descriptive analy-
sis noted above, which had clearly identified at least two 
groups of techniques. the first factor (F1) thus consisted of 
such quantitative (or ‘hard’) tools as: (i) cause-effect dia-
grams; (ii) Pareto diagrams; (iii) six sigma; (iv) quality con-
trol costs; (v) ‘Poka-yoke’ mechanisms; (vi) FmeCa; and (vii) 
sPC. the second factor (F2) consisted of such qualitative 
(or ‘soft’) tools as: (i) improvement groups; (ii) suggestion 
systems; (iii) employee satisfaction surveys; (iv) process 
management; (v) Benchmarking; and (vi) 5s methodology. 
However, the factor analysis also detected a third group, 
albeit less clearly than the first two. this group, which was 
labelled ‘control tools’ (F3), consisted of such tools as: (i) in-
ternal auditing; (ii) customer satisfaction surveys; (iii) con-
trol sheets and graphs; and (iv) flow diagrams.

the psychometric properties of the three groups are pre-
sented in table 3. an acceptable level of reliability for F1 
and F2 was revealed by the values of Cronbach’s alpha, 
which exceeded 0.7 in both cases (nunnally and Bernstein, 
1994; Hair et al., 1998). two exploratory analyses were 
also carried out, one for each of these two factors; in both 
cases, a single factor was extracted, which confirmed the 
internal convergent validity of these two constructs. in 
contrast, Cronbach’s alpha for the third factor (0.419) did 
not exceed the minimum criterion of 0.7. the reliability of 
this factor was not guarantied and it led us to decide to 
remove this factor in our analysis.

in accordance with the descriptive statistics shown in Fig-
ure 1, it was confirmed that quantitative tools (F1) were 
used to a lesser degree than those used to obtain group 
information (F2). on a scale of 1 to 3, the average degree 
of use of the ‘quantitative tools’ was 1.76, whereas that of 
the ‘group tools’ was 2.41.

an alternative nomenclature for these two groups of tools 
might be ‘hard’ and ‘soft’, according to their difficulty of 
implementation. adopting this nomenclature, ‘soft’ tools 

table 2. loadings on the three groups of quality tools. 

Factors

F1 F2 F3

“Poka-yoke” mechanisms .848

Failure mode effects and criti-
cality analysis

.797

Pareto diagrams .709 .331

Quality cost control .690 .372

Cause-effect diagrams .653 .438

statistical process control .632

six sigma .610

improvement groups .727

Process management .678

Benchmarking .306 .671

employee satisfaction survey .620 .340

suggestion system .605

5s  methodology .333 .502

in-house auditing .771

Customer satisfaction survey .408 .604

Control sheets and graphs .439 .504

Flow diagrams .393 .466

Self value 5.997 1.909 1.375

source: in-house compilation.

extraction method: Principal components analysis

Rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization
a Rotation has converged in 7 iterations

table 3. reliability analysis of quality-tool groups.

cronbach’s 
alpha

range of corrected 
total element 
correlations 

range of cronbach’s 
alphas eliminating one 

element

exploratory factor analysis of the sub-scale

Kmo
self-value factors 

higher than 1
% accumulated 

variance per factor

F1: Quantitative tools (hard) .864 .507 - .755 .826 - .846 .869 1 56.20%

F2:  Group tools (soft) .764 .415 – .619 .703 - .751 .773 1 46.83%

F3:  Control tools .419 .182 - .322 .183 - .449

source: in-house compilation.
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would be largely those included in the second group –that 
is, tools that do not require infrastructure, significant initial 
investment, or education and training for their implemen-
tation; results from these tools can emerge relatively quick-
ly. in contrast, ‘hard’ tools would include those grouped 
in the first factor –that is, quantitative tools that require 
greater knowledge and expense to implement. 

the performance of the firms 

table 4 shows the values of the items used to assess per-
formance on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = ‘very little impact’; 5 = 
‘very great impact’) in the context of iso 9001 or eFQm. 
the table also includes a difference of means test of all the 
indicators.

as can be observed, significant differences existed in all 
cases except the first. thus, according to the assessors, the 
impact on performance differed according to whether the 
quality system of the organisation was based on the iso 
9001:2000 standard or on the eFQm model.

However, it is noteworthy that the average assessment of 
the twelve indicators in the context of the iso 9001:2000 
standard was 2.76, which is less than the neutral value 
(3.0) of the measurement scale. moreover, the average val-
ue of the indicators in the context of the eFQm model was 
only 3.19, which is slightly above the neutral value. Based 
on these results, it would seem that the contribution of 
these tools to the improvement of the performance was 
not great (albeit ‘better’ in the case of the eFQm model).

an exploratory factor analysis was then made of the ele-
ments related to performance in the iso 9001:2000 set-
ting. the Kmo measure of sampling adequacy was 0.792, 
which promised good analytical results. the Bartlett indi-
cator was also positive. three factors with an eigenvalue 

greater than one captured 65.31% of the sampling vari-
ance (see table 5).

table 5. loadings on the three factors of improved 
performance (iso 9001:2000).

 
 

Factor

F4 F5 F6

sales growth .847

Growth in market share .844

improvement in commercial margins .803

Price/cost relation of product .649

Cost-effectiveness of the company .610 .412

Growth in exporting capacity .563 .402

Productivity .515 .444

external image improvement .881

improvement in personnel training .805 .353

improvement in quality of its 
products/services

.439 .655

Greater use of external consultants .842

incorporation of new qualified staff .806

Self-value 4.960 1.557 1.320

source: in-house compilation.

extraction method: Principal components analysis

Rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization
a Rotation converged in 5 iterations

the analysis identified three factors. the first (F4), labelled 
‘commercial improvement’, included indicators that were 
associated with an improvement in performance from a 
commercial perspective. applying the same scale-purifica-
tion criteria as was described in the analysis of the quality-
improvement tools, the items of ‘productivity’ and ‘growth 
in exporting capacity’ were eliminated. this left the fol-
lowing items on F4: (i) sales growth; (ii) growth in market 
share; (iii) improvement in commercial margins; (iv) price/
cost ratio of the product; and (v) cost-effectiveness of the 
company.

table 4. indicators of improved performance.

indicator iso 9001 standard eFQm model means difference t-value

Improvement in quality of its products/services 3.53 3.38 .180 1.10

Cost-effectiveness of the company 2.63 3.59 -1.05 -5.97 (*)

Productivity 2.91 3.34 -.52 -3.57 (*)

Price/cost relation of the product 2.50 2.86 -.37 -2.21 (*)

sales growth 2.74 3.01 -.38 -2.00 (*)

improvement in commercial margins 2.30 2.92 -.74 -4.28 (*)

Growth in market share 2.65 3.01 -.42 -2.09 (*)

Growth in exporting capacity 2.42 2.70 -.37 -2.03 (*)

external image improvement 3.59 3.87 -.52 -2.60 (*)

improvement in personnel training 3.19 3.73 -.75 -4.67 (*)

Greater use of external consultants  2.26 3.20 -.90 -6.22 (*)

incorporation of new qualified staff 2.41 2.65 -.40 -2.49 (*)

source: in-house compilation.

note: (*) significance level .05
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the second factor (F5), labelled ‘external image improve-
ment’, was not as conceptually distinct. it consisted of the 
following items: (i) improvement in quality of products/
services; (ii) external image improvement; and (iii) improve-
ment in staff training.

the third factor (F6), labelled ‘incorporation of external 
knowledge’, was quite distinct. it consisted of the follow-
ing items: (i) greater use of external consultants; and (ii) 
incorporation of new qualified staff.

table 6 shows the analysis for the same items, but with 
the eFQm model (rather than the iso 9001 standard) as 
the basis for implementing the quality system. in this case, 
the Kmo index was 0.855, and the three identified factors 
captured 77.93% of the variability.

table 6. loadings on the three factors of improved 
performance (eFQm model).

Factor

F7 F8 F9

Productivity .786 .330

external image improvement .745 .486

Improvement in quality of its products/services .711

Cost-effectiveness of the company .647 .535

Price/cost relation of the product .646 .512

Growth in market share .328 .837

Growth in exporting capacity .808 .397

improvement in commercial margins .490 .773

sales growth .528 .735

Greater use of external consultants  .824

incorporation of qualified personnel .806

improvement in staff training .571 .694

Self-value 6.944 1.396 1.013

source: in-house compilation.

extraction method: Principal components analysis 

Rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization
a Rotation converged in 10 iterations

in this case, the first factor (F7) was labelled ‘global effi-
ciency’. it consisted of the following items: (i) improvement 

in quality of products/services; (ii) cost-effectiveness of 
the company; (iii) productivity; (iv) price/cost ratio of the 
product; and (v) external image improvement.

the second factor (F8), which was labelled ‘commercial 
improvement’, was similar to the first factor (F4) of the 
same name in the previous analysis; indeed, of the four 
items that constituted F8, four had also appeared in F4: 
(i) sales growth; (ii) improvement in commercial margins; 
(iii) growth in market share; and (iv) growth in exporting 
capacity.

as in the previous analysis, the third factor (F9) was la-
belled ‘incorporation of external knowledge’. this referred 
to the organisation’s capacity to attract external talent 
and know-how by employing qualified personnel, train-
ing staff, or taking on consultancy services. it consisted of 
the following items: (i) improvement in staff training; (ii) 
greater use of external consultants; and (iii) incorporation 
of new qualified staff.

a subsequent reliability analysis of the six sub-scales re-
lated to improved performance (F4–F9) is shown in table 
7. it is apparent that the criterion for reliability (Cronbach’s 
alpha of 0.7) was exceeded by all of the factors, except F6.

as summary of this subsection, the significant differences 
on performance among the organisations based on the iso 
9001 and the eFQm model have to be pointed out. in our 
opinion, this is a very interesting finding that might need 
further research. 

explanatory models 

impact of quality tools on iso 9001:2000 firms 

on the basis of the results described above, an explanatory 
model can be proposed to conceptualise and test the first 
of the hypotheses –which proposed that the use of quali-
ty-improvement tools improves the global performance of 

table 7. reliability analysis of factors of improved performance.

cronbach’s 
alpha

range of 
corrected 

total element 
correlations

range of 
cronbach’s 

alphas if one 
element is 
eliminated

exploratory factor analysis of the sub-scale

Kmo
self-value 

factors higher 
than 1

% accumulated 
variance per 

factor

F4: (iso) Commercial improvement .834 .523 - .728 .772 - .829 .739 1 60.14%

F5: (iso) image improvement .773 .309 - .536 .558 - .791 .631 1 69.07%

F6: (iso) incorporation external knowledge .618 .450 -

F7: (eFQm) Global efficiency .852 .608 - .710 .809 - .836 .843 1 63.00%

F8: (eFQm) Commercial improvement .883 .707 - .864 .842 - .906 .808 1 81.72%

F9: (eFQm) incorporation external 
knowledge

.783 .581 - .657 .666 - .761 .696 1 70.48%

source: in-house compilation.
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organisations using the iso standard 9001:2000. the 
model is presented in Figure 2. 

as can be seen in the diagram the second-order construct 
‘use of tools’ (F10) is derived from two first-order latent 
variables: (i) the use of ‘hard’ quantitative tools (F1); and 
(ii) the use of ‘soft’ qualitative tools (F2). another sec-
ond-order construct, which reflects the level of global 
performance of the company (F11), is also related to two 
first-order latent variables: (i) ‘commercial performance’ 
(F4); and (ii) ‘image improvement’ (F5).

structural equation modelling (sem) was used to confirm 
the model. the fit statistics were adequate. a satorra-
Bentler chi-squared statistic of 219.9 (with 182 degrees 
of freedom and an associated p-value of 0.02877) was 
obtained. the comparative fit index (CFi) was 0.927, 
which was compatible with the level recommended by 
Byrne (1994). the Rmsea of 0.055 and the confidence 
limits (of 90% of the limits of the Rmsea) of 0.019 and 
0.079 were all within acceptable limits in accordance 
with Hu and Bentler’s (1999) proposed cut-off value of 
0.06 for the Rmsea. all the loadings of the measurement 
model (external model) were high, with only one variable 
loading below 0.5 on its factor. the internal model coef-
ficients with their corresponding statistics are shown in 
table 8.

although all the second-order steps were significant, no 
significant relationship was definitively identified between 
the use of quality tools and an increase in a company’s 
performance when it based its quality system on the iso 
9001:2000 standard. the first hypothesis (which proposed 
that the use of quality-improvement tools improves the 
global performance of organisations using the reference 
standard iso 9001:2000) must therefore be rejected.

to ascertain whether specific groups of quality tools had a 
direct impact on particular factors of performance, analy-
sis by partial least squares (Pls) was undertaken using a 
so-called ‘bootstrap routine’ (which involved taking 1000 
samples of 100 cases each). the results are presented in 
table 9. in this modelling, the goodness-of-fit index (te-
nenhaus et al., 2004) was 0.4880. 

table 9. relationships between the use of quality tools 
and performance, using pls techniques (iso standard 
9001:2000).

commercial 
performance

image improvement

Quantitative tools 
(“hard”)

not significant not significant

Group tools (“soft”)
.772

2.114 (*)
.865

2.396 (*)

source: in-house compilation.

in each box, the highest number is the coefficient and the lowest the associated t-value

(*) significance level .05

it is apparent from these results that the use of ‘soft’ quali-
ty tools did improve performance –from both a commercial 
perspective and from the perspective of image enhance-
ment.
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FigUre 2. conceptual model of the impact of quality tools on performance (iso 9001:2000 firms).  

source: in-house compilation.

table 8. confirmatory analysis of model (iso standard 
9001:2000).

step coefficient t-value

F10 Use of tools® F1 Quantitative tools 
(“hard”)

.243 6.391 (*)

F10 Use of tools ® F2 Group tools (“soft”) .157 6.129 (*)

F11 Performance ® F4 Commercial 
improvement

.119 4.447 (*)

F11 Performance ® F5 image improvement .616 2.034 (*)

F10 Use of tools ® F11 Performance .147 .996

source: in-house compilation.

(*) significance level .05
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impact of quality tools on eFQm firms  

the model shown in Figure 3 for eFQm firms was of a simi-
lar structure to that of Figure 2 for iso 9001 firms, with 
the exception that the eFQm model had three (rather than 
two) dependent variables. in this case, the dependent vari-
ables were: (i) efficiency (F7); (ii) commercial improvement 
(F8); and (iii) incorporation of external knowledge (F9). 
this model conceptualises the second proposed hypoth-
esis –which proposed that the use of quality-improvement 
tools improves the global performance of organisations us-
ing the eFQm management model.

the confirmatory analysis of this model was again con-
ducted with the robust maximum likelihood (Rml) meth-
od. due to the size of the sample, the fit statistics were 
not expected to be completely satisfactory; the results 
were: satorra-Bentler chi-square = 367.72 (with 267 de-
grees of freedom and an associated p-value of .00001); 
CFi = 0.791; and a confidence interval of 90% of Rmsea 
between 0.073 and 0.118. nevertheless, all the loadings of 
the measurement model (external model) were high, with 
only one variable loading below 0.5 on its factor. taking 
into account the fit limitations noted above, the model’s 
coefficients with its corresponding statistics are shown in 
table 10.

the significance of the coefficient relating the ‘use of tools’ 
construct (F12) with ‘performance’ (F13) was significant, 
although the coefficient value itself was quite low. this in-
dicates that the implementation of quality tools increased 
the level of performance, although the influence was weak. 

this finding is different from that in the preceding model, 
in which the analogous t-value was far from significant. 
therefore, allowing for the reservations regarding the fit of 
the model, it can be concluded that Hypothesis 2 (which 
proposed that the use of quality-improvement tools im-
proves the global performance of organisations using the 
eFQm quality model) is confirmed.

to ascertain whether specific groups of quality tools had a 
direct impact on particular factors of performance, analy-
sis by Pls was again undertaken. the goodness-of-fit index 
was quite low (0.1908); indeed, the r2 of the three perfor-
mance factors were all low (between 0.04 and 0.08).

the results show that, although the model does not ex-
plain the variability of the three constructs of performance, 
quantitative tools do help to improve the performance of 
firms that adopt the eFQm model –considered from both 
the perspective of efficiency and the perspective of com-

FigUre 3. conceptual model of the impact of quality tools on performance (eFQm firms).

source: in-house compilation  
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table 10. confirmatory analysis of model (eFQm model).

step coefficient t-value

F12 Use of tools ® F1 Quantitative .721 2.047 (*)

F12 Use of tools ® F2 Group .114 7.975 (*)

F13 Performance ® F7 efficiency .333 3.168 (*)

F13 Performance ® F8 Commercial 
improvement

.326 2.994 (*)

F13 Performance ® F9 incorporation 
external knowledge

.344 2.504 (*)

F12 Use of tools ® F13 Performance .087 8.966 (*)

source: in-house compilation.

(*) significance level .05
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mercial performance (table 11). it is noteworthy that these 
are precisely the tools that had no influence on the iso 
9001:2000-certified companies. 

common factors in both models 

to analyse the impact of the common factors in both mod-
els, two new constructs were introduced:

F14: shared commercial improvement in an ISO 
9001:2000 setting; and

F15: shared commercial improvement in an EFQM set-
ting.

these factors were made up of the same items, which in-
cluded: (i) sales growth; (ii) improvement in commercial 
margins; (iii) growth in market share; and (iv) growth in 
exporting capacity. the reliability of both constructs was 
positive, and the models were confirmed as having a suf-
ficient fit.

the aim was to ascertain whether ‘quantitative tools’ 
and ‘group tools’ had an influence on ‘commercial im-
provement’ for organisations implementing either the iso 
9001:2000 standard or the eFQm model. the main find-
ing was confirmation of the existence of a significant rela-
tionship between the use of quality tools and commercial 
improvement in performance for companies that had im-
plemented the eFQm model.

in summary, all of these results indicated that ‘soft’ tools 
(those that extract group information) were associated 
with iso 9001:2000 and did not have a significant im-
pact on performance, whereas a substantial improvement 
in performance was apparent in firms implementing the 
eFQm model using quantitative ‘hard’ tools. 

conclusions 

this study of the implementation of quality-improvement 
tools in firms utilising the iso 9001:2000 standard or the 
eFQm model has identified two groups of quality tools: (i) 

those of a quantitative kind, characterised as ‘hard’ in the 
present study, which focus on specific tasks and objectives 
and which typically require knowledge and experience of 
the tools to be implemented effectively; and (ii) tools of a 
generally qualitative nature, characterised as ‘soft’ in the 
present study, which focus on general knowledge-sharing 
to generate ideas for improvement. 

the specific contribution of the paper can be summarized 
as follows: in the empirical work that has been carried out 
‘hard’ quality tools are used much less frequently than ‘soft’ 
tools, which probably reflects the greater degree of knowl-
edge and experience required within the organisation to 
utilise the former compared with the latter. However, the 
study has also shown that these ‘hard’ tools are precisely 
the instruments that enable organisations to improve their 
performance. in particular, the study has confirmed that 
the use of such tools and methodologies as six sigma, sPC, 
and FmeCa has a significant impact on commercial perfor-
mance. these results confirm the findings of Bunney and 
dale (1997) in their study of one empirical case.

the effect of quality-improvement tools on performance 
was especially noted in firms that used the eFQm model. in 
the case of iso 9001:2000, the use of quality tools barely 
improved performance. However, iso 9001:2000 is associ-
ated with a more intensive use of the tools that were char-
acterised as ‘soft’ in the present study, and the analysis has 
provided enough evidence to conclude that extensive use 
of these ‘soft’ tools has an influence on improving perfor-
mance from a commercial perspective.

the study has thus concluded that the approach used for 
quality management (iso 90009001:2000 or eFQm in 
this study) determines the type of tools used. these find-
ings are in general accordance with those of Greene (1993) 
and tarí and sabater (2004) in noting that the specific 
circumstances of a given company require the use of par-
ticular quality-improvement tools. When a given organisa-
tion begins to implement total quality management, it will 
use ‘soft’ general-purpose tools that do not require great 
knowledge or experience. at a later (‘higher’) level of qual-
ity management, this organisation will utilise more sophis-
ticated tools for specific purposes, thus gaining a greater 
impact in terms of improved performance. 

For managers, this article has some clear implications. on 
the one hand, the significant differences on performance 
among the organisations based on the iso 9001 and 
eFQm model have to be pointed out. Furthermore, in our 
opinion this is a very interesting finding that might need 
further research in order to explain the nature of those 
differences. in short, we’ll put forward that the differenc-
es could be related to the varied motivations (internal or 

table 11. relationships between the use of quality tools and 
performance, using pls techniques (eFQm model).

efficiency
commercial 
performance

external 
knowledge

Quantitative tools
“hard”

.271
1.756 (*)

.235
1.771 (*)

not significant

Group tools
“soft”

not significant not significant not significant

source: in-house compilation. 

in each box, the highest number is the coefficient and the lowest the associated t-value

(*) significance level .10
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external) that drive the organisations to adopt both iso 
9001 and eFQm models, something that could impact on 
their outcomes and performance, an effect that  has been 
recently evidenced for the iso 9001 context (e.g. Boiral 
and Roy, 2007). on the other hand, the study has shown 
which are the specific quality management tools that en-
able organisations to improve their performance. 

it is acknowledged that the present study is of an explor-
atory nature and that it used a relatively small sample size. 
nevertheless, it is contended that the study has been ro-
bust enough to indicate clear tendencies in the production 
and service sectors. Future studies could investigate these 
trends in other sectors of importance, such as education 
and healthcare, in which significant progress in quality 
management has occurred in recent years. 
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abstract: despite its pertinence in administrative sciences, leadership in public management is 
still ill conceptualized. in this context, the authors propose an analytical framework to reconsider 
the study of public leadership. to explore this issue they begin by stating the difference between 
public and private management and look at the specifics of public management ś objectives. 
then, they try to develop a comprehensive model to understand the variety of situations in public 
leadership; a model based on a broader perspective rather that on a managerial one. in particular, 
they defend the idea that different types of leadership are required depending on the level of 
responsibility of the managers and other aggregate variables such as the level of institutionaliza-
tion and power of the public organization where the managers work. 
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introduction 

studies of public management in the last thirty years, and especially in 
research into modernisation and change in Public administrations, have 
demonstrated the weakness of the “leadership” variable in explaining the 
successes and failures of transformation. much has been written concern-
ing the importance of leadership in the literature on management, but in 
the explanations of change this variable has not been adequately consid-
ered. Paradigm shifts, from the bureaucratic (Weber, 1984) to the “new 
public management” (aucoin, 1995; Barzelay, 2001; lane, 2000; Pollit and 
Bouckaert, 2000; savas, 2008; osborne and Gaebler, 1992, among others) 
and, more recently, to the “neopublic” (Frederickson, 1997; Clad, 1998; 
merino, 2008; Gregory, 2003; Hood et al., 2004; Peters, 2001, 2006, 2007, 
among others) have culminated in the early years of the XXi century in an 
integrationist and syncretic vision (Bourgon, 2007, 2010)1. at a more micro 
level it is also clear that numerous public organizations in very different 
countries have made advances in effectiveness, efficiency, integrity, and 

1 Without forgetting by any means the importance of efficiency and the achievement of 
policy results (longo, 2008), it is nowadays necessary to foster civic results, which leads 
to the democratisation of the administration and the quest for good government i.e. 
“receptive, responsible and respected government”, as described by Jocelyne Bourgon 
in her “new” theory of public administration (Bourgon, 2007, 2010).
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lideraZgo en el sector público: algUnas cUestiones 
teóricas y metodológicas

resUmen: Basándose en la literatura existente y en los debates más rele-
vantes que se están produciendo −tanto en el ámbito académico como en 
el de los gestores−, sobre liderazgo en el ámbito público, el artículo pro-
pone un modelo analítico innovador para estudiar este crucial tema. Para 
desarrollar el análisis se comienza con una propuesta de diferenciación 
entre la gestión pública y la privada, de naturaleza incremental, y centrada 
en las especificidades que se derivan de los objetivos de uno y otro sector. 
tras ello, se desarrolla un modelo comprehensivo que tiene como finalidad 
identificar las variables situacionales propias de dicho sector, consideran-
do tanto el factor potestas como el de auctoritas propios de la teoría polí-
tica clásica. en concreto, la hipótesis que se pretende demostrar es que el 
contexto demanda diferentes modelos de liderazgo que consideran el nivel 
de responsabilidad de los gestores y el nivel de institucionalización y poder 
de la organización donde los gestores desarrollan su trabajo.  
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todología administrativa.
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transparency, but in explanations of such changes and 
transformations–both paradigmatic and organizational–
leadership is not a key variable and, consequently, due to 
its inadequate analysis, no advances are made in the un-
derstanding of how these changes are led. 

What is the reason for this neglect or omission? is not lead-
ership an essential variable in the explanation of change? 
nobody denies its importance, yet its study is marginal. 
the most serious aspect of this vacuum is that, for public 
management, it leaves us unable to contribute prescrip-
tions as to how to lead change, despite the essence of pub-
lic management being the production of theory useful for 
managers. to the question of how to lead change in pub-
lic organizations towards an integrationist and democratic 
paradigm of public service, the response is that we have no 
scientifically validated answers, and thus it is important to 
find solutions to this insufficiency. 

our two initial hypotheses to explain this fact are, firstly, 
that there are few theories of public sector leadership suffi-
ciently adapted to the axiological public framework and to 
its structural differences. secondly, that when these do ex-
ist, they do not consider important contingency variables, 
but are excessively omnicomprehensive theories which aim 
to be useful for both the management of governments and 
for the management of highly technified public agencies, 
and for both organisms with a strong capacity for coercion 
and regulatory elaboration and for quasi-corporate/busi-
ness organisms. 

Consequently, we believe that one of the causes of the 
relative omission of leadership as a key explanatory vari-
able of change is the absence of theories of public lead-
ership at intermediate level (merton, 1957)2 which are 
sufficiently sensitive to public values and adapted to the 
different public environments so as to be adopted by aca-
demics studying this sector as instruments explaining real-
ity. What is required are solid theories which possess an 
empirically testable explanatory value, are internally and 
externally consistent and possess predictive capacity and 
precision (Bunge, 2002). the theoretical weakness of pub-
lic sector leadership has meant that data regarding the 
importance of public management in explaining change 
cannot be adequately interpreted, and thus facts impor-
tant for the rigorous understanding of changes have not 
been sufficiently analysed. Precisely to fill this vacuum we 
modestly offer an analytical framework of an intermediate 
level which we understand to be empirically testable and 

2 “our major task today is to develop special theories applicable to 
limited conceptual ranges […] rather than to seek the total concep-
tual structure that is adequate to derive these and other theories 
of the middle range” (merton, 1957, p. 51).

which could contribute knowledge to this scientific area, 
not only for the explanation of reality but also for the im-
proved training of public managers in their different levels 
of responsibility and environments. 

What follows will attempt, having described the state of 
the question in studies of public management, to demon-
strate that differences exist between public and private 
sector leadership. However, these differences, when the 
varied public and private organizational worlds are ade-
quately segmented, will be seen not to be absolute except 
in the purely archetypal organisation of the public and the 
private. in short, these differences are located on a con-
tinuum rather than being abrupt and clearly divided. We 
shall then attempt to synthesize the epistemological and 
methodological foundations of public administration as a 
scientific discipline, essentially with the objective of un-
derstanding the scientific framework or paradigm in which 
this text is located. the central contribution of the article 
is what we term the contextual model of public leadership, 
which is an attempt to contribute some mediating vari-
ables which permit the selection of theories of public lead-
ership in such a way that they are sensitive to the public 
dimension and, at the same time, sufficiently adapted to 
the different contexts and levels of responsibility of pub-
lic managers. Finally, we shall use this model to analyze 
proposals and theories of public leadership which are cur-
rently widely followed, to be able to demonstrate how it 
enriches the undeniable contributions of these theories.

Briefly, the text aims to contribute understanding and ana-
lytical capacity to studies of public leadership, in the hope 
that they will continue to empirically test some of their pro-
posals and thereby contribute a more solid and useful theo-
retical framework to studies of change or modernisation in 
Public administrations. We believe an improved theory will 
permit a better interpretation of reality and thereby help 
to rediscover the importance and characteristics of pub-
lic leadership. increased information regarding leaderships 
of excellence will subsequently permit improved training 
upon the basis of successful experiences. Finally, improved 
training in public management will produce better manag-
ers who will contribute decisively to constructing a more 
democratic, effective and integrated administration. 

public leadership: the state of the art 

the literature on leadership is abundant in management, 
not so far in public management (van Wart, 2003). yet 
quantity does not always mean quality, and certainly does 
not ensure usefulness for public managers. moreover, poor 
literature on leadership generates even more problems 
than it solves by leading naive public managers to follow 
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seemingly sensible rules, which actually lead them to the 
edge of disaster. But the problem is that even excellent 
management texts can mislead public managers. most 
leadership theories and concepts are generic, not having 
been developed and tested in the public context (Fernán-
dez, 2008, p. 176). as a consequence, the idea that lead-
ership can be generally spoken of in the public sector, and 
be targeted at any public in that sector is, in our view, 
erroneous. and what seems even more erroneous is the no-

tion that one can write about leadership without making 
distinctions between the public and private sectors. When 
addressed to all types of audiences alike, texts with the 
necessary rigor and with enough of an empirical basis may 
uncover flanks where it becomes possible and even neces-
sary to disqualify them. 

Usually, the explanations of change and continuity in the 
public sector have been organized around two kinds of the-
ories: systemic and institutional. Governmental changes 
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were the consequence of systemic changes, i.e. adapta-
tion of the political subsystem to environmental changes 
such as economic globalization, and increasing complex-
ity, interdependence and diversity (luhmann, 1982; Koo-
iman, 1993). or the special characteristics of the changes 
and the troublesome continuity of some inefficient public 
administrations should be understood using different in-
stitutional theories: Historical, organizational, sociological, 
etc. (Peters, 1998). as a consequence, leadership has been 
fairly often neglected as a source of explanation of change 
in the public sector. the reason behind this omission is the 
idea that bureaucracies are guided by powerful forces be-
yond the control of administrative leaders. For example, in 
the research on new Public management it is difficult to 
find the “leadership factor” as an explanation of success or 
failure. there are exceptions (i.e. Barzelay, 2001) but they 
are few. in this text we defend that leadership in the public 
sector is very important to explain change and continuity. 
even more, we agree with the idea that “leadership from 
public managers is necessary because without leadership 
public organizations will never mobilize themselves to ac-
complish their mandated purposes” (Behn, 1998, p. 209). 
But public leadership should be understood in the context 
of the political system, not only with the conceptual and 
cognitive frame of management. 

the thousands of books and articles on leadership can be 
organized in six theories according to van Wart (2003): 
1. Great man; this theory emphasized the idea of leader-
ship as a special character or some mixture of qualities 
only possessed by extremely talented individuals, whose 
decisions are sometimes capable of radically changing 
the path of history (Galton, 1869). these ideas, applied 
to political leaders, have been defended by very impor-
tant philosophers (Berlin, 2002; ortega y Gasset, 2005). 
2. Trait; this theory emphasized the importance of indi-
vidual traits (physical, motivational, personality) and skills. 
it is very similar to the previous theory but influenced by 
scientific methodologies –see, for example, later than the 
original works of this theory, mcClelland (1987) and his 
theory of intrinsic “power motivation”, which is very influ-
ential on the competency approach to human resources 
management, or the research by Zaccaro and his idea that 
leadership traits are “relatively coherent and integrated 
patterns of personal characteristics, reflecting a range of 
individual differences, that foster consistent leadership ef-
fectiveness across a variety of group and organizational 
situations” (2007, p. 7). 3. Contingency; these theories em-
phasized the situational variables leaders must deal with, 
criticizing the idea of a universal set of traits associated 
with effective leadership. they look for effective leadership 
behavior. in order to find it, for example, researchers at ohio 

state University administered questionnaires to thousands 
of employees to identify successful styles of behavior. they 
identified two broad categories of leadership behavior: 
consideration (or concern for the welfare of subordinates) 
and initiating structure (concern for the accomplishment of 
goals). later, this theory was refined in different ways, such 
as the contingency theory (Fiedler, 1967; vroom and yet-
ton, 1967; Hersey and Blanchard, 1977). and more recent-
ly, research on leadership behavior has identified a third 
category of behavior (lindell and Rosenqvist, 1992): de-
velopment oriented behavior (concern for experimentation, 
innovation and organizational change), behavior which is 
connected with the next theory we are going to summa-
rize. 4. Transformational; this theory emphasizes the idea 
that leaders should have a compelling vision and must cre-
ate change in the organization (Bennis and nanus, 2001; 
Kotter, 1988, Bass, 1990). some of the authors, however, 
defend a new charismatic leadership with behaviors such 
as (Javidan and Waldman, 2003, pp. 230-1): a) articula-
tion of a future vision; b) Building credibility and commit-
ment to the vision; c) Creating emotional challenges for 
followers. these leaders should also have personal attri-
butes such as self-confidence, eloquence, high energy and 
determination and desire for change and risk taking. oth-
er transformational followers emphasize cultural change 
as the key to effective leadership (Peters and Waterman, 
1982). 5. Servant, this theory emphasizes the ethical re-
sponsibilities to followers (affective leadership: newman et 
al., 2009), stakeholders and society (Greenleaf, 1977; mc-
Gregor Burns, 1983). 6. Multifaceted or holistic; this the-
ory emphasizes the importance of integrating the major 
schools, especially the transactional (trait and behavior) 
and transformational schools, and the need of looking for 
cross-fertilization among them (Bass, 1990). 

according to van Wart (2003, p. 221) there are five pos-
sible definitions of leadership in an administrative context: 
1. administration leadership is the process of providing the 
results required by authorized processes in an efficient, ef-
fective and legal manner (endorsed by those who defend a 
strict political accountability, such as terry, 1995, 1998; or 
moe and Gilmour, 1995, among others); 2. administrative 
leadership is the process of developing/supporting follow-
ers who provide the results (endorsed by those who defend 
affective leadership such as newman et al., 2009, among 
others); 3. administrative leadership is the process of align-
ing the organization with its environment, especially the 
necessary macro-level changes necessary, and realigning 
the culture as appropriate (endorsed by those who defend 
entrepreneurial leadership such as Behn, 1998, or Kotter, 
1988, among others); 4. the key element of administrative 
leadership is its service focus or its ethical mission (en-
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dorsed by those who defend ethical leadership such as 
Cooper and Wright, 1992; Ricucci, 1995, and Frederick-
son, 1997, among others); 5. administrative leadership is 
a composite of providing technical performance, internal 
direction to followers, external organization direction –
all with a public service orientation. We consider this last 
definition very close to our own idea, but it is true that 
it eschews the tough decision about defining the proper 
emphasis or focus that leaders must make. in this paper 
we shall attempt to create a model for defining emphasis 
considering two kinds of variables: the need of legitima-
tion and the level of institutionalization of the organiza-
tion where the leader must work.

in this article we follow the ideas set by stone when he 
concluded that the complexity and variations in positions 
and public organizations produced “limitless permutations 
and combinations” in public leadership (1945, p. 210). 
later terry (1995) has criticized the lack of consideration 
of normative issues in the leadership literature when ap-
plied directly to the public administration. For example, 
the blithe defense of the neo-managerial approach in pub-
lic leadership can be very harmful from the perspective of 
democratic accountability (terry, 1998; moe, 1994; Reich, 
1988). some others contend (Javidan and Waldman, 2003; 
dobell, 1989) that the assumption of certain ideas from 
the charismatic school of leadership is not very well suit-
ed for certain public environments (i.e. organizations with 
bureaucratic forms of structure and governance) and for 
certain levels of managers (especially middle managers). 
although we tend to agree with these ideas it is impor-
tant to consider the variation in positions and the differ-
ences among public organizations in order to have a more 
accurate vision of public leadership. the need for a more 
comprehensive model comes also from our experience as 
professors in dozens of courses for managers in the public 
sector in spain and especially from the more than 200 in-
terviews conducted with these managers along more than 
ten years3. many times we have explained the theory of 

3 manuel villoria is the director of a master in Public leadership at 
the ortega  and Gasset institute. the master has 20 editions now 
and more than 500 managers have studied the master. every stu-
dent has to have an in depth interview with the director of the 
master at the beginning of the course. during the interview, there 
are two open questions related to public leadership: 1. What do you 
think is public leadership? 2. What are the most important attri-
butes of a public leader? during the last ten years we have conduct-
ed 262 interviews, more or less 26 each year. the classification of 
the managers interviewed is: 21 executive managers from central 
and regional governments; 29 central government middle manag-
ers (10 of them from agencies and public companies); 122 regional 
middle managers (62 of them from public companies and agencies 
in the regional government); 50 local middle managers (21 of them 
from public companies and agencies in the local level); 25 high 

contingency and its variants, but managers from organiza-
tions where outputs and outcomes are hard to measure 
have nearly always asked us the same thing, “How can i 
know the true degree of maturity of the employees who 
report to me, except in the most outstanding cases, if i am 
unable to establish a minimally reliable evaluation perfor-
mance system?”. the answer is not simple in their organi-
zations, which Wilson identified as “coping organizations” 
(1989, p. 168). 

many executive managers also ask how this theory helps 
to manage the political environment in which they must 
interact, for instance, with members of Parliament or the 
press. the answer could be to remind them that other lead-
ership theorists have made interesting contributions of the 
analysis of power, which when added to contingency theo-
ry can set a fairly solid groundwork. We have therefore ex-
plained to them how to define the scope of political power, 
what their own potential sources of power are, and how to 
use them (Pfeffer, 1992). once we have put this forward, 
we are usually asked whether that means anything goes, 
as long as one reaches or stays in power, or whether there 
are any moral constraints (although the ends may be le-
gitimate) on government activity. this leads us to remind 
them of the significance of normative theory as a frame-
work for action for both the government and for public 
administration. then the question we get is how to make 
“realism” in managing power compatible with the “ideal-
ism” of normative theory. in short, things get very messy if 
we chose only one theory as the way for effective leader-
ship. the option for a holistic approach is the best way, but 
it has the problem of context and position, that is: When to 
give priority to one theory or other considering the context 
of the organization or the responsibility of the manager? 

this is why we feel that if one wants to build a leadership 
theory that is useful for public managers and elected of-
ficials, much more emphasis should be placed on critical 
detail, and more work should be done on the differences 
between organizations and levels of responsibility, rather 
than on trying to generate universally applicable theories. 
We expand on this theme in the following pages. First, it 
is important to clarify the distinction between public and 
private leadership in order to understand whether what 
is written about business leadership does apply to the 
public sector, and whether it makes sense to write about 

ranking officials from the army and police; 5 top ranking officials 
from the army and police; 10 foreign managers. they come not 
only from the three different levels of government, but also from 
very different areas of government. their ideas of leadership were 
slightly different depending on the organization where they worked 
and the level of responsibility they had. 
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public management. then, one must examine how one can 
build the “science” of public management, and how one 
can use that science to develop a science of leadership. it 
also becomes necessary to clarify whether what is written 
for a President or Head of state is also useful to a member 
of a senior executive service, to a “middle manager” to a 
mayor, or the reverse. We should also ask ourselves if the 
theories which work in a public company could work in a 
ministry or in the army. in short, we will attempt to clarify 
some concepts and define variables that allow one to prop-
erly apply different theories. 

public and private management: 
a controversy revisited 

 in order to determine what is to be managed in the public 
sector, we must first answer the question as to whether or 
not there is any difference between managing public and 
private organizations. We can begin by asking what the 
literature has to say in this regard. traditional organiza-
tion theory puts no emphasis at all on this difference. nei-
ther Weber nor taylor, nor mcGregor were concerned with 
bringing out these differences. in one of his later papers, 
simon (1995) asserts that public, private and non-govern-
mental organizations are equivalent in their critical dimen-
sions. Research, in this field, shows, for instance, that the 
main factor affecting the behavior of bureaucrats is not 
whether the organization is publicly or privately owned, 
but rather size (Rainey, 1997). 

some authors bring out the fact that several public orga-
nizations are structured like companies: Public companies, 
semi-autonomous agencies, public business enterprises 
and the like, obtaining income from providing their ser-
vices (musolf y seidman, 1980). others have brought out 
the public side of third sector organizations or the special 
relationship with the public sector that private sector com-
panies working almost exclusively for the public sector as 
contractors have (Bozeman, 1987). there are people in 
public and private enterprise that do essentially the same 

thing (mitnick, 1994) or, to put it differently, public and 
private management are similar in every unimportant mat-
ter (allison, 1992). moreover, management of a host of ser-
vices occurs due to the interconnection of public, private 
and non-governmental organizations (Kettl, 1993). al-
though only certain public organizations can approve rules 
binding for all, it is equally true that without the support 
of nGos and even private enterprise, in many cases, the 
policies or programs approved in legislation could not be 
implemented (Rainey, 1997). there are even public organi-
zations and administrations that act so much in their own 
interest, or that of lobbies, that they are not at all different 
from private enterprises (Banfield, 1975). 

a continuum from private enterprise to ministries exists as 
dahl and lindblom have stated (1976). a continuum (see 
table 1) which includes: 

1) pure private enterprise, 2) private enterprise subject to 
general labor or other types of regulations, 3) private en-
terprise with public funds in the form of contracts, 4) highly 
regulated companies, 5) private companies whose largest 
sources of income comes from the public sector, 6) private 
companies depending entirely on public contracts, 7) gov-
ernment agencies whose programs are produced almost 
entirely by private outsourcing, 8) mixed public-private en-
terprise, 9) majority publicly owned enterprise –more than 
fifty per cent of the shares–, 10) public business entity or 
regulatory agency, 11) independent body, and, 12) ministry 
or City Government.  

We must therefore acknowledge that the problem of own-
ership and control has no simple solution, although recent 
research stresses the differences even in the management 
of health services, between public and private hospitals 
(Chubb and moe, 1990). Based on this research (scott and 
meyer, 1991; Rainey et al., 1976; mitnick, 1994; Knott, 
1993; Gusfield, 1981; Benn and Gaus, 1983; allison 1992), 
Rainey indicates no fewer than thirty three differences 
between public and private management (Rainey, 1997, 

table 1. From private to public management: a continuum.

priVate                                                                                                                                                                                                    pUblic

Pure 
private 
enterprise

Private 
enterprise 
subject to 
general 
labor or 
other 
types of 
regulations

Private 
enterprise 
with public 
funds in 
the form of 
contracts 

Highly 
regulated 
companies

Private 
companies 
whose 
largest 
sources 
of income 
come from 
the public 
sector.
and nGos

Private 
companies 
depending 
entirely 
on public 
contracts

Government 
agency whose 
programs are 
subcontracted

mixed 
public-
private 
enterprise

majority 
publicly 
owned 
enterprise: 
more than 
50% of the 
shares 

Public 
business 
entity; 
service 
agencies 

independent 
body or 
regula-
tory agency 

President
ministry, 
mayor 

source: Based on dahl and lindblom.
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p. 73), of which we would highlight the following eight dis-
tinguishing public management characteristics:

• greater political influence; 

• quasi-legislative and quasi-legal capacity;

• greater expectations for equitable and equal treatment 
and for transparency; 

• greater ambiguity and/or contradiction in objectives; 

• greater constraints in public manager decision-making, 
both inwards and outwards; 

• greater difficulty in linking incentives to performance; 

• slightly different value system related to work; 

• lower level of employee satisfaction. 

along these lines, subirats (1990, 1991) cites fourteen sim-
ilar differences that should be considered also in a contin-
uum. But another consequence of this theory of levels of 
“publicness” is that we have to agree with certain authors 
who defended the similarities between public and private 
organizations. of course, there are similarities, especially 
between nGos, public enterprises, certain agencies and 
private companies highly regulated, and, obviously, there 
are more similarities in the “how to achieve ends” than in 
the “what are the ends”. 

developing a public management science 

What is public management? 

if there are differences between public and private man-
agement, then there is reason to believe there can be in-
dependent scientific approaches with characteristics of 
their own. thus, according to Bozeman (1993), the origins 
of public management can be traced from different per-
spectives. on the one hand is the so-called P-approach 
stemming from the public policy schools. then there is the 
B-approach, with its origins in business schools. Here, the 
distinction between public and private becomes blurry and 
the focus tends to be on the management process, i.e. or-
ganization, personnel, budgeting, and the like. What the 
two have in common is a concern that goes beyond the 
mere internal administration of agencies, a respect for the 
role of policy in management, a prescriptive orientation, 
and an affinity for learning through experience. 

in a nutshell, the public management’s objective is to gen-
erate a theory to give managers an indication of how to 
act in different environments and situations and to identify 
and teach the skills needed to satisfactorily put this theory 

into practice (Perry and Kraemer, 1990; Perry, 1996). in 
this context, the leadership literature must give thought to 
whom it is addressing in each individual case and exam-
ine the teaching that may be useful accordingly, instead 
of succumbing to the tendency to put all managers in the 
same frame of reference. 

methodology and epistemology 

one of the greatest concerns of both teachers and re-
searchers of this approach is that of generating useful 
and directly applicable information. this raises a signifi-
cant control issue since people easily abuse the knowledge 
of experienced managers and succumbs to profit and a 
lack of rigor (lynn, 1996). Knowledge in the public man-
agement literature is not always methodologically scien-
tific, but rather a great portion is theoretical, homespun, 
descriptive, and personal, comprising a body of what can 
be called “wise” literature (Bozeman, 1993). this literature 
is different from common sense or ordinary knowledge of 
public administration and is based on personal experience, 
stereotypes and institutionalized knowledge. it is based on 
a synthesis of studies or on systematically conveyed per-
sonal experience, validated by the scientific community 
itself and supervised for publication by those who revise 
scientific literature. allison (1971), Bozeman and strauss-
man (1990), and Benn and Gaus (1983) are some excellent 
examples of this so-called “wise” literature. 

Finally, there is the type of scientific knowledge that tends 
to arise from following up on the typical process of theory 
generation. Hypotheses that can be disproved are put for-
ward, analytical tools are developed to explain them, there 
is an aspiration for them to be generalized, it is assumed 
that they can be significantly aggregated in the analysis 
process, a degree of separation is established between 
facts and values, and it is assumed that progress of the 
theory can be demonstrated. this is literature that seeks 
to generate theory. in the view of Bozeman (1993), both 
sources of knowledge are useful in public management. 
the problem is how to integrate them. Wise and scientific 
literature cannot be lumped into the same category since 
this would take us back to the 1930s and those famous 
proverbs of administration identified by critics. 

thus far, research in public management has been charac-
terized by a series of traits (Kettl, 1993), which, to a large 
extent, arose as the immediate precursors of the public 
management approach: 1) there has been a conscious re-
jection of research on implementation and bureaucracy, 
whereas the methodological bias has been on research 
on the strategic approach of business schools; 2) in the 
face of research pessimism regarding implementation, this 
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approach has offered an optimistic, results-oriented im-
age; 3) high level government executives and their strat-
egy-generating roles have served as an analysis units for 
research; 4) knowledge has been developed through case 
studies. Four types of problems have been detected in this 
research strategy (Kettl, 1993). First, while the tendency 
to focus on high-ranking executives simplifies things since 
one can work on similarities, it impoverishes the results. 
second, not enough research has been done on types of 
public management that differ from traditional ministerial 
or agency service providers. there is a lack of knowledge, 
for instance, on sub-contracted public services. third, there 
is not enough knowledge on different management mod-
els according to governmental grades or areas. Fourth, 
knowledge is lacking on management in the middle lev-
els of the public administration. We feel that these asser-
tions also apply for anyone having studied the literature 
on leadership in the public sector. thus, there is a lack of 
attention paid to middle management, advice is mixed for 
different levels of government executives, and there is not 
enough understanding of indirect management and what 
it represents. 

Generally speaking, the methods that have been used in 
public management research are social science methods 
(Perry and Kraemer, 1990). Management research has been 
based on varied strategies (Behn, 1993). Both in private 
and public management, experimental design has been 
very hard to implement. Hawthorne experiments show that 
even with everything working in favor of an innovation, 
what was proven was exactly the contrary of what was in-
tended (mayo, 1946). exercising total control is virtually 
impossible in the public sector. Quasi-experimental models 
have been more common. Surveys have not helped much 
to generate knowledge, particularly when managers do 
not know their own work very well (mintzberg, 1979, cited 
by Behn, 1993). Research based on managers’ systematic 
exposure to their work (manager-philosopher research), in-
cluding highly influential examples such as Barnard (1959), 
entail validity problems. Gedanke or great thinkers’ re-
search, based on logic rather than empirical research, and 
based on general knowledge and highly potent rationality, 
such as the research that gave rise to some of the most 
prestigious works by Weber, simon and lindblom, is only 
within the reach of the most illustrious minds. Research 
based on observation and interviews, such as the famous 
research done by mintzberg on the work of executive man-
agement (1978), raises the issue of selection, since one can 
choose what works and reject what does not, thereby miss-
ing out on significant information. Case studies not only 
intend to bring out facts, but also find the underlying prin-
ciples explaining why a combination of specific activities, 

interacting with specific circumstances, lead to given re-
sults, and to describe these principles so that they can be 
applied in other situations. Kaufman’s research (1960) on 
the U.S. Forest Service stands as an example.

other research strategies with a more interpretational ap-
proach have been developed. a very interesting current of 
research is what is known as “action learning” (morgan, 
1997, p. 299). it is based on the desire to recount, through 
the use of metaphors that help understand reality, inter-
ventions that can produce “generalizable keys” and that 
are also pertinent to better understand the intervention 
process as well as the essential dynamics, options and 
problems that have been tackled. Generally speaking, it 
is very important to understand the role of language in 
this process since ideas are based on implicit images or 
metaphors which induce us to see, comprehend and man-
age situations along a given path (morgan, 1997; Barzelay 
& armajani, 1992; lakoff and Johnson, 1980). a differ-
ent, more descriptive yet very interesting strategy aims to 
generate meaning through stories that organizations tell 
themselves (maynard-moody and Kelly, 1993). Findings 
based on the analysis of these stories, based on building 
the entire process of generating meaning, are highly rel-
evant both scientifically and in terms of theory (Bellavita, 
1990). 

in the final analysis, some people believe that in all pub-
lic management is, particularly on a strategic level, as in 
political action, “art”, intuition and improvisation, which 
no one can teach (dror, 1983). yet from the public man-
agement standpoint, the path to take is that of discover-
ing theories, rules, and heuristics to help managers (lynn, 
1996). although the building of leadership theories has 
used the different methodologies that have been put for-
ward, one very common mistake is to overlook the fact that 
each theory generated pools from several specific sources 
for validation while forgetting other sources that probably 
make the theories useless under different circumstances. 

a contextual model of public leadership 

Within a democratic system, administrative positions are 
closely bound to legitimacy, both of origin and exercise. 
a lack of such legitimacy would challenge the access and 
sustenance of power. Furthermore, to hold an administra-
tive position is linked to a variety of special duties and 
limited domains. in the political theory there exist two con-
cepts, such as auctoritas and potestas, which help to un-
derstand this fact. Auctoritas implies that those who hold 
power have to be legitimized by means of their capacity 
to meet citizens’ expectations. that is to say, to be able to 
develop a legitimate political discourse, to make the right 
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choices in strategy and to achieve results. However, po-
testas is more related to the power source, has to do with 
the space and time in which is possible to exercise power 
in accordance with the constitutional or legal framework. 
When analysing public leadership the ontological dimen-
sions of space and time of rule should not be neglected. 
From an etymological perspective, rex (King) and regnum 
(Kingdom) have both of them an indo-european origin 
which refer themselves to the capacity to define the limits 
of the civitas or space where power is exercised (marramao, 
2009). otherwise, the exercise of public leadership is done 
within spatial and temporal borders and, by all means, 
those borders are defined through a variety of implicit and 
explicit mandates which frame the mission, tasks, and re-
sponsibilities of those who hold managerial positions in an 
organisation.

it could be argued that studies on public leadership place 
the emphasis on analysing the leader’s autoritas rather 
than his/her potestas. Power and freedom are concepts 
unavoidably linked each other. all real power is related 
to free individuals who voluntarily accept to obey. if so, 
such obedience is connected to the dimension of autori-
tas which explains the reasons to obey, but potestas, or 
the space and temporal framework in which the exercise 
of power takes place, is also to be included. it is not the 
same to be mayor in a city than to be the chief of the mu-
nicipal register and it is not the same the President or the 
Prime minister of a national government than a member of 
the senior executive service. they have different responsi-
bilities and different potestas, they have different origin in 
their positions and different need of auctoritas. these two 
variables permit us to better understand public leadership. 

in the dimension potestas we could integrate two sub-vari-
ables: one is organizational and the other is individual. the 
first sub-variable is the level of “publicness” or “institution-
alization” of the organization where the manager works. 
We think that the organization as the unit of analysis is 
critical in leadership (Cook, 1998, p. 228). organizational 
structure shapes the behavior of the individuals and insti-
tutions within them (merton, 1957). Plans and visions are 
different if the organization is an instrumental agency or 
a public company than if the organization is a ministry or 
a secretary of state. the instrumental nature is different 
because a public company usually has a very narrow mis-
sion but a secretary of state has a much more open mis-
sion and conflicting responsibilities. according to selznick 
(1949), leaders are supposed to define the mission of the 
organization and protect its distinctive character, leaders 
must defend the organization. institutionalization is under-
stood in this paper as the degree of power granted to the 
organization by the law, the amplitude of stakeholders and 

conflicting values in decision-making, the quasi-legislative 
and adjudication capacity granted to the organization and 
its officials, the legislative and legal controls in decision-
making. Getting back to the distinction made earlier, it 
is not the same thing to manage family business selling 
sports equipment as it is to manage a team of investiga-
tors in the FBi. the latter can affect fundamental rights 
and attempt on citizen’s freedom with the legal support 
of the state. there are different levels of institutionalism 
or “publicness” that determine leader’s options. as much 
power granted to the organization much control is needed. 
and the leader, in order to protect the mission and char-
acter of her organization, uses the power and suffers the 
controls that are granted to that organization. even more, 
managers must protect the jurisdictional boundaries of 
their agencies, and defend their autonomy from other rival 
agencies and political restrictions hampering them in their 
action (terry, 1995, p. 99). Concluding, managers make de-
cisions that authoritatively allocate values, but the orga-
nizational environment determines what decisions can be 
made and how they can be made (Wilson, 1989).

the second sub-variable in the dimension potestas is the 
level of responsibility of the manager. “level of responsi-
bility” could be understood as the realm of authority over 
one or several policies, formal legitimacy for decision-mak-
ing, and independence or non-dependence from superiors 
granted by the law or the internal norms of the organi-
zation. the degree of validity of advice or guidance var-
ies enormously in relation to this variable. Certain advice 
that may be useful to a deputy minister is not useful to 
a middle level manager in a bureaucracy or a street-level 
bureaucrat. in terms of potestas there are important differ-
ences between the different ranks in an organization and 
the leadership theory espoused should consider this situa-
tion. Putting together the two sub-variables we find a most 
accurate picture of the position of a manager in the public 
sector (see Figure 1), because an executive manager in a 
public company providing waste disposal services probably 
has less potestas than a middle manager in an agency like 
the FBi, where the mission he has to defend is: “to protect 
and defend the United states against terrorist and foreign 
intelligence threats, to uphold and enforce the criminal 
laws of the United states, and to provide leadership and 
criminal justice services to federal, state, municipal, and 
international agencies and partners”4. the organizational 
environment influences the level of potestas and the kind 
of leadership the manager should prioritize. 

4  www.fbi.gov/quickfacts.htm.
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the situation changes when we analyze the dimension 
auctoritas. the auctoritas is neither established by the 
law nor stabilized by the institutional design. it has to be 
achieved and built through the process of legitimation. For 
us, auctoritas is the degree of acceptance of the organi-
zational and individual potestas by the stakeholders. ev-
ery organization and every manager need auctoritas. But 
the need of it is different depending on two sub-variables. 
the first sub-variable is the need of legitimation of the or-
ganization. the second is the level of responsibility of the 
manager. 

the need of legitimation implies the need of providing le-
gitimacy. according to max Weber (1984), legitimation is 
the process of making something acceptable and norma-
tive to a group. the mission and existence of public orga-
nizations need to be acceptable to the stakeholders they 
have. But some organizations need more legitimation than 
others. this need depends on multiple factors; for exam-
ple, sometimes the norms and values in a given society 
strongly support the mission of an organization, but do not 
support as clearly the mission of other. and some organiza-
tions need a more technical legitimation and others need 
a more political or economic one. the kind of legitimation 
is different considering the mission of the organization and 
its level of publicness.

the second sub-variable is individual, not organizational; 
it is, again, the level of responsibility of the manager. in 
terms of the need of auctoritas there are important differ-
ences between the different ranks in an organization and 
the leadership theory espoused should consider this situ-
ation. a middle manager in a public company has lower 
need of auctoritas than the Ceo; the top executive of the 
company needs economic legitimation in order to keep his 
job and the existence of the company. the middle manager 
in the police needs technical legitimation nor political. But 
the need of political legitimation of the minister of the in-
terior is really big. 

Putting together the two sub-variables (see Figure 2) we 
could find a more accurate picture of the leadership needs 
of public managers. the organizational environment influ-
ences, again, the need of auctoritas and the kind of it the 
manager should prioritize. 

the entrepreneurial leadership 
and the contextual model 

one of the underlying problems with the leadership litera-
ture is probably that words with a host of meanings are 
used without clarifying definition. For example, one equiv-
ocal notion is that of innovation, a very important notion in 

FigUre 1. level of potestas.

+ responsibility of public manager

– level of 
publicness of the 

organization

low level of publicness and high level 
of responsibility. For example: the 
director of a waste disposal public 
company.

High level of publicness and high level 
of responsibility. For example: the FBi 
director. + level of 

publicness of the 
organizationlow level of responsibility and low level 

of publicness. For example: the chief of 
communication of the waste disposal 
public company.

low level of responsibility and high 
level of publicness. For example: the 
chief of the dna-mitochondrial team 
within the FBi.

– responsibility of public manager

FigUre 2. the need of auctoritas.

+ responsibility of public manager

– need of 
political 

legitimation 
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organization 

low need of political legitimation and 
high level of responsibility. For exam-
ple: the director of a public shipyard.

High need of political legitimation and 
high level of responsibility. For exam-
ple: the minister of the interior.

+ need of 
political 

legitimation 
of the 

organization 

low need of political legitimation and 
low level of responsibility. For example: 
the chief of the training department in 
the public shipyard.

low level of responsibility and high lev-
el of political legitimation. For example: 
the chief of a team of tax inspectors in 
the internal Revenue service.

– responsibility of public manager
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the concept of the entrepreneurial model of leadership. in 
the abundant literature, it is not clear whether innovation 
is a product or a process, an idea taken from others or a 
discovery. in addition, contrary to many erroneous postu-
lates, innovation is a collective process in which networks 
are a key to production. Zaltman et al. (1973) identify five 
types of innovation which often converge: Product, pro-
cess, organizational, personnel, and policy. in short, inno-
vation involves changes of a highly varied nature. 

in the public sector, innovation usually comes about ac-
cording to the following criteria (Ballart, 2001): 1) in most 
cases it is not planned and adheres more to Behn’s group-
ing along model (1988) than to planning models; 2) it has 
its roots in the organization’s idea of its mission rather 
than in specific laws or mandate; 3) it usually consists of 
adapting old ideas and practices to new problems; 4) it is 
not radical, but rather incremental; and 5) most innova-
tions are currently focused on such objectives as listening 
to the users of services, giving greater management power 
to executives and producing information on results. 

now we are going to examine the concept of innovation 
with the contextual model proposed before. First, we are 
going to examine it considering the level of responsibility 
in the dimension potestas. authors that write on innova-
tive leadership normally propose that implementation of 
innovation be controlled and non-conflictive. ideas may 
arise openly and creatively, but must be put into practice 
in an orderly fashion. this contradicts the idea that inno-
vation can arise at any level within an organization. thus, 
if a team leader of social workers in a department of the 
local government is presented with ideas like those that 
moore explains in his book Creating Public Value (1995), 
we could find that, if taken literally, that person would be 
legitimated in attempting to create value on his level, even 
in rebelling against rules or decisions made by superiors for 
the sake of defending specific individuals in urgent need. 
although this may seem correct–because each social work-
er has a limited set of stakeholders who would be the ones 
to indicate or define their expectations for his action and 
who would lead him to defend these interests–this in prac-
tice could not lead policies to be implemented according 
to general criteria. in all likelihood, this would outstretch 
the values and general criteria for action contained in the 
original policy, which does not only consider the interests 
of these players, but also those of many others. this frag-
mentation of interests may make it impossible to correctly 
apply the policy decided upon by democratically elected 
officials. obviously, the local elected can innovate, trans-
forming social programs and introducing new visions in 
the organization. summarizing, the team leaders do not 
have potestas for that kind of innovation, but the elected 

officials do. it does not mean that these team leaders can-
not introduce affective leadership and emotional labor in 
their job: they should listen, communicate clearly the mis-
sion of the organization, assess the emotional environment 
of the situation, and perform and adapt accordingly (new-
man et al., 2009). in this kind of social organizations it is 
very important to create positive affect because emotion-
ally detached and low-affect manager can create many 
organizational problems (Kiel and Watson, 2009, p. 22). 
they do have potestas for that. Finally, we continuous-
ly hear talk of how important it is for leaders to under-
stand and design the culture of an organization according 
to the values they proclaim (cultural innovation). yet cul-
tures change from the top levels of an organization and 
it takes time and success for its employees to take on its 
basic assumptions (schein, 1985). a middle manager can-
not change the culture of an organization. again, these 
proposals hold true for the top but not the middle levels.

Considering the level of publicness of the organization in 
the dimension potestas, it is not the same an organization 
with high level of institutionalization than one with lower 
level. For example, if we told that a head of a tax team 
to be enterprising, what would we actually be asking of 
him? of course, he could innovate, but his innovations 
or creation of value are highly limited by the set of rules 
that he must be aware of and abide by, and by citizens 
rights which he must respect (moe and Gilmour, 1995). 
as citizens, what we probably expect is not innovation, 
but rather technical skills, equity and independence. We 
might even fear that their innovation could have a disas-
trous effect on our rights, and there are examples of this 
in all developed countries. the essential creation of value 
of these teams lies in their effective, honest compliance 
with their obligations. if they add on something else that 
benefits the community, all the better. But perhaps in-
novations in tax administration are better decided at the 
top levels of the agency and must be simply complied 
with on the other levels. according to Behn, “public man-
agers can lead in pernicious as well as beneficial direc-
tions” (1998, p. 221), probably sometimes it is worth the 
risk of entrepreneurial management, but the more potes-
tas is granted to the agency and the manager the less 
the risk is worthy. as a consequence, initiative in certain 
areas should be restricted. 

now we are going to use the need of legitimation in the 
dimension auctoritas. in a knowledge society technical in-
novation is important for technical legitimation; that’s the 
reason why we, as taxpayers, ask for technical innovation 
in public research units or hospitals. the leader of a re-
search unit or the head of a heart surgery unit in a hospital 
should look for technical/scientific innovation. They have 
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a need of technical legitimation and the way to achieve 
it is through scientific innovation. their work is based on 
constant innovation, but their innovations are based on 
slow, controlled, incremental scientific advances that en-
sure that innovation does not lead to a waste in taxpay-
ers’ money in the first instance, or to unnecessary loss 
of life in the other. in short, the creation of value comes 
from ongoing, systematic research in a given professional 
area and not from what might be a hapless occurrence 
on a sleepless night. However, they are not legitimated to 
change the strategy of the organization where they work. 
on the contrary, we do not ask for technical innovation 
to our ministers or secretaries of state in the ministry of 
the interior but we demand from them effectiveness and 
respect for our freedoms. that means that we could de-
mand from them a new vision of the organization’s future 
if the situation is not good. and considering the dangers 
for our liberties the new policy should be democratically 
controlled and approved. We know that innovation in the 
security policy should be done under public scrutiny and 
political deliberation, and that it involves the legislative 
and the judicial powers. summarizing, the legitimation of 
these members of government is political, based on trust, 
image, discourse, and effectiveness, it is not technical. 

Finally, the level of responsibility in the dimension auctori-
tas could help us to better understand certain situations. 
First, the Ceo of a public enterprise has the need of eco-
nomic legitimation, because of that he should adopt enter-
prising leadership. that means introducing changes in the 
strategic orientation of the public company (Bennis, 1989; 
Kotter, 1988; Bryson, 1988; moore, 1995), in a way essen-
tially linked to what new public management puts forward, 
which is, geared towards improving efficiency or quality 
of organizations, creating management indicators and bol-
stering managers’ power. But if innovation implies going 
outside the core mission of the company, then he has not 
potestas for that and he is trying to assume political legiti-
mation. the company has a mission and changing the mis-
sion is a political decision that only the legislative power 
or the minister could make. the Ceo does not need politi-
cal legitimation and should not look for it. second, since 
the Us President or the spanish Prime minister have cum-
bersome responsibilities they need big doses of auctoritas 
to legitimate their mandate and fulfilling their mission. 
in order to have political legitimation (and to revalidate 
mandate) sometimes they have to innovate and take risk. 
innovation is part of their job, but innovation in these lev-
els of government has to do with vision and institutional 
design, not with indicators and micromanagement. third, 
the executive managers of the most important agencies 
are usually political appointees. that implies a need of 

political legitimation and not only technical one. they 
should help the President or Prime minister to win the elec-
tions and in order to do that they need to be effective 
and efficient, even entrepreneurial, but they also have to 
know how to sell the good results. Fourth, probably for the 
middle managers in the internal Revenue service or the 
police their essential job would be the protection of his 
organization’s mission, understood as what “is established 
by legislative mandates and other legally binding acts that 
grant authority to administrative agencies to act within a 
designated realm or field of action and to pursue specific 
policy objectives” (terry, 1995, p. 81). that means priori-
tizing technical legitimation and taking very little entre-
preneurial risk. as one of our interviewees5 put forward: “i 
have to accept the mission and the orders i receive, even if 
i think they are wrong. anyway, i have certain discretion in 
how to accomplish the mission. there, in the implementa-
tion, i have certain room of maneuvering for innovation”. 

conclusions 

literature on public leadership needs to find more contex-
tual models in order to analyze the usefulness of the dif-
ferent leadership theories for specific situations. no all the 
theories are useful always but all of them have interesting 
ideas that can be useful in the appropriate context. How 
to select the ideas and find the usefulness of them is the 
motive which has driven this paper. in this article we have 
defended that: 1. there are differences between public and 
private leadership. 2. the differences depend on the level 
of “publicness” of the organizations. 3. as a consequence, 
the differences have to be analyzed in a continuum. 4. 
these ideas lead us to postulate that one cannot purport 
to generate leadership theories that are entirely useful to 
both public and private managers. 5. Public organizations 
have also different levels of potestas; that means different 
level of institutional power granted to them by the law or 
the institutional design. the maximum institutional power 
implies quasi-legislative and adjudication capacity on ar-
eas which affect fundamental rights. 6. the more the insti-
tutional power of the organization the more important are 
the controls on the managers of the organization. in orga-
nizations with high levels of potestas the entrepreneurial 
leadership should not be prioritized, and the essential job 
of middle managers would be the protection of their orga-
nization’s mission and the respect of law. even top execu-
tive managers should be very careful with innovation in 
these kinds of organizations. 7. But in public organizations 
the auctoritas is also important; every organization and 

5 General of the spanish Guardia Civil (military police). 
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every manager need auctoritas. But the need of it is differ-
ent depending on two sub-variables. the first sub-variable 
is the need of legitimation of the organization. the second 
is the level of responsibility of the manager. 8. managers in 
public organizations should consider the need of legitima-
tion of the organization where they work, and also the kind 
of legitimation their organization demands. entrepreneur-
ial leadership is not the best answer for managers in orga-
nizations which demand political legitimation. 9 the level 
of potestas and the need of auctoritas of the individual 
managers are important to decide which kind of leadership 
they prioritize. 10. today, public leaders with high level of 
potestas and big need of auctoritas must boost participa-
tion and freedom of the citizens to whom their missions 
and objectives affect.

in his remarkable article, van Wart concluded that “con-
temporary synthesis of public-sector leadership models 
that define the actual relationships of the numerous lead-
ership competences in various environmental contexts are 
simply absent” (2003, p. 225). this article tries to provide 
a more comprehensive model for analyzing public leader-
ship, introducing concepts from the political theory that 
could help to better understand the variety of situations 
and factors existing in the vast word of public leadership.  

on the basis of these contributions, we believe that among 
other possible research, more context-specific and better 
segmented studies could be undertaken in an attempt to 
define the necessary competencies of public managers. 
the unstoppable advance of professional public manage-
ment (Jiménez asensio et al., 2009) requires increasingly 
detailed and rigorous studies of managerial competen-
cies; we believe that this analytical framework will per-
mit researchers in this field to perform studies which take 
account of the different levels of management and the di-
verse environments relevant to the definition of context-
useful competencies. 
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nal, mercadotecnia y publicidad, historia empresarial, gestión 
de la producción, docencia, narcotráfico y sociedad, relacio-
nes industriales, administración pública, medio ambiente, 
factor humano, contabilidad, finanzas, costos, organizacio-
nes, debates bibliográficos y reseñas de libros actuales sobre 
estos tópicos.

los contenidos de los artículos son responsabilidad de los au-
tores y la política editorial es abierta y democrática.

Para la publicación de trabajos en INNOVAR, el autor debe ha-
cer llegar su contribución a la dirección de la revista, de acuer-
do con las especificaciones contempladas en nuestras pautas, 
y escrita de forma clara, concisa y, en especial, con rigurosidad 
tanto en los planteamientos como en la argumentación de lo 
expuesto en su documento. a continuación se inicia el proce-
so de evaluación cuyos resultados permiten al comité editorial 
establecer la aceptación plena del artículo o la solicitud de mo-
dificaciones y ajustes que el autor debe efectuar para someter 
nuevamente el documento a evaluación.

Para la adquisición de números anteriores, el interesado pue-
de comunicarse con la dirección de INNOVAR, Facultad de 
Ciencias económicas, edificio 238, aula 06, Universidad na-
cional de Colombia, Ciudad Universitaria, o al correo electró-
nico: revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co.

editorial information
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information éditoriale

INNOVAR apparaît comme une revue académique apparte-
nante aux départements de gestion et finances de la Faculté 
de sciences economiques de l’Université nationale de la Co-
lombie en 1991, avec le propos de se constituer en un mo-
yen de diffusion des résultats de la recherche en matière de 
gestion d’entreprises et de comptabilité publique. Celle-ci est 
dirigée aux étudiants, enseignants et chercheurs intéressés 
aux sujets théoriques, empiriques et pratiques des sciences 
sociales et administratives.

les trois premiers numéros ont eut une périodicité annuelle. 
dès 1993 elle a changé son nom à INNOVAR, revista de cien-
cias administrativas y sociales et est publiée actuellement 
tous les 3 mois. la revue a un tirage de 1.000 exemplaires, 
qui circulent national et internationalement sous des modali-
tés d’abonnement, échange institutionnel et vente directe à 
travers les principales librairies du pays.

la revue est distribuée en sections, touchant plusieurs thèmes 
tels que la culture de l’entreprise, la gestion et l’économie in-
ternationale, les techniques de marché et publicité, l’histoire 
des entreprises, la gestion de la production, la pédagogie, le 
trafique de drogues et la société, les relations industrielles, 
l’administration publique, l’environnement, le facteur humain, 
la comptabilité, les finances, les coûts, l’organisations, les dé-
bats bibliographiques et les reports de livres actuels traitant 
ces mêmes thèmes.

le contenu des articles est responsabilité des auteurs et la 
politique éditoriale est ouverte et démocratique.

Pour la publication des travaux dans INNOVAR, l’auteur doit 
adresser son travail à la direction de la revue suivant nos con-
ventions ; écrire de façon claire, concise et surtout avoir de 
la rigueur tantôt au niveau des idées présentées que dans 
l’argumentation de celles-ci. lors d’un processus d’évaluation, 
le comité éditorial établit soit la pleine acceptation de l’article, 
soit la demande de modifications de la part de l’auteur afin 
que le document puisse être présenté a nouveau.

Pour l’acquisition de numéros précédents, prière de se com-
muniquer avec la direction de INNOVAR, Universidad Nacio-
nal de Colombia, Ciudad Universitaria, Facultad de Ciencias 
Económicas, edificio 238, aula 06 (Bogotá-Colombie), au 
émail: revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co.

informação editorial

INNOVAR surgiu como uma revista acadêmica dos departa-
mentos de Gestão empresarial e Finanças da Faculdade de 
Ciências econômicas da Universidad Nacional de Colombia 
em 1991, com o propósito de servir como meio de difusão 
dos trabalhos de investigação no campo da administração de 
empresas e da contabilidade pública. É dirigida a estudantes, 
docentes e investigadores interessados em temas teóricos, 
empíricos e práticos das ciências sociais e administrativas.

durante os três primeiros números teve uma periodicidade 
anual. a partir de 1993 mudou seu nome a INNOVAR, revis-
ta de ciencias administrativas y sociales e sua periodicidade 
atual é trimestrais, com uma tiragem de 1.000 exemplares, 
que circulam nacional e internacionalmente baixo as modali-
dades de assinatura, permuta institucional e venda ao públi-
co através de distribuidores comerciais nas principais livrarias 
do país.

o conteúdo da revista está distribuído em seções formadas 
por artigos que giram ao redor de diversos temas como cultu-
ra da empresa, gestão e economia internacional, mercadolo-
gia e publicidade, história empresarial, gestão da produção, 
docência, narcotráfico e sociedade, relações industriais, ad-
ministração pública, meio ambiente, fator humano, contabili-
dade, finanças, custos, organizações, debates bibliográficos e 
resenhas de livros atuais sobre estes tópicos.

os conteúdos dos artigos são de responsabilidade dos auto-
res. a política editorial é aberta e democrática.

Para a publicação de trabalhos na INNOVAR, o autor deve 
enviar sua contribuição à direção da revista, de acordo com 
as especificações contempladas em nossas pautas, e escrito 
de forma clara, concisa e, em especial, com rigorosidade tan-
to nas propostas como na argumentação do exposto no seu 
documento. em seguida é iniciado o processo de avaliação 
cujos resultados permitem ao Comitê editorial estabelecer a 
aceitação plena do artigo ou a necessidade de modificações 
e ajustes que o autor deve efetuar para submeter novamente 
o documento à avaliação.

Para a aquisição de números anteriores, o interessado pode 
comunicar-se com a direção de innovaR, Facultad de Cien-
cias Económicas, edificio 238, aula 06, Universidad Nacio-
nal de Colombia, Ciudad Universitaria. também através do 
e-mail: revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co.
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paUtas para los 
colaboradores
paUtas generales para los artícUlos

las políticas editoriales de la revista contemplan la publi-
cación de temáticas administrativas y sociales en un tipo de 
artículos específicos:

artículos de investigación: este tipo de artículo presenta 
de forma detallada los resultados originales de proyectos 
de investigación. su estructura incluye cuatro apartes im-
portantes: introducción, metodología, resultados y conclu-
siones.

artículos de reflexión: este tipo de artículo presenta resul-
tados de investigación desde una perspectiva analítica, in-
terpretativa o crítica del autor, sobre un tema específico, 
recurriendo a fuentes originales.

artículo de revisión: este tipo de artículo deberá ser resulta-
do de una investigación donde se analizan, sistematizan e 
integran los resultados de investigaciones publicadas o no 
publicadas, sobre un campo en ciencia y tecnología, con el 
fin de dar cuenta de los avances y las tendencias de desa-
rrollo. debe presentar una cuidadosa revisión bibliográfica 
de por lo menos 50 referencias.

directrices para los resúmenes  
de los artícUlos

Extensión

se prefiere que los resúmenes tengan máximo entre 1500 
y 2000 caracteres. la extensión debe ser proporcional con 
el tamaño del artículo; es decir, los artículos menos exten-
sos requerirán un resumen corto, mientras que un artículo 
extenso tendrá un resumen con el máximo de caracteres.

Redacción

a. los resúmenes deben ser claros y fáciles de leer, y propor-
cionar información suficiente para que los lectores pue-
dan comprender el asunto del artículo.

b. las frases deben tener una ilación lógica.

c. el resumen debe escribirse en un español gramaticalmen-
te correcto.

Elementos clave en la redacción

los resúmenes deben presentar los siguientes elementos 
clave de forma precisa y breve, sin extenderse en datos in-
necesarios. no deben contener tablas, figuras o referencias. 
su objetivo es reflejar con precisión el contenido del artícu-
lo. estos elementos clave varían según el tipo de artículo. 

Elementos clave para artículos de investigación

a. Propósito del estudio

b. Breve descripción de las materias

c. metodología

d. Ubicación del estudio (si es pertinente o de alguna parti-
cularidad)

e. Resultados, conclusiones y repercusiones

Elementos clave para artículos de reflexión

a. tema principal

b. desarrollo lógico del tema

c. Punto de vista del autor

d. Repercusiones, inferencias o conclusiones

Elementos clave para artículos de revisión   
(debate bibliográfico)

a. alcance de la revisión

b. Periodo de las publicaciones revisadas

c. origen de las publicaciones

d. tipos de documentos revisados

e. opinión del autor sobre la literatura estudiada, aspectos 
destacables o información sobre algunos hallazgos que 
resultaron de la investigación

f. Conclusiones sobre las líneas de investigación estudiadas

paUtas especíFicas  
para artícUlos y reseñas:
el comité editorial de innovaR considerará los siguientes 
aspectos para aceptar o rechazar en primera instancia los 
artículos y reseñas elegibles para publicación. de tal modo, 
solicitamos a nuestros colaboradores que tengan presente 
estas recomendaciones:

1. sólo serán considerados para publicación trabajos inédi- 
tos cuyos aportes sean originales. no es aceptable la 
presentación de artículos publicados en otros idiomas 
o cuyos resultados estén publicados.

2. el artículo que se someta a la revista no puede estar 
bajo evaluación en otro medio.

3. los autores deben ser profesionales, docentes e inves-
tigadores con una formación mínima de posgrado y ex-
pertos en el tema. 

4. el contenido de los artículos es responsabilidad de los 
autores y la política editorial es abierta y democrática.

5. el título del artículo debe ser conciso y corresponder al 
contenido, sin dejar de señalar específicamente el tema 
o la materia estudiada.

6. toda aclaración sobre el trabajo (carácter, agradeci-
mientos, colaboradores, etc.) se indicará en una página 
de presentación en la que se incluye el resumen, pala-
bras clave y datos de los autores del artículo.  

7. Para cada artículo se debe adjuntar la clasificación del 
Journal of economic literature (Jel Classification) se-
gún la temática que corresponda, de acuerdo con los 
códigos establecidos para búsquedas internacionales 
de producción bibliográfica (los códigos deben ser es-
pecíficos y no más de 3). esta clasificación se puede 
consultar en: http://www.aeaweb.org 

8. Para la extensión de los artículos se sugiere entre 5  mil 
a 8 mil palabras. sin embargo, ningún artículo envia-
do podrá superar las 10 mil palabras, incluyendo refe-
rencias. 

9. los originales deben enviarse en formato de Word al 
correo electrónico (revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co). todos 
los artículos deben contener resumen y palabras clave 
(mínimo cuatro). así mismo, las gráficas, tablas, imáge-
nes y demás elementos deben incluirse en el cuerpo del 
texto en un formato editable o adjuntarse en los progra-
mas originales en los que se realizaron. 

10. las reseñas, que son textos de caracter divulgativo, no 
deben superar las 1500 palabras y deben entregarse 
también en archivo de Word, acompañadas de una ima-
gen de la carátula del libro o de la publicación que se 
está reseñando (.jpg, de mínimo 300 dpi).

11. en el momento de presentar un artículo, cada autor de-
berá cumplimentar, firmar y remitir por correo electró-
nico una ficha en la que se incorporan sus datos com-
pletos, además de declarar que el artículo postulado es 
inédito y que no se encuentra en proceso de evaluación 
en otra revista.

12. las referencias bibliográficas, dentro del texto corrido 
de los artículos, emplearán el sistema parentético (ape-
llido, año, página), así: (nieto, 1992, p. 4). al final del 
contenido del artículo debe incluirse el listado de refe-
rencias bibliográficas, en orden alfabético (incluyendo 
comas, paréntesis, puntos, mayúsculas y cursivas), si-
guiendo las normas de citación y de estilo de la ame-
rican Psychological association (aPa), sexta edición,  
(para mayor información comuníquese con la coordina-
ción editorial). 

proceso de eValUación 

la revista podrá desestimar la publicación de un artículo 
si, por decisión interna, se determina que no cumple con 
ciertos estándares académicos o editoriales. además, si se 
detecta que un artículo postulado ya ha sido publicado to-
tal o parcialmente, o si existen trabajos similares ya publi-
cados por los mismos autores y se establece que la contri-
bución del artículo es residual, será rechazado definitiva-
mente del proceso

Convocatoria de evaluadores. los artículos postulados 
serán puestos bajo la atención de expertos en el tema, para 
que de manera independiente (evaluación “ciega”) concep-
túen sobre el trabajo, considerando los siguientes criterios: 
calidad o nivel académico, originalidad, aporte al conoci-
miento y a la docencia, claridad en la presentación, cla-
ridad de la redacción y de la literatura, interés y actuali-
dad del tema.

el evaluador tiene la potestad de emitir su concepto en el 
formato sugerido o de la manera que a bien tenga. la revis-
ta ha revisado previamente los perfiles de los evaluadores 
y considera que tienen el bagaje académico suficiente para 
desarrollar su labor con total independencia.

Confidencialidad. el proceso de evaluación de la revista 
se realizará bajo las condiciones del arbitraje “doblemen-
te ciego”. la revista reserva todos los datos de los auto-
res y revisores, y los detalles y resultados del proceso úni-

camente se revelarán a los directamente involucrados (au-
tores, evaluadores y editores). se pide a los autores que 
al momento de elaborar sus artículos eviten una excesiva  
autocitación o cualquier tipo de dato en el cuerpo del texto 
que ofrezca pistas sobre su identidad o la del grupo autoral. 
asimismo, las alusiones a proyectos de investigación rela-
cionados con los artículos o los agradecimientos, se deben 
incluir en el texto sólo si el artículo resulta aprobado (no 
obstante, se debe informar a los editores estos datos para 
evitar eventuales conflictos de intereses en el contacto de 
lectores del trabajo).

Tiempos de evaluación. entre la convocatoria de los pa-
res, su aceptación y entrega del concepto transcurre un 
tiempo promedio de ocho (8) meses. sin embargo, ese pe-
riodo puede ser menor o mayor, de acuerdo con la disponi-
bilidad de los revisores y otros factores que pueden dilatar 
o acelerar el proceso. la revista sólo remitirá a los autores 
una comunicación oficial sobre su artículo, una vez tenga 
un resultado decisorio sobre la aceptación completa, acep-
tación condicionada (con cambios leves) o rechazo (con mo-
dificaciones que implican un replanteamiento sustancial de 
la propuesta. de igual manera informará cuando el artículo 
escapa del interés de la revista).

Entrega de correcciones. si los conceptos de los pares su-
gieren modificaciones leves, los autores deberán ceñirse a 
una línea de tiempo que no exceda las ocho (8) semanas. si 
un artículo recibe conceptos que suponen modificaciones 
sustanciales, y la dirección estima que puede ser acepta-
do para un nuevo ciclo de evaluaciones, los autores ten-
drán que remitir sus ajustes en un periodo no mayor a 16 
semanas. en todos los casos, se deberá entregar un repor-
te anexo relacionando los cambios que se efectuaron en 
la propuesta. 

Rechazo de artículos. el propósito del proceso de eva-
luación en innovaR, además de validar los avances en el 
conocimiento en nuestras áreas temáticas, es el de ofrecer 
una oportunidad a los autores de mejorar sus propuestas y 
afinar sus planteamientos, hacia la construcción de artícu-
los más sólidos. en este sentido, esperamos que los auto-
res sepan aprovechar los comentarios de los evaluadores 
cuando su documento resulta descartado para publicación. 
aunque la revista está dispuesta a recibir artículos replan-
teados, se pide a los autores no volver a someter una ver-
sión corregida de un artículo rechazado antes de un lapso 
que oscila entre los tres (3) a seis (6) meses. el editor infor-
mará a los autores del tiempo que deberán esperar, si ex-
presan interés de volver a someter su artículo. el rechazo 
definitivo de un artículo, se dará cuando no corresponda a 
la línea editorial o temática de la revista, o cuando la di-
rección así lo exprese.  

Reseñas. Por ser de índole divulgativo, las reseñas serán 
evaluadas internamente por el equipo editorial de la revista 
para definir su publicación. 

notas de interÉs 

• El envío de un artículo a un proceso de evaluación, no 
obliga al Comité editorial de innovaR ni a sus editores a 
realizar la publicación. 

• Los artículos y las reseñas se recibirán sin interrupcio-
nes todo el año. 

• Si la coordinación de la revista no acusa recibo de la pos-
tulación de un trabajo dentro de un lapso de ocho (8) días 
o si no ha recibido respuesta a cualquier tipo de mensaje 
en ese plazo, por favor, redirija su mensaje al correo elec-
trónico opcional: innovarjournal@gmail.com

• Cuando un artículo es aprobado el autor(es) cede los de-
rechos de publicación a la escuela de administración de 
empresas y Contaduría Pública de la Facultad de Cien-
cias económicas de la Universidad nacional de Colombia. 

• Los artículos publicados en INNOVAR no pueden apa-
recer en ningún medio masivo de comunicación sin ser 
citada la publicación previa en innovar. en el caso de 
publicaciones de recopilación los autores deberán pedir 
autorización expresa a la revista y/o a la Escuela de Ad-
ministración de empresas y Contaduría Pública.

Revista innovaR, Facultad de Ciencias económicas, 
Universidad nacional de Colombia, edificio 310,  
primer piso, Centro editorial, Ciudad Universitaria.

Teléfono (57) (1) 3165000, ext. 12308/12367

Correo electrónico: revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co
 innovarjournal@gmail.com  

Página web: www.innovar.unal.edu.co
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gUidelines For 
contribUting aUtHors

general points aboUt articles:

the journal’s publisher policy contemplates publishing spe-
cific articles on administrative and social topics:

Research articles: this type of article presents detailed orig-
inal results from research projects. its structure has four im-
portant parts: introduction, methodology, results and con-
clusions.

Reflection articles: this type of article presents the results 
of research from an author’s original source-based analyti-
cal, interpretative or critical perspective on a specific topic.

Review articles: this type of article must be the result of re-
search analysing, systematising and integrating published 
or unpublished research results in a field of science and 
technology giving an account of advances and trends in 
R&d. it must give a careful bibliographic review having at 
least 50 references.

speciFic gUidelines For abstracts:

a maximum of 1.500 to 2.000 characters is preferred. the 
length may be proportionate to the article. that is, shorter 
articles warrant shorter abstracts, whereas an abstract for 
a longer article may be at the maximum.

Construction

• Abstracts should be clear and easy to read with enough 
detail to help the reader understand what the article is 
about.

• Sentences should flow logically.

• The abstract should be written with correct English-lan-
guage grammar and spelling.

Elements

Key elements for an abstract vary according to the type of 
article. note: the order in which key elements are placed 
may vary from article to article for any type.

Key Elements for experimental/research articles

• Study purpose

• Brief description of the subjects

• Methodology

• Study location (if important or unusual)

• Results, conclusions or implications.

Key Elements for discussion articles

• Major theme

• Logical development of the theme

• Author’s point of view

• Implications, inferences, or conclusions.

Key Elements for literature/research reviews

• Scope of the review

• Publication time span

• Publication origin

• Types of documents reviewed

• Author’s opinion of the reviewed literature, particularly 
unique or important research findings

• Conclusions about the research trends.

abstracts should present key elements precisely and conci-
sely, with no extraneous information. abstracts should not 
contain data tables, figures, or references. most of all, they 
must accurately reflect the content of the article.

Specific guidelines for articles and reviews: 

innovaR’s publisher committee will consider the following 
aspects for accepting or rejecting eligible articles and re-
views for publication in the first instance. our contributors 
are thus asked to take the following recommendations into 
account:

1. only unpublished works whose contributions are origi-
nal will be accepted for publication. submission of arti-
cles published in other languages or whose results have 
been published is unacceptable;

2.  articles submitted to the journal cannot be under eva-
luation by another medium;

3. authors must be professionals, professors and resear-
chers having at least postgraduate training and be ex-
perts on the topic; 

4. the content of an article is an author’s responsibility, 
publisher policy being open and democratic;

5. an article’s title must be concise and correspond to its 
content whilst specifically indicating the topic or mate-
rial being studied;

6. all clarifications regarding the work (character, ack-
nowledgments, collaborators, etc.) shall be indicated 
on a presentation page which includes the abstract, ke-
ywords and data on the authors of the article;

7. each article must give the Journal of economic lite-
rature classification (Jel classification) to which it co-
rresponds, according to the codes established for in-
ternational searches of bibliographic production (the 
codes must be specific, no more than 3 being given). 
Such classification can be consulted at: http://www.
aeaweb.org/journal/jel_class_system.html 

8. it is suggested that the articles have between 5000 
and 8000 words. However, no article submitted shall 
have more than 10,000 words, including references;

9.  original articles must be sent to our e-mail (revinno-
va_bog@unal.edu.co). all files must contain the text 
in Word, an analytical summary and the article’s key 
words (a minimum of four). at the same time, the gra-
phics, tables, images and other elements must be inclu-
ded within the body of the text in an editable format 
or annexed in the original programs in which they were 
created;

10. the reviews, which are texts in the nature of publicity, 
must not total more than 1500 words and must also be 
submitted in Word files, accompanied by an image of 
the cover of the book or other publication that is being 
summarized (jpg, of a minimum of  300 dpi);

11. When delivering material, each author must complete, 
sign and send a form by e-mail which will provide a re-
cord of her/his complete data, as well as declaring that 
the article being put forward for consideration is unedi-
ted and is not being evaluated by any another journal.

12. Bibliographic citations within the text of an article 
must use the parenthetical system (surname, year, 
page), as follows: (nieto, 1992, p. 4). a list of bibliogra-
phic references must be included at the end of the com-
plete text of an article, in alphabetic order of authors’ 
surnames (including commas, brackets, full-stops, capi-
tal and italic letters), following the american Psycholo-
gical association (aPa), sixth edition, referencing and 
style system for presenting publishable articles (for fur-
ther information, you may enter the journal’s web page 
or get in touch with staff in the editorial office). 

eValUation process

the journal has the right to reject publication of an article 
if, by internal decision, it determines that the article does 
not fulfill certain academic or editorial standards. additio-
nally, if it is found that a submitted article has already been 
totally or partially published, or if similar works exist that 
have already been published by the same authors and it is 
determined that the article’s contribution is residual, it will 
definitively be rejected.

Evaluators’ role. articles being put forward for considera-
tion will be scrutinised by experts on the topic so that they 
may independently give their concept of the work (blind 
evaluation), taking the following criteria into consideration: 
quality or academic level, originality, contribution towards 
knowledge and teaching, clarity in presentation, clarity in 
how the work has been written and the literature used and 
cited, interest and topicality of the subject matter.

The evaluator may deliver his/her anonymous concept in 
the suggested format or in the way which suits him/her 
best. the journal has previously reviewed the evaluators’ 
academic profiles and considers that they have sufficient 
academic experience and knowledge for working indepen-
dently.

Confidentiality. the journal’s evaluation will involve dou-
ble-blind review conditions. the journal reserves all data 
pertaining to the authors and reviewers; the details and re-
sults of the process will only be revealed to those directly 
involved (authors, evaluators and editors). all authors are 
asked to avoid excessively citing themselves when writing 
their articles and avoid putting any type of data within the 
body of the text offering clues as to their identity or that 

of the group of authors. likewise, allusions to research pro-
jects related to the articles or such like acknowledgements 
may only be included in the text if the article is approved 
(nevertheless, the editors must be informed of such data to 
avoid eventual conflicts of interest when readers come into 
contact with the work).

Evaluation time. an average of eight (8) months elapses 
between the time when reviewers have been asked to give 
their peer evaluation of any work, its acceptance and the 
delivery of their opinion. However, such period may be shor-
ter or longer depending on reviewers’ availability and other 
factors which could postpone or accelerate the process. the 
journal will only send prospective authors an official com-
munication about their articles once a decision has been 
made on whether to offer complete acceptance, conditio-
nal acceptance (slight changes must be made) or reject the 
article (modifications must be made which imply substan-
tial rethinking of the proposal, or similarly when an arti-
cle submitted for consideration has nothing to do with the 
journal’s field of interest).

Making corrections and sending in the corrected ma-
nuscript. if the peers’ opinions suggest that slight modi-
fications should be made, then authors must adhere to a 
time-line which will not exceed eight (8) weeks. if the peers’ 
opinions demand that an article be submitted to substan-
tial modification and the editorial committee considers 
that it could be accepted for a new cycle of evaluations, 
then the authors will have to remit their adjustments within 
a period no greater than 16 weeks. in all cases, a report 
must be attached in which all changes made to the propo-
sal have been related. 

Rejecting an article. the purpose of the evaluation pro-
cess in innovar (as well as validating advances being made 
in knowledge (know-how) in our thematic areas) is to offer 
authors an opportunity to improve their proposals, refine 
their thinking, so that they construct more solid articles. We 
would thus expect that authors know how to take advanta-
ge of evaluators’ comments when their document has been 
rejected for publication. even though the journal is willing 
to receive rethought/reworked articles, authors are asked 
not to resubmit a corrected version of a rejected article be-
fore three (3) to six (6) months have elapsed. the editor will 
inform the authors of the time they must wait if they have 
expressed an interest in resubmitting their article. an arti-
cle may receive a definitive rejection when it does not co-
rrespond to the journal’s editorial or thematic line, or when 
the editorial committee expresses its considered decision 
to reject it.

Reviews. as these are informative by nature, reviews will 
be evaluated internally by the journal’s editorial team who 
will decide on whether to publish them.

notes oF interest 

• An article having been sent to the journal and its even-
tual submission to an evaluation process does not obli-
ge innovar’s editorial Committee or its editors to publish 
such work. 

• Articles and reports will be received without interruption 
throughout the whole year. 

• If the journal’s coordination office has not acknowled-
ged receiving work submitted for consideration with a 
lapse of eight (8) days, please redirect your massage to 
the following optional e-mail: innovarjournal@gmail.com

• All authors cede their publication rights to the Univer-
sidad nacional de Colombia’s school of Business admi-
nistration and Public accountancy (economics Faculty) 
when an article has been approved for publication.

• The articles published in Innovar must not appear in any 
other means of mass communication without citing prior 
publication in innovar. in the case of publications which 
are compilations of other work, then the authors must 
ask the journal and/or the School of Business Adminis-
tration and Public accountancy’s express authorisation 
to submit such work.

Revista innovaR, Facultad de Ciencias económicas, 
Universidad nacional de Colombia, edificio 310, 
primer piso, oficina Centro editorial,  
Ciudad Universitaria.

Tel. (57) (1) 3165000, ext. 12308/12367

E-mail: revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co
 innovarjournal@gmail.com  

Web page: www.innovar.unal.edu.co
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paUtas para os 
colaboradores

paUtas gerais para os artigos:

as políticas editoriais da revista contemplam a publicação 
de temáticas administrativas e sociais em um tipo de arti-
gos específicos:

artigos de investigação: este tipo de artigo apresenta de 
forma detalhada os resultados originais de projetos de in-
vestigação. sua estrutura inclui quatro partes importantes: 
introdução, metodologia, resultados e conclusões.

artigos de reflexão: este tipo de artigo apresenta resulta-
dos de investigação desde uma perspectiva analítica, inter-
pretativa ou crítica do autor, sobre um tema específico, re-
correndo a fontes originais.

artigos de revisão: este tipo de artigo é resultado de uma 
investigação onde se analisam, sistematizam e integram os 
resultados de investigações publicadas ou não publicadas, 
sobre um campo em ciência e tecnologia, com o fim de dar 
conta dos avanços e tendências de desenvolvimento. deve 
apresentar uma cuidadosa revisão bibliográfica de pelo 
menos 50 referências.

diretriZes para os resUmos dos artigos

Extensão 

É preferível que os resumos tenham máximo entre 1500 e 
2000 caracteres. a extensão deve ser proporcional ao ta-
manho do artigo. ou seja, os artigos menos extensos reque-
rerão um resumo curto, enquanto que um artigo extenso 
terá um resumo com o máximo de caracteres.

Redação 

a. os resumos devem ser claros e fáceis de ler e proporcio-
nar informação suficiente para que os leitores possam 
compreender o assunto do artigo.

b. as frases devem ter uma ilação lógica.

c. o resumo deve ser escrito em um espanhol gramatical-
mente correto.

Elementos chave na redação 

os resumos devem apresentar os seguintes elementos cha-
ve de forma precisa e breve, sem se estender em dados des-
necessários. não devem conter tabelas, figuras ou referên-
cias. seu objetivo é refletir com precisão o conteúdo do arti-
go. estes elementos chave variam segundo o tipo de artigo. 

Elementos chave para artigos de investigação

a Propósito do estudo

b. Breve descrição das matérias

c. metodologia

d. Posicionamento do estudo (se é pertinente ou de alguma 
particularidade)

e. Resultados, conclusões e repercussões 

Elementos chave para artigos de reflexão

a. tema principal

b. desenvolvimento lógico do tema

c. Ponto de vista do autor

d. Repercussões, inferências ou conclusões

Elementos chave para artigos de revisão  
(debate bibliográfico)

a. alcance da revisão 

b. Período das publicações revisadas

c. origem das publicações

d. tipos de documentos revisados

e. opinião do autor sobre a literatura estudada, aspectos 
destacáveis ou informação sobre algumas descobertas 
resultantes da investigação 

f. Conclusões sobre as linhas de investigação estudadas

paUtas especíFicas para artigos e resenHas:

o Comitê editorial de innovaR considerará os seguintes 
aspectos para aceitar ou recusar em primeira instância os 
artigos e resenhas, selecionados para publicação. dessa 
forma, solicitamos aos nossos colaboradores que tenham 
em vista estas recomendações:

1. somente serão considerados para publicação trabalhos 
inéditos cujas contribuições sejam originais. não é acei-
tável a apresentação de artigos publicados em outros 
idiomas ou cujos resultados estejam publicados. 

2. o artigo que seja submetido à revista não pode estar 
pendente de avaliação em outro meio.

3. Qualidade dos autores: os autores devem ser profissio-
nais, docentes e investigadores com uma formação mí-
nima de pós-graduação e experts no tema.

4. o conteúdo dos artigos é de responsabilidade dos auto-
res e a política editorial é aberta e democrática.

5. o título do artigo deve ser conciso e corresponder ao 
conteúdo, sem deixar de demonstrar especificamente o 
tema ou a matéria estudada.

6. toda aclaração sobre o trabalho (caráter, agradecimen-
tos, colaboradores, etc) será indicada em uma página de 
apresentação na qual se incluirá o resumo, palavras cha-
ve e dados dos autores do artigo.  

7. Para cada artigo deve-se anexar a classificação do Jour-
nal of economic literature (Jel Classification) segundo 
a temática correspondente, de acordo com os códigos 
estabelecidos para pesquisas internacionais de pro-
dução bibliográfica (os códigos devem ser específicos e 
não superiores a 3). esta classificação pode ser consul-
tada em: http://www.aeaweb.org/journal/jel_class_
system.html 

8. Quanto à extensão dos artigos sugere-se entre 5 mil a 
8 mil palavras. sem embargo, nenhum artigo enviado 
poderá superar 10 mil palavras, incluindo referências.

9. os artigos devem ser entregues através de um documen-
to em formato Word, contendo o texto original, resu-
mo analítico e palavras chave (mínimo quatro), a nosso 
email (revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co). da mesma forma, 
os gráficos, tabelas, imagens e demais elementos de-
verão estar incluídos no corpo do texto, em um formato 
passível de edição, ou adjuntos aos programas originais 
nos que se realizaram.

10. as resenhas, que são textos de caráter divulgativo, não 
deverão superar 1500 palavras e devem ser entregues 
também em arquivo de Word, acompanhadas de uma 
imagem da capa do livro ou da publicação que está sen-
do resenhada (.jpg, de, no mínimo, 300 dpi).

11. no momento de entregar o material, cada autor deverá 
preencher, assinar e remeter por e-mail uma ficha que 
contenha seus dados completos, além de declarar que o 
artigo apresentado é inédito e que não se encontra em 
processo de avaliação em outra revista.

12. as referências bibliográficas, dentro do texto corrido 
dos artigos, empregarão o sistema parentético (sobre-
nome, ano, página), assim: (nieto, 1992, p. 4). ao final 
do conteúdo do artigo deve ser incluída a lista de re-
ferências bibliográficas, em ordem alfabética (incluin-
do vírgulas, parênteses, pontos, maiúsculas e itálicas), 
seguindo as normas de citação e de estilo da american 
Psychological association (aPa), sexta edição, para a 
apresentação dos artigos publicáveis. (Para maiores in-
formações pode-se acessar o site da revista ou comuni-
car-se com a coordenação editorial). 

processo de aValiação

a revista poderá desconsiderar a publicação de um artigo 
se, por decisão interna, estabelece-se que não cumpre com 
certos padrões acadêmicos ou editoriais. além disso, caso 
seja detectado que um artigo postulado já foi publicado 
total ou parcialmente, ou que existam trabalhos similares 
já publicados pelos mesmos autores e se estabelece que a 
contribuição do artigo é residual, será este definitivamente 
rechaçado do processo.

Convocação de avaliadores. os artigos apresentados 
serão colocados a disposição de especialistas no tema para 
que, de maneira independente (avaliação cega) expressem 
um conceito sobre o trabalho, considerando os seguintes 
critérios: qualidade ou nível acadêmico, originalidade, con-
tribuição ao conhecimento e à docência, claridade na apre-
sentação, claridade da redação e da literatura, interesse e 
atualidade do tema.

o avaliador tem a faculdade de emitir seu conceito no for-
mato sugerido ou da maneira que entender melhor. a revis-
ta examinou previamente os perfis dos avaliadores e consi-
dera que têm a bagagem acadêmica necessária para des-
envolver seu trabalho com total independência.

Confidencialidade. o processo de avaliação da revista 
será realizado sob as condições da arbitragem “duplamente 
cega”. a revista reserva todos os dados dos autores e reviso-
res, e os detalhes e resultados do processo serão revelados 

unicamente aos diretamente interessados (autores, avalia-
dores e editores). solicita-se aos autores que, no momento 
da elaboração de seus artigos, evitem uma excessiva auto-
citação ou qualquer tipo de dado no corpo do texto que 
ofereça pistas sobre sua identidade ou do grupo autoral. 
da mesma forma, as alusões a projetos de pesquisa relacio-
nados com os artigos, ou os agradecimentos, somente de-
vem ser incluídos no texto em caso de aprovação do artigo 
(não obstante, deve-se informar aos editores estes dados 
para evitar eventuais conflitos de interesses no contato de 
leitores do trabalho).

Período de avaliação. entre a convocação dos pares, sua 
aceitação e entrega do conceito, transcorre um tempo mé-
dio de oito (8) meses. sem embargo, esse período pode ser 
menor ou maior, de acordo com a disponibilidade dos re-
visores e outros fatores que podem dilatar ou acelerar o 
processo. a revista somente remeterá aos autores uma co-
municação oficial sobre seu artigo após um resultado de-
cisório sobre a aceitação completa, aceitação condiciona-
da (com pequenas modificações) ou rechaço (com modifi-
cações que implicam uma revisão substancial da proposta. 
da mesma forma informará quando o artigo escapa ao in-
teresse da revista).

Entrega de correções. se os conceitos dos pares sugerem 
pequenas modificações, os autores deverão limitar-se a um 
período não superior a oito (8) semanas. se um artigo re-
cebe conceitos que supõem modificações substanciais, e a 
direção estima que pode ser aceito para um novo ciclo de 
avaliações, os autores terão que remeter seus ajustes em 
um período não superior a dezesseis (16) semanas. em to-
dos os casos, deve ser entregue um relatório anexo, relacio-
nando as modificações que foram efetuadas na proposta. 

Rechaço de artigos. o propósito do processo de avaliação 
na innovaR, além de validar os avanços no conhecimento 
em nossas áreas temáticas, é o de oferecer uma oportunida-
de aos autores de aperfeiçoarem e apurarem suas propos-
tas, para a construção de artigos mais consistentes. nes-
te sentido, esperamos que os autores saibam aproveitar os 
comentários dos avaliadores quando seu documento seja 
eventualmente descartado para publicação. ainda que a 
revista esteja disposta a receber artigos revistos, solicita-se 
aos autores que voltem a submeter à avaliação uma versão 
corrigida de um artigo rechaçado antes de um lapso tempo-
ral de três (3) a seis (6) meses. o editor informará aos auto-
res do tempo que deverão esperar, caso expressem interes-
se em voltar a submeter seu artigo à avaliação. o rechaço 
definitivo de um artigo ocorrerá quando não corresponda à 
linha editorial ou temática da revista, ou quando a direção 
assim o expresse.  

Resenhas. Por serem de índole divulgativa, as resenhas 
serão avaliadas internamente pela equipe editorial da re-
vista para definir sua publicação. 

notas de interesse 

• O envio de um artigo e sua eventual apresentação a um 
processo de avaliação, não obriga o Comitê editorial da 
innovaR nem os seus editores a realizar a publicação. 

• Os artigos e as resenhas serão recebidos ininterrupta-
mente durante todo o ano. 

• Se a coordenação da revista não informar o recebimento 
de um trabalho dentro de um período de oito (8) dias, fa-
vor reenviar sua mensagem ao e-mail opcional: innovar-
journal@gmail.com

• Quando um artigo é aprovado, o autor cede os di-
reitos de publicação à Escuela de Administración de 
Empresas y Contaduría Pública de la Facultad de Cien-
cias Económicas de la Universidad Nacional de Colombia. 

• Os artigos publicados na INNOVAR não podem 
aparecer em nenhum meio massivo de comunica-
ção sem ser citada sua prévia publicação na revis-
ta. no caso de publicações de recopilação, os auto-
res deverão solicitar expressa autorização da revis-
ta INNOVAR e/ou da Escuela de Administración de 
Empresas y Contaduría Pública de la Facultad de Cien-
cias Económicas de la Universidad Nacional de Colombia.

Revista innovaR, Facultad de Ciencias económicas, 
Universidad nacional de Colombia, edificio 310, 
primer piso, oficina Centro editorial,  
Ciudad Universitaria.

Tel. (57) (1) 3165000, ext. 12308/12367

E-mail: revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co
 innovarjournal@gmail.com  

Web page: www.innovar.unal.edu.co
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normes poUr les 
collaborateUrs

règles gÉnÉrales poUr les articles:

les politiques d´éditions de la revue envisagent la publi-
cation d árticles spécifiques sur des thèmes administrati-
fs et sociaux :

articles de recherche: Ce genre d árticle présente de 
façon détallée les nouveaux résultats de projets de re-
cherches. sa structure comprend quatre points importants 
: ĺ introduction, la méthodologie, les résultats et les con-
clusions.

articles de réflexion: Ce genre d árticle présente des résul-
tats de recherche dans une perspective analytique, inter-
prétative ou critique de ĺ auteur, sur un sujet spécifique, en 
faisant référence aux sources de ĺ auteur.

article de révision: Ce genre d árticle sera le résultat d´une 
recherche qui analyse, systématise ou intègre les résultats 
de recherches publiées ou non, dans un domaine scienti-
fique et technologique, afin de rendre compte des avan-
cées et des tendances de développement. il devra présen-
ter une révision bibliographique minutieuse d áu moins 50 
références.

des articles de réflexion, des articles critiques et des 
synthèses de livres seront également publiés.

directiVes poUr les rÉsUmÉs des articles

Taille

il est préférable que les résumés comprennent entre 1500 
et 2000 caractères au maximum. la taille doit être propor-
tionnelle à celle de l’article. C’est-à-dire que plus l’article est 
court et plus le résumé devra l’être alors que le résumé d’un 
article long aura le maximum de caractères.

Rédaction

a. les résumés doivent être clairs, faciles à lire et donner 
suffisamment d’informations pour que les lecteurs puis-
sent comprendre le sujet de l’article.

b. les phrases doivent avoir une suite logique.

c. le résumé doit être écrit dans un espagnol grammatica-
lement correct.

Éléments clés dans la rédaction
les résumés doivent présenter les éléments-clés suivants de 
façon précise et brève, sans s’étendre à des données inuti-
les. ils en doivent pas contenir de tableaux, de figures ou 
de références. son but est de refléter avec précision le con-
tenu de l’article. Ces éléments clés changent selon le gen-
re d’article.

Éléments-clé pour des articles de recherche
a. But de l’étude
b. Une brève description des matières
c. la méthodologie
d. la place de l’étude (si elle est pertinente ou contient une 

particularité)
e. Résultats, conclusions et répercussions

Éléments-clés pour des articles de réflexion
a. sujet principal
b. développement logique du sujet
c. Point de vue de l’auteur
d. Répercussions, conséquences ou conclusions

Éléments-clé pour des articles de révision  
(débat bibliographique)
a. Étendue de la révision
b. Période des publications révisées
c. origine des publications
d. Genres de document révisé
e. opinion de l’auteur sur le texte étudié, aspects à mettre 

en valeur ou information sur quelques découvertes qui ré-
sultent de la recherche

f.  Conclusions sur les lignes de recherche étudiées

règles spÉciFiQUes poUr les articles  
et les rÉsUmÉs:

le comité d´édition d´innovaR tiendra compte de plu-
sieurs aspects pour accepter ou refuser à leur réception les 
articles ou les résumés qui pourront être publiés. Pour cet-
te raison, nous demandons à nos collaborateurs de tenir 
compte des recommandations suivantes :

1. les travaux inédits dont l’apport est original seront seu-
lement considérés pour leur publication. la présenta-

tion d’articles publiés en d’autres langues ou dont les 
résultats sont déjà publiés n’est pas acceptable.

2. tout article remis à la revue ne peut être en processus 
d’évaluation dans une autre publication.

3. Qualité des auteurs : les auteurs doivent être des pro-
fessionnels, des professeurs et des chercheurs, au moins 
titulaires d´un diplôme de troisième cycle et experts en 
la matière.

4. les auteurs sont responsables du contenu de leurs ar-
ticles et la politique éditoriale est ouverte et démocra-
tique.

5. le titre de ĺ article doit être concis et en rapport avec le 
contenu, tout en mentionnant spécifiquement le sujet 
ou la matière étudiée.

6. toute information au sujet du travail (type de texte, re-
merciements, collaborateurs, etc.) sera indiquée sur la 
page de présentation comprenant le résumé, les mots-
clefs, et les données des auteurs de l’article.

7. Chaque article doit être accompagné de la classification 
du Journal of economic literature (Jel Classification) se-
lon le sujet correspondant et en accord avec les codes 
établis pour des recherches internationales de produc-
tion bibliographique (les codes doivent être spécifiques 
et au plus au nombre de 3). Cette classification peut 
être consultée à : http://www.aeaweb.org/journal/
jel_class_system.html 

8. la longueur suggérée pour les articles est de 5 mille à 
8 mille mots. de toute façon, aucun article envoyé ne 
pourra dépasser 10 mille mots, y compris les références.

9. le texte original doit être rendu accompagné de son ar-
chive à la direction de la revue ou envoyé à notre cou-
rrier électronique (revinnova_bog@unal.edu.co). les 
archives doivent contenir le texte en Word, le résumé 
analytique et les mots clé de l’article (mínimum qua-
tre). de même, les graphiques, tableaux, images et au-
tres éléments doivent être inclus dans le texte sous for-
me éditable ou annexés dans les programmes originaux 
dans lesquels ils ont été réalisés. 

10. les critiques bibliographiques, en tant que textes de di-
vulgation, ne doivent pas dépasser 1500 mots et doi-
vent également être remises en archive Word, accom-
pagnées d’une reproduction de la couverture du livre 
ou de la publication concernée. (.jpg, de minimum 300 
dpi).

11. au moment de la remise du matériel, chaque auteur 
devra remplir, signer et envoyer par courrier électroni-
que une fiche contenant ses coordonnées complètes, et 
déclarer en outre que l’article proposé est inédit et ne 
se trouve pas en processus d’évaluation dans une au-
tre revue.

12. les références bibliographiques, apparaissant dans le 
texte de chaque article, utiliseront le système de pa-
renté (nom, année, page), ainsi : (nieto, 1992, p.4). la 
liste des références bibliographiques doit apparaître à 
la fin du contenu de l’article, par ordre alphabétique (y 
compris les virgules, parenthèses, points, majuscules 
et italiques), suivant les règles de citation et de style 
d’american Psychological association (aPa), sixième 
édition, pour la présentation d’articles à publier. (Pour 
plus d’informations, veuillez consulter la page web de 
la revue ou vous communiquer avec le bureau de coor-
dination éditoriale).

processUs d’ÉValUation 

la revue pourra rejeter la publication d’un article si, par dé-
cision interne, il est déterminé que certains standards aca-
démiques et éditoriaux ne sont pas respectés. en outre, s’il 
est découvert qu’un article proposé a déjà été publié tota-
lement ou partiellement, ou s’il existe des travaux sembla-
bles déjà publiés par les mêmes auteurs et la contribution 
de l’article est considérée comme résiduelle, celui-ci sera 
rejeté définitivement. 

Convocation d’experts évaluateurs. les articles pro-
posés seront soumis à des experts sur les thèmes con-
cernés ; ceux-ci donneront leur opinion sur le travail, 
de façon indépendante (évaluation “aveugle”), tenant 
compte des critères suivants : qualité ou niveau acadé-
mique, originalité, contribution pour la connaissance et 
l’enseignement, clarté de la présentation, clarté de la 
rédaction et de la littérature, intérêt et actualité du thè-
me. l’expert évaluateur peut donner son opinion suivant le 
formulaire suggéré ou d’une autre façon. la revue a effec-
tué une révision préalable des experts évaluateurs et con-
sidère qu’ils ont les compétences académiques suffisantes 
pour effectuer leur tâche de façon autonome.

Confidentialité. le processus d’évaluation de la revue 
sera réalisé par arbitrage « en double aveugle ». la revue 

maintient sous réserve toutes les données des auteurs et 
réviseurs, les détails et les résultats du processus seront 
seulement révélés aux personnes directement concernées 
(auteurs, experts évaluateurs et éditeurs). il est demandé 
aux auteurs d’éviter d’utiliser un excès d’autocitations dans 
l’élaboration de leurs articles ou tout autre type de données 
dans le texte qui pourrait faire connaître leur identité en 
tant qu’auteur ou en tant que groupe d’auteurs. de même, 
les allusions à des projets de recherche en rapport avec les 
articles ainsi que les remerciements seront inclus dans le 
texte seulement après approbation de l’article (cependant, 
ces données doivent être signalées aux éditeurs pour éviter 
des conflits d’intérêt éventuels pour les lecteurs du travail).

Durée d’évaluation. Une durée moyenne de huit (8) mois 
sera déterminée à partir de la convocation des pairs, leur 
acceptation et la remise du résultat de l’évaluation. Cepen-
dant, ce délai pourra être plus élevé ou moins élevé, suivant 
la disponibilité des réviseurs et d’autres facteurs pouvant 
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seulement une communication officielle aux auteurs sur 
leur article, quand elle aura une décision finale en ce qui 
concerne l’acceptation complète, l’acceptation sous condi-
tions (avec de légers changements) ou le refus (avec des 
modifications impliquant un changement substantiel de la 
proposition. de même, si l’article traite un thème ne concer-
nant pas la revue, l’auteur en sera informé).
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évaluateurs au cas où un document serait refusé pour la 
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définir la publication. 

notes 

• L’envoi d’articles et le processus éventuel d’évaluation 
n’oblige pas le Comité Éditorial d’innovaR, ni les édi-
teurs, à les publier.

• Les articles et les notices bibliographiques seront reçus 
durant toute l’année sans interruption. 

• Si la coordination de la revue n’accuse pas réception 
d’une proposition de travail huit (8) jours après l’envoi, 
veuillez renvoyer votre message au courrier électronique 
optionnel: innovarjournal@gmail.com

• Lors de l’approbation d’un article, l’auteur ou les auteurs 
cède(nt) les droits de publication à « la Escuela de Admi-
nistración de Empresas y Contaduría Pública de la Facul-
tad de Ciencias Económicas de la Universidad Nacional 
de Colombia ». 

• Les articles publiés dans la revue INNOVAR ne peuvent 
paraître dans aucun autre moyen de communication sans 
que leur publication dans la revue innovaR ne soit ci-
tée au préalable. s’il s’agit de la publication d’un recueil, 
les auteurs devront en demander l’autorisation à la re-
vue et/ou à « la Escuela de Administración de Empresas y 
Contaduría Pública ».
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DESARROLLO DE COMPETENCIAS
Esta área está integrada por cursos cuyo objetivo 

principal es brindar las herramientas y los conocimientos 

necesarios para incrementar la eficacia y la eficiencia 

tanto de las organizaciones como del desempeño de los 

individuos que la integran, mediante el aprovechamiento 

de su potencial intelectual y emocional.
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conocimientos teórico-prácticos sobre el control y los 
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SERVICIO AL CLIENTE
Y ASEGURAMIENTO DE CALIDAD 

En estas áreas los participantes del curso 

obtendrán un marco conceptual que potencialice el 
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para desempeñar una gestión del servicio al cliente 

acorde con los recursos y requerimientos de la 
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